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In this issue 
Welcome to Archive's twenty-first year! We are 
not going to fall for the old Millennium trick but 
we will reserve our coming of age party until 
the end of the year! Given that each issue 
takes at least two weeks to put together, we 
must have spent a minimum of three years at 
the keyboard(s) so far - now how else could we 
have spent that time constructively? Answers 
on the back of a £20 note to the editor.... 

As the last issue went out to all members we 
hope that we are now greeting numerous new 
subscribers - in fact we know that there are 
already more readers this year. The aims of 
Archive should be clear by now but please 
don't forget that while we are always trying to 
publish new material we do not claim that it is 
always the last word on a subject. 

For that reason Feedback exists and from this 
issue onwards we hope that it will appear more 
often in its new form. As before, it will contain 
additions and amendments to material pub-
lished earlier in Archive. Now, however, under 
the title Search & Return, we hope to include 
new information discovered by readers, raising 
new points or perhaps challenging previously 
accepted views. There is scope here for small 
items that would not justify whole articles. We 
also see the future of the How, What, Where? 
feature on this page as being part of the new 

system, enabling readers to submit specific 
queries and responses to them. Additionally 
we would be pleased to publicise requests for 
information from readers doing civil aviation 
research. 

This issue sees the end of the Elmdon 
Airport Movements Log at the point at which 
the Air Ministry took over for the duration of the 
War. In the next issue we will begin the pre-
war Barton Log which takes a somewhat dif-
ferent form and provides an interesting history 
of the site and of flying in that period. 

Next issue should bring us to the end of the 
Whole Truth series on the Puss Moth with the 
last entries, an index and postscript. It will be 
followed by the Miles Messenger in the same 
format and at present we are collecting lists of 
potential illustrations. So, if you have any that 
you would like us to consider for publication 
please let the Editor know in the firsr instance 
and we will get back to you. The older, rarer 
and less frequently published the better and 
the same applies if you have pre-war shots of 
or at Barton. 

Finally one more reminder that the up-to-date 
Index of the last 20 years' contents is still 
available - free by e-mail in .doc, .txt or .zip for-
mats or by post for a s.a.e. in the UK / 2 IRCs 
from overseas. 

How, What, Where? 
We now have more data on the 1910 
Dominguez Air Meet - but not enough room 
for it in this issue, meanwhile we will search for 
some photos. Shanklin Flying Services does 
not get any easier, hopefully a summary next 
time too. Nothing more about the DH 
Humming Birds at the Lympne Trials, or in 
particular their colour schemes. There is also 
complete silence on the Bauhaus Bros B-3 of 
1920 but all is not gloom as Vic Smith tells us 
that Stinson Voyager HB-TRA was among the 
six still unidentified Cubs destroyed by fire at 
Neuchatel on 30.10.48. 

The General Aviation tri-motor designed to 
compete against the Douglas DC-1 for TWA 
purchase is outlined below. It was required to 
outperform the Boeing 247s being built for 
United but if there were any other competitors 
for the task we have not yet heard of them. 

The aircraft was the GA-38 which was 
designed to carry 16 passengers at a top 
speed of 191 mph, as against the 183 mph of 
the 16-seat twin-engined Douglas. It appears 
to have been a development by Col Virginius E 
Clark of the single engined GA-43 which was 
already in production for a number of airlines 
when the trimotor was announced in February 
1933. The all-metal low-wing monoplane was 
to have three P & W Wasps, a wing span of 76 
ft 6 in and would be 59 ft 0 in long, a little small-
er than the DC-1 and the production DC-2s. 

General Aviation Manufacturing, of Dundalk, 
Maryland was a subsidiary of North American 
Aviation Inc, which also controlled Transcon-
tinental & Western Air (TWA), Eastern Air 
Transport and Western Air Express. It also had 
a substantial interest in Douglas Aircraft and 
was employing Col Charles Lindbergh as a 
technical consultant. In his view the new 
Douglas twin would not be able to meet TWA's 

GENERAL AVIATION MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
Dundalk, M.I 

Above: General arrangement drawings of the 
GA-38X proposal. 

requirements as well as the GA-38 but in fact 
the DC-1 with its Wright Cyclones and vari-
able-pitch propellers exceeded them. Work 
continued for a while on the trimotor and the 
design was given plenty of advance promo-
tion, as was its rival, by both North American 
and TWA. 

Eventually it was decided to end the inter-com-
pany rivalry within North American and work 
on the partially-built GA-38 came to a stop, 
leaving the company to write off the $800,000 
it had spent on the project. Thanks for details 
supplied by Rick Allen, Lennart Johnsson and 
Vic Smith in compiling the above. 
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The ABC of the Flying Flea 
BY KEN ELLIS PART SEVEN 

*** * . 

Nolan, John N 
G-AEFG. JN.1, 27.3.36. 
A to F No 51. issued 1.4.36, expired 31.3.37. (NB: Nolan is quoted as 
James on the A to F, this is incorrect.) 
Built over eight months in a garage on Whalley Road, Accrington. 
Lanes and said to be based on Altham Estate. Nolan was "a pioneer of 
the Accrington Gliding Club" - the garage was owned by another AGC 
member. Nolan was assisted by Norman Ellison, "an Accrington youth" 
(later sailplane designer, pilot and author). Used wheels from an Avro 
504. Named "Dragon Fly". Clear varnished ply fuselage, white wings. 
Scott A.2S engine. Tested at Barton. Movements book at Barton 
includes this reference: "left by road 14.9.36 for Accrington". Ellison 
logged 4:30 flying time in G-AEFG. Cancelled 12.38 in census. Parts 
acquired by the Northern Aircraft Preservation Society (later The 
Aeroplane Collection) and allocated BAPC.75. Later transferred to 
Nigel Ponsford, Leeds. (Comprising main wing, rudder, propeller, Scott 
and smaller bits.) Currently undergoing restoration at Breighton, 
Humberside. 

Norcross, W 
Suppliers of Flea components and stock based at the Ribble Works, 
Kendal Street, Preston. Advertising in 12.35 had them offering wings, 
fuselages, rudders, spars and numbered parts. By 9.36 this had 
changed to "clearance of manufacturers' Flying Flea parts, cheap"! 

North Liverpool Light Plane Club 
G-AELM, NLLPC.1, 22.7.36. 
A to F No.91, issued 1.8.36, expired 31.7.37. 
Club founded 26.9.35 in Beaufort Street, (off Parliament Street) 
Liverpool. Began circa 10.35. Secretary Miss W Carlson. Flown from 
Maghull. Assessed as Category E at the Impressment Review. 
Cancelled 1.12.46 census. 

N - Names 
Nazir, Phiroze P - Byfleet, Surrey; see Aircraft Improvements Ltd; 
Needham, Eric F - see Luton Aircraft Ltd; Negus, B H - Crewe; see 
Steele, T; Nightingale, L A C - see Tuckett, H J. 

Above: Albert Oliver's G-AEBA following its forced-landing when being 
flown by G C Taylor at Kennford near Exeter, circa October 1939. 
(Ken Ellis Collection) 

Oldham Welding & Central Motor Company 
G-AEJA, OWCM. 1,21.5.36. 
A to F No.78, issued 20.5.36, expired 19.5.37. 
Built at the premises in Smith Street, Oldham. Taken to Barton for test-
ing, but not flown - despite its A to F - because of the accidents. 
Anzani. Taken back to the Oldham works and stored. Cancelled 
31.12.38. 
[Note that Mr Dawson and others of the garage established the Oldham 
Aircraft Construction Company and made parts for Wellingtons during 
the war.] 

Oliver, Albert 
G-AEBA, AO.1,24.1.36. 
A to F No.40, issued 2.1.36, expired 1.1.37. 
Built at St Teath, Bodmin, Cornwall. Push-rod controls. Anzani. Red 
fuselage, silver wings. Acquired from a second-hand car garage by G 
C Taylor of Kennford, Exeter, 6.39 for one piano accordion and £3! 
Made hops and flights in a field alongside the A38 from 8.39 to about 
10.39 (ie after war had been declared). Broke the main spar and prop 
in a forced-landing from 300ft into a corn field when it ran out of fuel 
with Taylor piloting. Repaired and stored 1939-46 and broken up in 
1946. Cancelled 19.11.45 at census. 

Owen, Kenneth William 
G-AEBB, KWO.1,24.1.36. 
A to F No.31, issued 2.3.36, expired 1.3.37. 
Built in Southampton. 1300cc Henderson. Not flown at all due to lack of 
insurance cover for Owen; taxied at Eastleigh. Built and stored behind 
a chip shop in Southampton. AirMin Category E with K W Owen at 1 
Church Street, Southampton 31.8.39 (the fish and chip emporium). 
Donated to 424 Squadron Air Training Corps in Southampton in late 
50s or early 60s. Cancelled in the 12.46 census. To the Shuttleworth 
Trust, Old Warden, in 1968. Certainly fitted with a (the?) Henderson 
when it joined Shuttleworth's. Rebuilt by Tony Dowson and fitted with a 
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Above: K W Owen's G-AEBB was originally built with a 1300 cc Henderson motorcycle engine 
but is seen here after restoration with a 25 hp Scott Squirrel by Shuttleworth at Old Warden in 
1968. (Jack Meaden) 
Right: Close up of the Scott A.2S Squirrel installation on G-AEBB, showing the twin stub 
exhausts. (Right and Below: Ken Ellis Collection) 
Below: Brian Park's bulldog-adorned G-ADYO under test on Southport Beach. 

Cherub and later with a Scott A.2S. (What a pity it didn't keep the 
Henderson - the Scott may well have been the only engine to have 
allowed it to taxi, but its originality went when the Henderson left.) 
Present colour scheme is blue fuselage with silver wings with a drag-
onfly logo on the rudder - this is the scheme it wore in Owen's days. 

O - Less Defined 
Oundle School Science Society under the guidance of Mr Llowarch, 
said to be building one, 
Oxford Flying Services established 29.6.35 at The Aerodrome, 
Chilworth, near Wheatley, Oxfordshire, with a capital of £2,500, in the 
name of H V Kimberley Atkinson and G W Woodhouse. Also traded as 
Oxford Aircraft, advertising in 2.35 as buying/selling aircraft and in 6.36 
that they could supply 'hardware' for Fleas. 

O - Names 
O'Brien, Sgt - see Crowe, Laurie; Oakington, RAF - builders of the 
'Finningley' Flea — see RAF Finningley; Ogle, John - see Lockley, 
John; Oscroft, C - see Phoenix Aircraft and Aero-8 Club. 

Park, Brian Henry 
G-ADYO, BHP.1, 3.12.35. 
A to F No 21, issued 14.12.35, expired 14.11.36. 
Built at Clarington Forge, Wigan. Brian Park's father ran an axe and 
shovel making concern. Scott A2S (No. 5020). Tested at Hindley, 
Wigan. Painted largely cream, carried registration on wings only, a bull-
dog cartoon on the rudder and the lettering 'BHP.1.'. One test flight and 
damaged 14.12.35. Later tested on Southport Beach and again dam-
aged. Park lived in Park Avenue, Southport. 
Sold in 1936. Recorded as being sold variously to G H Reynolds or to 
University Motors — one and the same? Cancelled 1.37 as 'sold'. Later 

to Stanley Collins who is reported to have attempted trials on Irlam 
Moss, but abandoned the effort. Collins was worried about safety and 
he stored the Flea in Sandy Lane, Irlam. The fuselage was "stolen dur-
ing the war". Engine acquired by the Northern Aircraft Preservation 
Society and fitted to their BAPC.12 (see under Whiteley, S O.). 

Paterson, Robert Hardie 
G-ADVL, RHP.1,24.10.35. 
Built on the premises of F D Cowison & Co at St Rollox, Glasgow 
(Paterson was a Cowison employee). Began .35 and finished 10.35 in 
what Paterson claimed was only "five weeks". Anzani. Named "White 
Eagle". Tested at St Rollox and then Renfrew. While "preparing for a 
flying exhibition", A H Anderson, a friend of Paterson, was killed when 
G-ADVL entered what was described as an "uncontrollable dive" at 
Renfrew on 20.4.36. This was Britain's first Flea fatality. No A to F 
issued. 

Patston, Jack B 
G-AENJ, JP.1, 5.9.36. 
At Eyebury House, Eye, Peterborough. Three months to build, assisted 
by Dick Raven of Wisbech. 30hp Austin 7 prepared by F W Brown of 
Peterborough. Self-carved propeller. Fuselage blue and aluminium. 
Tested at Patston's field at Eyebuiy, initially without main wing. In a let-
ter from Frank Serjeant of Glinton, Peterborough, talking of Fred 
Brown's exploits, he notes "Jack Patston got a man named Applebee 
(sic) to fly his Flea, from London, I think." This has to be the master, 
Stephen Villiers Appleby. Cancelled 31.10.37. 
[Jack went on to own BAC Drone G-AEJK (from 9.37) and an Aeronca 
100 G-AESP (from 7.38).] 

Pearce, W A, Sawyer, H and Hendrie, L 
G-AEDN, PSH.1,29.2.36. 
A to F No.38, issued 10.3.36, expired 29.4.38. 
At Southend. ABC Scorpion. Named "Golden Glory". Attended to the 
Ashingdon rally 13.4.36 (see under Aero-8). Sold 1.5.37 to H C 
Ferguson and kept at Broxbourne, Herts. AirMin Class E upon inspec-
tion in the care of Ferguson at Broxbourne, 8.39. Flea moved to 
Sudbury, Suffolk, during the war and scrapped before end of war. 
Cancelled 12.46 census. See also Tasker, Joan. 

E G Perman & Co 
From their factory, located in Brownlow Mews off the Grays Inn Road 
in London WC1, E G Perman & Co were to complete the largest num-
ber of professionally-built Fleas, although only six were to gain 
Authorisations. They were built very largely to Mignet's design and 
used a wide variety of engines, including their own Ford conversion, the 
Perman-Ford of 32hp. The company also offered wood, metal fittings, 
wheels, sub-assemblies or whatever for the 'homebuilder'. In 1.36 they 
were running a "£10 club" to help builders stagger the costs of acquir-
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Above: Doig's Perman-built G-ADPW "Flit", with the name "Robin 
Goodfellow" along the top of the rudder, at a display at Sundridge, Kent. 
Above, right: The first Perman 
Flea receiving some tender loving 
care to the undercarriage and 
Scott engine. Although only the 
marks 'G-A' appear on the side of 
this publicity shot, the devil logo 
on the rudder identifies this air-
craft as G-ADOV. 
(Both: Ken Ellis Collection) 

Right: G-ADPX was built by E G 
Perman Ltd for F W Broughton of 
Romford and powered by a 30 hp 
Perman Ford. It is seen here at 
"Southend 1936" - apparently the 
Ashingdon rally of 13.4.36 (see 
page 98/60) - and of interest is the 
clearly-labelled "Taxying Mach-
ine" immediately behind it. More 
information about Frank W 
Broughton appears below, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

ing a Flea. E G Perman & Co was founded by G A Puttnam (see also 
his later Puttnam Aircraft Company) and the Company Pilot was A E 
Clouston. 

G-ADOV, GAP/SS/50, 1.10.35. 
A to F No.10, issued 2.10.35, expired 23.8.36. 
Built for James E W Wheatley of Walton-on-Thames. Scott A.2S. 
Thought silver overall, 'outline' registration. Devil-like face logo on rud-
der. Tested at Lympne, 10.35. Cancelled 28.7.36. 

G-ADPV, EGP.52, 24.9.35. 
A to F No.26, issued 24-1-36, expired 12.1.37. 
Scott A.2S, push-rod controls, 21ft 4in main wing. White outline to reg-
istration. Likely built to the order of Cavendish (see below) as the A to 
F was in his name and the Scott was an expensive item for an 'off-the-
shelf build. Tested at Heston. 'Sold' (see above) to Edward W H H 
Cavendish 24.1.36 and then on to "Captain Holmes". F/L Ambrose 
Cowell tested this Flea for Holmes. (Note that Perman were to employ 
a Squadron Leader 0 V Holmes as test pilot - was this he?) 

G-ADPW, GAP/SS/53, 18.10.35. 
A to F No 15, issued 18.10.35, expired 3.10.36. 
Anzani originally, then direct drive Douglas. Bungee undercarriage and 
wire controls. Possibly tested at Heston. (The Anzani is reported to 
have come from a Hawker Cygnet. There were two Cygnets, built 1924, 
G-EBJH and G-EBMB, which survives. Only the latter was fitted with an 
Anzani, and still is.) Bought by Ronald G Doig (see also Aircraft 
Constructions Ltd) of Sidcup, Kent, 18.10.35. (A to F issued in Doig's 
name.) Based at Lympne, first flight (ever? or just there?) 25.10.35. 
Named "Flif and "Robin GoodfelloW and carried Air League symbol on 
the fin. ("Robin Goodfellow" was also G-AEEW, of Aircraft 
Constructions Ltd and both had the same colour scheme.) Blown over 
at Lympne 10.11.35, frustrating Doig's attempt to fly the Channel in it. 
By 2.36 at Pauldens' garage, Manchester. Illustrated in Evening 
Chronicle 10.2.36 in Scott's flying circus markings at Premier Garage, 
Blackpool, for exhaust repair. (By this time fitted with the Douglas.) 
Doig flew the aircraft with Scott's. Air Ministry Category E 'Auto No 5' 
housed at Lympne, by Doig, dated 8.39. 

G-ADPX, EGP.54, 24.9.35. 
A to F No.33, issued 2.2.36, expired 27.2.37. 
Perman-Ford. Push-rod controls. Tested at Heston. Sold 7.3.36 to 
Frank W Broughton (A to F in his name) and flown from Gravesend. 
Attended the Southend rally 4.36. Crashed (at Gravesend?). Cancelled 
28.7.36. 
(See below for more on Frank Broughton.) 

G-ADPY, EGP.55, 24.9.35. 
A to F No.29, issued 14.2.36, expired 21.11.36. 
Scott A.2S. Silver overall with black outline registration. Circle with lines 
logo on rudder. Tested at Heston. 
Sold 30.3.36 to Eric Holland Chambers of Princes Risborough and 
flown from Haddenham. Flown by F/L Arthur E Clouston - who test flew 
for Perman's - at the 8.36 International Flea Rally at Ramsgate and 
entered into the famous race. G-ADPY was reported (by Clouston in his 
1954 book The Dangerous Skies) as having a "60hp Bristol" fitted and 
to be the "fastest Flea in England". (The Cherub III was the largest of 
the 'smalls' made by Bristol and was rated at 36hp.) His claims may 
well have impressed the handicappers, who let him take off last! He did 
not complete the race, due to a broken oil line. Category E by the 
AirMin impressment review 21.11.36 held at Haddenham by E H 
Chambers and then moved to his home 'Up-the-Lane', Whiteleaf, 
Princes Risborough by 31.8.39. Cancelled in the 11.45 census. 
[Chambers also had his own Flea, G-ADXF - qv.] 

G-AECM, EGP.60, 14.2.36. 
A to F No.62, issued 8.4.36, expired 7.4.36. 
Perman-Ford. Tested at Heston or Gravesend. To Joseph Eric Arthur 
Foster of Ashingdon 11.5.36 - A to F in Foster's name. AirMin 
assessed as Category E on 11.5.36 at Canute Air Park, Ashingdon in 
custody of Foster. Cancelled 12.46 census. 

The following table is a summary of Perman construction numbers of 
Fleas built and of reserved registrations not taken up. It would appear 
that the GAP c/ns refer to G A Puttnam and EGP c/ns to E G Perman. 
The letters SS may indicate involvement of Samuel Soden - see 
Puttnam Aircraft Co later. 
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AIM**-
C/n 
GAP/SS/50 
EGP.51 
EGP.52 
GAP/SS/53 
EGP.54 
EGP.55 

EGP.55 

EGP/SS/56 

EGP.57 
EGP.58 
EGP.59 
EGP.60 

Regn 
G-ADOV 
G-ADPU 
G-ADPV 
G-ADPW 
G-ADPX 
G-ADPY 

G-ADZW 

G-ADZG 

-
G-AECK 
G-AECL 
G-AECM 

A to F date 
1.10.35 
-
24.1.36 
18.10.35 
2.2.36 
14.2.36 

-

-
-
-
8.4.36 

see above 
not built/taken up 
see above 
see above 
see above 
see above and G-ADZW 
below 
not built, reservation only 
see G-ADPY 
not built as such, became 
Perman Parasol G-ADZX, 
see below 
no record 
not built, reservation only 
not built, reservation only 
see above 

Frank Broughton started to develop a 'Flea replacement' available at 
about the £200 bracket, ex-works. It used the same wing section as the 
Flea but was a much more conventional light aircraft, akin to Luton's 
LA-3 and later LA-4 Minor. Powered by a Perman-Ford, it was called 
the Broughton Midget. Perman and Broughton collaborated, and the 
type was finished as the Perman Parasol, G-ADZX, constructor's num-
ber EGP/SS/56. It first flew from Gravesend on 23.5.36 with Arthur 
Clouston at the controls. It was offered to the public at £175, but failed 
to find a market. Broughton left to form Broughton-Blayney Aircraft who 
marketed a developed Parasol under the name of Brawney, while 
Perman continued to 'push' its version, but under the new name of 
Perman Grasshopper. G-ADZX was sold off in October 1936 and in 
July 1937 used in a fire fighting demonstration at Gravesend. 

Phillips, Tom C 
In a workshop at Hallwood Road, Kettering. Work began in late 1935, 
but stopped when the 'ban' came along. 8-cylinder Rover of 1,000cc 
giving about 34hp. Sprung tail skid. Wing went post-war to Old Warden 
and the engine to Coventry Museum. Many of the "metal bits" were kept 
at the workshop for many years. 

Phoenix Aircraft Construction Co 
G-AEIP, PACCO.1, 15.5.36. 
A to F No.66, issued 9.4.36, expired 8.4.37. 
Registered office Phoenix Place, London WC1. Carden Ford. Fully 
cowled front fuselage with radiator neatly mounted below the engine. 
Push-rod controls. Flown from Ashingdon (by Claude Oscroft?). 
Cancelled 31.12.38 census. 

Planes Ltd 
G-ADVM, MarkB.9, 15.10.35 
A to F No.16, issued 25.10.35, expired 7.10.36. 
Company registered in the name of Harold Bowen, at Lay (Loy?) 
Buildings, London Road, Chelmsford. Advertised 10.35 offering com-
plete service to builders, "Everything for this Wonderful Machine". 
'Logic' of the constructor's number unknown. Bowen also established 
the Chelmsford Flying Club, with a flying field and clubhouse at 

Above: Frank Broughton and E G Perman developed a more conven-
tional Flea replacement, G-ADZX the Perman Parasol. 
Below: Phoenix Aircraft's G-AEIP ground running - another with a 
much altered nose shape enclosing its Carden Ford engine. 
Bottom: Planes Ltd's completed G-ADVM with Bed Marshall seated at 
the controls. (All: Ken Ellis Collection) 

Ingatestone. In the construction, Bowen was assisted by a full time 
'lad'. Bert Marshall helped on the fuselage, built the wing spars and ribs 
and cut out the metal parts. Propeller made to a design created by a 
local model aircraft enthusiast. Scott A.2S. Push-rod controls. Rear 
wing reported to have featured "a strut" but no physical evidence of this. 
Early 'hop' undertaken by Marshall at Ingatestone. After a visit by the 
"official test pilot" (Cowell?), the test flight was postponed due to centre 
of gravity problems. The test pilot promised to return but was killed 
"about a week later". With the 'ban' looming perhaps only one more 
flight was made, this time by a motor cycling member of the club, he 
took the Flea to about 40ft high, but cut the engine, it stalled and 
crashed, breaking one of the spars and the pilot's jaw! Categorised by 
the AirMin as 'E' stored by Bowen at Chelmsford 8.39. Cancelled 8.45 
census. 
[If it was Cowell, the time-line on his inspection of this aircraft, bearing 
in mind its A to F date, is somewhat extended - but this was not uncom-
mon.] 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE de HAVILLAND PUSS MOTH 

BY MALCOLM FILLMORE 

PART ELEVEN 

The Mollisons' Puss Moths 
Above: G-ABXY c/n 2241 "The Heart's 
Content" with 130 hp Gipsy Major was 
Jim Mollison's Atlantic record breaker. It 
was a special airframe with one door 
only, and that smaller than usual, at the 
rear of the cabin on the port side. This 
allowed the front of the cabin to be used 
for one huge 75 gallon fuel tank. There 
was also a 45 gallon tank behind the pilot 
in addition to the two 20 gallon gravity 
feed wing tanks, a total of 160 Imp gal. 

Right: Mrs J A Mollison (Amy Johnson) 
broke the outward, inward and return 
flight records to the Cape in her Gipsy 
Major powered c/n 2247 G-ACAB 
"Desert Cloud" in November/December 
1932. An hour after leaving Gao (in what 
is now Mali) on the outward flight she had 
to return to refuel as only 10 gallons had 
been put in instead of 42! She still broke 
the record set by her husband by 10J/2 
hours. Here the long range tank can 
clearly be seen in the rear of the cabin. 
(Photos: Flight via Jack Meaden) 

2241 Regd G-ABXY 7.32 to James A Mollison, Stag Lane; named "The 
Heart's Content (and replacement for G-ABKG). C of A No 3553 
issued 4.8.32. Special single-seater with additional 75 & 45 gal-
lon fuel tanks in cabin. Flown on east to west Transatlantic cross-
ing 18-19.8.32, leaving Portmarnock Strand, Dublin and crossing 
the North American coast at Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, 
before landing at Pennfield Ridge, New Brunswick; (31 hours 20 
mins airborne). First solo east-west lightplane crossing of North 
Atlantic and longest non-stop lightplane flight. Flown on to New 
York 21.8.32 but intended return flight abandoned and returned to 
UK aboard SS "Empress of Britain" 8.9.32. Fitted with Gipsy 
Major and flown across South Atlantic leaving Lympne 6.2.33 and 
arriving Port Natal, Brazil 9.2.33, (3 days 10 hours 8 mins) and on 
to Rio de Janeiro, arrived 11.2.33. Regd .33 to Yorkshire 
Aeroplane Club, Yeadon. Regd 2.1.34 to Harold L Brooke, 
Sherburn. Crashed due to icing in fog on ML Loziere, nr 
Genholac, France 28.3.34 en route Lympne to Australia; Brooke 
slightly injured. Regn eld 12.34. (Note: engine subsequently fit-
ted to Falcon G-ACTM). 

2242 To Mitsui & Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3580 issued 14.9.32. 

2243 To Mitsui & Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3585 issued 14.9.32. 

2244 To Mitsui & Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3595 issued 26.9.32. 

2245 To Mitsui & Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3596 issued 28.9.32. 

2246 Regd G-ACBL 17.12.32 to Major Frederick W Barrett, 
Wroughton; fitted with Gipsy Major. C of A No 3682 issued (to DH) 
8.12.32. Regn eld as pwfu 1.33. Regd in Spain as EC-VAA 1.34 
to Teodore Martel, Barajas, Madrid. To Francisco Moreno, 
Barajas .35/6. Taken over by Spanish Nationalists 7.36 and flown 
to Portugal to pick up General Sanjurjo. Crashed into trees on 
take off from field, Marinla near Cascais, Portugal 20.7.36, killing 
General Sanjurjo and slightly injuring pilot Capt Juan Ansaldo. 

2247 Regd G-ACAB 11.32 to Mrs Amy Mollison; named "The Desert 
Cloud"; fitted with Gipsy Major. C of A No 3647 issued 8.11.32. 
Lympne to Cape Town flight 14.11.32 - 18.11.32 (4 days, 6 hrs, 
54 mins). Cape Town to Croydon flight 11.12.32 - 18.12.32, (7 
days, 7 hrs, 5 mins). Mollison awarded 1932 Segrave Memorial 
Trophy for this flight. Sold .33 to Henlys Ltd, Heston. Regd 
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Above: Sixteen late production Puss Moths were purchased for the 
Japanese Army and delivered via Mitsui Co Ltd in 1932/3. No.64 shown 
here is believed to be the first (and therefore probably c/n 2237) as the 
serials ran from 64 to 68 and 114 to 125. They were equipped as two-
seaters and fitted with fuel tanks for an endurance of 7 hours, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

11.5.33 to Birkett Air Service Ltd, Heston. Sold 6.2.39. Regd 
23.5.39 to Utility Airways Ltd, Hooton Park. Destroyed by fire 
Hooton Park 8.7.40. Regn eld 8.7.40. 

2248 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3659 issued 11.11.32. 

2249 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3669 issued 24.11.32. 

2250 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3670 issued 24.11.32. 

2251 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3683 issued 7.12.32. 

2252 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3690 issued 15.12.32. 

2253 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3779 issued 17.2.33. 

2254 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3780 issued 17.2.33. 

2255 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3789 issued 2.3.33. 

2256 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3790 issued 4.3.33. 

2257 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 3803 issued 13.3.33. 

2258 To Mitsui Co Ltd, Japan with C of A No 38I6 issued 17.3.33. 

2259 Regd G-ACFE 10.5.33 to Capt Hubert S Broad, Stag Lane; fitted 
with Gipsy Major. C of A No 3833 issued 10.5.33. Regn eld as 
sold 4.34. Regd in France as F-AMYR 27.4.34 to F Collas de 
Gournay, Paris. Regd 5.36 to Mme S Goute, Pontoise. Regn eld 
post .39, fate unknown. 

2260 To Wilson Airways Ltd, Kenya; fitted with Gipsy Major and C of A 
No 4039 issued 5.10.33. Regd VP-KAZ 10.33 to Wilson Airways 
Ltd, Nairobi (and delivered 9.10.33). Impressed into KAAU 9.39 
as K5. Recorded at Dar-es-Salaam 22.1.44. 

CANADIAN PRODUCTION 
In addition to production at Stag Lane, a number of Puss Moths were 
built up from British-supplied dis-assembled units by De Havilland 
Canada at Downsview (ie: there was no local 'manufacture' as such). 
Assemblies started arriving at Downsview in September 1930. They 
were given local c/ns, initially DHC.129-131 and 133-139, but these 
were re-sequenced from DHC.201 by December 1930 and the earlier 
numbers simply continued the DH.60M sequence. 

Whilst it had been hoped to service civilian orders, these were not forth-
coming. Fortunately, however, the Canadian Government took an inter-

est and placed an initial order for RCAF blind-flying trainers in 
December 1930 (this was Contract Demand CD333 for ten aircraft -
RCAF 169-178). A further three were ordered under CD426 in January 
1931 (RCAF 179-181) and were followed by an order for four (G-CYUR 
to CYUU) for Civil Government Air Operations (CGAO). 

There were 25 Puss Moths assembled in all and these were delivered 
in three batches. The first 19, of which 17 were the above orders, were 
built in February/June 1931. Two (or three) more were built at the end 
of 1931 and the final three assembled in 1934/35. It is likely that all the 
Canadian-assembled DH.80As were fitted with Gipsy III. 

RCAF Puss Moths were specially modified for blind flying instruction. 
This consisted mainly of a blind flying panel that was held in position 
along the ceiling of the cockpit by pins at its front end and by an elastic 
tensioner anchored at the rear of the aircraft. The panel was brought 
into use by pulling it forward over a hinge in the ceiling and down 
(against the tension), and then securing it by a couple of pins. The panel 
obscured the forward vision of the trainee, while triangular frosted glass 
obscured his side view. It was an ingenious system for which Verdon 
Levick was granted a patent in both Canada and the USA. 

Initial deliveries to the RCAF appear to have been made to E Flight, 2 
Sqn, Flying Training Wing [FTW]; the FTW consisted of three 
Squadrons, each with three Flights. Despite early enthusiasm by the 
RCAF, the Puss Moth proved unsuitable for the strain placed on it by 
blind flying training. This was confirmed by a thorough stress analysis 
by the Aeronautical Engineering Department which revealed a number 
of weaknesses, even before the crash of G-CYUT on 21.3.32. This 
crash resulted in the grounding of all RCAF Puss Moths, and the rest of 
1932 was spent trying to resolve the structural problems. In Oct 1932, 
it was decided to select six aircraft (169, 173, 174, 176, 177, 180) to be 
brought fully up to aerobatic standards, to allow blind flying training to 
be continued. 

By the time these six aircraft returned to service in Feb/Mar 1933 (and 
following the severe budget cuts of early 1932), the FTW had been 
reduced to the Flying Training School [FTS], consisting of two Flights. 
By July of that year the Puss Moths had been withdrawn from the train-
ing role again. Besides six aircraft transferred to the Controller of Civil 
Aviation [CCA] for use by the District Inspectors [Dl] across Canada, the 
remaining aircraft were either engaged in light transportation duties or 
were put into storage. Eventually, it was decided to withdraw all the 
RCAF Puss Moths in August 1935, at which time only 174 and 651 were 
active. In an act of frugality, instruments (and even Gipsy III engines) 
were removed from withdrawn Puss Moths and sent to DHC to be 
installed in the four Tiger Moths being assembled for the Flying Clubs. 
The CCA also replaced their remaining Puss Moths over the next twelve 
months. 

Our grateful thanks are due to Terry Judge for the above Service notes 
and for additions to the individual aircraft histories which follow. 

201 Received at Downsview 4.9.30. F/f after assembly 24.2.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 169 on 25.2.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
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22.3.32 and to Ottawa 3.5.32. Used by RCMP Commissioner wef 
11.6.32. To DHC 3.12.32 for aerobatic mods. To FTS Camp 
Borden 10.4.33 and returned to Ottawa and RCMP 
Commissioner 23.4.33. To Winnipeg 28.7.33 (after accident at 
Radville, SK 18.6.33?) for complete overhaul. Accepted by AID 
14.2.35 and reserialled 651. Returned to Ottawa and RCMP 
9.6.35. Wfu 8.35 and to No.1 Depot, Ottawa for storage 1.4.36. 
Soc to spares I4.I.37. 

202 Received at Downsview 4.9.30. F/f after assembly 25.2.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 170 on 25.2.31 at FTW Camp Borden. To Ottawa 
3.5.32 for overhaul but suspended and stored. Soc to spares 
14.1.37. 

203 Received at Downsview 4.9.30. F/f after assembly 26.2.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 171 on 2.3.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
22.3.32; to DHC for mods 3.8.32. Regd CF-CCI on 25.10.32 to 
Dept of National Defence, Controller of Civil Aviation; based St 
Hubert, Quebec. Force-landed with centresection failure on ice 
Lake Matchi-Manitou 28.3.35. Stripped for engine/spares and 
abandoned - later sank on ice melting. Regn eld 13.4.35. Soc by 
RCAF 7.6.35. Some salvaged parts used to repair CF-CCC c/n 
216. 

204 Received at Downsview 9.10.30. F/f after assembly reported as 
29.4.31 (but probably 29.3.31). Toe by RCAF as 172 on 9.4.31 at 
FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 22.3.32 and to Winnipeg 2.1.33 
for overhaul. Declared surplus 2.6.33 and used by Dl Howard 
Ingram, Regina, SK wef 7.7.33. Regd CF-CCF 25.9.33 to Dept of 
National Defence, Controller of Civil Aviation; based Regina, to 
Edmonton 3.34. Dbf during refuelling, Edmonton 3.9.34. Soc by 
RCAF 20.9.34 and regn eld 21.9.34. 

205 Received at Downsview 9.10.30. F/f after assembly 14.3.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 173 on 16.3.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
22.3.32, to DHC for mods 1.12.32 and returned to FTS Camp 
Borden 27.2.33. To Ottawa 12.7.33 and used by RCMP 
Rockcliffe until c.3.34. Wfu and to storage 8.35. Soc for spares 
12.8.36. 

206 Received at Downsview 9.10.30. F/f after assembly 17.3.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 174 on 18.3.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 

Above: The RCAF were quick to try out the Puss Moths being assem-
bled in Canada. Seen here are the first three: in the centre is RCAF 169 
c/n DHC 201 with high pressure tyres, on the right is RCAF 170 c/n 
DHC 202 on skis, and on the left is RCAF 171 c/n DHC 203 with the 
latest low pressure tyres. All have metal propellers, undoubtedly US 
supplied, (via Jack Meaden) 

22.3.32, to DHC for mods 2.12.32 and to FTS Camp Borden 
27.2.33. To Trenton 30.6.33 as hack for Fighter Flight. Wfu 8.35 
and stored. Converted to Instructional Airframe A5 at Trenton 
23.7.36. To Technical Training School, St Thomas, Ont. Soc for 
spares 8.2.44. 

207 Received at Downsview 21.11.30. F/f after assembly 24.3.31. 
Toe by RCAF as 175 on 27.3.31 at FTW Camp Borden. 
Damaged when blown over 8.2.32; repairs suspended 4.32 and 
to store 11.32. To DHC for overhaul 10.10.34. Soc by RCAF 
26.2.35. Regd CF-CCL 25.1.35 (CofR 1514) to Dept of National 
Defence, Controller of Civil Aviation; based Ottawa. Wfu 8.35. 
Toe by RCAF Ottawa Air Station 27.4.36 for salvage evaluation. 
Regn eld 19.10.36. Soc for spares by RCAF 21.1.37. 

208 Received at Downsview 21.11.30. F/f after assembly 28.3.31. 
Toe by RCAF as 179 on 10.4.31 at FTW Camp Borden. To 
Ottawa 2.7.31 and to Transportation Flight, Ottawa 9.7.31. To 
Practice Flight, Ottawa 29.8.31. Badly damaged in forced landing 
Peterborough, Ont 16.11.31; to DHC 21.11.31 for repairs and 
mods (see c/n 222); returned to Camp Borden 31.3.32 (delivered 
5.4.32). Used for wing-flutter tests 11.32. Damaged in forced 
landing Peterborough, Ont 21.8.35 and to store. Scrapped and 
burnt early 9.36 at Camp Borden. Soc 16.9.36. 

209 Received at Downsview 21.11.30. F/f after assembly 26.3.31. 
Toe by RCAF as 177 on 28.3.31 at FTW Camp Borden. 
Grounded 22.3.32; to DHC for mods 2.12.32 and returned to FTS 
Camp Borden 17.3.33. To Ottawa 24.6.33 for transfer to CCA. 
Regd CF-CCJ 28.6.33 (CofR 1300) to Dept of National Defence, 
Controller of Civil Aviation; based Toronto to replace CF-CCC. 
Personal aircraft of Col Douglas G Joy, Superintendent of Civil 
Aviation, DND. Dbf Barker Airport, Toronto 12.11.35 in National 
Air Transport hangar fire. Regn eld 19.10.36. Soc by RCAF 
12.11.35. 

Right: RCAF 171 c/n 
DHC 203, the second 
Canadian aircraft assem-
bled from components 
sent from England, seen 
on skis. After a short mili-
tary career it was passed 
to the Controller of Civil 
Aviation and registered 
CF-CCI. 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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210 Received at Downsview 5.12.30. F/f after assembly 30.3.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 178 on 1.4.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
22.3.32; to DHC for mods 17.2.34. Regd CF-CCK 28.3.34 to 
Dept of National Defence, Controller of Civil Aviation; based 
Vancouver, delivered 25.5.34. C of R lapsed 27.3.36. Regn eld 
8.6.36 and airframe burnt late .36. Soc by RCAF 23.4.37. 

211 Received at Downsview 5.12.30. F/f after assembly 4.4.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 176 on 9.4.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
22.3.32; to DHC for mods 2.12.32 and returned to FTS Camp 
Borden 17.3.33. To General Purpose Flight, Ottawa 2.7.33. 
Operated by RCMP Commissioner 8/9.34. To No.1 Depot, 
Ottawa 1.4.36 for storage. Soc for spares 14.1.37. 

212 Received at Downsview 5.12.30. F/f after assembly 10.4.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 180 on 16.4.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
22.3.32; to DHC for mods 2.12.32 and returned to FTS Camp 
Borden 22.3.33. To General Purpose Flight, Ottawa 15.5.33. 
Regd CF-CDN 24.3.34 (C of R 1376) to Dept of National Defence 
and loaned to Toronto Flying Club, Toronto. Damaged when 
engine failed, Quebec City 25.6.34; C of R renewed 3.7.35. Regd 
2.10.36 to Toronto Flying Club Ltd. C of R lapsed 13.7.37; 
renewed 8.9.37 to same owner. C of R lapsed 8.9.38; renewed 
12.9.39. Regn lapsed 24.8.40 and sold to Central Technical 
School, Toronto for use as instructional airframe. Soc by RCAF 
24.8.40. 

213 Received at Downsview 13.9.30. F/f after assembly 20.4.31. Toe 
by RCAF as 181 23.4.31 at FTW Camp Borden. Grounded 
22.3.32; to DHC for overhaul 10.10.34. Regd CF-CCM 26.11.34 
(C of R 1493) to Dept of National Defence, Controller of Civil 
Aviation; delivered Edmonton 3.12.34 - 12.12.34 as replacement 
for CF-CCF. Soc by RCAF 3.12.34. Wfu 9.36 and donated to 
Calgary Institute of Technology & Art, Calgary as instructional air-
frame 4.7.36. Regn eld 19.10.36. 

214 Received at Downsview 13.9.30. F/f after assembly 10.5.31. Toe 
by CGAO (Canadian Civil Govt Air Operations) as G-CYUR 
12.5.31 and based Ottawa. Grounded 22.3.32; to No.1 Depot, 
Ottawa for overhaul 9.32 but suspended and stored. Soc 12.8.36; 
with total hours only 146.45. 

215 Received at Downsview 13.9.30. F/f after assembly 20.5.31. Toe 
by CGAO as G-CYUS 14.5.31, based Ottawa. Badly damaged in 
forced landing nr Mount Chesney, 10 miles NE of Kingston, Ont 
13.8.31; to No.1 Depot, Ottawa 18.8.31 for rebuild, completed 
1.2.32. Grounded 22.3.32 and to storage Ottawa 13.12.32. 
Converted to instructional airframe A6 (with wings of G-CYUR) 
3.2.37. Soc 3.2.37 and to Trinity College School, Port Hope, Ont. 
Later returned to Trenton, where scrapped. Total hours only 
55.45. 

216 Received at Downsview 13.9.30. F/f after assembly 19.5.31. 
Regd CF-CCC 27.5.31 (C of R 987) to Dept of National Defence, 
Controller of Civil Aviation, Ottawa; based Toronto as replace-
ment for DH.60 G-CALE. To Ottawa 6.33 and grounded. To DHC 
for mods 18.5.35, completed 19.7.35 and to St Hubert, Montreal 

Above: CF-IOL c/n DHC 219 with Imperial Oil logos and pilot Pat Reid 
who was leader on a tour of airfields in 1931. All the Canadian-assem-
bled Puss Moths were the 1931 model with the taller fin and rudder. 
Below: CF-APD c/n DHC 220 in a cutting from an old American maga-
zine, can be seen to have the additional bracing from the front under-
wing strut to the rear wing root fitting. 
(Both via Jack Meaden) 

24.7.35 replacing CF-CCI. Wfu St Hubert 3.36 and to spares 
28.7.36. Regn eld 19.10.36. 

217 Received at Downsview 13.9.30. Toe by CGAO as G-CYUU 
31.5.31 at Winnipeg. Grounded 22.3.32; overhauled .33/34. To 
Communications Flight, Winnipeg 5.35 (also with 8 [GP] 
Squadron). Wfu 8.35 and stored. Soc 12.8.36. Fuselage to 12 
[AC] Sqdn, NPAAF, Winnipeg as instructional airframe. 

218 Received at Downsview 13.9.30. F/f after assembly 28.5.31. Toe 
by CGAO, Ottawa as G-CYUT 5.6.31. Suffered inflight wing fail-
ure when entered dive during stalling tests and crashed nr 
Ottawa 21.3.32; killing F/Sgt A Anderson and injuring pilot F/O A 
L James. Total time 55 hrs 25 mins. Soc 29.6.32. 

219 Received at Downsview 24.6.31. Regd CF-IOL 30.6.31 to 
Imperial Oil Ltd, Toronto and flown by Pat Reid. Damaged in 
forced landing, Strong's Corner, 35 ml W of Sault Ste Marie, Ml 
16.9.33. To DHC for inspection and sold 8.12.33 "as is" to 
Totonto Flying Club. Rebuilt by DHC. Reregd CF-CDM 28.3.34 to 
Toronto Flying Club Ltd, Downsview. Regn lapsed 28.3.35. 
Struck by DH.90 CF-BBD which swung on landing, Toronto 
19.4.37 and written off. Sold 11.37 for conversion to snowmobile. 

220 Regd CF-APD 21.12.31 to Capt H Spooner, St Lambert, Quebec 
(as nominee for Alexander Stillman, New York City). Badly dam-
aged on landing in marsh, Gary, IN 20.7.32. Sold 9.33 for rebuild 
and regd 8.10.33 to L P Goyette, Montreal. Grounded 3.36. C of 
R renewed 21.10.36 and lapsed 12.8.38. Regd 12.4.39 to Dr R 
Simard, St Lambert, Quebec (based Montreal). Regd 7.3.41 to C 
Powell, Westmount, Quebec (based Montreal). Regd 16.5.41 to 
E Reynolds, Montreal. Regd 13.7.42 to M A C Smith, St Hubert, 
Quebec. Wfu 10.42 and stored at Rougemount, PQ. C of R 
renewed 10.12.45. C of R lapsed 18.4.48. Sold 21.10.50 and 
regd 3.3.51 to J E Gauthier, Sainte Therese, Quebec. Sold 12.51 
to P G Mercier, St Laurent, Quebec. Wfu and regn lapsed 
24.2.52. 

To be concluded.... 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

PART SIXTEEN 

1. The First System (1921-1927 ) 
(Continued) 

Right: The Itoh Emi 24 "Akita-go" Long-Range 
Biplane J-TIPS as originally fitted with a 320 hp 
Maybach airship engine and side radiators. It was 
nose heavy and offered poor forward vision for the 
pilot, so the radiators were replaced by a single unit 
between the undercarriage legs. It would appear 
from the evidence of the Register entry that it was 
later re-engined with a 200 hp Hall-Scott and used 
as a private aeroplane. 

Left: The revised radiator 
layout of the Itoh Emi 24 
"Akita-go" clearly shows 
how the pilot's forward 
view would have been 
improved by placing the 
unit below the fuselage. 
The aircraft's name was 
in recognition of funding 
from sponsors in the Akita 
Prefecture of Japan, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

1-F: New additions to J-T### series (see p96/3-96/8): continued 

J-TIPS Itoh Emi 24 Long-range single-seat open cockpit biplane 
(Hall-Scott 200hp). CofA 3.23, Bureau of Aeronautics. To 
T.Yoshida 8.24, CofA returned 3.25 due to aircraft being 
destroyed. Named "Akita-go". [The Itoh Emi 24 is shown in 
reference works as being completed 10.21 for an Imperial 
Flying Association competition. It was powered by a 320 hp 6-
cyl inline water-cooled Maybach engine and was not a suc-
cess. Converted to No.2 form as a private aircraft, it was pre-
sumably re-engined as shown above. One only built.] 

J-TIPU Salmson 2A2, c/n 205. Builder unknown. CofA 4.24. K. 
Hasegawa. CofA returned 11.24 due to aircraft being 
destroyed during take-off. 

J-TIQT Itoh Emi 22 Two-seat Long-range open-cockpit biplane 
(Liberty 400hp 12-cyl water-cooled vee). C/n 36. CofA 12.23, 
Otojiro Itoh. CofA expired 10.25. Named "Yamagata Kinen-
go", and took part in the Fourth Prize-winning Flight 
Competition of June 1923,but force-landed due to engine fail-
ure. Later used for demonstration flights. One only. 

J-TIQV Nieuport 83 /Army Type Ko-2 (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 8, CofA 
3.25. K.Yonemura. CofA returned 2 days later (6 March 1925) 
due to the aircraft having been destroyed during landing. 

J-TIRU Itoh 31 Three-passenger/1 pilot pusher biplane flying boat 
(Hispano-Suiza 220hp 8-cyl water-cooled vee). CofA 11.22. 
Choichi Inoue (NKYK). CofA returned 17 days later (27 11.22) 
due to damage. [This aircraft is called the Itoh 27 by NKYK, 
but was developed from the unbuilt Itoh 28 and usually known 
as the Itoh 31. The Register gives it as Itoh 37, which may be 
the c/n. Subsequent history is not clear in official records, said 
to have been used until 1924 by NKYK.] 

Above: The Itoh Emi 22 J-TIQT was painted black with the name 
"Yamagata Kinen-go" along the fuselage. This name was applied in 
memory of the young pilot Toyotaro Yamagata who was killed in the 
crash of the Itoh Emi 14 on 27.8.20. 
Below: The same aircraft from a more frontal viewpoint, emphasising 
the size of the 400hp Liberty engine, then the most powerful in Japan. 
To improve visibility the pilot's seat was on the port side of the large sin-
gle cockpit with the second seat behind and to starboard, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

«• 
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J-TIRW Nieuport 81 /Army Type Ko-1 (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 25. CofA 
4.24, A.Fukunaga. CofA expired 10.24. 

Left: Based on the Curtiss Seagull 
hull, the Itoh Emi 31 three-passen-
ger flying boat J-TIRU was intend-
ed for the NKYK - Japan Air 
Transport Research Association, 
of Osaka. This company, set up by 
Choichi Inoue, operated ex-Navy 
Yokosho seaplanes and the Itoh 
Emi 31 would have been a more 
realistic option for passenger ser-
vices. 
Below: A head-on view of the Itoh 
Emi 31 J-TIRU taxying. The engi-
neer is standing in the cockpit with 
arms raised! (via Toshio Fujita) 

J-TIRX Avro 504K /Nakajima (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Nakajima 104. 
CofA 10.25. F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying School). CofA returned 
7.26 due to aircaft being damaged. 

J-TISV Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Benz 100hp 
6-cyl water-cooled inline). C/n 41. CofA 11.22. "Chidori No.1", 
NKYK. CofA expired 8.24. When CofA renewed 2.24, the air-
craft was recorded as "Chidori No.9". 

J-TISX Avro 504K (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n 424. CofA 4.24, E. 
Munesato. CofA returned 5.24 due to aircraft being damaged. 

J-TITX Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Benz 100 or 
130hp). CofA 11.22, C.Inoue (NKYK) "Chidori No.2". CofA 
returned 1.23 due to aircraft being damaged. 

J-TITY Sopwith 3 (Pup) (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 536. CofA 4.24, T.Aiba 
(Nippon Flying Schoo ) .CofA expired 7.25. 

J-TITZ Avro 504K /Nakajima (130hp Clerget). C/n Nakajima 6. CofA 
12.25, T.Aiba (Nippon Flying School ). CofA returned 3.26 
due to aircraft being damaged. 

J-TIUA Avro 504K (Le Rhone 120hp). ,C/n British-built 503. CofA 
12.25, T.Yoshimura. CofA expired 6.26. 

J-TIUZ Nieuport 81 /Army Type Ko-1, (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 7. CofA 
5.24, Nippon Central Flying School. CofA expired 5.25. 

J-TIVZ Yokoshou l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Daimler 
160/200hp ), CofA 2.23, C.lnoue (NKYK). "Chidori No.4". Fate 
not known. 

J-TIWB Avro 504K (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n 105 (builder?). CofA 5.24, 
Nippon Central Flying School. Fate not known. 

J-TIXC Sopwith 3 (Pup), (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 509. CofA 5.24, 
Nippon Flying School. CofA expired 4.25. 

J-TIYB Kawanishi Toku (Special) 6 (Curtiss 150hp?). CofA 12.22, 
Kawanishi Machinery Manufacturing Works. Fate not known. 
Details of this type are not known but it may be based on a 
Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata seaplane. 

J-TIYD Sopwith 3 (Pup), (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 4. CofA 4.24. CofA 
returned 10.24 as aircraft no longer airworthy. 

J-TIZF Avro 504K /Nakajima (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Nakajima 30. 
CofA 1.26, E.Musesato (First Flying School). CofA returned 
1.27 due to aircraft being damaged. 

J-TOAE Nakajima 5 two-seat open-cockpit biplane (150-165hp Hall-
Scott 6-cyl water-cooled inline). C/n 116. CofA 1.23. TTK. 
Fate not known. 

J-TOAG Nieuport 83 /Army Type Ko-2 (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 18. CofA 
5.24. M.Fuyuhiro. CofA expired 11.24. 

J-TOBG Avro 504L (Bentley B.R.1 150hp rotary). C/n 2523. CofA 1.26, 
S.Anto. CofA returned 4.26 as aircraft damaged. This is said 
to have been UK-built and may be one of the ten built by Avro 
at Hamble delivered to the Japanese Navy in 1921. 

J-TOBH Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Curtiss 
250hp). C/n Yokosuka Naval Arsenal factory 36. CofA 4.24, 
NKKK. CofA returned 10.24 as aircraft damaged. 

J-TOCG Nakajima 5 two-seat open-cockpit biplane (150-165hp Hall-
Scott 6-cyl water-cooled inline). C/n 108. CofA 1.23. TTK. 
Fate not known. 

J-TOCI Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Benz 150hp). 
C/n Yokosuka Naval factory 48. CofA 5.24. NKYK. CofA 
expired 5.25. [NKYK acquired ten l-go Ko-gata seaplanes 
from the Navy, only this one example modified by installation 
of higher-powered Benz engine. To distinguish it from the 
other aircraft the fuselage was painted red and it was named 
"Red Plover". 

J-TODI Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp). C/n 5037. S.Sone. CofA 3.26 but 
returned 11.4.26 as aircraft damaged. UK-built, this appears 
to be an Avro, Hamble, c/n but is the same as J-TUPQ (qv). 

J-TODJ Nieuport 81 /Army Type Ko-1, (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n528. 
CofA 6.24, Nishida Aeroplane Research Studio. CofA 
returned 7.24 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TOEI Nakajima 5 two-seat open-cockpit biplane (150-165hp Hall-
Scott 6-cyl water-cooled inline). C/n 98. TTK. CofA 1.23. Fate 
not known. 

J-TOEK Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata two-seat open cockpit twin float 
biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp 8-cyl water-cooled vee). C/n 
Nakajima 108. CofA 7.24, NKYK. CofA returned 11.24 due to 
damage by waves while mooring. 

J-TOFJ Itoh Type 28 two-seat biplane (Hispano-Suiza 220hp). C/n 1. 
CofA 1.23. O.ltoh. This is not the same as the Itoh Emi 28 fly-
ing boat - which was not built. It is presumed to be a modifi-
cation of a Nakajima 5 with a new engine. Details and fate are 
not known. 

J-TOFL Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Benz 130hp). 
C/n Yokosuka Naval factory 40. CofA 7.24, NKYK "Chidori 
No.2". CofA returned 3.25 as aircraft seriously damaged by 
typhoon. 

J-TOGK Itoh Type 25 2 seat biplane (Curtiss 90hp). C/n 1. CofA 2.23. 
Otojiro Itoh. CofA expired 5.25. This is not the Itoh Emi 25 
"Baby Curtiss" (see J-TELN p99/127). Details unknown. 

J-TOGL Nieuport 24 /Army Ko-3, (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n Tokorozawa 
12. CofA 4.26, M.Toro. CofA expired 10.26. 
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Right: A trio of Yokosho l-go Ko-gata sea-
planes of the Japan Air Transport Research 
Association (NKYK) on the shoreline at Sakai 
(Osaka) at the opening in 1922 of the Osaka 
- Tokushima route. From the left they are 
J-TOCI, J-TOFL and J-TOXB, formerly used 
as Naval seaplane trainers and known in 
civilian service as "Chidori-go" ("Plover"), 
(via Toshio Fujita) 
Below: An unidentified Yokosho Ro-go Ko-
gata floatplane runs ashore. Several civil 
examples appear below in early airline use. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-TOGM Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Aichi, two-seat open-cockpit twin 
float biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp 8-cyl water-cooled vee). 
C/n Aichi 41. CofA 8.24, NKKK. CofA returned 9.24 as air-
craft destroyed in forced landing. 

J-TOHN Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane biplane trainer (Benz 130hp). 
C/n Yokosuka Naval factory 38. CofA 8.24, C.lnoue (NKYK). 
CofA returned 6.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TOIN Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima, two-seat open-cockpit 
twin float biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp 8-cyl water-cooled 
vee). C/n Nakajima 52. CofA 4.24, C.lnoue (NKYK). CofA 
expired 10.24. 

J-TOIO Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima, two-seat open-cockpit 
twin float biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp 8-cyl water-cooled 
vee). C/n Nakajima 86. CofA 10.24, NKK. CofA expired 10.25. 

J-TOJN Tenryu 12 (Le Rhone 80hp). CofA 3.23, Fukunaga 
Aeroplane Manufacturing Works. This is believed to be a 
Nieuport 24 modified. Details and fate not known. 

J-TOJO Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima, two-seat open-cockpit 
twin float biplane (Argus 180hp). C/n Nakajima 112. CofA 
3.26, C.lnoue (NKYK). CofA returned 9.26 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-TOKO Tamai 2 (Le Rhone 80hp). CofA 3.23. T.Tamai. This may be 
a Nieuport 81 modified ? Details and fate not known. 

J-TOKP Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Aichi, two-seat open-cockpit twin 
float biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp 8-cyl water-cooled vee). 
C/n Aichi 25. CofA 3.26. CofA returned 5.27 as aircraft 
destroyed. 

J-TOKQ Nieuport 83 /Army Type Ko-2 (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n1. CofA 
5.24, K.Kishimoto. Owner changed to S.Soga 1.25. CofA 
returned 4.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TOLP Nakajima 5, two-seat open-cockpit biplane (150-165hp Hall-
Scott 6-cyl water-cooled inline). C/n 76. CofA 3.23. TTK. Fate 
not known. 

J-TOLQ Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima two-seat open-cockpit 
twin float biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp 8-cyl water-cooled 
vee). C/n Nakajima 13. CofA 3.26, CofA returned 5.26 as air-
craft destroyed. 

J-TOLR Army Henri Farman 4 modified two-seat seaplane (Renault 
70hp). C/n 165. CofA 5.24, Ando Aeroplane Research Studio. 
CofA expired 11.24. Listed as Maurice Farman 4 in Official 
Gazette; variants of both designs were called Mo-4 in Japan. 

J-TOMR Nieuport 81/Mitsubishi Army Type Ko-1 (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 
Mitsubishi 533. CofA 2.26, T.Aiba (Nippon Flying School). 
CofA expired 6.26. 

J-TOMS Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp). C/n RI417 (builder?). CofA 3.25, 
crashed during Flying display 19.4.25. T.Mazume (Mazume 
Flight Research Studio). 

J-TONR Salmson 2A2, builder unknown. Asahi Shimbun "No.17" 
"Shunkai", donated by Kobe Shunkai Company. (This was 
previously listed as J-TOND). Asahi Newspaper said aircraft 
was burned in the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1.9.23. 

J-TONS Nieuport 83 /Army Type Ko-2. C/n 1010. CofA 2.26, Mikuni 
Flying School. Aircraft manufactured in France. No maker 
information. Fate not known. 

J-TOPT Sopwith 3 (Pup) (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n Yokosuka Navy 
Arsenal factory 12. CofA 12.23, S.Ri. Fate not known. 

J-TOPV Nieuport 83 /Army Type Ko-2. C/n 508. CofA 7.24, 
E.Munesato (First Aeronautical School). CofA expired 6.25. 

J-TOQV Nieuport 81 /Mitsubishi Army Type Ko-1. C/n Mitsubishi 554. 
CofA 4.26, T.Mazume (Mazume Flight Research Studio). 
CofA expired 4.28. 

J-TOQW Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp ). C/n 2389. CofA 9.24, M.Kataoka. 
CofA returned 11.24 due to landing accident. 

J-TORX Avro 504K (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n 411. CofA 8.24, Y.An. 
Owner chaged to Y.Yamazaki 8.24 and CofA returned 12.24 
as aircraft damaged. [Same c/n quoted for J-TOVB.] 

J-TOSX Sopwith 3 (Pup) (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 481. CofA 9.25, 
Takahashi. CofA returned 4.26 as aircraft damaged. 

K. 

J-TOSY Avro 504K /Nakajima (Clerget 130hp ). C/n Nakajima 11. 
CofA 7.24, T.Aiba (Nippon Flying School). CofA returned 
10.24 due to landing accident. 

J-TOTZ Salmson 2A2. C/n 149. CofA 9.24, Asahi Shimbun newspa-
per, Asahi "No.27". (Previously listed as J-TOTE). CofA 
expired 3.25 

J-TOUA Itoh Type 27 four-seat biplane (Hispano-Suiza 200hp). C/n 
Type 27 No.2. CofA 7.24, Otojiro Itoh. CofA expired 1.25. 
Details of this type not known, however we note that the Itoh 
Emi 31 (see J-TIRU) was referred to as the Type 27 by NKYK, 
could this be a modification of the same aircraft? 

J-TOUZ Sopwith 3 (Pup) (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n Yokosuka Navy 
Arsenal factory 2. CofA 11.23, K.Takahashi. CofA expired 
5.24. 

J-TOVB Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp). C/n 411. CofA 7.24, K.Konishi. 
CofA returned 11.24 due to landing accident. [Same c/n quot-
ed for J-TORX - builder?] 

J-TOWB Nieuport 81 /Mitsubishi Army Type Ko-1. C/n Mitsubishi 524. 
CofA 10.26, K.Kagawa. CofA returned 1.27 as aircraft owner 
transfered (to whom ?). 

J-TOWC Avro 504K (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n 424 (builder?). CofA 9.24, 
E.Munesato (First Aeronautical School). CofA expired 8.25. 
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Left: Yokosho l-go Ko-gata seaplane J-TURY of NKYK 
overturned and broken by a typhoon in March 1925, pre-
sumably at the company's base at Osaka. 
Below: Other results of the same typhoon on the NKYK 
fleet. The upper photo shows l-go Ko-gata J-TAOO 
which was also destroyed. In the lower photo another of 
the type, J-TOFL "Chidori No.2", lies beneath an over-
turned flying boat. This looks so much like the Itoh Emi 
31 but with a military roundel, that we may have discov-
ered the final fate of J-TIRU - but see also notes on J-
TOUA on the previous page, (via Toshio Fujita) 

J-TOXC Nieuport 81 /Mitsubishi Army Type Ko-1. C/n Mitsubishi 548. 
CofA 5.26, T.lto. To K.Kagawa 8.26. To E.Munesato (First 
Aeronautical School). CofA expired 9.27. 

J-TOYD Nieuport 24 /Army Type Ko-3 (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Tokyo 
Artillery Arsenal 514. CofA 4.26, Y.Kumakura. CofA returned 
5.26 as aircraft damaged. 

J-TOYE SPAD 20 (Hispano Suiza 300hp). C/n 2982. CofA 10.24, 
Osaka Mainichi Newspaper (previously listed as J-BOYE?). 
CofA expired 10.26. 

J-TOZE Nieuport 83 /Army Type Ko-2. C/n Tokorozawa 28. CofA 4.26, 
F.Mihara (Nagoya Flying school). CofA expired 10.26. 

J-TOZF Avro 504K /Nakajima (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Nakajima 67. 
CofA 8.24. CofA returned 5.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TUAB Avro 504K /Nakajima (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Nakajima 76. 
CofA 5.26, M.Oka. CofA expired 11.26. 

J-TUAH Salmson 2A2. C/n 128. CofA 11.24, TTK. CofA returned six 
days later due to "aircraft's role changed". 

J-TUBI Sopwith 2 (1fi Strutter) (Clerget 130hp). C/n 13. CofA 11.24, 
Nippon Central Flying School. CofA expired 2.25. 

J-TUCD Gloster Sparrowhawk II (200-230hp Bentley BR2 9-cyl 
rotary). Serial JN.448. CofA 8.26, NKYKK. CofA expired 2.27. 

J-TUCJ Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp). C/n 5035. CofA 11.24, Nippon 
Central Flying School. CofA retnd 3.25. destroyed on landing. 

J-TUGN Salmson 2A2. C/n 263. CofA 11.24, T.Endo. CofA returned 
6.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TUHI Mitsubishi R-1.2 (Hispano Suiza 300hp). C/n68. CofA 8.26, 
NKKK. Crashed after take-off from Kitsugawa strip, pilot 
killed. CofA returned 4.27. Converted Navy Type 10-1. 

J-TUHO Salmson 2A2. C/n 176, TTK. CofA 11.24. CofA expired 5.25. 

J-TUIJ Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima (Hispano Suiza 200hp). 
C/n Nakajima 47. CofA 8.26, expired 7.27. C.lnoue (NKYK). 

J-TUIP Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima ( as J-TUIJ). C/n 32. CofA 
9.24, NKKK. CofA returned 12.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TUJQ Sopwith 3 (Pup) (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n Yokosuka Navy 
Arsenal factory 15. CofA 9.24, Osaka Mainichi newspaper. 
CofA returned 4.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TUKR Avro 504K /Nakajima (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Nakajima 75. 
CofA 10.24, M.Oka. CofA expired 9.25. 

J-TULM Nieuport 24 /Army Type Ko-3 (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n Tokyo 
Artillery Arsenal 23. CofA 9.25, N.Fujiwara. CofA expired 3.27. 

J-TULS Nieuport 24 /Army Type Ko-3 (Le Rhone 80hp). C/n 537. 
CofA 1.24, N.Fujiwara. CofA expired 5.25. 

J-TUMT Yokosho l-go Ko-gata (Curtiss 150hp). C/n Yokosuka Naval 
factory 33. CofA 11.24, NKKK. CofA expired 1.26. 

J-TUNO Hansa /Nakajima two-seat seaplane (Hispano Suiza 200hp), 
C/n Nakajima 30. CofA 2.27, C.lnoue (NKYK). CofA expired 
8.27. 

J-TUOP Nieuport 24 /Nakajima Army Ko-3 (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n 
Nakajima 1036. CofA 3.27, Y.Yokoyama (Tokushima Flying 
School). CofA expired 9.27. 

J-TUOV Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata /Nakajima (Hispano Suiza 200hp). 
C/n Nakajima 43. CofA 11.24. C.lnoue (NKYK). CofA returned 
2.12.24 as aircraft destroyed on landing. 

J-TUPQ Avro 504K (Le Rhone 120hp). C/n 5037. CofA 3.27, S.Yasui 
(Yasui Flying Research Studio). CofA expired 9.27. Built in 
UK (Avro, Hamble?) but c/n same as for J-TODI - rebuild? 

J-TUPW Nakajima 5, two-seat open-cockpit biplane (Argus 180hp). 
C/n 86. CofA 11.24, N.Fujiwara. Owner changed to S.lkenaga 
7.25. CofA expired 12.25. 

J-TUQR Hansa /Aichi two-seat seaplane (Hispano Suiza 180hp). C/n 
Aichi 6. CofA 3.27, C.lnoue (NKYK). CofA expired 7.27. 

J-TUQX Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp), C/n 5332 (builder?). CofA 11.24, 
M.Ugai. CofA returned 9.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TURY Yokosho l-go Ko-gata (Benz 130hp). C/n Yokosuka Naval 
factory 44. CofA 12.24, C.lnoue (NKYK). CofA returned 3.25 
as aircraft destroyed by typhoon. 

J-TUVC Avro 504K (Clerget 130hp). C/n 2399 (builder?). CofA 12.24, 
M.Kataoka. CofA returned 1.25 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TUWD Nieuport 81 /Army Type Ko-1 (Le Rhone 80hp),C/n 542. F.lto. 
Owner changed to K.Katagiri 3.25. CofA returned 1 week later 
as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TUYF Army Maurice Farman 6 modified 2-seat seaplane (Daimler 
100hp). C/n 612. CofA 12.24, Ando Aeroplane Research 
Studio. CofA expired 12.25. 

To be continued.... 
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Thanks for all contributions in this issue are due to Peter W Davis, Harm 
Hazewinkel, Ian D Johnson (Hong Kong Historical Aircraft Association), 
Jack Meaden, Tony Morris, Vic Smith, Maurice Wickstead, John 
Withers, Luc Wittemans, David Woods and Andre Wuyts. Further addi-
tions and/or comments on the new batch of Extracts will be gratefully 
received. 

The first 2 entries refer to earlier items and we also have more detailed 
illustrated studies at the end of this section on Laura Ingalls' record-
breaking aircraft (ref 12.07.35 on p.99/90) and the Ellsworth Antarctic 
Expedition aircraft (ref 25.11.35 on p.99/91). 

10.06.34: As a postscript to the World Aerobatics Championship fea-
ture, Jack Meaden adds to the notes about Tiger Moth G-ACJA 
(p.99/122). The fuel tank had clearly been removed from the top wing 
and a small gravity tank probably substituted. Thus the main tank was 
permanently fitted in the front cockpit, converting the aircraft to a single 
seater and extending its range for demonstration purposes. A ferry tank 
would have been removable and would not have involved the loss of the 
normal main tank. Without the drag of the tank on the top wing 'CJA 
should have performed marginally better than a standard Tiger. 

02.05.36: The missing aircraft found in Libya was Caudron C.631 
Simoun c/n 6956/4 OO-TSF, ex F-ANCF. It had been registered to Guy 
Hansez on 20.01.36 and he was flying it on the Ghadannnes - Ghat sec-
tor of the Raduna Sahariano rally when he had to climb to high altitude 
to avoid severe storms. This so depleted his fuel supply that he was 
forced to land in the desert. The Italian organisers used 32 aircraft to 
search for Hansez and his passengers, including three long-range tri-
meters specially flown over from Italy. On 02.05.36 the party was found 
by Colonel Cagna, commander of military aviation in Libya. The 
Caudron was recovered and sold as F-ANCF again on 8.2.37. 
R "Guy" Hansez had previously owned two Moths c/ns 5006 and 5010. 
both registered OO-GUY; Fox Moth OO-ENC c/n 4033 in which he flew 
to the Congo and back in 3/4.34: and he later acquired the Vega Gull 
OO-ANC - all registered using phonetic variations of his name. 

02.01.37: The four-engined Farman "Centaure II" which first flew on this 
date was prototype F-APMA, Farman F.224 c/n 01 (later 7547/1) 
designed as a 40-passenger transport for Air France but rejected on 
performance grounds. The example which had been exhibited at the 
Paris Salon in 11.36 was c/n 2, intended as F-APMB. A total of six were 
built and served with the Armee de I'Air as model F.224TT troop trans-
ports. 

04.01.37: Englishman Max Winner presumably jumped from a Sabena 
Savoia airliner over Belgium as the entrance door was found to have 
been unbolted from the inside. His was the body found later near 
Genck. 

Above: The 1937 equivalent to today's executive aeroplane, Lord 
Beaverbrook's Dragonfly G-AEHC is seen at Croydon in 1936. It was a 
standard Dragonfly 5-seater with two 130 hp Gipsy Major engines 
which gave a single engine ceiling on full load of 2,100 ft, electric 
starters with wind-driven generator under port upper mainplane, Bendix 
brakes and hinged nose with landing light. None of its excellent fea-
tures could help when it flew into high ground in southwest Scotland on 
2.2.37. (via Jack Meaden) 

15.01.37: A Compagnia Mexicana de Aviacion Lockheed 10C Electra 
X-ABEO c/n 1007 crashed 30 miles south Playa Vicente (Vera Cruz) on 
11.01.37 en route Mexico City - Merida. Capt Armando Hermosillo, 2 
crew and 6 passengers were killed. 

19.01.37: Howard Hughes' aircraft and record-breaking exploits are the 
subject of a separate article beginning at the end of this section. 

28.01.37: Although the airships have not been positively identified, we 
may speculate that the larger, 20,000 m3 must have been the rigid 
SSSR-V6 (CCCP-B6) designed by Katansky, Gart and Karkanadze. 
Named "Osoaviakhim" it could carry 15 crew and 16 passengers but it 
was written off in a crash on 5.2.38. The smaller, 10,000 m3 airship, 
may have been the older SSSR-V3 actually of 6,800 m3, or the SSSR-
V8 which first flew in 1936. 

04.02.37: A missing Dragonfly G-AEHC c/n 7514 of the Daily Express, 
registered to London Express Newspapers, was destroyed on impact on 
Cairn Darnaw, East of Newton Stewart in Wigtownshire (GR 516766) on 
02.02.37. It was found on 04.02.37 with all four occupants killed. There 
is a memorial on the site which lies about 1 mile west of Clatteringshaws 
Loch and some remains still exist. The Dragonfly was flying from 
Renfrew to Speke and the pilot may have opted to avoid the direct track 
20 miles to the east over high ground in poor weather. However he was 
not following the safer low ground route along the Cree Valley either, as 
the crash occured in the higher Dee valley. This may have been delib-
erate as the Times reported that the aircraft was surveying proposed 
routes for Personal Airways Ltd at the time. The pilot was Leslie T 
Jackson of Personal Airways, wireless operator T E Philpott, passen-
gers Harold Pemberton (the Daily Express motoring and air correspon-
dent) and photographer R C Wesley. 

09.02.37: Thedor Farikh (actually Fyodor B Farikh), one of the best-
known Soviet Polar pilots, flew from Moscow in 47 sectors via 
Sverdlovsk, Irkutsk and Anadyr to Cape Uelen (Wrangel Island), return-
ing via Archangelsk to Moscow in June, a total distance of 23,000 km in 
extreme sub-zero temperatures. His aircraft was Tupolev ANT-4 (G-1) 
SSSR-N120(CCCP-H120). 

Right: The Farman F.224 
prototype F-APMA c/n 01 
which was fitted with four 
14-cyl Gnome-Rhone 
14Kdr engines of 815 hp 
mounted in tandem pairs. 
It is shown in a dark blue 
and silver colour scheme 
and was given the series 
name "Centaur II". 
(E.C.P.-Armees via HJ 
Hazewinkel) 
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Left: Mitsubishi Karigane J-BAAI named 
"Kamikaze" seen here outside Rollason's 
hangar at Croydon following its record 
flight from Tokio in April 1937. (via Maurice 
Wickstead) 
Below, left: The Caproni 161 which was 
specially designed to attempt the world 
altitude record which it broke in May 1937. 
Below: The pilot of the Ca 161 Lt Col 
Mario Pezzi after his record flight and still 
wearing his pressure suit, the helmet of 
which has been removed. At over 50,000 ft 
he would need to increase air pressure, an 
oxygen supply and some form of heating. 
(Both: Caproni via H J Hazewinkel) 

6.02.37: An attempted record flight from Paris to Tokyo in under 100 
hours by Gilbert Denis and Georges Libert in a Caudron Simoun failed 
after an emergency landing in fog 19 miles north of Thakhet in Laos 
damaged their aircraft. They had covered the distance so far in only 50 
hours. 

14.03.37: The Bolivian airliner which crashed near Cuybaja en route 
from Apolo to La Paz, was Junkers W.33 CB-20 "Sajama" of Lloyd Aero 
Boliviano. The accident occured earlier, both 10.03.37 and 13.03.37 
being reported, killing six and injuring two. 

04.04.37: Pissavy and Cornet left Tan-Son-Nut on 30.04.37 reaching 
Allahabad in 24 hours and continuing via Karachi, Jask, Damascus, 
Brindisi and Nice, landing at Le Bourget having covered the distance 
from Saigon to Paris in a record 4 days, 22 hours 58 minutes in a 
Caudron Simoun. 

09.04.37: The Asahi Shimbun newspaper obtained permission to pur-
chase the second prototype Mitsubishi Ki-15 Command 
Reconnaissance Aircraft from the Japanese Army. It its civil guise it 
was known as the Mitsubishi Karigane (= Wild Goose) and this exam-
ple was registered J-BAAI and named "Kamikaze" (= "Heavenly Wind"). 
On the occasion of the Coronation of King George VI it was flown by 
Masuaki linuma with navigator/mechanic Kenji Tshukagoshi from 
Tachikawa to Croydon in 94 hours 17 minutes 56 seconds (actual fly-
ing time 51 hours 17 minutes 23 seconds) arriving on 09.04.37. 

21.04.37: The "China Clipper" was Martin M-130 NC14716 c/n 558 , 
Capt W Cluthe, which flew the leg from Alamada, San Francisco to 
Manila. The Manila to Hong Kong leg (via Macao) was flown by 
Sikorsky S-42 NC16734 c/n 4207, Capt A E LaPorte, which on arrival 
was named "Hong Kong Clipper" in front of a crowd of over 4,000 peo-
ple. The trans-Pacific service completed an 'English language' round-
the-world link using the routes of PanAmerican and Imperial Airways. 

29.04.37: The Lockheed Electra of Linea Aeropostal Venezolana miss-
ing since 23.04 with 3 crew and 5 passengers was located from the air 
at Cuyuni River on 28.04.37 but not reached by rescuers until 15.05.37. 
Two passengers had survived. The identity of the aircraft is a problem 
as the two Electras registered in Venezuela both survived beyond this 
date. One of LAV's Fairchild 82Bs is considered more likely, candidates 
being YV-ABO, -ABU and -ACA.. 

29.04.37: Delmotte was flying a Caudron C.712, probably unregis-
tered, on the first high-speed run of his record attempt. The elevator, 
which had been damaged by a stone on take-off, broke off and he had 
to parachute from the uncontrollable aircraft. 

09.05.37: The new altitude record of 15,655m (51,362 ft) was estab-
lished by Lt Col Mario Pezzi in a Caproni 161 bis at Montecelio, Italy on 
08.05.37 although Italian publicity photos quote 07th. The aircraft was 
specially designed for the task, having been developed as the Ca 161 
in 1934 from the Caproni 113 aerobatic biplane with a wing span 
increased from 34 ft 5 in to 46 ft 9 in. On 11.04.34 it set a new record 
at 14,432 m (47,352 ft) fitted with a licence-built 700 hp Pegasus and 
flown by Cdr R Donati. For Pezzi's record it was fitted with a 1,000 hp 
Piaggio PXI.RC.100 14-cyl 2-row radial fitted with a 4-blade propeller. 
Unfortunately before the record could be officially recognised by the 
FAI it was beaten by Flt/Lt M J Adam on 30.6.37 when he reached 
16,440 m (54,056 ft) in Bristol 138A K8479. Pezzi raised the record fur-
ther on 22.10.38 when he achieved 17,082 m (56,046 ft), a piston 
engine record which still stands 

21.05.37: The Russian North Pole Expedition of 1937 had the aim of 
setting up a research station "Severnii Polus-1". Five aircraft were 
used, four Tupolev ANT-6A led by SSSR-N170 flown by M V 
Vodopyanov, and followed on 25.04.37 by -N169 (I P Mazuruk), -N171 
(V S Molokov) and -N172 (A D Alekseyev). These were used to set up 
and supply the base which was initially located on the ice some 18 km 
from the Pole. SSSR-N170 actually landed at the Pole with 
Vodopyanov, three crew and the Expedition head Professor Otto Y 
Schmidt at 1135 (Moscow time?) but radio problems prevented them 
from confirming this until 2130. One ANT-7, SSSR-N166, flown by P G 
Golovin was used to survey the Pole prior to the landing. Four men, led 
by Ivan D Papanin, were left to man the station for a year. 
The ANT-6A (for Aviaarktika) was otherwise known as the ANT-6/AM-
34R of which only five were built, SSSR-N166 and N169 to N172. The 
ANT-7 was one of the R-6 reconnaissance version. The aircraft and 
crews returned to Rudolf Island on 06.06.37 where N169 remained as 
support aircraft, the others reaching Moscow on 25.06.37. 

26.05.37: Marcel Doret and Francois Micheletti left Paris on 22.05.37 
in Caudron C.635 Simoun F-ANXM c/n 7090/14, on a record attempt to 
Tokyo with 400,000 francs prize money at stake, but crash landed due 
to bad weather on the beach at Tohara, Kochi Prefecture on Shikoku 
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Island, 420 miles short of their target. The Simoun turned over, the 
fuselage damaged and the right wing torn off in the landing. Both Doret 
and Micheletti received minor injuries. On the way they had broken the 
Paris - Hanoi record in 57 hr 46 min but then suffered from weather 
delays at Fort Bayard and a burst tyre at Shanghai. 

26.05.37: Air Pyrenees Airspeed Envoy III F-APPQ c/n 69 flown by 
Leopold Galy, was shot down by five Spanish Nationalist Heinkel He 51 
fighters. The two occupants survived but the aircraft was destroyed. 

We now continue with a further set of Extracts from "Het 
Vliegveld" and welcome all observations and comments from 
readers. 

04.06.37: (1) An aircraft of the Cinque Ports Flying Club took off with-
out a pilot and crashed about half an hour later. 

(2) An airliner with four crew and five passengers is missing 
in Southern Chile. It is presumed to have crashed in the sea. 
21.06.37: A Short Empire flying boat landed at Schellingwoude, near 
Amsterdam, with the Australian Prime Minister on board. What was the 
aircraft's identity? 
22.07.37: Airliner on the Korea - Mukden service crashed in northwest 
Antun; 2 killed, 7 injured. 
25.07.37: The results are given of the International Air Rally to Zurich 
with 1st Clement (France), 2nd Funk (Switzerland) and 3rd 
Ruegsegger (Switzerland). Details of rally, aircraft, other participants? 
01.08.37: A Stinson of the Norwegian airline Wideroe crashed in the 
sea near Oslo and among the five victimes was founder Arild Wideroe. 
03.08.37: The missing Sikorsky S.43 flying boat "Santa Maria" of Pan 
American Grace Airways which was en route from Guayaquil, Ecuador 
to Cristobal, Panama has been found at sea as a wreck some 30 miles 
from Cristobal. There is no trace of the three crew and 11 passengers 
who were on board. 
06.08.37: A Russian airliner on the Moscow-Prague service crashed 
near Sratzel, Czechoslovakia with 6 fatalities. Other sources also state 
that on or about this date the Prague-Moscow service crashed near 
Bistrita, Romania. These cannot be the same accident and the route of 
the second is so far south that several intermediate stops must have 
been scheduled. Any details? 
02.09.37: At Moscow, Alexeyev reaches an altitude of 12,246 metres 
in an ANT-40 with two 860 hp engines and 1,000 kg load. 
06.09.37: A Dutch fishing boat Sch.103 of V F Vrolijk at Scheveningen 
found an twin-engined English hydroplane with crew in the North Sea 
and towed it to Scarborough. 
13.09.37: Luft Hansa aircraft flying between Gleiwitz and Breslau (now 
Wroclaw) crashed near Freiwart, Supikovince, killing the pilot and injur-
ing a passenger. 
21.09.37: Jacqueline Cochran established a new speed record for 
women at Detroit with 468 km/hr (290.8 mph). 
24.10.37: In an airliner crash at Tacoma, Washington, the pilot and one 
passenger are killed, eight injured. 
02.11.37: A mailbag, a packet of letters and a compressed air cylinder 
from the French Dewoitine "Antares" are found near Cape Cantin. 
11.11.37: Polish airliner from Cracow crashed in mist near Warsaw. 
21.11.37: The Paris to Buenos Aires record is reduced to 16 hours by 
a 4-engined Farman flown by Laurent Guerrero with crew members 
Codos and Reine. 
27.11.37: The remains are found in the mountains of Bulgarian 
Macedonia of a Polish airliner missing since it left Saloniki on 23.11.37. 
24.12.37: A Wibault airliner of Air France flew into a mountain in 
Southern Bohemia. 
30.12.37: French pilot Paul Demee flew non-stop from Eelde in north-
ern Netherlands to Biarritz, a distance of 1200 km and a new record in 
the 2,000 cc category. 

To be continued.... 

Above: Postscript to B.A. Eagle 2 G-ADFB "Seikai" and Katsutaro 
Ano's touring flight to Japan (p99/89 and 99/119) - the standard 130 hp 
Gipsy Major would give better endurance and range and was no doubt 
the engine fitted for the 3-month journey rather than a 285 hp Gipsy Six 
as reported in Japan, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Laura Ingalls awaits replacement of the cowlings after a check 
of the 550 hp P&W Wasp S1D1 9-cyl radial engine on her Lockheed 
Orion 9D Special c/n 211 NR14222 'Auto da Fe". In it she came 2nd in 
the 1936 Bendix Race. Instead of the normal 6 passenger seats the 
cabin contained extra fuel tanks, bringing the total capacity to 650 gal. 
With the Orion she broke the women's US non-stop coast to coast East 
to West record with a time of 18 hr 19 min in July 1935 and in 
September she broke the record in the opposite direction. 

Above: Laura Ingalls astride her Lockheed Air Express Special 
NR974Y c/n 130 with 450 hp P&W Wasp 9-cyl radial engine and fuel 
tanks in the cabin for an extra 550 gal. total 650 gal. This was intended 
for an Atlantic flight, cancelled after it was achieved by Amelia Earhart. 
Instead in 1933 Ingalls flew a 16,897 mile tour of South America for 
which she was awarded the Harmon Trophy. 

LAURA 
INGALLS -
RECORD 
BREAKER 

(All photos 
Meaden) 

via Jack 

Right: Laura Ingalls with 
her Gipsy Moth NC9720 
c/n 885. She became 
known after flying 980 
continuous loops in it 
over Muskogee, OK and 
714 continuous barrel 
rolls over St Louis. She 
was only 5 ft tall and less 
than 100 lb in weight. 

Below: Gipsy Moth NC9720 was modified to single seater with stub 
exhausts, racing windscreen and head fairing behind the cockpit. 
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Left: Northrop Gamma 
NR12269 as first flown as 
a landplane. The 'park 
bench' ailerons originally 
fitted to allow flaps to be 
full span can be seen over 
the wingtips. 
Below upper: The Gamma 
now named "Polar Star" 
as tested on floats. 
Orthodox ailerons have 
replaced the park bench 
type. 
Below lower: NR 12269 
after Ellsworth and pilot 
Herbert Hollick-Kenyon 
had made their first land-
ing on the snow-covered 
plateau at 6,400 ft on 

THE ELLSWORTH ANTARCTIC 
EXPEDITION AIRCRAFT 
Lincoln Ellsworth's 1933/4, 34/5 and 35/6 
Trans-Antarctic Expeditions using the 
Northrop Gamma 2B NR12269 "Polar 
Star" were described on p.99/91 and 
p.99/122. He made a final Expedition in 
the "Wyatt Earp" in 1938/9. This time two 
aircraft were carried, the first-line machine 
being a Delta, designed by Northrop with 
an enclosed 2 pilot cockpit and 8 passen-
ger cabin in parallel with the Gamma and 
using the same wing and undercarriage. 
Ellsworth's aircraft was Delta 1D-5 c/n 42 
NX14267, obtained on 27.4.38. In addition 
to the normal 328 US gal fuel tankage it 
was fitted with a 225 gal long-range tank in 
the cabin. Unlike the "Polar Star" it was not 
named and it made only one expedition 
flight from its base on the ship, this being 
overland to the south on 14.1.39. 
The second aircraft was Aeronca K sea-
plane NC18888 c/n K-162 (42 hp Aeronca 
E-113-CB flat twin engine) originally built 
for millionaire W K Vanderbilt and loaned 
to Ellsworth for short range support mis-
sions. Equipped for wheel, float or ski 
operation it was painted high-visibility 
orange and was reported to have per-
formed well. 

Left, upper: Delta 1D-5 NX14267 on the ice on its 
ski landing gear is pushed back ready for starting 
the 735 hp Wright SR-1820-F2 9-cyl Cyclone radial 
prior to its expedition flight on 14.1.39. 
Left: Base ship "Wyatt Earp" with the Delta on the 
crane midships and the Aeronca K floatplane on the 
stern. Both were later sold in Australia. 
Above: Pilot J H Lymburner and explorer Lincoln 
Ellsworth in front of the Delta NX14267. 
(All photos via Jack Meaden) 
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HOWARD HUGHES -
The Millionaire Record Breaker 
BY JACK MEADEN 

In Archive 4/99, 'Extracts' for 
19.1.37 reported a new US Coast-
to-coast record by Howard Hughes 
in his Hughes racer. This was just 
one of many records by a remark-
able man in a lifetime full of adven-
ture. 

Right: Howard Hughes with 
NR258Y before his attempt on the 
World landplane speed record. 
Good looking and 6 ft 3 in tall, he 
looked like he could have been a 
star in his own films. 
(All photos via Jack Meaden) 

PART ONE 

I first knew of Howard Hughes as producer of 'Hell's Angels', a film 
about two American airmen in the Great War, as it was universally 
known in those days. My school friend and neighbour George 
Croasdell was fortunate in-having an aunt who was manageress of the 
Regal cinema at Eastleigh and she gave us 2 complimentary tickets. 
We were only about 9 years old at the time, flying was the great adven-
ture and the pilots of 1914-1918, only 12 years earlier, were our heroes. 

Hughes obtained a large fleet of aircraft for the film, said to total 180, 
including genuine Fokker DVII fighters left over from those shipped 
from Germany in 1918-19 and survivors from the SE5A fighters of the 
USAAS. 

However the aircraft which stuck in my mind was the big 'Gotha' 
bomber used by the RFC pilot heroes Ray and Monte Rutledge (played 
by James Hall and Ben Lyon) to make a raid on a critical enemy target 
under cover of its German markings. This was actually the Sikorsky 
S-29A, modified for the film from Igor Sikorsky's first US built aircraft. 
It was crashed for the film and burned out, but our heroes survived the 
crash only to die at the end of the film. However, although producing 
films was a consuming passion for Hughes it was not the only one, and 
undoubtedly it was aircraft and flying them which became the foremost 
interest in his life. 

Howard Hughes' father had amassed a huge fortune in the Hughes 
Tool Company and Howard inherited 75% of it while still only 18. Never 
slow to go after what he wanted, at 19 he obtained special dispensa-
tion from the courts to control his financial empire before the legal age 
of an adult, then 21, and bought out his family partners to become sole 
owner. This gave him complete freedom to pursue his other interests 
and one of these, flying, was to become a major influence on his life. 

He learned to fly on the 90 hp OX-5 powered Waco 10 under instructor 
Charles La Jotte and obtained his pilot's licence on 10.11.27. He then 
purchased a Waco 10-W registration C3574 with the powerful 
Whirlwind J-5 of 320 hp from the makers, the Advance Aircraft Co of 
Troy, Ohio, the first of many aeroplanes he was to own. With instructor 
J.B.Alexander he went on to instrument flying and navigation on the 
Waco and obtained Transport Pilot's Licence No.80 on 24.10.28. No, 
he wasn't the 80th US Transport pilot, he persuaded the licensing body 
to issue him with the number of an early pilot who had died. Very 
unusual, if not unheard of, but who can say no to a persuasive million-
aire? 

Above: Stars of "Hell's Angels", an SE5A with 2 machine guns on the 
cowling a la Sopwith Camel and a genuine Fokker DVII doing part time 
duty as a camera plane. 
Below: The Sikorsky S-43 (two Linerty 12-cyl vee water-cooled engines 
giving 400 hp at 1.750 rpm) representing a Gotha bomber in "Hell's 
Angels". The actors occupied the cockpits and the aircraft was flown 
from inside by Roscoe Turner and on the final flight by Al Wilson. 

In June 1928 at the National Air Races at Los Angeles he saw a 
demonstration by Boeing of the prototype of their latest fighter, the 
F4B-1. He had to have it, and put his persuasive powers and cheque 
book to work on the manufacturers. It was not yet in service, but 
Boeing built a civil version, the Boeing 100A, c/n 1094 registration 
247K, first flown on 25.7.29 and delivered to Hughes the same day. 
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Above, left: Hughes learned to fly in 1927 on a 
Waco 10 open cockpit biplane with 90 hp Curtiss 
OX-5 8-cyl water-cooled vee engine. 
Above, right: Howard Hughes' first private aircraft 
was a Waco 10-W with a 220 hp Wright J-5 9-cyl 
radial like this example seen new at the factory. It 
had 2 seats side-by-side in the front cockpit and a 
single pilot's cockpit behind. 
Left: Boeing 100A 247Kc/n 1094 as a two-seater at 
the factory before delivery to Howard Hughes for 
use as a sports plane. The passenger seat was for 
Boeing's own use but Hughes replaced it with extra 
fuel tanks. 
Below, left: Howard Hughes with 247K after its first 
rebuild with NACA cowling, streamlined headrest, 
faired legs and spats. Engine was a 450 hp Wasp 
Junior and Hughes flew it at 212.39 mph on a timed 
course on 5.3.33. 

It had been made into a two seater by installing a second cockpit in 
front in the space occupied in the fighter by armament and fuel tanks, 
and it was the first of 5 examples of the Boeing 100 series to fly. 
Hughes had it rebuilt as a single seater, first by Douglas and then by 
Lockheed, with a fatter fuselage behind an NACA cowling on the 
engine, and spats on the wheels. The registration became X247K. 
Later it was fitted with a taller fin and rudder with a rounded top and 
obtained approval as N247K. 

Hughes eventually disposed of it and it was used by Art Goebel as sky-
writer R247K. It was sold again and appeared in air shows until 1936 
when it crashed after a reported wing failure during a snap roll, killing 
pilot Robert Hallbeck. The crash remains were later rebuilt with the 
cantilever leg undercarriage of a Stearman 75 (PT-17) and it changed 
hands again, continuing to appear in air shows until another new owner 
purchsed it in 1956 and crashed it in 1957, ending its long career. 

The Boeing had been used by Hughes to develop his experience of 
fast, high powered aircraft and to use as an aerobatic mount. In mid-
1932 he discontinued filming for a while and concentrated on using his 
commercial licence to expand his flying experience. He did this under 
the pseudonym Charles Howard to avoid the publicity that would have 
resulted if the press had discovered that the millionaire film producer 
Howard Hughes was working as an airline pilot. 

His cover was not successful for long and on 14.9.32 he visited 
Sikorsky where, after a demonstration, he purchased a Sikorsky twin 
engine amphibion' (as Sikorsky called it) S-38BL NC24V c/n 414-15. 
After being checked out on it by Sikorsky's pilot and trying it out on land 
and water he flew it away on 4.11.32. To be continued.... 

Above: As NC247K the Boeing 100A with taller fin and rudder was sold 
to Arthur Goebel who removed the flammable fabric fairings from the 
undercarriage and fitted a skywriter pipe underneath. 

Right: In its final form, the Boeing 100A as "Bradley's Beast" with a 
redesigned tail unit, cantilever undercarriage legs and a propeller spin-
ner. The fuselage had by this time been skinned in metal, replacing the 
earlier fabric cover. Known as an established air show performer, the 
former Hughes machine was written-off in a crash in 1957. 
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Complete Civi 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM- / DDR-
1955-91 

Registers : 13 

BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART ELEVEN 

DM-SVY LET Z-37A Cmelak (20-28) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 21.10.75, to DDR-SVY 28.7.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provi-
sionally regd as D-ESVY 25.2.91, based at Kyritz in .92, fully regd 1.93, 
regn eld 10 93. 

DM-SVZ LET Z-37A Cmelak (20-29) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 21.10.75, to DDR-SVZ 5.2.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Anklam, provision-
ally regd as D-ESVZ 20.2.91, fully regd 1.93, regn eld 1.9.93, to Austria. 
This is presumably the unmarked Cmelak displayed at Vienna Airport by 
the Flugzeug Oldies collection, formerly Air Classic. 

DM-SWA LET Z-37A Cmelak (20-30) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 27.10.75, to DDR-SWA 5.2.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Erfurt, provisional-
ly regd as D-ESWA 12.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, fully regd 1.93, 
regn eld 1.93, broken up at Anklam, on dump (10.93). 

DM-SWB LET Z37A Cmelak (21-01) 
Built .75, regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.1.76, to DDR-SWB 11.1.82, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-ESWB 25.2.91, regd 1.93, regn eld 6.93, 
believed broken up. 

DM-SWC(1) LET Z-37A Cmelak (21-02) 
Built .75, regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.1. 76, was seen at Prague-
Ruzyne on 24.3.76; damaged in 1978 and later used for rebuild 
of DM-SOT(2). 

DM-SWC(2) LET Z-37 Cmelak (05-10) 
Ex DM-SMZ, regd to Interflug as sprayer after rebuild 24.8.81, to DDR-
SWC 21 4.82, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based 
at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-ESWC 12.2.91, based at Anklam in 
.92, fully regd 1.93, regn eld 6.93, believed broken up. 

DM-SWD LET Z-37A Cmelak (21-03) 
Built .75, regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.1.76, to DDR-SWD 14.4.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Kyritz, provi-
sionally regd as D-ESWD 22.2.91, fully regd 1.93, regn eld 10.93. 

DM-SWE LET Z-37A Cmelak (21-04) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 28.10.75, to DDR-SWE 1.12.81, damaged 
at Ribbeck 8.4.85, repaired at Kyritz 28.8.85, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-ESWE 22.2.91, based at Kyritz in .92, fully regd 1.93, based 
Alkersleben. Current. 

DM-SWF LET Z-37A Cmelak (21-05) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.1.76, to DDR-SWF 8.1.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Furstenwalde, pro-
visionally regd as D-ESWF 22.2.91, based at Kyritz in .92, fully regd 
1.93, sold to Slovakia (?) 10.97. 

DM-SWG LET Z-37A Cmelak (21-06) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.1.76, to DDR-SWG 29.9.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Kyritz, provisional-

Above: Interflug publicity photo of L-410UVP Turbolet DDR-SXB appar-
ently in use as a VIP transport. Note the bulbous window at the rear of 
the cockpit, no doubt connected to its original photographic role, (via 
Harm Hazewinkel) 

ly regd as D-ESWG 22.2.91, 
broken up. 

fully regd 1.93, regn eld 6.93, believed 

DM-SWH LET Z-37A Cmelak (21-07) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.1.76, to DDR-SWH 27.2.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provi-
sionally regd as D-ESWH 25.2.91, based at Kyritz in .92, fully regd 1.93. 
Current. 

DM-SWI LET Z-37A-2 Cmelak (20-02) 
Built .74, regd to Interflug as trainer 13.1.76, to DDR-SWI 16.12.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-EOUI 3.10.90, based at Kyritz in .92, sold to 
Manfred Schmidt 14.9.93 & fully regd to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 10.93, op. by Nutzfahrzeughandel und Service 
GmbH/ M.Schmidt, based at Reinsdorf. Ownership transferred to oper-
ator 5.94. Current. 

DM-SWJ LET Z-37A Cmelak (22-01) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 1.4.76, to DDR-SWJ 22.9.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Erfurt, provisional-
ly regd as D-ESWJ 12.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, fully regd 1.93, 
regn eld 10.93. 

DM-SWK LET Z-37A Cmelak (22-02) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 1.4.76, w/o 10.7.77, regn eld 8.3.78. 

DM-SWL LET Z-37A Cmelak (22-03) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 1.4-.76, to DDR-SWJ 10.4.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Anklam, provision-
ally regd as D-ESWL 22.2.91, fully regd 1.93, regn eld 6.93, believed 
broken up. 

DM-SWM LET Z-37A Cmelak (22-04) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 1.4.76, to DDR-SWM 16.11.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Erfurt, provisional-
ly regd as D-ESWM 12.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, fully regd 1.93. 
Current, based at Kyritz. 

DM-SWN LET Z-37A Cmelak (22-05) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 1.4.76, to DDR-SWN 30.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Furstenwalde, pro-
visionally regd as D-ESWN 25.2.91, based at Kyritz in .92, fully regd 
1.93, regn eld 3.95, fate unknown. 

DM-SWO LET Z-37A Cmelak (17-05) 
Built .73, ex ?, regd to Interflug as sprayer 2.4.79, to DDR-SWO 
13.1.82, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Kyritz, provisionally regd as D-ESWO 20.2.91, based at Kyritz in .92, 
fully regd 1.93, based at Alkersleben. Current. 

DM-SWP to SWZ were reserved for LET Z-37A Cmelak, not used. 
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DDR-SXA LETL-410UVPTurbolet (820923) 
D/d to Interflug as photoplane 10.12.82, damaged at Schonefeld 2.83, 
regd 22.4.83 after repair, overhauled at Trencin 28.6.90, to BSF Berliner 
Spezial Flug 1.9.90, to D-COXA provisionally 3.10.90, finally regd to 
Transavia Flugbetriebs GmbH, Worms in 10.92. Sold to Aerotec GmbH 
as S9-TAQ, regn eld 5.95, ferried to Honduras 3.5.95, to Aerolineas 
Sosa as HR-AQG 5.95. 

DDR-SXB LETL-410UVPTurbolet (820924) 
D/d to Interflug as photoplane 10.12.82, regd 22.4.83, joyriding at 
Schonefeld in .90, to BSF Berliner Spezial Flug 1.9.90, provisionally 
regd as D-COXB 3.10.90, fully regd 1.93, to Aero-Club Braunschweig 
for paradropping 4.93. Current. 

DDR-SXC LETL-410UVPTurbolet (820925) 
D/d to Interflug as photoplane 10.12.82, regd 22.4.83, to BSF Berliner 
Spezial Flug 1.9.90, provisionally regd as D-COXC 3.10.90, fully regd 
1.93, to Werner Nell, Friedrichshafen 4.93. Current. 

DDR-SXD LETL-410UVPTurbolet (831105) 
D/d to Interflug as photoplane 29.9.83, regd 17.10.83, to BSF Berliner 
Spezial Flug 1.9.90, provisionally regd as D-COXD 3.10.90, fully regd 
2.93, to Diringer & Scheidel Bauunternehmung GmbH & Co, Worms 
1.94, regn eld 2.96 on sale as S9-TAZ, Aerotech. To SAPSA, Dominican 
Republic .97 as HI-670CT. 

DDR-SXE LETL-410UVPTurbolet (831106) 
D/d to Interflug as photoplane 29.9.83, regd 17.10.83, to BSF Berliner 
Spezial Flug 1.9.90, provisionally regd as D-COXE 3.10.90, fully regd 
1.93, based at Berlin-Tempelhof. To Aerotec GmbH, Rothenburg/OL 
2.94, ferried to Guatemala 2.3.94, regn eld 13.9.94, to S9-TAR with 
Aerotec/SAPSA and re-regd in Dominican Republic .97 as HI-690CT. 

DDR-SXF LETL-410UVPTurbolet (831107) 
D/d to Interflug as photoplane 29.9.83. regd 17.10.83, to BSF Berliner 
Spezial Flug 1.9.90, provisionally regd as D-COXF 3.10.90, CofA 
expired 5.92, permit issued for ferry to Trencin 8.12.92, fully regd 12.92, 
to Aerotech GmbH, Rothenburg/OL 2.94, leased to Air Straubing 
Luftfahrt GmbH, Straubing; to UVW Leasing GmbH 12.94, regn eld 
8.95, to S9-TAW with Aerotech/SAPSA and re-regd in Dominican 
Republic .97 as HI-691CT. 

DDR-SXG to SYZ not allocated. 

Left: DDR-TAC, PZL-106A 
Kruk of FSB parked with many 
others at Magdeburg on 
13.10.90. (Peter Gerhardt) 
We now come to several 
batches of Kruks, an agricul-
tural type which entered pro-
duction in 1973 and in original 
piston engined form was pow-
ered by a 600 hp PZL-3SR 
radial. Length is 9 metres, 
span 14 metres and maximum 
take-off weight approx 3,000 
kg of which a third would be 
the effective load. 

DM-TAB PZL-106AKruk (48040) 
D/d to Interflug as sprayer 7.78, regd 17.9.79, to DDR-TAB 30. 9.82, 
converted to 2-seat trainer at Magdeburg 14.8.86, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOAB 25.2.91, fully regd 8.92 to Peter Renken, regn eld 28.7.93, 
fuselage on dump at Anklam 10.93; however, regd again as D-FOAB 
25.8.94 as a two-seater conversion to Hamaland Flugdienst Gmbh, 
Stadtlohn. Current with Gehling, Stadlohn. 

DM-TAC PZL-106AKruk (48041) 
D/d to Interflug as sprayer .78, regd 17.9.79, to DDR-TAC 15.9.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAC 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite that regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAD PZL-106AKruk (48042) 
D/d to Interflug as sprayer 29.8.78, regd 17.9.79, to DDR-TAD 21.1.82, 
as late as 26.4.82 went into service at Magdeburg, to FSB Flugservice 
& Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd 
as D-FOAD 25.2.91, regn eld 16.10.91 as sold abroad, to Venezuela as 
YV-570A with Comercial de Aviacion SRL. 

DM-TAE PZL-106AKruk (48043) 
Built .78, regd to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.79, to DDR-TAE 14.4.82, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAE 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite that fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAF PZL-106AKruk (48044) 
Built .78, regd to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.79, to DDR-TAF 3.12.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAF 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAG PZL-106AKruk (48045) 
Built .78, regd to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.79, to DDR-TAG 15.7.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAG 25.2.91, in container for USA 7.92, 
despite this fully regd 5. 93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked 
as DDR-TAG and in derelict condition. [It seems likely that US Type 
Certification was not granted for the Kruk and that this and about 40 
other examples have no commercial future.] 

DDR-SZA Airbus A.310-304 (498) 
Ex F-WWCU. Reserved by Interflug, used DDR-ABA(2) instead. 

DDR-SZB Airbus A.310-304 (499) 
Ex F-WWCT. Reserved by Interflug, used DDR-ABB instead. 

DDR-SZC Airbus A.310-304 (503) 
Ex F-WWCL. Reserved by Interflug, used DDR-ABC instead. 

DDR-SZD to SZZ not allocated. 

DM-TAA PZL-106AKruk (48039) 
D/d to Interflug as sprayer 7.78, regd 17.9.79, to DDR-TAA 11.10.82, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAA 25.2.91, CofA expired 8.2.91, regn eld 
16.10.91, to Luftfahrthistorische Sammlung museum at Eberswalde-
Finow. Reservation as D-FOAA again 9.11.98. 

DM-TAH PZL-106AKruk (48046) 
Built .78, regd to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.79, written off 17.4.81, 
eld 10.6.82. 

regn 

DM-TAI PZL-106AKruk (48047) 
Built .78, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAI 18.11.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAI 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAJ PZL-106AKruk (48048) 
Built .78, regd to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.79, to DDR-TAJ 29.4.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAJ 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

To be continued.... 
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The Dewoitine D.7 - an early ultralight 
BY HARM J HAZEWINKEL 

Right: The D.7 after its flight to the 
Dewoitine works at Toulouse in April 
1923. Pilot Georges Barbot is on the 
right, designer Emile Dewoitine on the 
left. (Dewoitine, via H J Hazewinkel) 

PART ONE 

Among the various French aircraft which 
appeared in the Japanese register and so 
in the columns of "Archive" (p.99/128), the 
Dewoitine D.7 will probably not be well 
known. Still, in its time, this aircraft made 
headlines by crossing the English Channel 
and by flying as far away as the United 
States and Czechoslovakia - and of 
course to Japan. Reason enough to pay 
some attention to this early "ultra light". 

French designer Emile Dewoitine is better known for his various fighter 
designs, starting with the D.1 of 1922 and culminating in France's best 
fighter of the Second World War, the D.520. Furthermore he built long 
distance planes like the D.33 "Trait d'Union" and the D.338 airliner, giv-
ing the name Dewoitine its rightful place in aviation history. 

At the same time that the design of the D.1 fighter was under way, 
Dewoitine built some gliders, which participated with more or less suc-
cess in various meetings of that time, like the "Daily Mail" meeting at 
Itford Hill (October 1922), in France and in North Africa. Already in the 
autumn of 1922, Dewoitine envisaged developing this type of aircraft 
further and installing a light engine in it. This idea of "aviette" or 
"avionette" was at that time becoming rather popular and various air-
craft constructors built similar designs for cheap popular flying. Work on 
the D.7, as the model was to be called, started in December 1922 and 
the first flight was made by Georges Barbot on 31 March 1923 at 
Toulouse-Francazal. The engine chosen was the two-cylinder Anzani 
rotary, which gave between 7 and 13 hp. 

The D.7, derived from the Dewoitine gliders, was a monoplane with a 
thick cantilever wing on top of the fuselage. The wingsection was of the 
Joukowski type and the wing tapered both in cord and in camber from 
roots to tip. The spars were three-ply and ash boxes, and the ribs of 
spruce and pine. The wings were readily demountable from the fuse-
lage and might be stowed alongside it for transport. The fuselage had 
ash longerons, with three-ply bulkheads and was plywood covered. 
The section was rectangular. The tail consisted of fin and rudder and of 
a totally movable tailplane, partly balanced. These surfaces were 
framed in duralumin tubes. A V-undercarriage of duralumin tubes was 
fitted and the aircraft could be powered, as we shall see, by any kind of 
engine of 750 to 1500 cc. 

On 2 April, Barbot took off from Francazal and flew for 20 minutes at 
500 metres altitude over Toulouse, finally landing in the street where 
the Dewoitine factory was located (Note:1). This achievement did not 
only draw the attention of the press, but also aroused fierce polemics 
on the use and desirability of light aircraft, which was considered by 
some as a retrograde step without future, which only endangered pilots 
and spectators. Dewoitine fiercely defended his concept and his faith in 
the new design was such that he started work on three new airframes. 

Over the Channel 
The French daily "Le Matin" had offered a prize of 25.000 French francs 
for the first French pilot who would make the flight St. Inglevert - Lymp-
ne - St. Inglevert on the same day with a French aircraft with an engine 
of less than 1200 cc. For this, the Dewoitine was re-engined with a 15 

hp Clerget Type 2A of 1134 cc, as the Anzani engine was not consid-
ered French. This was a strange example of French xenophobia, as 
Alberto Anzani, whose engine had equipped the Bleriot of cross-
Channel fame, was indeed of Italian nationality, but had been working, 
over the years, only in France! 

A first attempt, on Saturday 5 May 1923, failed. Barbot took off at 1337 
but was then unable to make contact with the two Aeronavale hydropla-
nes and a French destroyer from Dunkirk, which were to accompany 
him. Having circled for over two hours, Barbot abandoned his attempt, 
seeing fog ("heat mist") rolling in over the Channel. In fact the D.7 flew 
higher than the ceiling of the Aeronavale planes. 

The next day, the fog persisted, but towards the end of the afternoon 
the sky cleared and the weather proved favourable. At 1700 Barbot 
took off from St. Inglevert and circled again, waiting in vain for his 
escorts. After twenty minutes he decided to do it alone. He climbed to 
1800 metres, in order to be able to reach the English coast gliding if his 
engine might stop. Flying over Folkestone and Hythe, he reached 
Lympne after one hour and one minute, at 1821. 

Barbot had with him a red banner with the inscription "A la memoire des 
soldats anglais, tombes sur la terre de France 1914-1918 - Dewoitine, 
Barbot" (In memory of the English soldiers, fallen on French soil 1914-
1918) which he intended to launch the moment he reached the English 
coast. However, the banner got entangled and Barbot was not able to 
loosen it. So he presented it to the officials, ready to welcome him, 
among whom the president of the Royal Aero Club, Lord Edward 
Grosvenor. 

As one of the strings of the undercarriage had been damaged it had to 
be repaired, which took so much time that it was feared that Barbot 
would not be able to return to France the same day, so disqualifying 
him for the "Matin" prize. When finally the repairs had been made, the 
engine refused to start, causing another delay. But finally, at 1901 the 
aircraft took off. As night was falling, no time was wasted gaining 
greater height and the fllight was made at low altitude. At 1945 Barbot 
reached St Inglevert, earning the 25.000 francs of "Le Matin" and a 
knight's cross in the Legion d'Honneur (Note 2). The next day he pro-
Notes: 
1. The dates given vary between 2nd and 5th April, the French magazine 
"LAerophile" (1-15.04.1923, p. 99) going even so far to give both 3rd and 5th April 
on the same page. "Flight" (12.04.1923) says 4th April. The date 2nd April is given 
by Danel and Cuny. 
2. "Flight" (10.05.1923) gives different times: Departure 1820. arrival Lympne 
1921, departure 2001. arrival St. Inglevert 2045. which must be due to time differ-
ences between England and France, including Summer Time. 
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ceeded in a leisurely way to Paris, where the aircraft was shown at the 
front of the "Matin" building (4 Bd Poissonnieres). 

In view of the discussions in the French press on the use and desir-
ability of light aircraft, the comment of "Flight" (10 May 1923) is worth 
quoting: "Just as Bleriot's flight in 1909 marked the beginning of practi-
cal aviation, so Barbot's flight marks the beginning of sporting flying, 
using the term in the sense of flying, which provides excellent sport at 
the price within reach of the many, and not, as hitherto, confined to a 
few wealthy enthusiasts." 

The first D.7 was, retrospectively, bought by the Service Technique de 
I'Aeronautique, becoming F-AHBY in 1925, but no other orders were 
forthcoming. 

America 
At the invitation of the American daily "Chicago Tribune", Barbot and 
Dewoitine crossed the Atlantic to promote light aviation and present the 
D.7. In the United States Barbot made several remarkable flights, on 
Monday 4 June 1923 flying over 160 km from Garden City Aerodrome, 

Above: At Calais (St Ingelvert) Mr. 
Clerget the engine constructor, swings 
the propeller to start Barbot's 
Dewoitine. 
Left: Ready for departure from Calais 
with Barbot at the controls and 
Dewoitine standing alongside. 
Bottom: At Buc on 15.7.23 for the 
Grand Prix de la Moto-aviette, with 
Barbot ready to start in the 4th D.7 
wearing competition number "18". 
(All photos: Rol / Musee de I'Air, via 
Harm J Hazewinkel) 

New York to West Point and back without landing. Two days later, how-
ever, on a flight from Roosevelt Field, Long Island to Washington D.C. 
Barbot hit a tree while landing at Clarksboro (New Jersey), severely 
damaging the aircraft. Not much later the Dewoitine was again dam-
aged in a gale when at Philadelphia and that meant the end of the 
American adventure. Disappointed that no orders had been forthcom-
ing, Dewoitine returned to France. 

Grand Prix du Petit Parisien 
In the meantime, the three next D.7s had been finished during June 
1923. Two (nos 2 and 4) had the Clerget 2A, the third (no.3) the 993 cc 
Salmson AD3, giving 12 hp. No.2 soon received another engine, the 
1094 cc Vaslin four cylinder of 10 hp. All three were entered in the 
Grand Prix du "Petit Parisien", which was to be disputed at Buc on 
Sunday 15 July 1923. The prize of 100.000 francs was to go to an 
"avionette" of less than 250 kg (including 70 kg for the pilot and 20 kg 
fuel) that flew the longest distance, with a minimum of 300 km, to be 
flown in 30 laps over a course of 10 km. 

To be continued.... 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

BY JANIC GEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SIXTY-SEVEN 

ZK-DEG Piper PA-28-140D Cherokee 28-7125535 1.11.71 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. F/f NZ 2.11.71. To D J 
Billinghurst, Whakatane 6.12.71; to Whakatane District 
Flying School Ltd, Whakatane 9.7.73; to Canterbury AC, 
Christchurch 1.2.74; to J F D Peach, Greta Valley 2.9.82; to 
A R Buchanan, Greymouth 25.3.87; to T D Dick, 
Christchurch 29.9.89. Crashed 7.1.91 Ashley Forest, near 
Amberley; regn eld 30.1.91. 

ZK-DEH Piper PA-28-140D Cherokee 28-7125556 1.11.71 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. F/f NZ 9.11.71. To Northland 
Districts AC, Whangarei 7.12.71; to M G Nicholas, Te Kuiti 
18.11.80; to G C Prouse, Auckland 24.7.87; to A G Barr, 
Timaru 11.1.89; to F E & M R Gilkins, Christchurch 31.10.95. 
Current. 

ZK-DEI Piper PA-28-180F Cherokee 28-7105206 1.11.71 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. F/f NZ 9.12.71. To Otago 
AC, Taieri 10.1.72; to W E Dalziell, Lawrence 7.9.82; to 
Willow Air (NZ) Ltd, Milton 21.6.95; to T D Dick, Christchurch 
17.9.96; to M H Key, Cromwell 5.10.99. Current. 

ZK-DEJ Piper PA-28-140E Cherokee 28-7225148 24.3.72 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Otago AC, Taieri 14.6.72; 
to L A Jones, Waikouaiti 4.3.82; to ZK-DEJ Syndicate, 
Mosgiel 13.4.92; to Brent/Sim/Graham Syndicate, Dunedin 
12.4.95. Current. 

ZK-DEK Piper PA-28-140E Cherokee 28-7225154 24.3.72 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Canterbury AC, 
Christchurch 3.5.72; to L J McAllister, Christchurch 23.12.82, 
moved to Oxford 13.5.87; to DFB Holdings Ltd, Christchurch 
24.12.97. Current. 

ZK-DEL Piper PA-28-140E Cherokee 28-7225214 19.5.72 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. F/f NZ 30.5.72. To Eagle Avn 
Ltd, Hamilton 20.6.72; to Middle Districts AC, Palmerston 
North 24.6.80; to Opotiki AC 17.6.82; to C R Parkinson, 
Hamilton 17.10.88; to Mid Canterbury AC, Ashburton 
14.12.91. Current. 

ZK-DEM Fletcher FU-24/950 165 27.1.71 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 12.5.71. Flown to India 
8.9.71 and operated there. Dep Madras 14.12.73, force-
landed at Can Tho, South Vietnam 15.12.73, continued to 
Australia. Regn eld 14.2.74 on sale to Australia, becoming 
VH-ENI and currently a survey version. 

ZK-DEN Piper PA-28-180D Cherokee 28-4957 1.12.70 
(1) Ex N6519J. Tauranga AC, Tauranga. Crashed on cloud 

covered ridge near Whakamaru, 3 mis south of Mokai, 
1.11.73, two killed. Regn eld 20.2.74. 

ZK-DEN Steen Skybolt AACA/357 2.12.88 
(2) Ex ZK-FNW. D H Axe, Dunedin. Regn eld 13.11.95, export-

ed to UK and registered G-SKIE on 29.8.97. 

Above: The Corby Starlet ZK-DEO gets airborne. (J N Geelen) 

ZK-DEO Corby CJ-1 Starlet AACA/110/1 13.2.74 
A J Buchanan, Waitoa. F/f 19.4.74. To R T Trewavas, 
Whangarei 16.5.84; moved to Meremere 15.10.86; to P I 
Whelan, Auckland 25.8.92; to L D Morris, Auckland 10.6.98. 
Current. 

ZK-DEP Cessna 172K 58879 16.12.70 
Ex N7179G. Auckland AC, Ardmore. F/f NZ 25.1.71. To 
Nairn Avn Ltd, Nelson 28.2.73; to N M Jepsen, Palmerston 
North 12.5.83; to R H Gudsell & W M Matthews, Palmerston 
North 15.8.84, and to Matthews only 20.9.90; to TRC Toyota, 
Fielding 5.12.90. Current. 

ZK-DEQ Fletcher FU-24/950 166 28.1.71 
James Avn Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 26.3.71. Wfu 7.7.83 and 
stored. To Fieldair Holdings Ltd, Palmerston North 7.5.84; 
returned to service .95; to Far North Air Ltd, Kaitaia 22.8.97. 
Current. 

ZK-DER Registration not yet allotted. 

ZK-DES Hawker Siddeley HS.748 Srs 2A 1689 21.6.71 
Mount Cook & Southern Lakes Tourist Co Ltd, Christchurch 
"Tongariro". Arr Ch'ch 12.7.71. Renamed The Mount Cook 
Group Ltd, 7.2.78; operated by Mount Cook Airlines. Last 
service 5.2.96, op by Royal Tongan until 11.97. To M J A 
Hornblower, Christchurch 20.1.98. Regn eld 25.2.98 on 
export to Emerald Airways and regd G-SOEI 25.2.98. 

Above: Fletcher FU-24/950 ZK-DEO at Taneatua only a few days after 
going into service with James Aviation (Ft W Kerr) 
Below: Mount Cook Airlines HS.748-2A ZK-DES "Tongariro" on the 
apron at Christchurch Airport 2.11.71. (Ft W Kerr) 
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Left: ZK-DEU was an Auster 
Agricola built from parts by 
Associated Farmers Aerial 
Work, outside whose hangar 
it is seen at Martinborough on 
29.8.71. Unfortunately it was 
written off nearby before the 
end of the year. (R Deerness) 
Below, left: Cessna Sky hawk 
ZK-DEY spent its first two 
years in NZ impounded by 
Customs. (J N Geelen) 
Below: Rex Air Charter Sky-
wagon 207 ZK-DFD in Radio 
Windy titles at Paraparaumu 
on 23.12.74. (R Deerness) 

ZK-DET Piel CP.30 Emeraude 1434 .71 
Reservation for 0 J Ball. Sold to D R L Butcher, Wainui-o-
mata 3.77 and completed as ZK-DYE. 

ZK-DEU Auster B.8 Agricola AF-001R 3.3.71 
(Built from parts including some of ZK-BMJ) Associated 
Farmers Aerial Work Ltd, Martinborough. F/f 1.3.71. 
Crashed into hillside, Raukapatunia, nr Martinborough while 
topdressing, 2.12.71, killing pilot B Court-Patience. Regn eld 
8.12.71. 

ZK-DEV JodelD.9Bebe AACA/117/1 22.5.75 
J N B Murray, Christchurch. (Plans No. F.3134/7). F/f 
20.12.75. To M R Alexander, Blenheim 13.4.82; to P G 
Alexander, Blenheim 7.2.83; to C A MacDonald, Dunedin 
8.5.84; to P M Hogue, Dunedin/Mosgiel 21.1.87. Destroyed 
in precautionary landing near Taieri airfield 25.10.87; regn 
eld 20.9.89. 

to D G Roe, Auckland 9.6.78 (op by Ardmore Fig Scl). 
Crashed on Mount Hiwiroa, Kaimai Ranges, en route 
Auckland to Rotorua 24.4.80; regn eld 8.7.80. 

ZK-DFA Piper PA-28-180D Cherokee 28-4478 12.5.71 
Ex (N5189L), N9428J. Dennis Thompson Avn Ltd, Ardmore. 
F/f NZ 3.5.71. To Stark Avn, Ardmore 20.9.72; to Ardmore 
Flying School 18.2.74; to R E J Turner, Auckland 17.12.74; 
to A P Orchard, Greymouth 21.2.75; to J McPhee, Papakura 
30.4.84; to F G Deering, Dairy Flat 12.9.84; to R W Massey, 
Auckland 16.2.87; to C G Field, Kaukapakapa 19.10.90; to 
Brown & Riwinui Syndicate, Kawerau 22.5.91. Current. 

ZK-DFB Piper PA-28-235B Cherokee 28-10917 12.5.71 
Ex N9247W. Sinclair Flying School, Wellington. Arr Mangere 
4.5.71. To Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Auckland 29.8.74; to Rex 
Flying School Ltd, Auckland 3.2.75; to J W Peek Ltd, Huntly 
14.7.75. Current. 

ZK-DEW SquirecraftSA. 102.5 Cavalier AACA/239 
(1) Reservation for I Hall, Auckland. Not completed. 

.71 

ZK-DEW Cessna 207 Skywagon 00267 4.10.94 
(2) Ex N1667U, ZK-DXG. New Zealand Heliwork (1988) Ltd, 

Cambridge. To Davies Avn Ltd & Waterwings Airways (Te 
Anau) Ltd, Queenstown 23.8.95. Regn eld 7.1.98. sold as 
VH-WOT(3), regd as such 15.1.98. 

ZK-DEX Piper PA-28-180B Cherokee 28-1814 8.6.71 
Ex N7808W. Dennis Thompson Avn Ltd, Ardmore. Arr 
Auckland 14.6.71, f/f NZ 29.6.71. Hired to Eagle Avn Ltd, 
Auckland 6.71; regd to Dennis Thompson International Ltd, 
Ardmore 7.7.71 and used by Eagle; regd to Eagle Avn Ltd, 
Hamilton 1.12.71; to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 13.2.74; 
to C S Pyper, Wellington 1.9.75. Crashed Foxpine airstrip, nr 
Foxton 3.12.78. Regn eld 22.2.79. 

ZK-DEY Cessna 172KSkyhawk 59184 9.6.71 
Ex N7484G. Dennis Thompson Avn Ltd, Ardmore. Arr 
Auckland 14.6.71. Seized by NZ Customs on arrival and 
stored in Auckland until 1.5.73, assembled, test-flown and 
offered for public tender 27.7.73. Regd to To NZ Customs 
Dept, Auckland 20.7.73; to Aero Hire Ltd, Kawerau 4.10.73, 
then Whakatane 30.1.87; to Leslie Avn Ltd, Rotorua 
13.10.94; to Aero-Hire Ltd, Whakatane 13.9.96. Current. 

ZK-DEZ Piper PA-28-140 Cherokee 28-23891 26.5.71 
Ex N3998K. Dennis Thompson Avn Ltd, Ardmore. F/f NZ 
25.5.71. To J Harrison Avn Ltd, Otahuhu 14.6.71; (used by 
Wellington AC .73) to Sayers Distributors Ltd, Tawa 5.11.73; 

ZK-DFC Airspeed AS.57 Ambassador 2 5213 (11.71) 
(1) Ex G-ALZP, (RJAF: H.109), CN-MAK, G-ALZP. South Seas 

Airways Ltd, Wellington. Operator's licence not issued. Regn 
Ntu and aircraft, which in any case had a restricted CofA for 
Aerial Work only, remained at Manston, UK, until b/u. 

ZK-DFC Grumman G.21A Goose B.104 6.10.72 
(2) Ex BuAer 84809, N1621 A, N19DF. Mount Cook & Southern 

Lakes Tourist Co Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 5.10.72 
and operated from Mechanics Bay, Auckland. To Mount 
Cook Airlines Ltd, operated by SeaBee Air, 3.3.77. To Great 
Barrier Airlines Ltd, Auckland 18.10.89. Regn eld 2.9.91 and 
sold in USA as N3116T (but w/o as such 15.12.92). 

ZK-DFD Cessna 207 Skywagon 00188 1.11.71 
Ex N1588U. Rex Flying School Ltd, Paraparaumu. F/f NZ 
16.11.71. Named "Kakanui". Crashed Castlepoint Station, 
Wairarapa 26.5.75. Regn eld 30.6.75. 

ZK-DFE Cessna A150LAerobat 0296 20.12.71 
Ex N5996J. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. F/f NZ 14.2.72. To 
Rexair Flying School Ltd, Dunedin 1.9.72; to A J Padgett, 
Dunedin 7.2.75; to T F McCulloch, Dunedin 13.3.79; to 
Southland AC Inc, Invercargill 13.3.85. Current. 

ZK-DFF Cessna 182N Skylane 60759 1.11.71 
N9219G. Rex Flying School Ltd, Auckland. F/f NZ 7.12.71. 
To Executive Air Travel (NZ) Ltd, Auckland 9.1.74; to C J 
Jowers, Ashburton 3.2.75. Current. 

To be continued.... 
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Casualty Compendium PART SEVENTY-SIX 

10.7.58 

4.3.59 

17.1.59 

29.3.59 

29.3.59 

30.3.59 

4.4.59 

4.4.59 

Right: Avro Tudor 4B Super Trader G-AGRH c/n 
1256 which crashed in Turkey 23.4.59, had the pro-
duction taller round-top fin and rudder when a Mk.l 
freighter. With BSAA on the Berlin Airlift it averaged 
a load of 20,600 lb, greater than any other type. As 
a 4B conversion for Air Charter in 7.56, a double 
loading door was fitted on the port side ahead of the 
original passenger door, (via Jack Meaden) 

We begin this section with additions to three 
earlier entries. 

Following our report of Piper Cub OK-ANE escaping Czechoslovakia in 1951. it is confirmed that on 26.8.51 two men and two women flew 
to West Germany. This would be somewhat crowded if in a Cub, are these two events the same? 
The VEB 152 DM-ZYA was totally destroyed. A recent German TV feature claimed that it was leaving Dresden to be shown at the Leipzig 
Fair but crashed during a low pass on departure. The example found at Rothenburg was unfinished c/n 011 - see Feedback this issue. 
The identity of Eastern's Constellation was shown as N6234G by the original Lloyds report and the Accident Brief, but the complete acci-
dent report gives N6240G and is thought likely to be the most accurate. 
Indian Airlines Douglas DC-3 VT-CGI c/n 20176 left Agartala at 1010 local time on a service from Calcutta for Kumbhirgram and Imphal. 
At 1045 Capt S K Chaktravarty informed Kumbhirgram ATC that it was flying in a thunderstorm and shortly afterwards it crashed nr Silchar, 
SW of Hailakandi. The port centre section failed in turbulence and the aircraft was destroyed, killing all 4 crew and 20 passengers. 
Nord 2502 Noratlas F-BGZB c/n 2 of UAT en route Berberati to Bangui crashed in jungle near Banga, Central African Republic. Four crew 
and five (6?) passengers were killed, including Prime Minister Barthelemy Boganda. Date 30th also reported and Boda as location. 
Olympic Airways Douglas DC-6B SX-DAF c/n 45543 on a crew training flight from Athens, suffered substantial damage when the under-
carriage retracted prematurely during take-off - possibly instituted by the Flight Engineer. Five crew uninjured, DC-6B repaired. 
Hong Kong Airways Viscount VR-HFJ c/n 187 overshot runway on landing at Sunng Shan Airport, Taipei, Formosa and ran into a paddy 
field. Capt A P Mason. 3 crew and 37 passengers unhurt but a water buffalo in the field was killed. Viscount repaired by 12.5.59. 
Viking 1B D-BALI c/n 222 operated by LTU (and owned by Flugzeugeigner-Gessellschaft Seibert-Sachsenberg-Conle) inbound from 
Dusseldorf and Stuttgart was making a downwind (12 kt) landing at San Bonet airport, Palma, Majorca when the brakes failed. Having 
over-run, it crossed a trench and a road, being steered through a gap in a wall (made earlier by similar incidents!) before coming to a halt 
in an almond grove with the help of several trees. The 3 crew and 35 passengers were unhurt, the Viking was repaired at the airport. 
PanAmerican Boeing 377 Stratocruiser N1033V c/n 15933 "Clipper Midnight Sun" from Annette Island undershot, hit an embankment, 
crashed and burned at Juneau, Alaska at 1522 local. Capt John McDonald, 4 crew and 19 passengers escaped unhurt, aircraft total loss. 
Tigres Voladores SA Curtiss C-46 Commando XA-MIS c/n 22586 en route from Mexicale to Guaymas caught fire and exploded in flight, 
crashing on beach at Puerto Kino in Gulf of California. Pilot & company owner Capt Jose Lopez Henriquez, 4 crew and 21 passengers 
killed. Company operating licence revoked and airline closed down. 
Air Charter Avro Super Trader 4B G-AGRH "Zephyr" c/n 1256 was flying from Ankara to Bahrein en route to the Woomera test site, 
Australia, with Firestreak missile parts. Capt John C Bridger and five crew were accompanied by a slip crew of Capt L P Stuart-Smith and 
five others due to pick up a Britannia at Bahrein. The aircraft drifted about 25 miles north of its course after passing Mus and its wreck-
age was found 6 days later 200 feet below the summit of Mount Suphan, there were no survivors. Strong winds, low temperatures and 
failure to obtain accurate bearings en route were blamed. This was the last Super Trader in sen/ice. 
Iran Air Douglas DC-3 EP-ACL c/n 9308 crashed on take off from Sanandaj Airport, Iran at 1700. No casualties, aircraft destroyed. 
Piedmont Airlines Fairchild F-27 N2704R c/n 17 was landing 0711 EST at Winston Salem, Greensboro, NC when the Captain acciden-
tally selected 'up gear' and the undercarriage collapsed. Only four crew on board, no injuries, aircraft repaired. 
Iberia Douglas DC-3 EC-ABC c/n 19334 on scheduled flight from Barcelona to Madrid with 3 crew and 25 passengers. Severe storm over 
Calamocha resulted in problems establishing exact position and aircraft crashed on Telegraph Hill, Sierra de Valdemeca. Total loss. 
DH.104 Dove 2A G-ALEC c/n 04402 of Lee Refrigeration Ltd was being flown by Paul Chambers, a private pilot who had trained with 
Christchurch Aero Club and of his 256 total hours had only 3 hours 45 mins in command on Doves. The aircraft was at Cardiff as a flying 
showroom in connection with the Welsh Ideal Homes Exhibition at Sophia Gardens Pavillion and a request had been made to make a low 
pass over the city centre but this was refused by the police. Nevertheless, Chambers, with two company passengers and a film camera-
man, took off from the old Pengam Moors airport and made three low passes across the city and gardens, reportedly being booked by 
police in the process. On the third pass "at no more than 200 ft, the undercarriage was down and the starboard propeller was feathered", 
crossing the Gardens Chambers raised the undercarriage and tried to re-start the starboard engine but the fuel supply was still turned off. 
In attempting to clear tall trees and, in press reports, to avoid a school sports day in Maindy Stadium, the pilot allowed airspeed to drop 
and the Dove rolled to the ground in North Road, destroying a parked van and bursting into flames. All four occupants were killed and a 
passing lorry driver seriously burned in an attempted rescue. [G-ALEC was a 'fixed' registration, previously ntu by a Halifax B.VI] 
Eastern Airlines Douglas DC-7B N824D c/n 45333 was making a low approach at Washington National late on 6.5.59. The right main 
gear struck the ILS localizer hut 175 ft short of the threshold, then hit the ground 80 ft short before bouncing the DC-7 onto the runway 
where the starboard undercarriage collapsed and it veered onto the grass. Capt Charles J Smith, 3 crew, 63 passengers unhurt; one flight 
attendant slightly injured. The DC-7C was repaired and survived until 1965. 
Capital Airlines Viscount N7463 c/n 287 en route New York to Atlanta at 14,000 ft entered severe thunderstorm, lost control and broke up 
in extreme turbulence c.1715 local and crashed nr Chase, MD. Capt W C Paddock, 3 crew and 27 passengers killed. Aircraft weather 
radar was inoperable at the time and advisory storm data was not passed on to the flight. T/t 4,180 hours. 
L-049 Constellation N2735A c/n 1978 of Capital was making second approach at Charleston at 1529 EST and with braking ineffective on 
a wet runway Capt Richard Ohm intentionally ground looped. The aircraft slid down a steep embankment and caught fire. Casualty fig-
ures vary according to source, of 6 crew and 38 passengers there were respectively 1(0) + 1(2) fatalities and 3(2) + 2(3) serious injuries. 
Transportes Aereos Peruanos Curtiss C-46 OB-WBP-507 c/n 26829 on flight from Lima to Pucallpa crashed in jungle on hillside near 
Pachitea River, NE Peru. Capt Paul E Dixon, three crew and eight passengers killed. Also quoted as OB-PBP by Lloyds. 
Aerolineas Argentinas Douglas DC-3 LV-AFW c/n 19790 left Mar del Plata at 2040 on second leg of service from Ezieza to Bahia Blanca. 
At 2046 after requesting routine frequency change it crashed into the sea killing Capt Raul A Cremona, 3 crew and 6 passengers. 
Linea Aerea Interpolar Curtiss C-46 CC-CIA-0497 c/n 30482, operated by Transportes Aereos de Chile en route from Talara, Peru to 

10.4.59 

17.4.59 

23.4.59 

25.4.59 
28.4.59 

29.4.59 

6.5.59 

7.5.59 

12.5.59 

12.5.59 

13.5.59 

15.5.59 

21.5.59 
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Left: Fairchild F-27 N2704R which was 
damaged at Greensboro, NC on 28.4.59 
was the 17th built in the USA and the 5th 
for Piedmont. Apart from the excellent view 
for the passengers, the high wing of the 
F-27 provided ground clearance for the 12 
ft diameter (later 12 ft 6 in) Rotol 4-blade 
constant speed propellers of the Rolls 
Royce Dart R.Da.6 turboprop engines of 
1,670 ehp. Other British equipment was 
the Dowty undercarriage with Dunlop 
wheels, (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Comet 4 G-APDB sun/ived a land-
ing incident at Idiewiid 21.6.59 and is seen 
here at Heathrow 12.3.60. It is now pre-
served at Duxford. (Jack Meaden) 

Arica, Chile, crashed on 10,000 ft moun-
tain at Moro, Valle de Nepena, 22 mis SE 
of Chimbote, Peru at 0600. Capt Carlos 
Barsch Vega, three crew and four 'unof-
ficial' passengers were killed. 

4.6.59 Sabena Convair 440 OO-SCR c/n 373 on 
a training flight with four crew was dam-
aged in belly landing at Brussels airport. 
No injuries. 

8.6.59 BOAC Comet 4 G-APDA c/n 6401 hit 
tree on first approach at Calcutta in severe turbulence, on second attempt on another runway it again struck a tree. The third approach was 
made at a higher speed to maintain control and as a result the Comet over-ran the runway into soft ground at c.1945 local. Capt Hart, 4 
crew (11 crew?) and 37 (44?) passengers uninjured. 

21.6.59 World Wide Helicopters Westland-Sikorsky S-55 VP-BAG c/n WA.55 operated for Shell in Brunei crashed in sea 3 between Lorong and 
Platform G located 3 miles offshore. Capt Jean F A Cecille and six passengers killed. 

21.6.59 BOAC Comet 4 G-APDB c/n 6403 hit 12 ft high blast barrier 65 feet from runway threshold when landing at Idiewiid, NYC. Undercarriage 
and flaps damaged but Capt John A Kelly, 9 crew and 35 passengers were uninjured. 

22.6.59 PanAmerican Douglas DC-6A N5026K c/n 44426 "Clipper Panama" was running up engines for take-off on a scheduled cargo flight from 
Shannon at 1027 local when a loud noise was heard and no.4 engine caught fire and dropped off. One propeller blade had detached, and 
was found over a mile away, causing imbalance and engine separation. Capt Robert Reaum, 5 crew and 2 passengers escaped but the 
aircraft burnt out, as did an airport crash tender which strayed too close. Six pedigree dogs in the cargo died. 

23.6.59 Avianca Douglas DC-4 HK-135 c/n 10418 en route Bogota to Lima crashed on 14,500 ft Cerro Baco Mountain 125 miles N of Lima, Peru, 
killing the 4 crew and 10 passengers. 

26.6.59 TWA L-1649A Starliner N7313C c/n 1015 disintegrated in flight at 1735 local, 15 minutes after leaving Milan Airport for Paris, and crashed 
near Olgiate Olona killing Capt Paul S Grade, 8 crew and 59 passengers. Right wing separated when fuel tanks exploded, probably as 
result of static discharges and eyewitnesses reported lightning strike in localised stormy conditions. 

Thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA World Accident Summary extracts), 
Roger Caird, Peter W Davis, Peter Gerhardt, Mike Hooks, Fred Huntly, Dave Kennedy, Derek King, Peter J Marson, Jack Meaden, Tony Morris, John 
Pothecary, Torsten Raetsch, Robert Ruffle, Terry Smith, Vic Smith, Bob Thursby, John Withers, Luc Wittemans and David Woods. 
Responses are now invited for a new batch of casualties but readers may note that we are trying to make some a little more varied and/or difficult! 
This is partly because we are aware that several air accident publications are now available for reference - though these are not our source - indeed 
some readers tell us that we have 'missed' certain entries when we are simply attempting to present a diverse and interesting selection. 

2.8.47 One out-of-sequence casualty, but this B.S.A.A.C. aircraft was reported to have been found at 18,000 ft in the Andes in mid-January 2000. 
26.6.59 Fuselage of a TWA aircraft undergoing pressurisation tests "burst with explosive force" in hangar at Idiewiid Airport, New York. 
1.7.59 Two crew and eight executives of Continental Canning Company killed in crash of company aircraft near Marion, Ohio, ex Chicago. 
1.7.59 Aircraft of Crop Culture (Aerial) Ltd crashed in Cameroons Mountains en route from Bata to Kano, Northern Nigeria, killing British pilot. 
2.7.59 Austin Airways amphibian lost power after take-off, hit water and destroyed at Povungnituk, Ouebec. 
5/6.7.59 Iranian-registered freighter written-off near Kuwait Airport following overshoot. 
7.7.59 Twin-engined aircraft operated for Tarmac Ltd hit lorry and crashed onto motorway during inspection flight over new St Albans by-pass. 
9.7.59 PanAmerican aircraft made belly landing at Tokio Airport after undercarriage unsafe warning on final approach. 
9.7.59 British racing aircraft overturned on take-off at start of Kemsley Challenge Trophy Race at Baginton, Coventry. Extensively damaged. 
12.7.59 PanAmerican jet bound for London, lost two wheels on take-off from Idiewiid Airport and circled for 4 hours before landing on foam. 
14.7.59 Aerolineas Argentinas aircraft destroyed in wheels-up landing at Santiago del Estero from Cordoba. 
15.7.59 A Curtiss C-46 operating a "private freight flight" from Pedro Alfonso to Belem, Brazil, crash-landed after fire and loss of starboard engine. 
19.7.59 Air-India "Rani of Agra" swung on landing at Bombay in heavy rain, undercarriage collapsed, aircraft destroyed by fire. No casualties. 
25.7.59 Former World Gliding Champion Wolf Hirth died when he crashed from 400 ft at Stuttgart in a glider he designed and built himself. 
28.7.59 Channel Airways flight from Ostend had starboard undercarriage collapse when making precautionary landing on grass at Southend. 
31.7.59 Amphibian of Eastern Provincial Airways hit rock while taxying on South Twin Lake, near Badger, NF and sank. 
3.8.59 Kalinga Airlines aircraft crashed near Salong village on flight from Mohanbari to Along, NE India, killing six on board. 
10.8.59 RCAF aerobatic jet of Golden Hawk team collided with light aircraft near McCall Airfield, Alberta; both crashed, three killed. 
14.8.59 Pakistan International aircraft on training flight crashed near Karachi Airport killing two crew and seriously injuring one other. 
15.8.59 American Airlines aircraft crashed on crew training flight at Calverton, NY with one engine on fire. Exploded on impact. 
15.8.59 Aircraft of LACSA hit a house when attempting to land at San Isidro del General Airport, Costa Rica. 
19.8.59 Transair aircraft departed Barcelona for Gatwick but crashed about 20 minutes later on Montseny Mountains killing all 32 on board. 
21.8.59 Sourdough Air Transport aircraft, 27 on board, brakes failed and ran into two parked aircraft at Lockheed Air Terminal, Burbank, CA. 
23.8.59 LIAT aircraft, chartered to BWIA, ran off end of runway at St Kitts inbound from Antigua. No injuries but aircraft badly damaged. 
26.8.59 Aerolineas Argentinas jet en route Buenos Aires - New York, made forced landing in undergrowth near Asuncion, Paraguay killing two. 
5.9.59 French charter aircraft of Airnautic carrying ballet company equipment from Athens to the Edinburgh Festival crashed in sea off Corsica. 
8.9.59 Explosion of bomb on board Mexicana aircraft which made forced landing at Poza Rica. Passenger responsible jumped out at 11,000 ft. 
16.9.59 Czech airliner seriously damaged when undercarriage collapsed in forced landing at Strasbourg-Entzheim following engine failure. 
23.9.59 VASP aircraft lost power on take-off from Sao Paulo, hit h/t wires and exploded. To be continued.... 
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Elmdon Airport Movements Log 1939 
PART SIX 

This is the final extract 
gleaned from the "Landings 
and Departure Book", the 
official movement log of 
Birmingham (Elmdon) Airport 
covering the period from 1st 
May until 9th October 1939. 
On that date, after our final 
entry, the Airport was taken 
over by the Air Ministry. 

fe 

Date Regn Type 
September 1939 (continued) 
15 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
20 
20 
20 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
25 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
27 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
29 
30 
30 

L4321 
L4325 
L4324 
L4317 
L4295 
L4319 
L4301 
L4321 
L4299 
L4323 
L4325 
L4295 
L4323 
L4295 
L5979 
L4324 
L4317 
L4305 
L4321 
L4323 
N2876 
L4324 
L4325 
L5979 
L4295 
L4324 
L4325 
L4317 
L4305 
L4333 
L4299 
L4321 
L4333 
L4188 
N2109 
? 
"BK-U" 
"BK-.P" 
N6227 
"BK-S" 
L2119 

October 1939 
01 
01 
01 
02 
02 
02 
02 
03 
03 
03 
03 
04 
04 
04 
07 
09 

"BK-E" 
"BK-H" 
"BK-A" 
K5473 
K5490 
N2877 
"BK-D" 
N3956 
N2884 
L5979 
L8208 
L5979 
N4070 
N6320 
NZ302 
L5402 

Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Magister 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Magister 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Hampden 
Fairey Battle 
Anson 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Blenheim 
Wellington 
Hurricane 

Wellington 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Hind 
Hind 
Wellington 
Wellington 
Magister 
Wellington 
Magister 
Magister 
Magister 
Harvard 
Blenheim 
Wellington 
Battle 

Owner/Unit 

115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
106 Squadron 
R.A.F. 
106 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
139 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
R.A.F. 

115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
613 Squadron 
613 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
99 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
115 Squadron 
Reserve Command 
115 Squadron 
FTS Ternhill 
139 Squadron 
New Zealand Sq. 
Austin Shadow 
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Pilot 

F/S Groves 
F/S Boole 
F/S Moores 
F/O Sheenan 
F/O Gibbs 
F/O Pringle 
F/O Wood 
S/L Glencross 
F/S Groves 
F/S Powell 
F/S Boole 
F/O Gibbs 
F/O Wells 
F/S Moores 
S/L Glencross 
F/O Pringle 
F/O Sheenan 
F/L Guthrie 
F/S Groves 
F/O Newman 
S/L Glencross 
F/O Pringle 
F/S Boole 
S/L Glencross 
Donaldson 
F/S Moores 
F/S Boole 
F/O Sheenan 
F/L Guthrie 
F/O Newman 
F/S Groves 
W/Cdr Rowe 
F/O Newman 
Shaughnessy 
F/L Denison 
Shaughnessy 
Donaldson 
F/O Clarke 
S/L Tideman 
F/O Clarke 
F/O Davidson 

F/O Scott 
F/L Guthrie 
F/S Groves 
MacDonald 
Redington 
S/L Glencross 
S/L Glencross 
S/L Catt 
F/O Wood 
P/O Wardlaw 
F/L Peill 
S/L Glencross 
Major Gort 
S/L Scott 
F/O Greenway 
F/L Clement 
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From/To 

f/t Marham-n/s-18.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-19.9 
Marham-n/s-Carew Cheriton 
Marham-n/s-Carew Cheriton 
f/t Marham-n/s-20.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-19.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-26.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-20.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-19.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-19.9 
Marham-n/s-Carew Cheriton 
f/t Marham-n/s-22.9 
Marham-Carew Cheriton 
f/t Marham-n/s-23.9 
f/t Marham 
Marham-Carew Cheriton 
Carew Cheriton-Marham 
f/t Marham n/s-24.9 
f/t Marham n/s-24.9 
f/t Marham n/s-24.9 
f/t Marham n/s-24.9 
Carew Cheriton-n/s-Marham 
Carew Cheriton-n/s-Marham 
f/t Marham 

Left: Pre-war visi-
tor to Elmdon was 
the Midland Aero 
Club Wicko GM-1 
G-AFJB which 
was impressed 
7.41 for use by 
Cunliffe-Owen A/c 
at Eastleigh. It 
was restored to 
wartime markings 
as DR613 after 
being wfu 7.63. 
(Jack Meaden) 

Nature of Op. 

Service 
Service 

on 23.9 Service 
on 23.9 Service 

Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 

on 23.9 Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 

on 24.9 Service 
on 24.9 Service 

Service 
Marham-n/s-Weybridge on 1.10 Service 
f/t Marham-n/s-25.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-1.10 
f/t Marham n/s-29.9 
f/t Marham n/s-1.10 
f/t Marham n/s-27.9 
f/t Marham-n/s-1.10 
f/t Marham 
f/t Marham n/s-9.10 
f/t Cottesmore 
f/t Chichester 
f/t Cottesmore 
f/t Marham 
f/t Marham 
f/t Wyton 
f/t Marham 
Hooton Park-Tangmere 

f/t Marham-n/s-2.10 
f/t Marham-n/s-2.10 
f/t Marham-n/s-2.10 
Ringway-Odiham 
Ringway-Odiham 
f/t Marham 
f/t Marham-n/s-3.10 
f/t Marham 
f/t Marham 
f/t Marham 
Prestwick-n/s-White Waltharr 
f/t Marham 
f/t Ternhill 
f/t Wyton 
Harwell-Manby 
f/t Longbridge 

Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 

Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
Service 
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The quantity of Feedback (and the quality!) generated recently has 
been most rewarding - everything from the discovery of 'new' 
Fleas to the tiniest detail to help to complete a single aircraft his-
tory. This 3-page selection is not all Feedback however, for as 
readers will see on the Editorial page (and from the adjacent logo) 
we are extending the scope of the feature to include any newly dis-
covered material that you would like to see aired or that questions 
established 'facts'. To get a flavour of what we mean, take a look 
at the boxed items over the next 3 pages. 

The DH PUSS MOTH 
2108 et seq. (see p.99/95): 

R194 went to Francisco Ribo prior to 8.50. 
R209 crashed near Estombe. 
R219 now known to be c/n 2215 (see p.99/103). 
R258 now known to be c/n 2042 (qv). 
R290 confirmed as c/n 2028. 

2162 The logbook and memorabilia of Philip Gordon-Marshall 
(General Manager of DH Witney during the war) reveals a further piece 
of the history of EM995. After delivery to 5MU Kemble 13.9.43 for stor-
age it was not scrapped on site but delivered to Witney by an ATA pilot 
for that purpose on 23.10.43. Gordon-Marshall records that it "flew per-
fectly well" and, as he couldn't bear the thought of scrapping it, he used 
it for several trips. He eventually obtained Air Ministry agreement to sell 
it to de Havillands for £5 on condition that it would not be flown but 
saved as a museum piece. Consequently he flew it from Witney to 
Hatfield on 20.3.44, hitching a ride back with Richard Jones in Hornet 
Moth G-ADMT. Somehow the Puss Moth was then "lost" and its actual 
fate remains unknown. Does anyone know anything about a proposed 
museum collection at Hatfield? [Gordon-Marshall's records also con-
tribute reminiscences about G-ABLP's former owner Col Robert Smith-
Barry which are worth repeating when space allows.] 
2188 The photo on page 99/71 actually shows c/n 2188 of the US 
Military Attache and not c/n 2187 which wore US NAVY titles, as shown 
in the adjacent photgraph. Although 2187 was allotted serial A8877, 
neither aircraft appears to have carried any external identity and on vis-
its to Farnborough in the mid-30s 2187 was simply logged as "Puss 
Moth, USN". 
2229 re the 30.12.36 accident, "Charles Kennett" was actually Charles 
Kenneth Apjohn-Carter, who claimed that the jewellery was lost in the 
crash, but who emigrated to Canada shortly afterwards as an appar-

earch 
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Above: With US Navy markings but not showing its serial no. A8877, 
this Puss Moth is the real c/n 2187 seen after 3.37, (at Hendon?) which 
later became G-AHLO. The heading photo on p.99/71 in fact shows c/n 
2188 which retired earlier to become G-ADOC. (A J Jackson collection) 

ently wealthy man! 
2233 G-ABYP's last owner was F/O Joan Naylor who flew with the ATA 
during the war as a ferry pilot at 6FPP Ratcliffe. She is clearly the pilot 
in the photo on p.99/115 and until the unfortunate demise of G-ABYP 
had high hopes of running a small air service. 
2238 G-ABXJ was actually sold to Marquis Masashi Hachisuka who 
is seen in the photo p.99/116. He had originally intended to fly it back 
to Japan but instead shipped it to Yokohama, arriving there 4.7.33. It 
was test flown 24.7.33, registered to him as J-BEAF and the CofA 
issued 26.7.33. It was then based at Haneda airport. The official regis-
ter entry gives the c/n as 2228 which had no connection with Japan. 
Hachisuka went to America 5.34 and the regn of his aircraft was eld 
12.34, J-BEAF being donated to the Japanese Army 4.35 as Aikoku 
(Patriotism) No.114. Its final fate is unknown. 

From Ian Rae we have received many interesting Puss Moth details 
from his late father's logbooks. John Philip Rae was employed by DH 
Aircraft to test fly production aircraft between 28.9.32 and 28.2.33, dur-
ing which period he made 263 flights, 62 of which were in Puss Moths. 
He was also registered owner of G-ABNN (2190) and G-ABVT (2223), 
no doubt as a company nominee, a fairly common DH practice. In fact 
he never actually flew G-ABVT himself. 

ALBERT MEMORIAL 
The fuselage of the Albert A-61 c/n 1 
F-AJFZ and the wing of Albert A-110 
c/n 16 F-AJAC were reported in 
Aeroplane of February 2000 (and in 
Overseas Registers in ABNews 3/00) 
to have been discovered in a barn in 
Northern France after 64 years in stor-
age. The 60 hp 5-cyl Walter radial of 
the A-110 was also preserved but not 
the 95 hp 7-cyl Salmson radial of the 
A-61. Patrick Seigwald of Classic Aero 
Service, Orbigny is rebuilding the A-61 
to fly, hopefully on the 70th anniver-
sary of its first flight of 6.9.31. F-AJFZ 
still has a number 2 on the forward 
fuselage, which appears to be its num-
ber in the 1931 French National 
Technical Competition for Light 

Aviation, otherwise the paint scheme is identical 
to the original as shown in our photo. Albert's 
no.1 in the Competition was the A-62 with a 95 
hp Renault 4-cyl upright in-line in the same air-
frame. 

Above: The Albert A-61 two-seat open cockpit 
low-wing monoplane F-AJFZ in early 1931. 
Wing span was 11.5 m (37 ft 8fi in) and loaded 
weight 750 kg (1,653 lb), 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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COMPER SWIFT IN CHINA 

No, not one of those "B-17 on the 
Moon" stories, but a genuine Comper 
Swift in pre-war China, albeit inverted! 
Lennart Andersson recently wrote to 
ask for help in identifying two refer-
ences - one was a photo (right) of a 
Swift wearing military stars and the 
Chinese characters "Liao He" which 
'belonged' to General Yung, seen after 
an accident at Nan Hu. The second 
was a reference in an American 
intelligence document of a Swift used 
by Yu-Chuan Wu at Peking in 2.35 and 
which was said to have a 70 hp 
Pobjoy. 
As we knew of no Swifts in use in 
China we started to cast around and 
soon had three copies of the same 
undated photo (which is credited to 
one Jimmy Elder in a Seattle Museum 
of Flight report of 1982), but were no 
nearer to identifying the aircraft. It is 
logical to assume that the two sources 
refer to one aircraft - surely two cannot 
have escaped the notice of UK press 
and publicity? This seems to be a sig-
nificant point, for surely a sale or even 
a flight to China would have been 
milked for all possible publicity, as 
were the Swifts' long-distance flights 
and race successes, by the small 
Comper firm. 
It is tempting to take the production list 
and assume that this must be the 
unidentified S.32/11, though a former 
Comper engineer has stated that two 
airframes were never completed, one 
was for static testing for the Gipsy 
engine installation which would proba-
bly put it earlier that S.32/11 so it prob-
ably had no c/n, but why was 32/11 

H C 
abandoned when production still had a year to 
run? 
Since the Chinese Swift seems unlikely to have 
been a direct sale we are left with any examples 
that have unresolved fates or blank spots in their 
histories: 
Where had S.31/3 G-ABPE been when it sud-
denly appeared at Kuala Lumpur in 1935? 
What djd happen to S.31/8 G-ABRE after its acci-
dent 12.32, did it go to S Africa as intended? 
Were unidentified Argentine examples S.31/9 
and S.32/6 actually delivered to S America? 
What were the actual fates of S.32/3 VT-ADF and 
S.33/11 VT-AEY? Cln dates are not enough. 
What happened to three of the French-registered 
examples S.33/4 F-ANHO, S.33/5 F-ANIY and 41 
F-ANEY? 
Any evidence which rules out being in China in 
2.35 would be helpful in eliminating suspects -
then perhaps someone with more complete files 
that the Editor would like to write a Whole Truth 
on the Swift! 

Returning briefly to the photo above; the lack of 
rocker covers on the engine may indicate that 
this is an early 70 hp Pobjoy P, not the later stan-
dard Pobjoy R of 75 hp (How accurate is that US 
statement?) - but the early machines are better 
accounted for. 
The damage appears to have been repairable if 
time consuming, says Arthur Ord-Hume who 
tried to fettle G-ABPE post-war but ran out of 
genuine bits. The starboard undercarriage leg 
appears bent and the bottom fuselage longeron 
is damaged ahead of the tail but the front fuse-
lage seems undamaged - perhaps indicating a 
hard impact, gentle nose-over and then a violent 
fall onto the tail or maybe an inverted ground-
loop. 
Thanks are due for contributions so far to Lennart 
Andersson, Ian D Johnson, Jack Meaden and 
Arthur Ord-Hume. Further comments would be 
most welcome! The Seattle Museum of Flight is 
said to have extensive Chinese records - do we 
have any local volunteers to start digging? 

Among the entries we have initially noted the following in c/n order: 
2031 G-AAYA several test flights with Gipsy Major prior to Lady Bailey's 
flight to South Africa. 
2177ZS-BBC t/f 10.11.32 -which is quoted as the date on which it left 
Copenhagen for South Africa! Perhaps it could have left Stag Lane on 
this date for Copenhagen? 
2231 E.8 t/f 21.11.33, the day it went to Farnborough so this could be 
the delivery flight. It was also flown on the return date 29.11.32 and Rae 
may also have flown it at Farnborough as 23.11.32 is also logged. 
2241 G-ABXY t/f 21.11.32 after returning from its Tranatlantic flight see 
p.2000/7) and also 11,12 and 17.1.33, probably with Gipsy Major in 
preparation for the South Atlantic crossing. 
2247 G-ACAB t/f 2.1.33, before sale to Henlys Ltd? 
2248 Japan t/f 20, 21 and 31.10.32, then 4.11.32. 
2249 Japan t/f 22.11.32. 
2250 Japan t/f 24.11.32. 
2251 Japan t/f 6.12.32. 
2252 Japan t/f 15.12.32. 

ELMDON AIRPORT MOVEMENTS LOG 1939 
The first aircraft to visit Elmdon, before the official opening, was DH.90 
G-AEDH on 30.3.39. 
Early services - Western Airways 'G-ACTH' on 17.6 probably refers 
again to G-ACTU. "G-ADEV" on 29.6 could have been their only Rapide 
not mentioned so far, G-ADDD. 
3.5.39 Air Touring was an air taxi business run by C G M Alington and 
E D Spratt from Gatwick, with aircraft registered in their individual 
names. There was no Courier regd G-AE.. but this may have been 
Spratt's Scion G-AEJN - there are numbers of regn/type errors in the 
Log, several of which have suggested corrections below. 
13.5.39 G-ACET was a DH.84, not DH.89. 
18.6.39 G-ACWA was a B.K.Swallow of Coventry Aero Club. 

28.6.39 G-ADHE was a DH60GIII, G-ADKE was a Shell Hornet Moth, 
as was G-ADKR. 
30.6.39 J J Scholes was the pilot for National Benzole Ltd, owners of 
Leopard Moth G-ACMA pre-war. 
3.7.39 G-ADHU was a DH School of Flying Tiger Moth. 
4.7.39 G-ABBH was a Puss Moth w/o in 1931. In 1939 Miss Minnie 
Cater owned Hornet Moth G-AFHE at Heston. 
9.7.39 G-AFKH was a B.A.Eagle owned by Luis Fontes. 
11.7.39 G-ABUT was a Fox Moth, G-ABIF a Southern Martlett and 
G-AFMS a Mosscraft MA.2. 
15.7.39 Olley's Leopard Moth was G-ACPK. 
8.8.39 YL-ABS was a V.E.F.(Valsts Elektrotechniska Fabrika) J-12 
built in Riga, Latvia. The pilot, Avery, was presumably P N S Avery who 
entered it in the 15.8.39 Lympne Trophy Race where it was flown by 
Robert Bruce. It remained in Britain during the war and was discovered 
at Hanworth in 1946 with the outer wings and 90 hp Cirrus Minor I 
engine removed, still wearing pre-war race no.15 on the tail. 

•:.Y-;W. *&.&£& 
Above: VEF J-12 YL-ABS at the Isle of Man races in May 1939. In 
1938 YL-ABG had entered as a single-seater, (via Jack Meaden) 
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VEB 152 IDENTIFIED 
In Casualty Compendium the 4.3.59 
entry referred to two VEB 152 fuse-
lages being found at Rothenburg. We 
now know that after production was 
abandoned two incomplete fuselages 
were taken from the line to the LSK 
base Rothenburg to be broken up as 
concrete reinforcement for a new ramp 
area. Only one suffered this fate, the 
other being used as a shelter and 
catering facility. Werk-nummer 011 is 
seen here in 2.91 but has since been 
taken back to Flugzeugwerke Dresden 
for renovation. (Robert J Ruffle) 

15.8.39 G-AFWT photo caption: the Tipsy was delivered from 
Hanworth to Denham 5.8.39 by John W Hartfield who had made the 
first flight the day before. As Trounson's home was in Gerrards Cross, 
Denham would be the most probable base. 
17.8.39 Vega Gull G-AELW would have been operated by Intava Ltd 
as this company was formed in 3.37 and on 1.7.38 took over the avia-
tion departments of Anglo-American Oil Co Ltd and Vacuum Oil Co Ltd. 
19.8.39 Stories of the demise of Cadet G-ACMG on 3.12.34 are exag-
gerated. It did crash but its CofA was renewed 15.2.35 and then regu-
larly until lapsing on 13.2.40. It was acquired by the Lancashire Aero 
Club in 8.38 and scrapped at Barton in 5.51. The pilot on the Elmdon 
visit was Dennis L Armitage, DFC who was at times President and 
Chairman of the LAC. 
23.9.39 Tipsy Trainer G-AFVN was regd to Airtraining (Oxford) Ltd, a 
subsidiary of General Aircraft Ltd, on 20.7.39. This company was to 
operate the Oxford Flying Club at Kidlington which commenced opera-
tion on 22.7.39. The pilot on the visit to Elmdon was Leslie R E 
Castlemaine, GAL's demonstration pilot and sales manager who was 
loaned to Airtraining to help administer the new club. 

THE MILES MAGISTER IN TURKEY 
We have received many comments congratulating us for putting all the 
material together in this article but, perhaps not surprisingly, very few 
additional points have been raised. 
Des Armour, who worked at Woodley 'as a boy', recalls seeing in 1941 
"a dozen or so Maggies with red rudders and star and crescent mark-
ings parked at the east end of the main factory buildings ie. between 
the factory and the gravel pit". He adds that the markings must have 
been applied in the adjacent main factory dope shop. 

Mike Hooks photographed the Ugur conversion TC-KAI (Above) on a 
leaflet-dropping mission over Istanbul on 6.10.70. It wore a light blue 
colour scheme with Hurkanatlar titles and badge in dark blue and the 
registration under the wings. The date of the slide is of interest, since 
we have TC-KAI as cancelled on 2.10.69 as wfu! 

THE JAPANESE CIVIL REGISTER 1919-45 
Thanks to the efforts of both Lennart Andersson and Toshio Fujita we 
can now clarify the Junkers A 50 position. 
C/n 3552 model A 50ce was D-3, handed over at Dessau 8.8.30, flown 
to Japan by Seiji Yosihara 20-30.8.30. To J-BECB, CoA 9.30. Hochi 
reported one of their Junkers as stored at Mitsubishi in 7.31. This may 
have been J-BECB which was out of CoA at the time but had a new one 
issued 8.31. 

C/n 3558 model A 50 to J-BENB, CoA 4.31. 'Hochi No.2', then 'Hochi-
Nichibei No.2' for 2nd Japan-USA attempt. Crashed, Nemuro Bay 
6.7.31. CoA eld 10.32. 
C/n 3529 model A 50ce, stored c.9.30 at Dessau as D-1914. Sold as 
J-BESB c.3.31, CoA 6.31. 'Hochi No.1', then 'Hochi-Nichibei No.11 for 
1st Japan-USA attempt. Crashed Shinchi Island 14.5.31. Believed 
repaired and restored .32 as 'Hochi No.6'. 
The correct identity of 'Hochi No.7' is still confusing, it has been quot-
ed as J-BECB but also as J-BENB - if it was repaired after the crash. 
J-TADE (p.99/77) one line missing at the end of the entry. It should 
read: "but one source states engine is Hispano-Suiza 180hp". 

BOEING 314 CLIPPER DISPOSALS 
(See Feedback p.97/56) 
We now know that it was not NC18609 c/n 2083 which caught fire at 
Gibraltar on 3.2.47. This aircraft was in fact damaged in a wind storm 
in 1946 at Floyd Bennett Field just before acquisition by Universal 
Airlines and was used for spares, the regn being eld on 13.12.46. 
The Gibraltar incident involved NC18611 c/n 2085 while still with 
Universal on 3.2.47 when it was en route Bermuda - Athens on charter 
by Air Charter Agency. Universal filed an insurance claim for $30,000 
and one of the crew for $1,154 as a result of the fire. The Clipper must 
have been repaired, if only temporarily to return to the USA. It was regd 
to American International Airways (which Universal incorporated as) 
18.6.47, mortgaged (?) and regd to General Phoenix Corp 15.10.47, 
then regd to World Airways 19.4.48. It was then reported to be beached 
in Florida and was broken up for spares. The registration was not can-
celled until 5.5.54. 

With thanks for Feedback used in this issue to Lennart Andersson, 
Peter Berry, Geoff Cooke, Paul Crellin, John M Davis, Peter W Davis, 
Malcolm Fillmore, Toshio Fujita, Roger T Jackson, Jack Meaden, 
Geoffrey M Phillips, Ian Rae, Matt Rodina, Robert Ruffle & Vic Smith. 
Apologies for credits missed out of Feedback 3/99. Double thanks to 
George Baczkowski, Ian Callier, Richard Cawsey, John M Davis, John 
Havers, Kari Koski, Peter Marson, Geoffrey Parker and Vic Smith. 

More Feedback and Search & Return items in the next issue! 

VICKERS IN A TWIST! 
Dave Cotterell was more than averagely interested in the accident 
to Deutsche Flugdienst Viking 1B D-BELA c/n 250 on 17.10.58. He 
was sent as part of a crew to Nuremburg in February 1960 to 
retrieve D-BLUP and ferry it back to Heathrow for servicing by 
Eagle prior to delivery to Aimautic as F-BJEQ. During this servicing 
the Airworthiness Surveyor pointed out that the c/n plate in the for-
ward hold showed 250 and not 298 as expected. The scrap mer-
chants in Belgium were contacted some time later but they had no 
evidence of the c/n of D-BELA which they had broken up after the 
accident near Zele. 
It would appear that the two aircraft were alongside each other on 
the production line (indeed '298' ZS-BWT actually flew a month 
before '250' G-AJBY) and that the plates were attached to the 
wrong aircraft, however all the paperwork remained in the correct 
order. 
As a footnote to D-BELA's last flight, the cargo was said to include 
astrakhan furs, gramophone records and 240 kilos of gold ingots, 
60 kilos of which were still missing three days later! 
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COVER PHOTO: 

We close our Puss Moth series with this 
shot of G-AAZP "British Heritage" departing 
from the Badminton Air Day on 15.7.84. 
(Photo: Dave Partington) 

CLOSING DATE for contributions to 
next ARCHIVE: JULY 24th 2000. 

In this issue 
As this issue goes to press we are preparing to 
head for Coventry (ie. Baginton to our older 
readers) for the annual Air-Britain Fly-In. The 
Editor always hopes to be able to put some 
faces to familiar names as well as meeting 
new ones at this venue. By the time you read 
this we may have had a chat. 

Baginton was a popular site for aeronautical 
events before it moved up-market. We can 
(just!) recall hitch-hiking or scootering there in 
the fifties and sixties to the King's Cup meet-
ings, aerobatic competitions and Shackleton's 
sales events. It was always worth dropping in 
on a slight deviation when traversing the coun-
try on the old A34 (which now seems to have 
lost its middle section in a re-numbering 
scheme), to see what new delights were being 
serviced in the old Alvis hangar or for sale in 
Shackleton's red-floored showroom. 

If nostalgia rules for a moment it may also be 
because at the same time many happy hours 
were being spent at Barton. The memories go 
back as far as Fred Dunkerley's Mew Gull and 
Sparrowjet but the Editor can't claim to have 
been there pre-war. The next best thing is to 
follow the Barton Airport story which begins 
in this issue. George Jenks has created a kind 
of movements log with background and expla-
nation which we hope will be both informative 
and more readable than a mere list of visitors. 

As predicted last time, The Whole Truth series 
on the Puss Moth comes to a close in this 
issue with the last few entries from Malcolm 
Fillmore's listing, a complete index and a post-
script from Jack Meaden. This will be followed 
next time by the Miles Messenger histories. 
The editor will shortly be contacting those who 
have offered photographs but if you think you 
have any which may like to see the light of day 
it isn't too late to make us an offer! 

The two-part feature on the Dewoitine D.7 by 
Harm Hazewinkel also ends in this issue and 
next time we hope to extend the space for the 
continuing Howard Hughes story as well as to 
find room for the promised piece on the 
Dominguez Air Meet - a bit of nostalgia for 
1910 vintage spotters!! 

We must also thank Harm Hazewinkel for his 
contribution to the Extracts series. The items 
from Het Vliegveld have now come to an end 
and we would welcome other selections from 
magazines or other types of publication to take 
their place. We already have one promising 
suggestion from Peter Amos and look forward 
to introducing his theme very shortly. 

Finally, don't forget that if you have uncovered 
any interesting items, problems, photos, or just 
need help with a piece of research, then 
Search & Return exists for you. 

How, What, Where? 
A short item which would be equally at home in 
Search & Return. Keith Cruttenden recently 
acquired the tea-stained photo (above) of Avro 
621 Tutor G-ADYW. We know of course that 
this was originally Trainer K1231 converted at 
Eastleigh for T C S Westbrook with CofA dated 
23.6.36, based at Eastleigh and sold to 
Grimsby Aviation Ltd about 6.39. It was at 
Waltham (Grimsby) at the time of the 

Impressment Review on 31.8.39 the CofA hav-
ing expired earlier that month, but it was 
scrapped there during 1940 without being 
Impressed. Does anyone have any information 
about the attractive colour scheme shown 
here? Also, is the location identifiable? It has a 
white fence which may be the rails of a race-
course and a high wire fence behind that. The 
first owner was General Manager at Brook-
lands from 1.37, does that help? 

Book Review 
Lightplanes at War, US Liaison Aircraft in Europe 1942-1947, Ken Wakefield. Tempus, 272pp 
hardback 18x25 cm, £19.99. 
This book may appear from the title to be simply a record of the wartime operations of an otherwise over-
looked group of aircraft and pilots during the second part of WW2. It is in fact much more. Certainly 
detailed reference has been made to official US Army and Army Air Force records but these are enlivened 
by the extensive use of first-hand description and anecdote which has clearly also been checked for accu-
racy. We have Ed "Skeeter" Carlson (see Puss Moth c/n 223 this issue), then a mechanic, repairing an 
abandoned Cub in France and building up his hours giving rides to GIs using motor pool gas - shades of 
Sgt Bilko! Then there was the ATC Cadet who "borrowed" a US Cub from Membury on which to perform 
his first solo. The reality of the wartime operations is of course self-evident, but the author has a light touch 
with politics and history. There is a good balance of fact and readability which any enthusiast will find 
acceptable, and an excellent collection of photos from private and official sources. The post-war dispos-
al of surplus L-4s and L-5s is covered and there are appendices detailing units, codes and paint schemes. 
Once you have read this, the next time you see a Cub or a Sentinel, think on. 
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The ABC of the Flying Flea 
BY KEN ELLIS PART EIGHT 

Plant, John Brown 
G-ADZP, JBP.1, 16.12.35. 
A to F No.24, issued 7.1.36, expired 2.12.36. 
Manager of a hat block makers, with a factory at Sharp Street, off 
Rochdale Road, Manchester (Usually known as Joe). Built by the 
employees under his guidance. JAP. Red and silver. Tested at Barton. 
To a Mr Chaloner and used by an Air Training Squadron at Audenshaw 
Grammar School, during war. Cancelled 3.37. 

Priest, Philip 
G-ADPZ, PP/M/300, 3.9.35. 
A to F No.7, issued 11.9.35, expired 1.8.36. 
New Hey Road, Outlane, Huddersfield. Built in a stable loft in Dryclough 
Road, Crosland Moor, Huddersfield, with the help off Alan, Kenneth 
and Geoffrey. (Sources - The Yorkshire Evening Post and Flight - vary 
about their relationship to Philip, the former says brothers, the latter 
cousins.) Constructor's number quoted as PP/H/300 on A to F form. 
Douglas. Started 5.35 and completed by 7.35. Flown from Sherburn but 
damaged. Douglas then used in a speedboat owned by one of Priest's 
sons. Scott A.2S then fitted and a Harlequin talked of. Exhibited in the 
Leeds branch of Lewis' 9.35. Sold to Frank Dean of Newcote Garage, 
Mirfield. Burned, date unknown. Cancelled 19.6.36. 

Procter, Thomas 
G-ADDW, TP.1, 19.3.36. 
A to F No.44, issued 31.3.36, expired 30.3.37. 
Of G Procter & Sons, woodworkers at Dock Street, Blackburn. Tom 
Procter is frequently linked with Snelling's (qv) and may have worked 
for them, or been part of their operation. Started 11.35 (or possibly ear-
lier) and completed early 3.36. Anzani. Very unusual undercarriage 
(split with much framing) and redesigned rear end and cockpit area. 
Initially with single tailwheel but switched to a conventional twin unit 
before flights. Named Blue Atom. Tested from Barton from 7.4.36, and 
nine flights made in all. The logbook for Barton gives the following: 
"Built by Procter and Analey at Blackburn, arrived by road 7.4.36, 
crashed after 60 sees flying.... 1.5.36 five minute flight, piloted by Mr 
Cawell (sic).... Left by road 21.6.36.... Flight 27.7.36, Procter in com-
mand - crashed. Last recorded flight..." 
There is every reason to believe that 'Cawell' was Ambrose Cowell. 
Three days later he was killed whilst flying Flea G-AEEW in Kent. 
G-ADDW overturned on its first flight at Barton (assumed from the 
above (to be 7.4.36). It was illustrated in the Blackburn Times for 
14.3.36 (correct date?) on its nose at Barton, the paper saying the 
event happened "yesterday". In July 1936 it was given a "new wing.." 
which would "enable a glide". While testing this (27.7.36?) the engine 

Above: Puttnam's G-AEEC showing cockpit details, the company name 
on the rudder and "PAC Pou" on the nose. (Ken Ellis Collection) 
Below: The same aircraft showing the neat 30 hp Carden Ford installa-
tion, double tailwheel and, apparently, a clear-view panel in the wing 
above the pilot's head, (via Jack Meaden) 

"seized on circuits" and it made a forced-landing near a canal (the 
Manchester Ship Canal is close to Barton). The Flea had been entered 
in the Ramsgate race (as No.5) but it didn't start. Later it went through 
a hedge and overturned and finally Procter "wrecked it". Fuselage 
loaned to John Lockley (qv) for ground runs. Cancelled 9.38. 

Puttnam Aircraft Company Ltd 
G-AEEC, PAC.5, 9.4.36. 
A to F No 49, issued 21.3.36, expired 21.3.37. 
Company established 11.3.36 at the Victory Works, 407-409 Hornsey 
Road, London N19, the founders/directors being given as Samuel W 
Soden (see reference under Perman comments), Dr Harold ATracey 
and Mrs Gertrude E Soden. G A Puttnam himself was given as founder 
of Permans! Stephen Villiers Appleby was named as consultant/test 
pilot (qv). L E Baynes modifications, push-rod controls, fixed rear wing, 
fully cowled engine, 'window' in wing. Carried company name and 
address on the rudder. Carden Ford engine. Flown from Heston by 
SVA. Attended the Aero-8 Rally 13.4.36 with Appleby at the controls, 
flying in from Hatfield. 

G-AEED, PAC.6, 9.4.36 - not taken up. 
G-AEEE, PAC.7, 9.4.36 - not taken up. 
[A photograph published in Air Review for 3.36 showed two Fleas 
underway in the Puttnam building.] 

The Hornsey Road factory was put up for sale 8.36 for £1000, to 
include a practically-complete new design of conventionally-controlled 
strut-braced monoplane and five other complete or partially-built air-
craft, staff and equipment. It seems likely that the monoplane was prob-
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Left: The post-war Flea 
built by P D Roberts in 
Swansea, shown during 
restoration by Mike 
Beach at Brooklands with 
Anzani engine fitted. The 
completed aircraft is on 
display at Brooklands 
Museum as "G-ADRY". 
(Ken Ellis Collection) 

ably Heath Parasol c/n PA.1 which was sold to R A Parker and com-
pleted by him as G-AFZE in 1939. This accounts for all but one of the 
'missing' Puttnam c/ns. 

P - Less Defined 
Payne, G, at Kidlington, built in 1936 and may have flown. Fuselage 
stored until given away in the early 1960s to "somebody near Banbury". 
Perth Gliding Club, "had a kit from Snellings". 
Potter, in Kent, Douglas engine. 
Pritchard, lorwadd, at Llandulas, mid-Wales. JAP. 
Procter, Jim, of Ribbleton Lane, Preston, Lanes. Thought to have 
moved to the Chippenham, Wilts area. 
Purkess Light Aircraft, Ballards Lane, Finchley, London N3. Offering 
"Everything for the Flying Flea, from a nut to a complete machine" 5.36. 

P - Names 
Pemberton, H - see Carden-Baynes Aircraft; Penney, J J — see 
Roberts, P D; Pennington, William J P - see Jolly, Ronald; Piell, W -
see Bacup; Pigache, Georges - see The Flea-Type Plane 
Construction Co Ltd; Piatt - see Steele, T; Ponsford, Nigel - see Bird, 
N M and also Nolan, J N; Priatt - see Allan, R; Price, Gordon - see 
Litchfield, G A. 

Redford, S H and Inch, George 
Apprentices at Kerr Pattern Company in Rosemary Lane, Lincoln. 
(Company made propellers during World War One.) Built on site. 
Second hand Scott A.2S. Hopped and crashed in fields between Brant 
Road and the River Witham, Lincoln. (Known as Bracebridge Low 
Fields.) Thought black fuselage and clear dope wings. 

Roberts, P D 
Built in the late 1960s "to the book" by P D Roberts of Swansea. 
Reported to have used some pre-war Flea components in its construc-
tion. Roberts at some stage acquired the engine from C F Parker's 
Parker CA-4 (Luton LA-4 Minor) G-AFIU at Pembroke for use on his 
Flea. This has been reported as both an Anzani and a JAP J-99. Circa 
1978 sold to J J Penney of Rhigos, Aberdare. By this time it had an 
Anzani, in good condition. Painted as 'G-ADRY' and allocated 
BAPC.29. Acquired in early 1985 by Mike Beach and moved to 
Brooklands, Surrey, for restoration, which involved the construction of 
new flying surfaces among other work. Restoration completed 1987. 
Subsequently sold to the Brooklands Museum. 

Rose, Arthur 
G-AEDF, AR. 1,24.2.36. 
A to F No.43, issued 11.3.36, expired 10.3.37. 
At Willesden, London NW10. Anzani. Fitted with wide-track undercar-
riage. Thought tested at Heston, while one source also quotes East 
Horndon, Essex. Cancelled 11.11.36. 

R - Less Defined 
Royal Naval Engineering College, Manadon (HMS Thunderer). Lt 
Cmdr RN (Retd) Sydney F W Blachall reported to be helping in the con-
struction of one at the college. Project later reported as "abortive". 

R - Names 
Raven, Dick — see Patston, Jack; Read, W E - see Walker Aircraft; 

Reilly, Otto - see Ireland; Riley, Douglas Peter - see Toy, H R; 
Robertshaw - see Alan, R; Robinson - see Salford; Robinson, B M 
- see Taylor, L W; Robinson, Dick - see Ireland; Rollason, W A, 
Aircraft Services Ltd - see Whyteleafe Motors; Rotherham, R — see 
Wright, F G; Rouse, F M - see East Midlands Aviation Co. 

Salford Flying Flea Club 
Built by motor engineers Robinson and Smith, who did the "bodywork 
and paid for the materials", Mr Tidswell did the electrics and Mr Thomas 
the instrument timing (plus others?) at the De La Salle College work-
shops, Pendleton, Salford. It was not completed because of the 'acci-
dents' and the investigation. The fuselage was stored until about 1962 
when it was "Stolen and broken up". 

Salmon, F and Jones, L W T 
Of Salmon & Jones Ltd of the King Street Garage, Fenton, Stoke-on-
Trent. Began circa 5.36 and completed circa 8.36. 1,200cc (35bhp) 
ABC, previously powering a motorcar. Divided undercarriage, reported 
to be "quite successful". Silver and blue. Flew at 'Spot Acre' from mid-
8.36. Did one flight at Nantwich. Then to Hilderstone, Staffs, and flew 
until circa 11.37. Displayed at Tunstall Park in the summer of either 
1936 or 1937. Dismantled and "returned to produce", engine going to 
"a Drone". The wings survived until circa 1965/1966 when the garage 
was rebuilt. 

Sarna, Bernard and Bird, Ronald 'Dickie', E 
Construction started in Luton in 1937. Both Bernard (17 in 1938) and 
'Dickie' (15) worked for Percival Aircraft at Luton. A 'Swiss gentleman' 
presented them with an ABC Scorpion which they rated at 14hp. 
Construction undertaken at Chaul End, Luton and from January 1938 
at Stockwood Crescent. Pivotable rear wing. Silver and black, named 
Mister Hercules. Taken in August 1939 it was moved to a farm next to 
Luton aerodrome for flight testing, having been inspected by the Air 
Ministry. Both parties 'hopped' the Flea on Saturday 2.9.39. On the fol-
lowing day war broke out and "that was the end of our 'Flying' adven-
ture"! Assumed scrapped. Bernard died in 1997. 

Scott's Flying Display Ltd 
G-AEFK, SFD.1, 30.3.36. 
A to F No.59, issued 3.4.36, expired 30.9.36. 
The famed machine used by C W A Scott's 'flying circus', called Bertie 
Bassett and decorated with liquorice allsorts and carrying the image of 
the gentleman of the same name on the rudder. Carden Ford. Push-rod 
controls, rear compression strut and had a tail skid at one time. 
Assumed built at Hanworth, certainly flown from there. To National 
Aviation Displays and sold via their liquidator, reportedly for £2. 
Cancelled 3.37. 

Shaw, Norman Henry 
G-AFBU, NHS.1,27.10.37. 
A to F No.139, issued 23.8.37, expired 22.8.38. 
Built at Stafford. Assumed to have the 'conjugated wing' modification. 
'Hopped' in a field near Oxford Gardens. Cancelled 10.38. 

Shaw, Peter 
At Rawlinson Road, Southport. Began 11.35, abandoned circa 2.36. 
Broken up. 
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Right: Spelling's Light 
Aircraft Service "Sky 
Magic", the be-spatted 
G-AEDM at Darwen. 
Below, right: The famous 
"Bertie Bassett" G-AEFK 
decorated with liquorice 
allsorts and with the 
name in large letters 
under the front wing. 
Operated by CWA Scott 
Air Displays in 1936, it is 
presumed photographed, 
with tail skid, in early 
1937, in front of one of the 
Air Publicity ASA Ferry 
inverted Gipsy Major con-
versions recorded as hav-
ing taken place in winter 
1936/7, either G-ABSI or 
G-ACFB. (Photos Ken 
Ellis Collection) 

Shore, Howard 
Started in mid-1970s, Isle of Wight. 
Built in classic style in a bedroom. 
Largely complete 1994. Initially with a 
converted Volkswagen, Douglas flat-
twin by 1994. Delivered on loan to the 
Island Aeroplane Collection, 
Sandown, Isle of Wight 27.2.96 and 
painted as 'G-ADZW' - see Perman. 
Allocated BAPC.253. 

Shoults, Charles Robert 
G-AEFL, CRS.1, 30.3.36. 
Nurserymen C R and C H Shoults, 
built at Poynes Lane, Nazeing, 
Essex. Geared Douglas (reported by 
one source as a Sprite). Flown in a 
field at Nazeing by both brothers (?) 
but without success. No A to F. Categorised as 'E during the Air 
Ministry inspection of 31.8.39, noted as housed at 'Wide Windows', 
Poynes Lane. Cancelled in the 12.46 census. 

Sleaford Flying Club 
Formed 12.35 with W R 'Bobby' Earl (qv) as secretary. Based at 
Church Lane, Sleaford. The Aeroplane of 1.1.36 reported "three [mem-
bers] at work on their machines" - one of these is assumed to be Earl's. 
See also Carlight Trailers. 

Small, Ewan and Hardie, Alexander D 
G-AEJX, SH.1,4.6.36. 
A to F No 81, issued 12.6.36, expired 11.6.37. 
Built in a commercial garage in Brechin, Angus. Completed 6.36. The 
Angus Flea. Unrecorded flying history. AirMin category 'E' at Scone. 
Regn cancelled 1.12.46. Two sources given different views on its fate: 
either burnt at Scone in 1956 or stored until mid-1961 at Scone when it 
was destroyed. 

Smedley, Wallace V and Bell, Charles 
G-AECD, WVS.1, 11.2.36. 
A to F No 30, issued 21.2.36, expired 17.2.37. 
Built at Wisbech. Dark colour with light registration. Scott A.2S. 
Cancelled 12.36. 

Sneesby, Bill 
Of Selby, Yorks, and the Yorkshire Aircraft Preservation Society. 
Started as a much modified version in 1972, and called the Sneesby 
Flea to denote this. Was to have been powered by a 700cc unspecified 
motorcycle engine conversion. Abandoned and ribs and other material 
passed on to Yeadon Aeroplanes for BAPC.76. Second, "more con-
ventional" example started in 1975 but abandoned in 1976, the produce 
going on to Nigel Ponsford. Both of these projects referred to as 
BAPC.102. 

Snelling's Light Aircraft Service 
G-AEDM, RB.1, 29.2.36. 
A to F No 46, issued 11.3.36, expired 10.3.37. 
Built at 404 Blackburn Road, Darwen, Lanes for Ray Bullock of 
Fraddon, Cornwall. (A to F in his name.) Scott A.2S, later Anzani (the 
latter most likely when it was in Cornwall). Wheel spats. Blue and sil-
ver, named Sky Magic. Damaged in transit to Barton for test flying 3.36. 
Flown at Barton 4.36 - but possible confusion with Tom Procter's - see 
his reference for more. Delivered by road to Fraddon, Cornwall, for 
Bullock. Hopped only. Bullock then acquired G-AEFV from C E Mercer 
- qv. Cancelled 4.37. 
[Snelling's were advertising in 6.36 offering wide ranging services for 
Flea builders including full kits of parts and entire machines built to 
commission. Known kits for others: Bennett, Holden, Perth Gliding Club 
- all qv. They also advertised as distributors for Anzani engines. See 
also Light Aircraft Service.] 

Spellman 
Jeweller of Altrincham, Cheshire. Built above his shop. Began circa 
3.36, abandoned circa 9.36. Fuselage complete when abandoned, 
wings underway. Was to have had a Carden Ford and been painted 
blue. 

Squires, J Steven 
G-AEIO, JSS.1, 11.5.36. 
A to F No 71, issued 11.5.36, expired 10.5.37. 
Built at Barrow-on-Soar, Leicestershire. Built at Squires' bus garage, 
helped by Harold Kirby. Unusually large wheels. One source quotes 
Scott A.2S but no evidence of this. Pictorial evidence reveals inverted 
V-twin. Dark fuselage, silver (?) wings and rudder, white registrations. 
Carried name in script on rudder plus logo of a motor oil - Vigzol? Flown 
from a field near Melton Mowbray (owned by the Equerry to the Prince 
of Wales), attaining an altitude of about 3ft. Damaged during one flight. 
In Steven's words: "Half way up the bloody field I forget which way the 
throttle went - it took off - I hit a tree". It was rebuilt but G-AEIO did not 
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go back to Melton. Cancelled 12.37. 
[Both Squires and Kirby learned to fly at Rearsby. Steven Squires went 
on to build Luton LA-4 Minor G-AFIR (c/n JSS.2) from plans.] 

Steele, T and Negus, B H 
(Or Steel?) At Shavington Garage, Shavington, Cheshire. Confusion on 
dates, begun 1936 or 1938, abandoned 1938 or 1939. Geared 
Douglas, claimed to be 1,000cc. Push-rod controls, 6m main wing - the 
latter uncovered when abandoned. About 1948 fuselage and engine 
sold to Mr Piatt. Fuselage used as a chicken shed and eventually 
destroyed. Engine acquired in 1965 by Northern Aircraft Preservation 
Society and then wings and rudder recovered from the Shavington 
Garage. 

Storey, Christopher Leonard 
G-ADXS, CLS.1, 18.11.35. 
A to F No 20, issued 9.12.35, expired 1.12.36. 
Southend, Essex. Built in a garage in Alexandra Street, begun 8.35 and 
completed 11.35. The Fleeing Fly. Silver overall, with (?) trim and black 
registration letters. Scott A.2S. First flown at Rochford 15.12.35 by F/L 
Ambrose Cowell. Exhibited during Xmas 1935 at the Rivoli Cinema, 
Southend. Flying ceased 19.1.36 when it was damaged. (Photo in the 
May 1936 Popular Flying showing it being lifted over a fence after a 
"forced-landing" — no apparent damage.) Stored in a garage (the 
garage?). Air Ministry category E at Southend in the care of C L Storey 
1.12.36. Further noted as "dismantled" 1.9.39. Cancelled in the 12.46 
census. Displayed in Southend from October 1959 at the premises of 
the Southend Motor and Aero Company. Placed out on loan from the 
Storey family as follows: to the Skyfame Museum, Staverton, Glos, by 
3.64; by 1974 on display at the Historic Aircraft Museum, Southend; by 
8.83 to the Rebel Air Museum at Andrewsfield, Essex; briefly to 
Southend again during 1986; to the Thameside Aviation Museum, East 
Tilbury, Essex in late 1987. Under restoration by the Cambridge Strut 
of the PFA for display at Shoreham Airport, West Sussex, 1996. 

Streather, Robert Clifford 
G-AEOH, RCS.1, 15.10.36. 
A to F No 109, issued 5.10.36, expired 4.10.37. 
Built by Streather and three others in Sutton Coldfield. One of the trio 
was a Mr Griffiths (possibly Harry S Griffiths of Walsall who owned G-
EBRO, EBQX and ABPY c.36). Another likely to be Mr Flewitt in which 
case the venue may well have been his garage in Erdington. Scott A.2S 

Above: Ideal Flea-flying 
country? With no hills and 
hardly a tree in sight, 
although it eventually hit one, 
G-AEIO pictured during its 
hops made near Melton 
Mowbray by Steven Squires 
with three helpers visible. It 
appears to carry a name on 
the top of the rudder, above 
the Vigzol Motor Oils logo. 
Left: The well-known, and still 
extant, G-ADXS, Christopher 
Storey's "The Fleeing Fly", 
thought to have been pho-
tographed at the Alexandra 
Street, Southend, garage -
can anyone confirm this as 
the location?. 
(Both: Ken Ellis Collection) 

of 750cc rated at 28hp. Possibly flown from Walsall Aerodrome. 
Classed as AirMin category 'E' in the care of Mr Streather at Walsall. 
Cancelled 5.11.45 in the post-war census. Acquired in the mid-1960s 
by Gordon Riley and Bob Ogden and kept at a variety of locations 
including Coventry and South Woodford. Sold to Roger Windley and 
moved to Tattershall Thorpe, Lines, in 1979. Stored. Sold circa 1988 to 
Billy Dulles of Dieme, France, and under restoration. Fitted with a 40hp 
Praga B. 

Stubbs, John 
G-AECE, JS.1, 13.2.36. 
A to F No 36, issued 27.2.36, expired 26.2.37. 
Built in York, 1935. Scott A.2S. Coat of Arms of the City of York on the 
rudder. Flown from Church Fenton and from York Racecourse. 
Cancelled 12.37. 

Szombaty, O 
Of Marshall's Yard, Seaton Street, London NW.1. Advertised as fol-
lows: "We supply all parts for building the 'Flying Flea'. Build this won-
derful 'plane and learn the delights of flying. We supply all parts exact-
ly to the inventor's specification. Complete fuselage, wings, or any sep-
arate part. Save yourself time and trouble and ensure that your Flea will 
be completely airworthy." Became London Aircraft Ltd - qv. 

S - Less Defined 
Sketer, Baron, Bally-Welter, Ulster. Had a Pou for sale 9.36 as result 
of bankruptcy. "Ready for testing". 
Smekel, O V, Professor, Anzani powered. 
Smith, Ewen C, powered by an Anzani. 

S - Names 
St Clair-Miller, B - see Baker, C E, G-AEJU; Sawyer, H - see Pearce, 
W A , G-AEDN; Scott Motors Ltd — see Mignet, G-ADSC; Sebastian, 
James - see E D Abbott; Seddon, S P - see East Midlands Aviation 
Co; Sergeant, F - see Brown, Fred; Shatwell - see Fernley and 
Shatwell; Smith, E G - see Aircraft Improvements Ltd; Smith, V - see 
Metcalfe, H R; Sower-Butts, H - see Bacon, Alfred Stanley; Spencer, 
E - see Machin, R; Stainer - see Dale, A C; Starbeck Aircraft Club -
see Whiteley, C; Stroudley, V M - see Millichamp, B V, G-AERJ. 

To be continued.... 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE de HAVILLAND PUSS MOTH 

BY MALCOLM FILLMORE 

PART TWELVE 

nF 1 A. L L A N U 

221 Regd CF-APE 30.3.32 to W J Holland, Edmonton. Damaged in 
forced-landing on take-off at Robb, Alberta 30.7.32; repaired. 
Regd 22.9.32 to Independent Airways Ltd, Edmonton. Sold 1.4.34 
to R C Reed, Edmonton and regd 9.4.34 to Edmonton & Northern 
Alberta Aero Club, Edmonton. Damaged on take-off from 
ploughed field, Kinuso, Alberta 9.6.34; repaired. Regd 5.12.34 to 
R C Reed, Lacombe, Alberta. Regd 7.1.36 to R M Halpenny and 
operated by United Air Transport, Edmonton. Sold mid-.36 to 
Fleet Aircraft of Canada, Fort Erie, Ontario (probably in part 
exchange for Waco CF-BBP). Reduced to spares prior to sus-
pension of Cert on 23.6.37. 

222 Untraced and probably used for spares or tests. 

223 Regd CF-AVA 22.6.34 to Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co of 
Canada Ltd, Trail, BC. Regd 10.8.36 to Clifford G P Renfrew, 
Okanagan Mission, BC (based Vernon, BC). Cert lapsed 17.8.42 
and stored. In storage Kelowna, BC .50. Regn eld 29.11.50. Sold 
to Skeeter Carlson late 50s. Sold 23.2.62 and regd 21.9.62 in 
USA as N223EC to Ed "Skeeter" Carlson, Spokane, WA. Rebuilt 
and issued experimental C of A 20.7.69; fitted with Gipsy Major. 
Still on US Register 1.00 with same owner. 

224 Regd CF-AVB 7.7.34 to A B McLaren, Buckingham, Quebec 
(based Ottawa). Regd 25.6.36 to W N Deisher, Ottawa and oper-
ated by Laurentian Air Services. Cert withdrawn 13.7.37, renewed 
27.8.37 but out of service again 9.37. Regd 19.5.39 to A J Denis, 
Windsor, Ontario. Regd 28.12.39 to L Hudson, Gait, Ontario. 
Cert lapsed 3.7.42 and stored. Sold .46 to C R Wiens, St. 
Catharines, Ontario. Regd 2.47 to J M Duguay, Port Menier, 
Quebec and converted to snowmobile. 

Right: CF-AVA c/n 223 was 
kept by Ed Carlson at Ox 
Meadows airport, Spokane, 
Washington, in the 1970s. It 
has a Gipsy Major engine with 
its short underside exhaust 
and hidden in the long grass 
is a tailwheel. While US regis-
tration N223EC is visible on 
the top of the rudder it has 
retained its historical 
Canadian marks and Puss 
Moth badge on the fuselage, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

Above: CF-AVC c/n 225, the last Canadian-produced Puss Moth at DH 
Canada on the occasion of its 20th birthday. It was assembled in 1935 
from British components and in 1955 it was the oldest aircraft in 
Canada still flying. It still had the original Gipsy III engine, wood pro-
peller and tailwheel. ('Aeroplane' via Jack Meaden) 

225 Regd CF-AVC 4.4.35 to De Havilland Aircraft of Canada Ltd, 
Toronto. Regd 23.5.35 to Aerovia Ltd, (R C Jacobsen), Toronto. 
Regd 30.7.37 to R C Jacobsen, Toronto. Cert lapsed 14.7.42 and 
stored. Regd 10.5.46 to same owner. Regd 20.10.53 to W P 
Davies, Scarborough, Ontario. Regd 26.7.54 to D E Corbett & F 
Smith, Toronto. Regd 6.7.55 to D E Corbett & H J Jenkins, 
Toronto. Regd 30.9.55 to B N Smith, Pickering, Ontario. Fitted 
with Gipsy Major. Cert lapsed 6.4.58 and placed in storage. Regn 
eld 3.10.91. On rebuild (.93) after being found in a barn by Andre 
Raymond, St Jerome, PQ. 

NATIONALITY INDEX 

B- CHINA 

c/n's 2193,2194,2212 
No identities known, it is reported that some of these aircraft were lost 
or captured in the Sino-Japanese war which commenced 10.31. The 
Japanese Army allegedly seized them at Fongtien. A report dated 9.32 
comented that two Puss Moths had been supplied to Hunan Aviation 
Bureu, Changsha, Hunan Province by Arnhold & Co. A subsequent 
report [1938] has two Puss Moths operated by Hui Tung Aviation [or Air 
Naviation] Co, Peiping (which may be the same organisation). See also 
Manchuria. 
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Above: HRH The Prince of Wales' Puss Moth G-ABFV c/n 2122 with wings folded for shipment, 
presumably at onto HMS Eagle in Argentina at the end of the 1931 Royal Tour. On both outward 
and home legs of the journey G-ABFV was flown off the deck of Eagle. If the wings of a Puss 
Moth were not correctly locked after unfolding, the engine would not run as improper locking cut 
off the fuel supply, (via Jack Meaden) 

CC- CHILE 
Reports that LAN Chile operated two Puss 
Moths in the mid 30s and that an "airworthy" 
LAN Puss Moth was displayed alongside their 
707 CC-CEA in 1967 both refer to DH.60G 
Gipsy Moths. 

CF- CANADA 
CF-AGO 
CF-AGQ 
CF-AGS 
CF-AGT 
CF-AGU 
CF-AGV 
CF-AGW 
CF-AGY 
CF-APD 
CF-APE 
CF-APK 
CF-AVA 
CF-AVB 
CF-AVC 
CF-CCC 
CF-CCF 
CF-CCI 
CF-CCJ 
CF-CCK 
CF-CCL 
CF-CCM 
CF-CDM 
CF-CDN 
CF-IOL 
CF-PEI 
CF-PEI(2) 
C-FPEI 

2004 
2015 
2016 
2018 
2017 
2019 
2039 
2048 
220 
221 
2049 
223 
224 
225 
216 
204 
203 
209 
210 
207 
213 
219 
212 
219 
2019 
2187 
2187 

RCAF 171 
RCAF 172 
RCAF 173 
RCAF 174 
RCAF 175 
RCAF 176 
RCAF 177 
RCAF 178 
RCAF 179 
RCAF 180 
RCAF 181 
RCAF 651 

203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
211 
209 
210 
208 
212 
213 
201 

Instructional Airframes: 
A5 206 
A6 215 
A44 2017 
A50 2004 
-?- 217 

CH- SWITZERLAND 

See entries under HB-

CR-A(CR-M) MOZAMBIQUE 

CR-AAO 
CR-MAD 
CR-MAE 
CR-MAG 

2152 
see note 
2235 
see note 

An unidentified Puss Moth was loaned by 
DHC to Canadian Airways 11.30 for air mail 
trials based in Montreal and was returned 
22.12.30. 

G-CYUR 
G-CYUS 
G-CYUT 
G-CYUU 

214 
215 
218 
217 

Note that the above four only wore the "last 
two" as a serial with RCAF roundels. 

RCAF 169 
RCAF 170 

201 
202 

CR-MAD is confirmed as a DH.80A, probably 
regd c.31/32. Probably second hand and not 
c/n 2100 as sometimes suggested. 
CR-MAG is confirmed but unidentified. 
Probably ex South African. 

CR-G PORTUGUESE INDIA 

See c/n 2100 under Portugal below. 

CR-L PORTUGUESE WEST AFRICA 
(ANGOLA) 

CR-HAA is illustrated in Aeroplane 21.6.39 
and is presumed to have become CR-LAH. 
CR-LAH regd .38 to Adelino Amaral and was 
apparently ex British. It subsequently 
crashed. Possibly c/n 2040 or 2150. 
A DH.80A [possibly the same as above] was 
owned .38 by Angola Aero Club and was flown 
by Capt Joaquin de Almeida Balthazar [the 
Club's chief instructor] on weekly mail services 

between Luanda and Point Noire, French 
Equatorial Africa. 
See also note under Portugal. 

CS- PORTUGAL 

None known to be regd, but c/n 2100 export-
ed to DH Portuguese agent, Carlos Bleck 
10.30. This was probably to Portuguese India 
[Goa]. 
A "Gipsy III Moth" was flown c2.31 by Carlos 
Bleck and Humberto Cruz from Lisbon to 
Luanda, Angola and return. This probably 
refers to a Puss Moth, but no identity is known 
and there is no obvious candidate. 

CV/YR- I 
CV-AAI 
YR-AAI 

ROMANIA 
2199 
2199 

D- GERMANY 
D-1943 
D-1944 
D-1948 
D-2030 
D-2220 
D-2235 

D-EAAI 
D-EDFV 
D-EGEQ 
D-EKYM 

2068 
2069 
2082 
2146 
2082 
2227 

2183 
2147 
2068 
2146 

It is reported that at least one (possibly more) 
DH.80A was airworthy in both Summer 1942 
and mid 1944. No identity known. 

EC- SPAIN 
MW-135 
M-CNNA 
EC-AAV 
EC-NNA 
EC-VAA 

2064 
2064 
2223 
2064 
2246 

Notes : On 20.5.35 a DH.80A of Aero Club de 
Catalonia (or Catalan Generalty) crashed at 
Canudas Airfield; 2 killed. 
An unidentified Puss Moth was to be used by 
Capt Ignacio Jimenez for a world flight in early 
32, departing Madrid, Circuit of Africa, India, 
Australia, Japan, China, Berlin, Paris and 
Madrid (40,250 mis). 
G-ABYW c/n 2240 was used by Spanish 
Nationalists from 8.36. 
F-AQCE c/n 2234 may have been used in 
Spain after 6.37. 

El- IRISH REPUBLIC 
El-ABM 2200 

See also G-ABDL c/n 2106. 

ET- ETHIOPIA 
Vicomte de Sibour's Puss Moth was bought by 
Ethiopia [by 6.35], but its identity is unknown 
[and may have been UK regd]. It is probably 
the same as the unidentified DH.80A acquired 
for use by Emperor Haile Selassie .36. 
Probably not given any identity and formally 
on charge of Imperial Ethiopian Air Force. 

F- FRANCE 
F-AMRX 
F-AMUY 
F-AMYR 
F-ANBR 
F-ANEC 

2121 
2167 
2259 
2174 
2055 
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Right: More than 50 Puss 
Moths were impressed 
during WW2 for service 
with the RAF and ATA but 
only a few survived. This 
one at Castle Bromwich in 
October 1942 has a local 
modification to the carbu-
rettor intake known on 
only one aircraft, G-AEIV 
c/n 2067 which served 
with the ATA as DP853. 
(via Jack Meaden) 

F-ANEZ 
F-ANRZ 
F-APFZ 
F-APZX 
F-AQCE 
F-AQOR 

2172 
2151 
2144 
2013 
2234 
2170 

Notes: A number of Puss Moths were owned 
and operated in France under British marks, 
with UK nominee owners, because the 
French authorities initially declined to certify 
the type. This includes the one owned by 
Vicomte de Sibour, which was later sold to 
Ethiopia. 
See also c/n 2075, 2158. 
VP-KBW c/n 2154 was allegedly sold in 
France. 
G-AAZY c/n 2025 delivered to Baron de 
Precourt, Paris July 1930 and w/o 5.7.30. 
One DH.80A was used by Groupe FFI 
(Forces Francais de I'lnterieur) in Southern 
France during Allied invasion wef 8.44. 
Coded "Z" possibly F-ANRZ or F-APFZ? 

G- UNITED KINGDOM 
G-AAFA 
G-AAHZ 
G-AARF 
G-AATC 
G-AAVA 
G-AAVB 
G-AAXI 
G-AAXJ 
G-AAXL 
G-AAXM 
G-AAXN 
G-AAXO 
G-AAXR 
G-AAXS 
G-AAXT 
G-AAXU 
G-AAXV 
G-AAXW 
G-AAXX 
G-AAXY 
G-AAXZ 
G-AAYA 
G-AAYB 
G-AAYC 
G-AAYD 
G-AAYE 
G-AAYK 
G-AAZM 
G-AAZN 
G-AAZO 
G-AAZP 
G-AAZS 
G-AAZT 
G-AAZU 
G-AAZV 
G-AAZW 

2038 
396 
2059 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2024 
2006 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2041 
2007 
2009 
2013 
2014 
2026 
2027 
2028 
2029 
2030 
2031 
2033 
2035 
2036 
2037 
2034 
2042 
2043 
2045 
2047 
2061 
2063 
2076 
2077 
2090 

G-AAZX 
G-AAZY 
G-ABBH 
G-ABBS 
G-ABCR 
G-ABCX 
G-ABDF 
G-ABDG 
G-ABDH 
G-ABDI 
G-ABDJ 
G-ABDL 
G-ABDM 
G-ABDW 
G-ABEC 
G-ABEH 
G-ABEI 
G-ABEJ 
G-ABEL 
G-ABEM 
G-ABFU 
G-ABFV 
G-ABFY 
G-ABGD 
G-ABGR 
G-ABGS 
G-ABGT 
G-ABGX 
G-ABGZ 
G-ABHB 
G-ABHC 
G-ABIA 
G-ABIH 
G-ABIJ 
G-ABIN 
G-ABIT 
G-ABIU 
G-ABIY 
G-ABIZ 
G-ABJB 
G-ABJD 
G-ABJO 
G-ABJU 
G-ABJV 
G-ABJY 
G-ABKD 
G-ABKG 
G-ABKZ 
G-ABLB 
G-ABLC 
G-ABLD 
G-ABLG 
G-ABLO 
G-ABLP 
G-ABLR 
G-ABLS 
G-ABLX 
G-ABLY 
G-ABMC 
G-ABMD 
G-ABMG 

2101 
2025 
2005 
2020 
2083 
2040 
2057 
2070 
2081 
2091 
2065 
2106 
2105 
2051 
2055 
2072 
2073 
2074 
2075 
2109 
2123 
2122 
2115 
2104 
2116 
2117 
2120 
2121 
2071 
2113 
2125 
2127 
2140 
2141 
2135 
2137 
2139 
2134 
2136 
2147 
2144 
2145 
2156 
2154 
2155 
2143 
2157 
2132 
2149 
2150 
2158 
2159 
2167 
2162 
2163 
2164 
2173 
2189 
2160 
2168 
2172 

G-ABMH 
G-ABMN 
G-ABMP 
G-ABMS 
G-ABNC 
G-ABNF 
G-ABNN 
G-ABNO 
G-ABNS 
G-ABNV 
G-ABNZ 
G-ABOC 
G-ABOF 
G-ABPB 
G-ABPF 
G-ABRR 
G-ABSA 
G-ABSB 
G-ABSO 
G-ABTD 
G-ABTV 
G-ABUJ 
G-ABUX 
G-ABVT 
G-ABVX 
G-ABWA 
G-ABWG 
G-ABWZ 
G-ABXJ 
G-ABXY 
G-ABYP 
G-ABYU 
G-ABYVV 
G-ACAB 
G-ACBL 
G-ACDU 
G-ACFE 
G-ACIV 
G-ACSB 
G-ACTV 
G-ACYT 
G-ADLP 
G-ADOC 
G-AEEB 
G-AEIV 
G-AEOA 
G-AFDH 
G-AFKV 
G-AHLO 

2174 
2176 
2185 
2166 
2170 
2188 
2190 
2161 
2178 
2061 
2200 
2201 
2191 
2196 
2207 
2209 
2203 
2213 
2217 
2216 
2218 
2219 
2220 
2223 
2228 
2229 
2232 
2236 
2238 
2241 
2233 
2234 
2240 
2247 
2246 
2142 
2259 
2131 
2053 
2080 
2231 
2111 
2188 
2089 
2067 
2184 
2054 
2118 
2187 

An unidentified British Puss Moth was flown by 
Roy Tuckett & John Chapman 3.34 on 
England-Australia survey flight to Koepang, 
equipped with aerial film cameras and marked 
as "London-Melbourne Air Race Film 
Expedition". 

Class 'B': 
E.1 
E.8 

396 
2231 
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See also G-ABFU c/n 2123 

J- JAPAN 

Above: Puss Moths did an impodant job for the Air Transpod Auxiliary during the early war years 
ferrying pilots to and from aircraft deliveries. Five are seen at the ATA Headquaders, White ferrying pilots to and fn 
Waltham in 1941. (via J, 
British Military 
K1824 
W6416 
W9369 
X5044 
X9378 
X9400 
X9401 
X9402 
X9403 
X9404 
X9405 
X9439 
AM449 
AX868 
AX869 
AX870 
AX872 
BD181 
BK846 
BK870 
BK871 
DD820 
DD821 
DG661 
DG662 
DJ711 
DJ712 
DP846 
DP849 
DP850 
DP853 
DP854 
DR607 
DR608 
DR630 
DR755 
EM995 
EM996 
ES916 
ES917 
ES918 
ES919 
ES920 
ES921 
ES953 
ES954 
HH981 
HK861 
HK866 
HL537 
HM534 
LV765 
LV766 
LV767 
MA946 

2063M 
2064M 
2065M 

2044 
2157 
2136 
2228 
2209 
2149 
2101 
2077 
2143 
2041 
2113 
2217 
see note 
2080 
2070 
2045 
2117 
2106 
2073 
2233 
2163 
2083 
2220 
2007 
2159 
2029 
2135 
2218 
2160 
2185 
2067 
2166 
2132 
2139 
2187 
2003 
2162 
2173 
2090 
2127 
2156 
2189 
2231 
2184 
2105 
2131 
2072 
2216 
2059 
2047 
2187 
2096 
2056 
2205 
2119 

2063 
2196 
2200 

2066M 
2067M 
2068M 
2069M 
2304M 
2305M 
2306M 
2316M 
2582M 
2618M 

2191 
2122 
2157 
2232 
2101 
2041 
2149 
2196 
2157 
2007 

A Puss Moth recorded as AM449 (actually a 
Tomahawk diverted to China) was flown on at 
least 11 occasions by Sqn Ldr J.S.Dunlevie 
between 30.7.41 and 15.10.41 while based at 
SHQ Swanton Morley. This is obviously an 
unofficial or incorrect serial and almost cer-
tainly relates to EM995 c/n 2173. It may have 
been incorrectly painted. 

HA- HUNGARY 
HA-AAD was purchased by Andor 
Hertelendy, Budapest in exchange for dam-
aged DH.60G G-AALG c/n 1411. Presumably 
secondhand in UK and possibly G-ABGD c/n 
2104. 

HB- SWITZERLAND 
CH-260 
CH-261 
CH-270 
CH-271 
CH-273 
CH-274 
CH-276 
CH-323 
CH-326 
HB-EFE 
HB-ERA 

2062 
2050 
2138 
2151 
2192 
2182 
2183 
2206 
2211 
2062 
2183 

See also G-ABJD c/n 2144, used by Robert 
Mussard in Switzerland 1931/34. 

HK- COLOMBIA 
There is a report that SCADTA operated an 
unidentified Puss Moth in the mid 30s. 

HS- THAILAND 
HS-PAA 
HS-PAB 
HS-PAC 
HS-PAD 

I- ITALY 
l-BIGA 
l-FOGL 
l-FOLO 

2171 
2175 
2179 
2180 

2061 
2114 
2186 

J-BAWA 
J-BAXA 
J-BBAA 
J-BBBA 
J-BEAF 

2128 
2133 
2221 
2222 
2238 

Additionally the following 17 were delivered to 
Mitsui & Co in 1932/33. C/n's 2237, 2239, 
2242, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2248 to 2258. Some 
were used in Manchuria. 

The Japanese Army used c/n 2238 and is 
reported to have seized some DH.80As at 
Fongtien, China .31. 

LV- ARGENTINA 
R193 
R194 
R200 
R209 
R219 
R258 
R290 

LV-EBA 
LV-FBZ 
LV-RBA 
LV-RCA 
LV-WAA 
LV-WEA 

see note 
see note 
see note 
see note 
2215 
2042 
2028 

2215 
see note 
2042 
2028 
see note 
see note 

The following unidentified DH.80As were sold 
in Argentina: 
C/n 2108, 2112, 2129 & 2130. 

The following four registrations are known (for 
details see p.99/95 and 2000/30) but not the 
tie-ups with the four c/ns above: 
R193 
R194/LV-WAA/LV-FBZ 
R200 / LV-WEA 
R209 

M- MANCHURIA 
15 DH.80As were produced under licence by 
Manshu Koku KK (Manchurian Airlines) 
c.1933 as the Manko Type 3. They would 
have been regd in the sequence M1/M50. 

Manchurian Airlines operated 25 Puss Moths, 
including the 15 licence built and 10 imports 
(probably supplied via Japan). 
Six were acquired by Manchurian Aviation Co 
[Manshyu Kohku Kabushiki Kaisha], Mukden 
mid-33 for operation on Dairen-Mukden route. 
Still being operated .38. 
Three more were purchased mid.33 for use by 
the Leased Territory Gendarmerie, Dairen. 

N USA 
N223EC 
NC770N 
N770N 

223 
2140 
2140 

The US Embassy, London purchased c/n 2187 
and 2188. The former was given US Navy ser-
ial A8877; no serial traced for latter. 
See also c/n 2075 

OE- AUSTRIA 
A-122 

OE-AAI 
OE-DFS 

2082 

2183 
2082 
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OE-TEK 2147 

C/n 2199 YR-AAI was eld on sale to Austria 
2.36. 

OK- CZECHOSLAVAKIA 
OK-ATF 
OK-ATG 
OK-ATU 
OK-OFK 

2097 
2102 
2183 
2147 

0 0 - BELGIUM 

OO-AEL 
OO-AMN 
OO-ANH 
OO-CAC 
OO-EIT 

2075 
2210 
2011 
2181 
2137 

In 6.30, G Hanet bought Puss Moth G-AAFA 
[c/n 2038] and won Belgian Coupe Challenge 
International 28.9.30. 
See also G-ABDI c/n 2091 
Additionally VP-KAM c/n 2153 was briefly 
sold in Belgian Congo but probably never 
regd. 
It was reported in 3.34 that the Belgian Air 
Attache, Paris [Major Chevalier Willy 
Coppens] visited Croydon flying a Belgian mil-
itary Puss Moth. 

PH- NETHERLANDS 
PH-AMN 
PH-ATB 
PH-ATI 
PH-ATL 
PH-JAO 
PH-MAG 

2053 
2158 
2002 
2109 
2214 
2214 

Van Marken of Amsterdam owned/operated 
an unidentified British regd DH.80A 12.32. 

SE- SWEDEN 
SE-ACU 
SE-AFH 
SE-AHO 

SP- POLAND 
SP-AEO 

I 
2050 
2038 
2118 

2082 

A Polish regd DH.80A was reported as being 
present at the opening of Bromma Airport, 
Stockholm 22.5.36. 

SU- EGYPT 
SU-AAB 
SU-AAC 
SU-ABE 
SU-ACN 

2003 
2047 
2014 
2059 

See also G-AAXS [c/n 2009] and G-ABBS 
[c/n 2020]. 

VH- AUSTRALIA 
VH-ABU 
VH-UON 
VH-UPA 
VH-UPC 
VH-UPJ 
VH-UPM 
VH-UPN 
VH-UPO 
VH-UPQ 

2022 
2001 
2022 
2021 
2053 
2052 
2023 
2084 
2085 

VH-UQB 
VH-UQK 
VH-UQL 
VH-UQO 
VH-USV 

2051 
2067 
2088 
2089 
2066 

VP-Y SOUTHERN RHODESIA 

Additionally the following were sent to 
Australia but were either returned to the UK 
or were used for spares without local regn: 
c/n's 2078, 2079, 2086, 2087, 2094 & 2095. 
The C of A's and regn certificates for all 
Australian Puss Moths were cancelled 
23.9.32 following the accident to 2052. 
Restorations only took place following wing 
structure mods. 

VP-C CEYLON 
G-ABXJ c/n 2238 said to be sold in Ceylon 
11.33 [although this may well be an error for 
G-AAXJ, c/n 2006, flown to Ceylon 1.31 and 
later VT-ACZ] 

VP-K KENYA 
VP-KAH 
VP-KAK 
VP-KAM 
VP-KAT 
VP-KAV 
VP-KAY 
VP-KAZ 
VP-KBI 
VP-KBM 
VP-KBO 
VP-KBW 
VP-KCN 

KAAU K3 
KAAU K5 
KAAU K7 
KAAU K17 

2061 
2118 
2153 
2059 
2072 
2076 
2260 
2153 
2059 
2059 
2154 
2201 

see note 
2260 
2201 
see note 

K3 and K17 were probably c/n's 2076/2153 
(both are quoted as being ex VP-KBI). 
K3 was at Dar-es-Salaam 17.3.44. 
K17 was at Port Reitz 7.5.42. It crashed on 
landing at Dar-es-Salaam 15.12.42 

VP-N NYASALAND 
G-ABGT c/n 2120 was sold in Nyasaland 
12.35 no regn known. 
ZS-ACS c/n 2169 and ZS-ACV c/n 2195 
operated in Nyasaland 1931/34 as Nyasa I 
and Nyasa III. 

VP-R NORTHERN RHODESIA 
VP-RAE 2103 

VP-U UGANDA 
G-ABPF c/n 2207 operated in Uganda 
1931/33 

VP-YAH 
VP-YAN 
VP-YAP 
VP-YAR 
VP-YBC 

2198 
2181 
2169 
2195 
2060 

G-AAXZ c/n 2030 was operated in Southern 
Rhodesia '36. 
ZS-ACG c/n 2126 was sold abroad early 32 
and was operated in Rhodesia in .33. No local 
regn known. 

VR-R FEDERATED MALAY STATES 
VR-RAF 2207 

VR-T TANGANYIKA 
VR-TAI 

VT- INDIA 
VT-ABG 
VT-ABJ 
VT-ABU 
VT-ABW 
VT-ABZ 
VT-ACA 
VT-ACB 
VT-ACC 
VT-ACD 
VT-ACF 
VT-ACH 
VT-ACI 
VT-ACJ 
VT-ACZ 
VT-ADN 
VT-ADU 
VT-AGM 

2075 

2096 
2032 
2124 
2205 
2056 
2080 
2092 
2093 
2098 
2099 
2119 
2111 
2074 
2006 
2176 
2099 
2141 

Unidentified is c/n 2230, probably used in 
rebuild. 
An unidentified Puss Moth was flown by RN 
Chawla from Karachi to Heston, departing 
20.7.34, arriving mid 8.34. It was then shipped 
to New York for onward flight to San 
Francisco, then on to Japan and return flight to 
India. See c/n 2111. 

Yl- IRAQ 
YI-ABB 

IRAQI AF: 
10 
11 
12 

2020 

2224 
2225 
2226 

In addition, King Feisal had c/n 2148 delivered 
4.31. Probably no serial issued. 
By 8.39, four Puss Moths were still on charge 
of RIAF but were u/s. No 12 was scrapped 
and three remained on charge 11.39, although 

Right: Puss Moth c/n 2148 was bought by King 
Feisal and flown to Iraq in company with 5 Gipsy 
Moths 4.31. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 
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there were none by 2.40. 
An unidentified Airwork Puss Moth was flown 
to Baghdad by Geoffrey Mahony, departing 
Heston 23.4.32 to inaugurate internal ser-
vices in Iraq. 

YU- YUGOSLAVIA 

IS209 
IS210 

2181 
2169 

UN-PAI 
UN-PAX 
UN-SAA 
YU-PAI 
YU-PAX 

2071 
2184 
2142 
2071 
2184 

ZK- NEW ZEALAND 
ZK-ABG 
ZK-ABR 
ZK-ACB 
ZK-ACX 
ZK-ADU 
ZK-AEV 
ZK-AJN 
ZK-AJW 

NZPAF: 
2125 

RNZAF: 
NZ567 
NZ582 
NZ590 
NZ593 
NZ594 

2046 
2054 
2107 
2204 
2001 
2125 
2204 
2046 

2125 

2204 
2107 
2125 
2204 
2046 

ZS- SOUTH AFRICA 
ZS-ACA 
ZS-ACB 
ZS-ACC 
ZS-ACD 
ZS-ACE 
ZS-ACF 
ZS-ACG 
ZS-ACH 
ZS-ACP 
ZS-ACQ 
ZS-ACR 
ZS-ACS 
ZS-ACT 
ZS-ACU 
ZS-ACV 
ZS-ACW 
ZS-ACX 
ZS-ADK 
ZS-ADO 
ZS-ADT 
ZS-ADV 
ZS-AFF 
ZS-AFG 
ZS-AGY 
ZS-AGZ 
ZS-AIB 
ZS-BBC 

SAAF: 
1569 
1588 
2009 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2024 
2025 

2008 
2060 
2058 
2110 
2103 
2065 
2126 
2131 
2152 
see note 
2165 
2169 
2181 
2197 
2195 
2198 
2208 
2202 
2139 
see note 
see note 
2198 
2177 
2169 
2181 
2026 
2177 

2202 
2198 
2065 
2126 
2197 
2165 
2181 
2169 

SAAF Instructional Airframes 
IS205 
IS206 
IS207 
IS208 

2202 
2198 
2126 
2165 

ZS-ACQ regd early .32 to F Beamish. 
ZS-ADT regd 16.7.32 to Durban Light Plane 
Club. Crashed 2.11.35. See 2115. 
ZS-ADV regd 5.9.32 to Dr Godfrey C.Dalton. 
Named 'Skylark'. Crashed Rosherville, nr. 
Alberton 29.8.36; following Dr Dalton having 
heart attack shortly after take off from Rand 
Airport, Johannesburg. Student pilot/passen-
ger Steve Kruger took over control and crash 
landed it after 35 mins. 
G-ABFY c/n 2115 was flown to South Africa 
9.31 and sold there in 1932 to The Durban 
Light Plane Club and is thus probably ZS-
ADT. 

G-ABGR c/n 2116 probably to South Africa 
8.31. 
An unidentified Puss Moth crashed 23.1.35 at 
Karibib, SWA and burnt out. It was owned by 
Mr Weissner who had bought it a few days 
earlier. 

FEEDBACK including Puss Moth data may 
be found on pp 98/27, 98/115, 99/95, 
2000/30-31. 

Further credits are due to Bert Cookson, John 
Davis, Mel Davis, Toshio Fujita, Terry Judge, 
Fred Kirby, John Havers, Don Heitzmann, 
Dave Partington, Jimmy Richardson, Daniel 
Ruhier, Vic Smith, Ken Smy and the late 
Gilbert Sunderland, amongst others. 

Above: G-AAXX c/n 2028 was illustrated on p.97/94 with its original owners in 1931 showing a 
very light paint scheme with dark letters. This view, taken before 1935 when it was registered in 
Argentina, shows a complete repaint and a dark band with lighter trim in front of the registration 
letters - was this scheme used by the British Aviation Insurance Co, or by the British Air Navigation 
Co, two of the interim owners? (B Murphy via George Jenks) 

The Puss Moth - A Tailpiece Jack Meaden 

The Puss Moth was not just another aeroplane among its fellows, but a true link in the chain of 
aircraft development that deserves its place in history. In 2000 a cabin monoplane cruising at 
over 100 mph with an economical engine is the norm, but in 1929 the open-cockpit biplane was 
king among light aircraft. 

The monoplane Puss Moth allowed new international records to be broken but it paid the price as 
a leader. Flutter was still a little known subject and its monoplane wing suffered a number of fail-
ures when rough air and high speeds combined before strengthening modifications solved the 
problem. 

However its production life was only 3 years, and Capt de Havilland was a trail blazer who had 
been designing and building aeroplanes and their engines since 1909. There is no doubt that the 
9 accidents to Puss Moths attributed to wing structural failure gave misgivings to some, but the 
monoplane was breaking new ground and new problems had to be faced as a part of develop-
ment. Among the tests carried out by DH were those for wing flutter flown by H S Broad in the 
second production aircraft c/n 2002 G-AAVA with balanced ailerons in Jan 1931. 

DH was quick to introduce strengthening modifications and afterwards published a letter over the 
signature of DH Director and Chief Engineer C C Walker, parts of which read as follows: 
"As originally designed, the Puss Moth complies with the strength requirements of its class. This 
has been verified by a series of static tests and in the most thorough manner and is not open to 
doubt. During the past 12 months approximately 200 machines of this type have been sold, and 
have done upwards of two million miles' flying in all parts of the world. Two accidents have, how-
ever, occurred, in which it was found that the wing structure had failed. 

The first happened in Australia in October 1930, and although the evidence available was very 
scanty, there appeared some indication of wing flutter having developed. (This was VH-UPC c/n 
2021 - Ed.) As a result of this accident however it was decided, after consultation with the Air 
Ministry, to incorporate certain modifications to the wings and ailerons in order to eliminate the 
possibility of flutter insofar as this is possible from the most recent knowledge of this phenome-
non and its cause, and all Puss Moths now embody these modifications. 

The second accident took place in South Africa recently. For reasons outside the responsibility 
of this company, the machine in question had not been modified as referred to above; it was fly-
ing overloaded and in weather of an exceptionally violent nature. In this instance the evidence 
disposed of the likelihood of wing flutter." 
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After further comment on handling and servicing it went on: "In view of 
the conditions which have been shortly referred to above, the company 
would strongly urge all owners of Puss Moths, in their own interests, to 
have these modifications incorporated as early as possible." 

There were no failures in aircraft incorporating the modifications and 
the Puss Moth continued as a reliable and comfortable cabin machine 
up to and through the war years. That Puss Moths have survived to be 
kept in flying condition in 2000, almost 70 years after they were built, is 
evidence of the effectiveness of its design. 

Although the basic features of the design meant that all Puss Moths 
looked alike, manufacture did not take place on a standard production 
line in which all the aircraft were identical. As with the DH60 Moth 
which preceded it, the DH practice was to encourage the purchaser by 
allowing a choice of many features, mostly concerned with accommo-
dation and equipment. It was also possible to have aircraft supplied 
with special features, such as those previously described for record-
breaking aircraft with special long-range fuel tanks, radio (then known 
as 'wireless') and at a later stage the more powerful Gipsy Major engine 
developed from the Gipsy III. 

Some aircraft were later modified by owners with features such as 
wheel spats and tailwheels, and others not available on early produc-
tion such as balloon tyres and proprietary braking systems. However 
many features were optional on supply, a common variable being the 3 
seater version with slightly staggered rear seats suitable for air taxi 
work, or 2 seater with dual control usable for pilot conversion training or 
first pilot relief on long flights. The 2 seat version also had a bigger lug-
gage allowance for long range touring. 

None of these variations affected the aerodynamics of the Puss Moth, 
the only changes to these being the balanced ailerons and the later fin 
and rudder with increased areas. These were incorporated in the 
majority of aircraft at an early stage in production and those already 
produced could be modified to the same standard. 

DH the designer was not standing still however, and he used all that 
had been learned from the Puss Moth to design a successor, the DH85 
Leopard Moth. But that, of course, is another story. 

Above: An interesting archive shot of G-AAXJ c/n 2006, presumably 
taken in Germany during the summer of 1930. The gentleman with the 
riding boots, megaphone, armband and peaked cap bears a striking 
resemblance to a certain prominent German but he may merely be a 
ground marshal. On the right is a BFW M 23c with covers over the 
cockpit, the registration of which appears to be D-1887 making it c/n 
522 which was regd 7.30. (BAe via George Jenks) 

Above: "The Aeroplane'"s silhou-
ette was widely used during WW2 
and the Puss Moth became well 
known to Observer Corps and 
service personnel. The impressed 
Puss Moths earned their keep in 
the early years of the conflict and 
were not entirely replaced by the 
American aircraft that were later 
supplied under Lease/Lend, (via 
Jack Meaden) 
Left: G-AEOA c/n 2184 at Old 
Warden 29.6.69. It has a Gipsy 
Major engine and like others has 
changed hands many times but 
still survives. This photo shows 
well the seldom-noticed fairing 
that was fitted across the wing 
over the underwing strut fixings. 
(Jack Meaden) 
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EARLY DAYS AT BARTON 
Above: An aerial view from the north-west 
showing the single hangar and apron in 
early 1930. A warmly-dressed crowd is 
gathering in anticipation of some evening 
activity. 
Left: DH.60 Cirrus II Moth G-EBWA c/n 
539 was one of the early Barton residents 
and is seen here later in the titles of 
Northern Air Transport Ltd. 
Below: General view of the hangar taken 
on 1.5.30, showing Avian IV G-AABX, 
DH.53 Humming Bird G-EBHX and DH.9 
G-EBIG with two Northern Air Transport 
Avro 504s in the right foreground. 
(Sources for photos used in this article are 
often obscured by time. All are from the 
collection of the author who would like to 
thank staff of Manchester Intl Airport 
Archive together with Brian Robinson, 
Barry Abrahams and Alan Scholefield for 
their assistance in its preparation.) 
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BARTON AIRPORT -
The Pre-War Years BY GEORGE JENKS 

INCEPTION 1926-1929 
Chat Moss is a peat bog on the western outskirts of Manchester. Its first 
claim to fame was when George Stephenson confounded the pundits 
by 'floating' the Manchester - Liverpool railway line across it in 1850. 
Sixty four years later the Manchester Ship Canal was cut along the 
southern edge of the Moss. 

In 1924 one of the great men of British aviation became Director of Civil 
Aviation - Sir Sefton Brancker. He set himself the task of convincing the 
nation that aeroplanes were not merely instruments of war, but were 
the transport of the future. In the same year he started campaigning for 
the formation of Aero Clubs and in due course met John Leeming, who, 
with a group of friends, had already formed the Lancashire Aero Club, 
albeit with only one home-built glider. By June 1925, when the Club 
received its first Moth, it was established at Avro's airfield at Woodford 
and Sir Sefton had had considerable association with Leeming. 

Thus, when Sir Alan Cobham agreed to visit Manchester by air to 
attend their Civic Week in October 1926, Brancker had no hesitation in 
calling upon John Leeming to select a suitable landing ground as near 
to the City as possible, hoping that the visit would result in an airport for 
Manchester. Following Cobham's visit, Leeming persistently cam-
paigned for such an airport but with little success. Brancker himself 
travelled up and down the country trying to persuade Corporations to 
build municipal airports, but without results. He felt that with no 
Treasury money available the only hope was local funds and reckoned 
that if just one Corporation could be convinced to make a start, the oth-
ers would be bound to follow suit. 

He gave Leeming every encouragement within his power, both of them 
making broadcasts, after dinner speeches, lectures and addressing a 
public meeting at which General Groves, Secretary of the Air 
League.was one of the main speakers. Some progress was being 
made when Leeming won the support of two very influential men in the 
City, Sir Edward Holt, ex Lord Mayor and P.M.Heath, the Town Clerk. 
Tragically, both these men died within a week of each other and the 
ground gained by months of work was lost. Early in 1928, Brancker and 
Leeming decided to take the bull by the horns and arrange a formal 
meeting with the Town Hall. This took the form of a luncheon at the 
Midland Hotel on 28th January. Amongst those in attendance were the 
Lord Mayor and President of the Chamber of Commerce. 

Sir Sefton Brancker and General Groves stated the case for an airport. 
The result of this meeting was that everyone agreed that an airport was 
desirable, but no-one would commit themselves. Nevertheless, the 
event was not entirely unsuccessful, as Brancker, Groves and Leeming 
met the director of a large group of newspapers at a private dinner party 
that evening and won his support. A week later the plan was being 
backed by the Daily Dispatch, one of the most powerful newspapers in 
the country. From then on Leeming's campaign quickened and he won 
the support of Councillor William Davy, Lord Mayor. 

On 4th June, the City Surveyor asked Leeming to report on possible 
sites for the airfield and ten days later he submitted his report suggest-
ing three sites, all in Wythenshawe on the southern edge of the City. 
There was still considerable opposition to the scheme, and the D.C.A. 
had to make a further formal visit before the Council finally appointed a 
committee to decide upon a site and prepare estimates. On 17th 
October it was announced that a site was chosen at Barton Moss on 
the edge of Chat Moss, and in November the Air Council gave their for-
mal consent subject to Air Ministry approval for licence. 

The Wythenshawe sites were rejected because a Corporation Housing 
Estate was scheduled for this area and considerable work had been 
done at the planning stage. Even at this stage, any possible opposition 
had to be avoided and the proposed Wythenshawe airport sites were 
never publicised (see 1934 later). Barton appeared to be an excellent 
site anyway, being 124 acres of flat land already owned by the 
Corporation. It stood on the north side of the A57 Manchester-Liverpool 

Above: Gipsy Moth G-AAKN c/n 1136 of V.Z.de Ferranti, had the mis-
fortune to be the subject of the first recorded accident at Barton on 
17.2.30 when pilot Michelmore undershot and impaled it on the bound-
ary fence. Mr de Ferranti changed his Moth shortly afterwards.... 

road and there were plenty of good landmarks such as the railway line 
and the Ship Canal. 

Work began in March 1929 on preparing 58 acres of landing surface by 
rolling cinders into the ground with a 10 ton roller. The thickness of the 
cinders ranged from 9 inches to 2 feet in order for the finished surface 
to withstand a pressure of one ton per square foot. A hanger and work-
shops were built and an old farm building was converted into offices, 
the total cost being estimated at a little over £55,000. 

It was suggested that all this work would take at least nine months to 
complete and, as the D.C.A. had predicted, several other towns were 
jumping on the bandwagon. Some of these had more suitable sites 
needing less preparation and it looked as if Manchester was going to 
lose its lead. At this point the Corporation took the unusual step of 
selecting a temporary site for an airfield at Rackhouse Park, 
Wythenshawe, until such time as Barton was completed. A license was 
granted by the Air Ministry and Manchester became the first municipal-
ity in Great Britain to have its own 'airport' when Wythenshawe opened 
on 2nd April 1929. 

1930 
On 1st January, temporary licence no. 1696 was issued to Barton and 
on the 4th January, John Leeming made the first recorded landing in 
Avian G-AADL of Northern Air Lines Ltd. This company, together with 
Northern Air Transport Ltd. were formed by Leeming and F.J.V.Holmes 
in May 1929. The latter's own company, Berkshire Aviation Tours Ltd. 
then became part of the organisation, all three operating out of 
Wythenshawe until moving into Barton with a contract to manage the 
airport on behalf of the Corporation. Both Surrey Flying Services and 
National Flying Services had submitted proposals for setting up opera-
tions at Barton whilst the airfield was under construction. 

Mr W Ledlie was appointed Manager by NAL, with Capt. A.N.Kingwill 
as Chief Pilot. During the winter, the joy-riding fleet was moved into 
Barton to prepare them for the summer season after the rigours of 
Wythenshawe where facilities were very poor. Holmes' own Humming 
Bird G-EBHX, arrived early in the year and apparently spent most of its 
time at Barton. 

Another private aircraft to be hangared there in early 1930 being Gipsy 
Moth G-AAKN flown by well-known industrialist Vincent Ziani de 
Ferranti. This aircraft was involved in the first recorded crash at Barton 
when on 17th May it undershot on landing and crashed into the north 
fence causing considerable damage but without injury to the pilot, Mr 
Michelmore. During the summer, Ferranti replaced this machine with 
another Moth G-EBRX. 
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Left: Handley Page W8g G-EBIX 
of Imperial Airways parked along-
side the hangar on 25.6.30 after 
arriving from Castle Bromwich and 
continuing to Liverpool the follow-
ing day. 
Below, left: Fokker F.VIIa/3m 
J7986 was an unusual visitor on 
5.6.30 from the RAE in connection 
with wireless trials. 
Below, right: DH.60 Cirrus Moth 
G-EBYG in the workshop in early 
1930. It appears to have arrived by 
road for repairs, was airtested on 
20.2.30 and departed south (for 
Brooklands?) on an unrecorded 
date shortly afterwards. 

The airfield was only six days old when the first military visitor called in 
the shape of Avro 504N J9684 from No.5 F.T.S. Sealand. Aircraft from 
the school were regular visitors on cross-country flights from then on; 
the first Siskin IMA (D.C.) J9221 called two days later, and there were 
Bristol F2Bs, Moths (first example J9929 on 8 May) and Armstrong 
Whitworth Atlas (J9041 on 3 August). 11th January brought Desoutter 
G-AAPX and Moth G-AAKS on demonstrations by National Flying 
Services, followed by Bluebird G-AAOD on the 25th. 

The same month saw Barton's first 'event' when on Wednesday, 29th 
January, the Lord Mayor and Alderman Davy, Chairman of the Airport 
Committee, showed a party of representatives from other Councils 
around the airport. NAL put on a short flying demonstration, including 
Kingwill doing crazy flying in Avian G-AADL and Ledlie towing a banner 
inscribed "Don't litter the Streets" with Avro 504K G-EASF. Some of the 
visitors were taken on demonstration flights in DH.9 G-EBIG. 

On 25th May, Leeming, Ledlie and Davy found themselves acting as 
hosts once again, this time to the Prime Minister, Ramsey MacDonald, 
who staged through Barton en route to Edinburgh in an I.A.L. Argosy 
G-EBLC "City of Glasgow" flown by Capt.O.P.Jones. 

Capt. Jones was back on 16th June piloting Argosy G-AAEJ on the 
inaugural flight of Barton's first scheduled air service. I.A.L.introduced 
an experimental Croydon - Birmingham - Manchester - Liverpool ser-
vice on this date, the north-bound flight arriving in the evening, and 
returning from Liverpool early the following morning. In addition to 
Argosies, Handley Page W8g G-EBIX and W.10s G-EBMM and 'MR 
were used on this service before it was withdrawn on 20th September. 
Although resumption of the flights in 1931 was discussed, none were to 
be flown. 

The event which helped put Barton 'on the map' was on 5th July when 
the King's Cup Air Race staged through. The route on this occasion 
started and finished at Hanworth with intermediate stops at Bristol, 
Barton, Newcastle and Hull. A crowd of 20,000 were admitted to the air-
field and several thousand others jammed the fences and approach 
roads - there were even spectators in boats on the Ship Canal. Thanks 
to Press coverage, the public were acquainted with the 'field' and local 
girl Winifred Brown was given a great ovation on her arrival. She was 
lying third at Barton in her locally built Avian G-EBYZ, and subsequently 
went on to win. NAL gave a supporting display after the race had 
passed. 

The racing scene continued on 30th August with the Cundiff Trophy, a 
race for private and club aircraft in standard trim with a full complement 
of passengers, between Manchester and Liverpool. 

A number of interesting visitors were seen during that first summer, 
including the Duke of Gloucester who arrived on 7th July in a Wapiti 
flown by Sqn/Ldr Don to attend the Royal Agricultural Show, and the 
Prince of Wales on 15th August in Puss Moth G-ABBS flown by Flt./Lt. 
Fielden. Interesting visiting aircraft types included Fokker F.VIIa/3m 
J7986 from the RAE on 5th June and the first foreign registered aircraft 
in the shape of Morane Saulnier MS. 137 CH-184 en route Gloucester -
Kendal on 20th August. 

To be continued... 

AIRCRAFT KNOWN TO BE BASED AT BARTON - 1930 

Regn 
G-AADL 
G-EASF 
G-EBHX 

G-EBIG 
G-AACF 
G-AAOD 
G-AABX 

G-EAKX 
G-EBYG 

G-AAKN 

G-EBSL 
G-EBVW 
G-EBKB 
G-AAEZ 
G-EBZU 
G-EBST 
G-AAYH 

Type 
Avian IV 
Avro 504K 
DH.53 

DH.9 
Avian IV 
Bluebird IV 
Avian IV 

Avro 504K 
DH.60 

DH.60G 

Avro 504K 
Avro 504K 
Avro 504K 
Avro 504K 
DH.60 
DH.60 
Avro 504K 

Arrived 
4.1.30 
4.1.30 
.30 

6.1.30 
8.1.30 
25.1.30 
25.1.30 

30.1.30 
.30 

25.2.30 

16.4.30 
16.4.30 
16.4.30 
19.5.30 
22.5.30 
6.6.30 
6.6.30 

Owner 
NAT 
NAT 

Comment 
Dep 3.3.30, Hanworth 
Last recorded fit 10.12.32 

F J V Holmes Photo evidence. 

NAT 
NAT 
NFS 

Dates unkn 
Dismantled .31 
Dep 3.3.30, Hanworth 
Last rec fit 2.3.30, dism? 

P T Eckersley 

NAT 
? 

Moved to Woodford 
Last rec fit 6.10.31 
Arr by road? T/f 20.2.30. 
Dep not recorded 

D Z Ferranti 

NAT 
NAT 
NAT 
NAT 
NAT 
NAT 
NAT 

Dep 28.6.30, 'London' 
Crash 9.5.32 
Dism, Hooton 12.31 
Dism, Barton 12.32 
Sold, L Rimmer 7.33 
Crash Irlam 9.10.32 
Dep 10.9.32, Arbroath 
Dep 12.3.32, Dublin 

DH.60 14.6.30 D Z Ferranti 
Dep 12.7.31, Baslow 

G-ABAS DH.60M 17.6.30 S N Turner Sold 6.31 
G-EBWA DH.60 18.6.30 C F P Lowe 

Last rec fit 6.12.32 
G-ABAW Avro504K 21.6.30 NAL Scrapped 12.33 
G-ABAV Avro504K 9.7.30 NAL Last rec fit 1.4.31 
G-EBYW Avro 504K 11.10.30 Avn Tours Last rec fit 11.8.31 
G-EBQI DH.50 15.10.30 NAL Last rec fit 2.8.31, to 

Blackpool 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

PART SEVENTEEN 

1. The First System (1921-1927 ) 
(Continued) 

Right, upper: The Spad 13 single-seat 
open cockpit biplane of Katsunami 
Ishibashi seen before it was destroyed by 
fire. At this time the engine was a 220 hp 
Hispano-Suiza 8Bd eight cylinder water-
cooled vee. 

Right, lower: The same aircraft after it had 
been rebuilt later, wearing its civil registra-
tion J-TAEF. Parts of J-TAFG and J-TAST 
were also used in the rebuild. The engine 
had been replaced by a 180 hp Hispano-
Suiza. Other photographs of J-TAEF 
appeared on p. 96/3. 

1-G: Additional data and comments on 
J-T### series original entries in Archive 
pages 96/3 to 96/8. 
Having now completed the new data in the 
J-T### series, we return briefly to entries 
published in Archive No.1 of 1996, thus 
concluding what is known of the First 
System of registrations which ended in 
1927. 

There is confusion about the identification of Itoh biplanes. The official 
record published during this period is of airworthiness and simply listed 
the c/ns of the aircraft and engines, not the aircraft type or engine man-
ufacturer, type or horsepower. For example, J-TEFH is listed as Itoh 
Toku (Special) 26 with engine no.39. It is posible to search the records 
of pilots' licences to discover what aircraft can be flown, quoting the 
name of the aircraft, engine and hp, to assist with identification. In this 
case the Itoh Toku 26 is listed as such but the engine is listed as a 
Curtiss 90 hp. The official records frequently refer to Itoh Toku types, 
but the name Itoh Emi is used much less often. As photographic evi-
dence is seldom found, the correct identity of some types must remain 
speculative. 

J-TAAB Kawanishi K-1. This was c/n 1. CofA issued 5.23 and this was 
the first to be issued in Japan (see p.97/27). The engine was 
changed to a 180 hp Daimler in 9.21. CofA expired 10.23. 

J-TAAE Hansa/Aichi floatplane. Engine listed as Hispano 8FB of 300 
hp. CofA issued 4.26. Became J-BAVL 5.29. Correct name of 
owner is K.Yokoyama. 

J-TABC This is not Emi 17 Tsurubane as stated on p.97/27 and not 
Itoh 2 as stated on p.98/65. Later research shows it to have a 
130 hp Clerget engine, thus it is Emi 21, a two-seat biplane. 
CofA was dated 5.21 but the aircraft was destroyed in a land-
ing accident. 

J-TACD This is Itoh Emi 20 "Oguri-go" single-seat sports biplane (120 

hp Le Rhone) as suggested on p.97/27. CofA issued 5.21. 
Engine changed to 80 hp Le Rhone in 6.22 but CofA returned 
7.22 due to engine being removed. 

J-TACE Nakajima 5. The CofA expired 10.26. 

J-TACG Avro 504K. CofA issued 11.26, owner T Mazume. First regis-
tered base was Yoyogifukamchi, Tokyou-fu; changed to 
Tsudanuma 6.27. Registration cancelled 8.27. 

J-TACK Shown as an Avro 504K in Feedback p.97/27, no record of 
this registration has been found. 

J-TADF Nakajima 5. Add c/n 93. Date of CofA is not clear as the 
records of 1.23 were not published. Owner changed as new 
CofA of 12.23 shows H Noji; changed again 8.24 to J Ri. CofA 
expired 11.24. 

J-TADG Mitsubishi R.1-2 (type as stated p.96/60) CofA 6.25. Owner 
changed to TTK 12.26 but CofA returned 9 days later as air-
craft destroyed. 

J-TAED Does not appear in 8.26 record. This registration seems to be 
J-TEAG - which is known to be the first aircraft registered to 
Hokkai Times. 

J-TAEF SPAD 13, c/n 5547. CofA issued 6.21. Destroyed by fire 
18.8.21 and CofA returned next day. Rebuilt using parts of 
other fire victims J-TAFG and J-TAST; new CofA issued 
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Left: A full side view of the Shirato 
25 "Kuma-go" racing biplane, 
seen earlier on p.96/4. Identified 
by the company bullseye motif 
and the type number on the rud-
der, this sole example built was 
registered J-TAKL. 
Below: Another Shirato model 
was the type 37 which was origi-
nally registered J-TAQR but fol-
lowing an accident in 8.21 it was 
rebuilt with a modified wing and 
registered J-TATU. In this form it 
won first place in the Fourth 
Kanazawa- Hiroshima mail flying 
competition in 11.22. 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

11.21. Engine changed to lower-powered 180 hp version of 
Hispano-Suiza. CofA expired 2.23. 

J-TAGJ Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata, c/n Sasebo Kosho (Arsenal) 26. 
CofA returned 8.26 due to 'aircraft wear'. (Note: This arsenal 
manufactured the Yokosho type and also the Avro 504.) 

J-TAGK Avro 504K. CofA issued 3.27, expired 9.27. 

J-TAJM Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. CofA 8.26, regn cancelled 10.27. 

J-TAKL Shirato 25. First CofA issued 6.21. 

J-TAKN Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata, c/n Sasebo Kosho (Arsenal) 12. 
CofA issued 3.25. Registration cancelled 12.27. 

J-TALM Yasui 3. CofA issued 6.21. Became J-HUEF, 11.21. 

J-TALO This was not a Sopwith 2, but a Sopwith 3 Pup (80 hp Le 
Rhone). C/n 534. After the accident near Osaka mentioned on 
p.96/4 a new CofA was issued 2.25 to K Umemoto. The CofA 
expired 12.25. 

J-TAMP Nakajima 5. CofA issued 3.25, expired 3.26. 

J-TAOH Nieuport 83 / Ko 2. The registration of c/n 1012 was recorded 
earlier as J-TADH. Presumably 'TAOH is in error. 

J-TAOP This was not the Yokosho 1A l-go Ko-gata c/n 44 which was 
actually J-TAOR, see below. J-TAOP was the Fujiwara 1 but 
no details of the aircraft are known to identify it. (Note: The 
type name presumably refers to Noburu (formerly Masaaki) 
Fujiwara, the extremely accident-prone pilot who purchased, 
modified and wrote-off various aircraft types including an Itoh 
Emi 6 built specifically for him.) 

J-TAOR Yokosho 1A l-go Ko-gata floatplane. This was c/n 44 previ-
ously listed as J-TAOP and built by the Naval Air Arsenal. 
CofA was issued 5.25, registration cancelled 3.28. 

J-TAQR Shirato 37. C/n 35, CofA issued 8.21 but returned later that 
month after the crash noted on p.96/4. Rebuilt as J-TATU. 

J-TAQT Nakajima 5. CofA issued 6.25, registration cancelled 1.31. 

J-TARS Fukunaga Tenryu Type 6. C/n 5. CofA 6.25, fate unknown. 

J-TATU Shirato 37 (modified). This was c/n 35 J-TAQR rebuilt with a 
modified wing. CofA 10.21. In this form it won the Kanazawa-
Hiroshima mail flying competition in 11.22. New CofA issued 
2.26 to new owner S.Ri. CofA expired 2.27. 

J-TATW Yokosho 2A Ro-go Ko-gata. Built by Nakajima. CofA 9.25 but 
returned 4.26 due to aircraft being destroyed. 

J-TAUX Yokosho 2A Ro-go Ko-gata. Built by Nakajima. First CofA 
issued 10.25 but returned 2.27 due to aircraft being 
destroyed. 

J-TAUY Avro 504K. This was actually British-built with c/n 1013. CofA 
issued 6.26. Nippon Flying School. 130 hp Clerget 9B rotary. 
CofA returned 3.27 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TAVY Avro 504K. Registration cancelled 12.32. 

J-TAWA Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 7.26, used by Otaru newspa-
per. CofA expired 1.27. Photo of replica see p.98/65. 

J-TAXB Nieuport 24. Correct name for owner is S Kawabe (Toa 
Professional Flying School). CofA expired 11.27. 

J-TAZC Nieuport 24. C/n Tokorozawa Arsenal 49. Correct owner is T 
Yokoyama (Tokushima Flying School). CofA expired 9.27. 

J-TAZD Nieuport 24. CofA issued 2.27, regn cancelled 3.28. 

J-TEAD Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 12.26 to TTK. Owner changed 
to Nippon Telegram News and new CofA issued 1.27. Named 
"Dentsu-go". Became J-BAFJ (see p.96/91). 

J-TEBD Itoh Emi 23. CofA issued 7.21. CofA returned 24.8.22 follow-
ing crash of 6.8.22. 

J-TECE Curtiss JN-4. No record found, this reference almost certainly 
relates to the Itoh Toku Curtiss Jennie conversion J-TECE 
described on p.99/125. 

J-TECF Morane Saulnier A-1. CofA issued 3.27 and last renewed 
10.28. 
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Right: The only Shirato 40 trainer 
J-TIOR, which was actually used 
as a mailplane with the front 
cockpit faired over, (via Toshio 
Fujita) 

J-TEDG Nieuport 24. CofA issued 2.27; owner changed to Z Ishigami 
and new CofA issued 7.28. Registration cancelled 2.30. 

J-TEDJ Nieuport 81-E2. CofA issued 10.26. CofA expired 5.28. 

J-TEEH Avro 504K. CofA issued 4.27, owner's name T Takenaka. 
Owner changed to R Yamaoto and new CofA issued 10.27. 
Registration cancelled 4.28 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TEEI Nakajima 5. No details found in Official Gazette. 

J-TEEJ Avro 504K. CofA issued 3.25, expired 3.26. 

J-TEEK Salmson 2A2. C/n Tokorozawa 185. Made the first regular 
mail flight between Sapporo and Asahikawa 23.8.26. 

J-TEFG Nakajima 5. No details found in Official Gazette. 

J-TEFH Laird Swallow. Officially recorded as Itoh Toku (Special) 26 
with 90 hp Curtiss engine. CofA expired 2.23. (See entry and 
photo of J-TELN p.99/126-7 for further details. It is thought 
that J-TELN was a Curtiss-Laird modification rather than a 
Curtiss-Reid.) 

J-TEFI Avro 504K. British c/n 1001. CofA issued 4.27, expired 10.27. 
Became J-BAOF. 

J-TEGK Salmson 2A2. C/n 111. CofA issued 3.24, expired 8.24. 

J-TEHJ Curtiss MF Seagull (see p.97/27). C/n listed as 419-44. Sale 
& Frazar Ltd, CofA issued 3.22. Owner changed to S Bando 
(of NKYK) and new CofA issued 6.22 but aircraft destroyed in 
landing accident on Tokyo Bay near Tsudanuma, 10.7.22. To 
Itoh Aeroplane Research Studio as instructional airframe for 
development of the company's own designs. 

J-TEHK Nieuport 24. CofA issued 4.27, expired 4.28. To J-BALL. 

J-TEIL Nieuport 24. CofA issued 6.27. CofA returned 7.28 due to air-
craft having been destroyed. 

J-TEIM Nakajima 5. CofA issued 11.23. Owner changed to H Shioda 
and new CofA issued 12.26. CofA expired 6.27. 

J-TEIN Avro 504K. C/n listed as 64, not 61. Owner changed to F 
Mihara and new CofA issued 6.26. CofA expired 7.27 and 
registration cancelled 12.27. 

J-TEIO Nieuport 24. CofA issued 9.26. Owner T Aiba (Nippon Flying 
School). Badly damaged in forced landing 6.29 and registra-
tion cancelled 7.29. 

J-TEKN Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 4.27, expired 6.28. 

J-TELO Salmson 2A2. CofA issued 4.27. Regn cancelled 6.35. 

J-TENT Salmson 2A2. C/n Tokorozawa 1. CofA issued 11.26 and 
returned 11.27 due to aircraft having been destroyed. 

J-TEOS Kawanishi K-6. C/n 1. CofA issued 1.24. 

J-TEPR Nieuport 27. Type should be Nieuport 24, Nakajima-built. Itoh 
29. CofA issued 5.22 to O.ltoh. Fate unknown. 

J-TEPV Nieuport 81-E2. CofA issued 10.26, expired 10.27 and regn 
cancelled 11.27. Owner listed as T Aiba (Nippon Flying 
School). 

J-TEQV Not a Mitsubishi R-1.2. This was the Mitsubishi FT-1.2 Hibari 
(Skylark) Trainer. Developed from a Navy Type 10 Carrier 
Reconnaissance Biplane in 1925, c/n 1. CofA issued 7.25 to 
Mitsubishi Aircraft Co Ltd. One only, used for research and 
became J-BAUG, 11.28 (see p.97/31). 

J-TESW Sopwith 2. CofA issued 2.24, returned 11.27 due to aircraft 
having been destroyed. 

J-TESX Nieuport 81-E2. C/n Mitsubishi 549. CofA issued 7.25, A Itoh. 
Owner changed to K Kagawa 8.26, then to T Aiba 12.26. CofA 
expired 4.27. 

J-TESY Nieuport 24. CofA issued 7.27. Owner changed to A Itoh 
3.28.became J-BAPB, 6.28. 

J-TETZ Avro 504K. CofA issued 10.26, expired 1.28. 

J-TEUA Nieuport 81-E2. CofA issued 10.26, expired 1.28. To J-BAPL. 

J-TEUZ Nieuport 24. CofA issued 8.25. First owner was Nippon 
Central Flying School; changed to S Nagafuchi 1.27. CofA 
expired 7.27. 

J-TEVA Nakajima 5. CofA issued 7.25. First owner was K Katagiri; 
changed to F Mihara 1.26. CofA returned 2.26 due to aircraft 
being damaged. 

J-TEVB Nieuport 81-E2. CofA issued 12.26. Registration cancelled as 
aircraft destroyed 6.31. 

J-TEXD Nieuport 81-E2. CofA issued 1.27. Owner changed from 
Ogihara to Hasegawa in 7.28. 

J-TEYD Salmson 2A2. C/n Tokorozawa 245. CofA issued 7.25. 
Named "Alps". CofA returned 11.26 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TEZE Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata, Nakajima-built. CofA issued 7.25 
and returned 4.27 due to aircraft having been destroyed. 

J-TEZF Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 4.27. First owner A Fukunaga, 
changed to Hasegawa 5.27. CofA expired 4.28. 

J-TIAF Nakajima 5. CofA issued 11.23, expired 4.26. 

J-TIAG Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. C/n Sasebo 44. CofA issued 6.25, 
expired 6.27. 

J-TIBG Salmson 2A2. C/n 112, CofA issued 12.23. 
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J-TIBH Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. Aichi-built c/n 56. CofA issued 12.25 
and returned 3.26 due to aircraft having been destroyed. 

J-TICF Nakajima B-6. CofA issued 10.22. Regn cancelled 3.29. 

J-TIFK Nakajima 5. CofA issued 12.23, expired 3.26. 

J-TIFL Listed as Gloucestershire Mars II, which was the original des-
ignation of the Sparrowhawk I for the Imperial Japanese 
Navy. This would appear to be correct as the aircraft is offi-
cially listed as a single-seater rather than a 2-seat 
Sparrowhawk II (Mars III) as on p.96/6. Owner changed to S 
Itoh and new CofA issued 10.28. CofA expired 12.28. 

J-TIGM Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 3.26 and returned 3.28 due to 
aircraft having been destroyed. 

J-TIHN Avro 504K. CofA issued 1.26, owner A Itoh (Mikuni Flying 
School). Owner changed to Asahi Shimbun and new CofA 
issued 3.27. Became J-BAGA, 11.27. 

J-TIHV Avro 504K (p.97/27). No record of this found. 

J-TIIO Avro 504K. Became J-BAHD, 10.27. 

J-TIJP Avro 504K. CofA issued 9.25, returned 3.27 due to aircraft 
having been destroyed. 

J-TIJ# Fukunaga Tenryu 7. The correct registration for this aircraft is 
J-TAYZ, see page 99/80. 

J-TILO Fukunaga Tenryu 10. C/n 11. CofA issued 11.22. Fate 
unknown. 

J-TILR SPAD 13. CofA expired 3.26. 

J-TIMS Avro 504K. C/n is listed as Aichi 322, rather than Avro-built. 
CofA issued 9.25. First owner B Katagiri, changed to K 
Konishi 1.27. Registration cancelled 7.27. 

J-TINT Avro 504K. CofA issued 5.26. First owner A Itoh, changed to 
K Kagawa 8.26 and to T Aiba 1.27. CofA expired 7.27. 

J-TIOR Shirato 40. CofA issued 11.22, first owner E Shirato. Changed 
to Daiwa Nippon Co (Daily Report) 1.26 and to K Umemoto 
9.26. Aircraft destroyed by fire and CofA returned 6.27. 

J-TIPK Salmson 2A2. No record found in Official Gazette. 

J-TIQW Avro 504K. CofA expired 11.26. 

J-TISY Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 12.25. Became J-BAAH. 

J-TIUY Yokosho l-go Ko-gata. CofA 12.22, owner NKYK. Fate unkn. 

J-TIVA Sopwith 2. Tokorozawa-built c/n 8. CofA issued 4.24, expired 
6.26. 

J-TIVB Avro 504K. CofA expired 6.26. 

J-TIWC Nieuport 83-E2. Aircraft destroyed and CofA returned 4.26. 

J-TIXA Itoh Emi 29. CofA issued 12.22 and returned 8.25 due to air-
craft having been destroyed (presumably in fire of 3.23). 

J-TIXD Nakajima 5. CofA expired 7.26. 

J-TIYE Avro 504K. CofA 1.26. Owner changed to S Kawabe and new 
CofA issued 5.27 but expired 11.27. 

J-TIZE Avro 504K c/n Nakajima 30 - this entry refers to J-TIZF as 
described on p.2000/12. Correct entry for T-TIZE is: 
Nieuport 83-E2/Nakajima Type Ko 2, c/n 504. CofA issued 
6.24. J Aoshima. CofA expired 12.24. 

J-TOAF Nieuport 83-E2. CofA returned 1.26 as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TOBF Nakajima 5. C/n 97. CofA issued 1.23. Fate unknown. 

J-TOCH Nieuport 24. CofA issued 3.26, returned 11.27 due to aircraft 
having crashed. 

J-TODH Nakajima 5. C/n 74. CofA issued 1.23. Fate unknown. 

J-TOEF Yasui TN-6. There is no official record of this registration. The 
photograph on p.95/91 clearly shows the letters EF but the 
previous letter could be O or U. It seems likely that the aircraft 
shown, as the TN-6, is actually J-HUEF which is listed as the 
Yasui 3 which is a different, smaller aircraft. If J-HUEF is the 
Yasui 3 it would be ex J-TALM as shown on p.99/50 (also see 
photo on p.95/89). On the other hand if it is the TN-6 there 
would be no connection. The pilot's licence of Soujiro Yasui in 
10.21 lists only the Yasui 3 but this may be because the TN-
6 was no longer in use. 

J-TOEJ Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. C/n Nakajima 11. CofA returned 
5.26 due to aircraft having been destroyed. 

J-TOFK Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. CofA issued 1.26, returned 12.27 
due to aircraft having been destroyed. 

J-TOIM Nieuport 24. C/n listed as Itoh 43. CofA issued 4.24. Owner 
changed to C Nishida and new CofA issued 7.27 but returned 
13 days later as aircraft destroyed. 

J-TOJP Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. C/n Sasebo 31. CofA issued 11.24, 
expired 2.27. 

J-TOND Salmson 2A2. No record in Official Gazette. 

J-TONT SPAD-Herbemont 20. C/n 2983. CofA issued 5.24 but 
returned 20 days later as aircraft was badly damaged, pre-
sumably at Yoyogi (but shown as 7.24). This was not Mainichi 
No.3 which was J-TOYE (see p.2000/14) and J-BOYE. 

J-TOOH Nakajima 5. No record found in Official Gazette. 

J-TOOS Salmson 2A2. No record found in Official Gazette. 

J-TOOT Avro 504K. CofA issued 10.26. First owner K Kagawa, 
changed to F Mihara and new CofA issued 12.26. CofA 
expired 6.28. 

J-TOOU Salmson 2A2. C/n Kawasaki 204. CofA issued 7.24, expired 
1.25. 

J-TOPU Avro 504K. Listed as made in Britain with c/n 2524 (Note that 
this is definitely not ex RAF H2524). CofA expired 7.26. 

J-TORW Nieuport 83-E2. C/n listed as 509, not 507. CofA issued 4.26, 
expired 4.28. 

J-TOTE Salmson 2A2. No record found in Official Gazette. 

J-TOXB Nieuport 83-E2 c/n 502 is actually J-TILQ (see p.99/128). The 
correct identity of J-TOXB is: 
Yokosho l-go Ko-gata. C/n Yokosuka Arsenal 42. CofA issued 
11.23. Owner NKYK "Chidori 6". CofA expired 1.25. 

J-TOXD Nieuport 83-E2. CofA issued 6.25. Owner changed to S 
Kawabe and new CofA issued 4.27, expired 10.27. 
Registration cancelled 2.28. 

J-TOXO Nieuport 81 c/n 548 is J-TOXC, see p.2000/14. 
To be continued... 

Editor's notes: 
The earlier use of dates such as .29 and .31 to indicate that aircraft 
were listed in the Aircraft International Register of those years, may be 
ignored where entries above show more accurate dating. Clearly the 
A.I.R. was not entirely up to date, with aircraft that were no longer air-
worthy or even cancelled still lingering in its columns. In some countries 
we still have the same problem today! 
"Several aircraft for which no official record has been found neverthe-
less appear in fleet lists of the Asahi Shimbun with dates in late 1923/ 
early 1924, at which time record-keeping was disrupted by the after 
effects of the Great Kanto Earthquake. These are presumably among 
the missing registrations referred to on p.99/47. 
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HOWARD HUGHES -
The Millionaire Record Breaker 
PART TWO BY JACK MEADEN 

(All photos via Jack Meaden) 

Having purchased Sikorsky S-38BL 
NC24V, Hughes needed to fit a radio 
installation and have the engines tuned to 
his own requirements, for which tasks he 
went to Pacific Airmotive at Burbank on 
28.2.33. The Airmotive chief mechanic 
Glenn Odekirk, who was also a licenced 
pilot, carried out the work. To join him 
touring in the S-38 Hughes persuaded 
Odekirk to come on his payroll, the tour 
lasting until the S-38 was sold in 
December 1933 by which time they had 
become good friends. Playboy touring 
was not the sole purpose of the S-38 
which Hughes used with the serious aim 
of expanding his flying experience. 

Hughes' practice of avoiding publicity for his projects often resulted in 
little information being available, and for his S-38 some mysteries 
remain. His aircraft were usually 'built to order' with his own special 
requirements and his S-38BL is the only BL variant known. Hughes 
always liked to select his own engines and, although the S-38B had the 
425 hp P & W Wasp engines, the aircraft which followed Hughes' 
NC24V c/n 414-15 in sequence, NC25V c/n 414-16, was the first 
S-38BH with the more powerful 575 hp P & W Hornet B-575 radials. 
Hughes obtained NC24V direct from the manufacturers, and it would 
seem likely that he chose the 575 hp Hornets. It may even be that 

Above: A Sikorsky S-38 similar to that owned by Hughes, no photo of which has been found. Hughes 
used it for touring and found it very convenient to have an amphibian, thus being able to operate from 
land or water. 
Below: Jacqueline Cochrane's Northrop Gamma NR13761 c/n 11 with the big tapered cowling of the 
1,000 hp Wright SR-1820-G2 engine installed by Hughes for his coast-to-coast record flight. 

Hughes' order resulted in Sikorsky building the Hornet-powered 
S-38BH, although only two examples are known, NC25V and NC40V, 
both being conversions of S-38B airframes. 

Hughes had long had record breaking in mind, and for his first record 
he used Northrop Gamma 2G c/n 11 NR13761 which he leased from 
Jacqueline Cochrane. He replaced its 700 hp P & W Twin Wasp Jr with 
a Wright SR-1820-G2 9-cyl radial giving 1,000 hp for take-off at 2,200 
rpm. This engine had a larger diameter than its predecessor and the 
cowling had to be tapered down to the fuselage section. He fitted extra 

Right: Howard Hughes at 
Floyd Bennett Airport 
after his record-breaking 
flight from Miami, Florida; 
1196 miles in 4 hr 21 min 
at an average of 276 mph 
in Northrop Gamma 2G 
NR13761 (735 hp Wright 
Whirlwind). 
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Left: The landplane speed record 
went up to 296.287 mph when 
Jimmy Doolittle, seen here with 
the record-breaking Gee Bee 
Super Sportster R-1 NR2100 (770 
hp P& W Wasp 9-cyl radial engine) 
reached that speed in winning the 
1932 Shell Speed Dash at 
Cleveland. 
Below, left: Gammma NR13761 
taxies in, flaps still down - some-
thing of a Hughes' trademark, 
after landing at New York at the 
end of his record breaking flight 
from California. 
Below: The Thomas-Morse scout, 
stand-in for Sopwith Camel and 
Nieuport fighters in films made in 
the nineteen-twenties. Hughes 
survived writing one off during the 
filming of "Hell's Angels". 
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fuel tankage to increase its range, and on 13/14.1.36 he set a new 
transcontinental non-stop record of 9 hr 26 min 10 sec from Burbank to 
Newark, an average speed of 259 mph. 

Although the Gamma was a fast single seat monoplane of the latest 
design, to Hughes it was just an interim vehicle on the way to the record 
breaker he had in mind. More than two years earlier he had com-
menced the design of his own aircraft to attack the world landplane 
speed record and when he started this the current record stood at 
296.287 mph, set by James H Doolittle on 3.9.32 in Gee Bee R-1 
NR2100. 

In the initial stages Hughes had used the resources of the California 
Institute of Technology at which he had been a student in 1922. In par-
ticular the wind tunnel at Cal Tech was used to test scale models of his 
design proposals. Few details have survived of these and, as Hughes 
logged the aircraft as the Hughes 1B, one wonders if perhaps earlier 
models of a 1 or 1A were passed over at this stage. The tests con-
cluded on 31.7.34. 

For Hughes money was not a problem and he had his own ideas of 
what was required and how to build it. As his designer he chose the 
experienced Richard Palmer, initially working part time, but when 
progress resulted in the work building up Dick Palmer gave up his job 
at the Airplane Development Corporation to work for Hughes full time. 
Engineer Glenn Odekirk was already employed by Hughes and he 
worked on and controlled the building of the 'racer', as they called it 
among themselves. 

Hughes continued producing films in parallel with his other activities as 
well as flying whenever the opportunity arose. When producer/director 
of Hell's Angels he had wanted a tight left turn made at 200 ft in a 
Thomas-Morse S-4C single seater (a fighter which did not go to France 
but was often used in WW1 films to represent the Sopwith Camel or 
Nieuport). Because of the strong left hand rotation resulting from the 
torque of its 80 hp Le Rhone rotary engine the stunt pilot refused to do 
this and so Hughes jumped in to demonstrate. Unfortunately the stunt 

pilot was right and Hughes crashed, suffering 4 days in 
hospital with cuts and bruises. Made as a silent film, 
sound was later dubbed in and Hell's Angels made a prof-
it. One other success, and probably his best known film, 
was The Outlaw in 1936 starring Jane Russell whose upper 
half was well displayed on all the posters. We thought it 
should have been called The Outline. 

Building of the Hughes 1B went ahead in a warehouse 
building at Glendale, California. It was still getting under 
way when the landplane speed record was broken yet 
again by test pilot Raymond Delmotte in his company's 
Caudron C460 c/n 6909 on 24.12.34 at 314.319 mph. 

To be continued.... 

Left: Caudron's test pilot, Raymond Delmotte, flew the 
Caudron C460 racer (340 hp Renault Bengali 6-cyl inverted 
in-line engine) to break the landplane speed record at 314.3 
mph in 1934. Within nine months Hughes had claimed a 
new record in his own purpose-built aircraft as described in 
the next instalment. 
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Complete Civil Registers : 13 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM- / DDR-
1955-91 
BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART TWELVE 

DM-TAK PZL-106AKruk (59073) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAK 21.1.82, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAK 25.2.91, in container for USA 7.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Stored, Souther Field, Americus, GA with 
Raven Aircraft Corp still as DDR-TAK. Regn eld. 

DM-TAL PZL-106AKruk (59074) 
Ex SP-WRK. Regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAL 14.4.82, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAL 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAM PZL-106AKruk (59075) 
Ex SP-PWA(1). Regd to Interflug as sprayer 16.6.80, to DDR-TAM 
20.10.82, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Magdeburg, provisionally regd as D-FOAM 25.2.91, in container for 
USA or Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAN PZL-106AKruk (59076) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAN 16.3.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAN 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAO PZL-106AKruk (59077) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAO 22.6.82, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAO 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAP PZL-106AKruk (59078) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAP 13.11.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAP 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAQ PZL-106AKruk (59079) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAQ 15.9.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAQ 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAR PZL-106AKruk (59080) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAR 7.7.82, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAR 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAS PZL-106AKruk (59081) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAS 21.10.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAS 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAT PZL-106AKruk (59082) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAT 15.9.81, to 

Above: DDR-TBJ, one of many PZL-106A Kruks of the newly-formed 
Flugservice & Development GmbH parked out at Magdeburg 13.10.90. 
It still wears the East German flag and Interflug logo. (Peter Gerhardt) 

FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAT 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAU PZL-106AKruk (59083) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAU 15.9.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAN 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAV PZL-106AKruk (59086) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAV 18.11.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAV 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAW PZL-106AKruk (59087) 
Built .79, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAW 18.11.81, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAW 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAX PZL-106AKruk (59088) 
Ex SP-WRH. Built .79. Regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.80, to DDR-TAX 
18.12.81, converted to 2-seat trainer in .83, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOAX 25.2.91, cancelled 10.91 on sale to Venezuela. 

DM-TAY PZL-106AKruk (60089) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 11.7.80, to DDR-TAY 7.7.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAY 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TAZ PZL-106AKruk (60090) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 11.7.80, to DDR-TAZ 15.9.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOAZ 25.2.91, in container for USA 7.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 with Raven Aircraft Corp, still marked as DDR-
TAZ and in derelict condition. 

DM-TBA PZL-106AKruk (60091) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 11.7.80, to DDR-TBA 3.12.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBA 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBB PZL-106AKruk (60092) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 11.7.80, to DDR-TBB 15.9.81, written off at 
Beyendorf 15.5.87. Regn eld 4.4.88. 
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Left: This view of PZL 
Kruk DDR-TBN, also at 
Magdeburg on 13.10.90, 
clearly shows the full-
span leading edge slats 
and underwing fences, 
while the wire-cutting 
mast is prominent imme-
diately in front of the 
cockpit. The spreader 
unit has been removed 
from this example. 
(Peter Gerhardt) 

DM-TBC PZL-106AKruk (60093) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 11.7.80, to DDR-TBC 23.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBC 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBD PZL-106AKruk (60107) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.7.80, to DDR-TBD 15.9.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally.regd as D-FOBD 25.2.91, to Venezuela 9.91, regn eld 
10.91. To Aeroaspersiones el Cuervo as YV-572A. 

DM-TBE PZL-106AKruk (60108) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 15.7.80, to DDR-TBE 15.9.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBE 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBF PZL-106AKruk (60109) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 15.7.80, to DDR-TBF 13.4.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBF 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBG PZL-106AKruk (60110) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 15.7.80, to DDR-TBG 3.12.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBG 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBH PZL-106AKruk (60111) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 15.7.80, to DDR-TBH 13.4.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBH 25.2.91, in container for USA 7.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 with Raven Aircraft Corp, still marked as DDR-
TBH and in derelict condition. 

DM-TBI PZL-106AKruk (60112) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 8.9.80, to DDR-TBI 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBI 25 2.91, fully regd 4.92, eld 8.4.92, to 
USA, no further details. 

DM-TBJ PZL-106AKruk (60113) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.9.80, to DDR-TBJ 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBJ 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBK PZL-106AKruk (60114) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.9.80, to DDR-TBK 7.9.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBK 25.2.91, in container for USA 7.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 with Raven Aircraft Corp, still marked as DDR-
TBK and in derelict condition. 

DM-TBL PZL-106AKruk (60117) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.9.80, to DDR-TBL 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 

provisionally regd as D-FOBL 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBM PZL-106AKruk (60118) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.9.80, to DDR-TBM 9.9.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBM 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBN PZL-106AKruk (60119) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.9.80, to DDR-TBN 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBN 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBO PZL-106AKruk (60120) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.80, to DDR-TBO 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBO 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBP PZL-106AKruk (60121) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.80, to DDR-TBP 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBP 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBQ PZL-106AKruk (60122) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.80, to DDR-TBQ 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBQ 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBR PZL-106AKruk (60123) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 17.9.80, to DDR-TBR 14.6.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBR 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBS PZL-106AKruk (60124) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 8.10.80, to engine test-bed for PZL-3S at 
Mockau 4.82, regn eld 21.5.82. 

DM-TBT PZL-106AKruk (60125) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.10.80, to DDR-TBT 3.10.81, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBT 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBU PZL-106AKruk (60126) 
Regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 8.10.80, to DDR-TBU 7.7.82, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBU 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBV PZL-106AKruk (60127) 
Built .80, regd.-to Interflug as sprayer 2.4.81, to DDR-TBV 14.7.82, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, 
provisionally regd as D-FOBV 25.2.91, in container for USA or 
Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

To be continued.... 
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Thanks for all contributions in this issue are due to Robert Esperou, 
Malcolm Fillmore, John Havers, Harm Hazewinkel, Ian D Johnson 
(Hong Kong Historical Aircraft Association), Fred Knight, Kari Koski (too 
late for credit last issue), Jack Meaden, Tony Morris, Rob Mulder, Vic 
Smith and John Withers. Further additions and/or comments on the new 
batch of Extracts will be gratefully received. 

02.05.36: In addition to the notes on p.2000/15, we can add that Roger 
Guy Henri Auguste Hansez (to give him his full title) was also a post-war 
aircraft owner. He had Beech D17S OO-VIT c/n 4920 from 1946-50 
which then became SE-BRY, HB-UIH, G-BDGK and again SE-BRY. 
This was followed by Lockheed 12A OO-AFA, previously G-AGWM and 
which he sold 12.56 to F-BHVT. Photos of two of his pre-war aircraft 
appear on this page. 

04.06.37: (1) The Cinque Ports Flying Club BA Swallow G-AEVC c/n 
474 took off without a pilot and flew for 35 minutes until it hit a tree and 
crashed near Hawkinge Aerodrome. A mechanic had swung the prop 
with no-one in the cockpit, but the throttle had jammed open. It was sub-
sequently repaired but it's fate is uncertain, being reported destroyed by 
bombing at Lympne in 1940, or in a raid on Hastings 17.10.42 when it 
was with 304 ATC Squadron. 

(2) A Sikorsky S.43 c/n 4319 "Chiloe" of the Chilean 
Government, crashed on 02.06.37 near the Desertores Islands en route 
from Puerto Montt to Magallanes and was probably the aircraft referred 
to here. Pilot was Teniente Rodolfo Marsh and the bodies of two pas-
sengers were later recovered. 

21.06.37: The identity of the Short Empire flying boat which landed at 
Schellingwoude, near Amsterdam, with the Australian Prime Minister on 
board, was G-ADVD c/n S.821. The PM, J A Lyons, had flown from 
Rochester as part of a tour of European capitals following an Imperial 
Conference which commenced in May 1937. 

22.07.37: This accident, on the Korea - Mukden service of Manchurian 
Aviation Co, matches the crash in a forced landing near Kuanjin, in 
Antung Province, in which 2 were killed and 7 injured, listed as taking 
place on 22.06.37 in Archive p.88/24. 

25.07.37: The 4th International Air Meeting at Zurich was the largest 
event of its kind ever staged in Europe and took place between 23rd 
July and 1st August. There were 72 participants from Switzerland, 40 
from Germany, 21 from France, 17 from Czechoslovakia, 13 from 
Poland, 9 from Great Britain, 7 from Belgium, 4 from Hungary, 3 from 
Italy and 2 each from the Netherlands, Austria, Romania and Sweden, 
with a lone entrant from Greece. 
Some 64 aircraft from 13 countries entered the International Air Rally 
which was the first component of the Meeting, with 42 arriving within the 
specified time at Zurich. With bonus points awarded for the configura-
tion, distance and route as well as the performance of the aircraft, the 
winner was Frenchman Louis Clement with S.F.C.A. Taupin c/n 2 F-
AOJU, a tandem-wing type with a 32 hp Mengin engine, who covered 
670 km from Buc at an average spped of 68 km/h. M.Funk of 
Switzerland was second in a more conventional 40 hp Klemm 25. A 
British competitor, J R Mickletwait came 9th in a DH.60G. 
An Alpine Circuit was also held, the single-seater category being won by 
Major Seidelmann in a BFW Me 109 D-IPLU (640 hp Junkers Jumo 
210), with Charles Gardner in Mew Gull G-AEKL a distant second and 
last. The multi-seat category was won by General Milch in a Dornier 17 
(two 950 hp Daimler-Benz) and the team contest by three BFW Me 
109s. Major Seidelmann also won the speed contest in the 640 hp Me 
109 and the fastest time to 3,000 m and return to 50 m, this time using 
a Me 109 with 950 hp Daimler-Benz. 
Aerobatic classes were won by Count Hagenburg in a Jungmeister and 
the Czech Novak in an Avia, while the altitude event was won by Cpt 
Michy of France who reached 9,000 m in a Mureaux 113 (860 hp 
Hispano-Suiza). Four Hawker Furies of No.1 Squadron RAF performed 
formation aerobatics on the last day. Details of the events, aircraft, and 

Above: Belgian Guy Hansez in his DH.60GIII Moth Major OO-GUY c/n 
5010 (120 hp Gipsy III) is shepherded in by a marshaller on a visit to 
the UK in 1933. (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Guy Hansez in his Caudron Simoun F-ANCF during a flight to 
the UK in 1935. It was re-regd OO-TSF in 1936 and the story of its 
forced landing in the Sahara was told in the last issue. On the fin it is 
identified as Simoun C 630 no.6956. (via Jack Meaden) 

participants may be found in "Die Geschichte der Schweizerischen 
Luftfahrt" by Dr Erich Tilgenkamp (Zurich, 1943). 

01.08.37: Stinson SR.9ESM Reliant c/n 5211 LN-EAI of the Norwegian 
airline Wideroes Flyveselskap AS crashed in the sea near Oslo and 
among the five victims was pilot and company founder Arild Wideroe, 
together with his uncle and aunt Dr & Mrs Sofus Wideroe and Mr & Mrs 
Christoffer Braathen. The aircraft was only registered on 20.3.37 and 
the accident was reported to be caused by metal fatigue in the starboard 
wing resulting in in-flight failure. 

03.08.37: The missing Sikorsky S.43 flying boat "Santa Maria" of Pan 
American Grace Airways was NC15065 c/n 4305, fleet no. P.33. It was 
en route from Guayaquil, Ecuador to Cristobal, Panama on 2.8.37 and 
had left Cali, Colombia with Capt Stephen Dunn, F/O Bickford, a stew-
ard and 11 passengers. At 1938 hrs a radio message from Dunn stated 
that he was above rain clouds but believed that he was over the east 
coast and was descending over water. The US Navy found wreckage 
some 30 miles from Cristobal the next day but there were no survivors. 

06.08.37: A Russian airliner on the Moscow-Prague service crashed 
near "Sratzel, Czechoslovakia" with 6 fatalities. One report says all pas-
sengers and crew were killed when the aircraft crash landed and burnt, 
placing "Saratelle" in northern Romania. While it also says that the 
direction was Prague to Moscow, we can only reiterate that this was cer-
tainly not a direct routing. Other sources also state that on or about this 
date the Prague-Moscow service crashed near Bistrita, Romania, killing 
the four crew and two passengers. The New York Times gives Saratzel, 
near Bistrita, Romania. It seems that there probably only one event here 
after all. The Bistrita accident is said to have involved DC-2-152 URSS-
M25 c/n 1413, ex NC14949. Any further details, perhaps confirming 
route and locations? 

02.09.37: M Yu Alexeyev reached an altitude of 12,246 metres (40,108 
ft) in a pre-series Tupolev SB 2M-103 development of the ANT-40. This 
had two 960 hp M-103 engines developed from the licence-built 
Hispano-Suiza 12Y water-cooled V-12 by Vladimir Klimov and carried a 
1,000 kg load. 

06.09.37: Dutch fishing boat "Dr C Ley", Sch.103 of V F Vrolijk at 
Scheveningen took into tow Short Scapa K7306 of 228 Squadron, 
attached to 210 Squadron, which had force-landed 60 miles off 
Flamborough Head on 05.09.37 after an engine seized. The Scapa, with 
Flt/Lt Burgess, P/O Fair and four crew, arrived off Scarborough at 0930 
on 06.09.37 after 18 hours at sea. After repair the flying boat left 
Scarborough on 22.09.37. 
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13.09.37: Deutsche Lufthansa AG was the full and correct form of the 
company name at this time. There does not seem to be a record of a 
crash of an aircraft flying between Gleiwitz and Breslau (now Wroclaw) 
near Freiwart, Supikovince, killing the pilot and injuring a passenger. 

24.10.37: This appears to be the trimotor crash at Tacoma, 
Washington, on 23.10.37. It may have involved the Stinson U-1 
NC12129 c/n 9014 which was (in 1936) registered to Elizabeth Walker 
of Kansas City. The pilot Leonard Rhiner and two passengers were 
killed in the crash, at least one other died later. 

02.11.37: Dewoitine D.333 No.01 F-ANQA "Antares" (ex F-AKHA) was 
en route from Dakar to Casablanca for Paris on 27.10.37 and had refu-
elled at Villa Cisneros (now Dahkla) but sent SOS messages after 
passing Agadir at 16,000 ft, reporting strong crosswinds and a big 
storm beneath. It is assumed to have crashed at sea between Mogador 
(now Essaouira) and Mazagan (El Djedida), Morocco. Of the seven 
occupants lost, the crew were Capt Marcel Goret, W/Op Rene 
Bourguignon and engineer Auguste Pierre Trastour, while two of the 
passengers, who had come from Rio de Janeiro, were Air France pilot 
Laurent Guerrero and W/Op Andre Salvat. An air and sea search failed 

Above: Dewoitine D.333 No.01 F-ANQA "Antares" which disappeared 
between Dakar and Casablanca in a thunderstorm on 27.10.37. It is 
shown at Le Bourget in early 1936 with Imperial Airways Boulton and 
Paul P.71A G-ACOX "Boadicea" behind, (via Jack Meaden) 

to find any evidence until on 02.11.37 an air cylinder and mail were 
found near Cape Cantin. The D.333 was being used on the eastern 
sectors of the Air France Paris - South America service and was fitted 
with reclining seats for up to eight passengers. Only three of the type 
were built as it was superceded by the D.338 with retractable under-
carriage and variable pitch props. 

11.11.37: The Polish airliner from Cracow which crashed in mist near 
Warsaw was LOT Lockheed 10A Electra SP-AYD c/n 1048. It came 
down at Piaseczno while on instrument approach to Warsaw-Okecie, 
killing four passengers and injuring five and the two crew. It is also 
reported that Capt Mieczyslaw WitkowSki was making an emergency 
landing and that although the aircraft was destroyed by fire the crew 
and all ten passengers escaped unhurt. 

21.11.37: The 4-engined Farman which broke the Paris to Buenos 
Aires record could not be flown by Laurent Guerrero (who was killed in 
the accident to F-ANQA, see 02.11.37 above) but was named after him. 
The "Chef pilote L. Guerrero" was F.2231 No.01 F-APUZ flown by Paul 
Codos, with crew of co-pilot Marcel Reine, W/Op Leopold Gimie and 
engineer Vauthier. The Farman took off from Le Bourget at 1009 hrs on 
20.11.37 and, with a stop at Istres, crossed the Atlantic from Dakar to 
Natal in 11 hr 5 min, a record. It then flew on to Buenos Aires and 
Santiago, the record time from Paris to Buenos Aires being 52 hr 42 
min and to Santiago 58 hr 41 min. After a goodwill tour of South 

Left: The Paris-Buenos Aires record-breaking Farman F.2231 F-APUZ 
"Chef pilote L.Guerrero" and its crew, from left to right, engineer 
Vauthier, radio operator Gimie, first pilot Codos and second pilot Reine. 
(via Jack Meaden) Above them is the tractor half of the tandem paired 
720 hp Hispano-Suiza 12Xirs twelve-cylinder engines with three-blade 
controllable pitch propeller. The aircraft's name is clearly visible 
beneath the navigator's and radio operator's position in the nose. 
Below: F-APUZ arriving at Buenos Aires after breaking the record. It is 
taxying using the two tractor engines, the tandem pusher units having 
already been shut down and the propellers stopped, (via H Hazewinkel) 
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Right: This frontal view of the Farman F.2231 
F-APUZ clearly shows its impressive size. The 
span of the tapered wing was 33.6 m, length of 
the fuselage 22 m. The undercarriage retract-
ed forward into the nacelles between the tan-
dem engine units which were strut-braced to 
the fuselage. The wings and tailplane of the all 
metal aircraft are also strut braced. The aircraft 
is seen here at Casablanca on 10.12.37 during 
its return flight to France. 
(Photo: New York Times via Robert Esperou) 

America F-APUZ returned to France on 
11.12.37. It had earlier taken part in the Istres-
Damascus race of 8.37, of which details may 
be found in the "Three Green Mice" story com-
mencing in Archive p.96/85. After some 
experimental high-altitude flights over the 
North Atlantic for Air France Transatlantique it 
was destroyed in an aborted take-off at Dakar-
Ouakamon 11.12.39. 

27.11.37: Douglas DC-2-115B SP-ASJ c/n 1318 of LOT, purchased 
from Lufthansa as D-ABEQ in February 1937, en route from Salonica 
to Sofia crashed near Lazal Ricie in Rhodope Mountains of Bulgarian 
Macedonia on 23.11.37. Location usually given as Pirinu. Crew of pilot 
Tadeusz Dmoszylski, W/op Marian Winnik, engineer Ryszard 
Walentukicwicz and three passengers killed. 

24.12.37: Wibault 283 T12 F-AMYD c/n 11 "Le Glorieux" of Air France 
en route Vienna - Prague flew into a mountain at Cervana near 
Kasperke Hory in the Bohmerwald, Southern Bohemia, killing the pilot 
Frantisk Lekky, W/Op Pierre Astruc and the only passenger, Dr 
Flanderka. Having left Vienna 3 hr 10 min late at 1535 hrs, due to a 
punctured tyre and icing problems on the ground, the Wibault was 
reported on course with an ETA of 1730 but contact was lost after a last 
message at 1746 hrs after it had passed Kbely and crossed the Vltava 
River. A search began on Christmas morning but at 1215 it was con-

firmed that the remains of the totally-wrecked Wibault had been found 
in forest 6 km south of Kasperke Hory. An internal Air France inquiry 
hinted that a 180° error in the QDM heading given by Ruzyne may have 
caused the accident. 

30.12.37: French pilot Paul Lemee was chief pilot of the Aero Club de 
I'Eure and flew non-stop from Eelde near Gronningen to Biarritz, to set 
a new distance record in the under two litre category 1228.5 km. The 
previous record , held by American pilot Edward W Stitt was 939.723 
km set in Aeronca C-2 NC655W. Lemee was flying the Kellner-
Bechereau E-1, c/n 1, registered FW-056 and powered by a 40 hp 
Train 4T engine. Known photos show the aircraft without registration 
(indeed how many of these FW-numerical marks are known?), even 
when exhibited at the 1936 Salon following an earlier 100 km record 
flight with pilot Massotte. 

Above: A group of four Air France 
Wibault 283s form the backdrop to a 
remembrance ceremony for all the avi-
ators killed during 1936, including Jean 
Mermoz. Immediately to the right of the 
podium are the President of Air France 
and the Secretary of State for Air. The 
photograph, dated 31.1.37, shows on 
the left F-AMYE 'Vlntrigant" c/n 12, 
then F-AMYD "Le Glorieux" c/n 11 
which is the subject of the accident of 
24.12.37 described above, and behind 
it F-AMHK "Le Diligent" c/n 4. 
(Photo Rol, via Robert Esperou) 
Right: The little record-breaking single 
seat Kellner-Bechereau E-1 mono-
plane (40 hp Train 4T) was exhibited at 
the 1936 Paris Salon, and went on to 
fly non-stop from Eelde to Biarritz to 
set another record in 12.37. 
(Photo Rol, via Harm Hazewinkel) 
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We conclude our selection of Extracts from "Het Vliegveld" with 
entries from 1938, many of which refer to accidents so we have 
attempted to omit those which have appeared earlier in Archive. 
Identifications, observations and comments from readers would 
be most welcome. 

04.01.38: Maryse Hilsz, who had been missing, has been found 20 
miles from Jask. Her aircraft is slightly damaged. 
29.01.38: G F Vultee, the aircraft designer, was killed at Flagstaff, AZ, 
when his Stinson monoplane crashed. 
03.02.38: Stoppani's Cant Z.506 crashed some 400 km from Fernando 
de Noronha. Four fatalities but Stoppani was saved. 
11.03.38: Air France aircraft crashed at Teheran shortly before land-
ing. There were six victims. 
08.04.38: French aviatrix Jeanne Lion flew a Caudron Aiglon from 
Paris to Tunis and return, non-stop without landing or refuelling. 
13.04.38: A Dornier Do 18 of Lufthansa flew non-stop from England to 
Caravellas, Brazil; 8,400 km in 43 hours. 
05.06.38: Makowski and three colleagues from LOT delivered a 
Lockheed 14 to the Polish company, departing Los Angeles 13.05.38 

and routing via South America to Warsaw. 
28.06.38: Soviet airmen Kokkinaki and Brindiadinsky flew non-stop 
from Moscow to Vladivostok in 24 hours. 
25.07.38: At Bogota, Colombia, an aircraft crashed into the public (so 
we may assume a display?), killing 41, severely wounding 55 and with 
110 lightly injured. 
10.08.38: An aircraft of the Hungarian Malert company with a three-
man crew and nine journalists on board, caught fire in the air on its way 
to Budapest and crashed killing all occupants. 
13.08.38: Savoia-Marchetti S.73 of the Czech State Airline crashed in 
the Black Forest near Kehl en route from Prague to Paris. 
24.08.38: Frank Hawks in fatal crash near Buffalo. 
24.08.38: Two civil aircraft in mid-air collision at Omoroe near Tokyo 
fell on a factory and started a fire. Initially 24 killed, 150 injured but fatal-
ities later rose to 67. 
03.09.38: Jacqueline Cochran won the Los Angeles - Cleveland race 
in a Seversky P.35, covering the 3290 km at an average of 402 km/h. 

After 10.38 the monthly "Aviation in ..."survey was discontinued in Het 
Vliegveld. 

The Koken long-distance monoplane 

Above: An early shot of Koken in pristine finish and, although the engine is running, there are as 
yet no exhaust streaks on the cowling. The 'receding chin' radiator gives it a shark-like appear-
ance, emphasised by the long round fuselage. The early form rudder has a curved trailing edge 
with small chord at the top and a projecting trim tab. (All photos via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Koken in the air on test with the increased rudder area and exhaust pipe extending past 
the open cockpit on the port side. At this time a spat was fitted over the fixed tailwheel. 

Above: A view from above on the starboard side shows the broad chord tapered wing which con-
tained a total of 14 interconnected fuel tanks. A small ground-adjustable tab was fitted on the trail-
ing edge of the elevators on each side and the near one is just visible. 

BY JACK MEADEN 

After an earlier Extract, dated 09.11.36, 
we speculated on p.99/120 that the 
Japanese aircraft capable of round-the-
world flight with only two stops was the 
Gasuden Koken - of which we now have 
further details. 

Built by the Gasuden company (the 
Tokyo Gasu Denki Kogyo KK), the Koken 
long range research aircraft originated in 
12.32 with the Aeronautical Research 
Institute and was developed with the co-
operation of the Tokyo Imperial 
University under the project leadership of 
Dr Koroku Wada. From completion of 
design in 8.32, through manufacture 
completed 31.3.37, was a long period of 
development. It was to be a further year 
from the first flight on 25.5.37 to the 
record flight 13-15.5.38 which set a 
closed-distance record of 7,239 miles 
(11,651 km). 

Although no details are known, it is 
apparent from photographs that many 
changes took place during the 12 months 
development following the first flight. 
After early trials, a long exhaust pipe was 
fitted to carry fumes past the open pilots' 
cockpit which was offset on the port side. 
A flush-fitting transparent sliding hood 
was fitted to cover the cockpit and reduce 
drag; presumably the windscreen could 
be retracted when this was used. 

Initially the rudder top curved almost to a 
point and a ground-adjustable tab pro-
jected on the trailing edge. The rudder 
area was soon increased by taking the 
trailing edge straight up close to a round-
ed top and the tab was deleted, possibly 
being replaced by a pilot-operated trim 
tab although none can be picked out in 
photographs. Tabs can also be seen pro-
jecting from the elevator trailing edges. 

An interesting feature was the sliding 
door system which covered the whole of 
the undercarriage well once the wheels 
were fully retracted. This would have 
required a separate operation after 
retraction and it is interesting to specu-
late whether it was crew-operated to 
save weight - an engineer was carried in 
addition to the two pilots. 

To be concluded... 
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The Dewoitine D.7 - an early ultralight 
BY HARM J HAZEWINKEL 

Right: The D.7 No.2 F-ESEP (15 
hp Vaslin) of Maurice Finat 
departing from Orly on 21.7.23 to 
contest the Coupe Zenith. (Photo 
Rol/Musee de TAir via Harm 
Hazewinkel) 

PART TWO 

In the Grand Prix du Petit Parisien of 15th July 1923, the three D.7s 
were to be flown by Maurice Finat (no. 2, Vaslin), Marcel Doret (no.3, 
Salmson) and Barbot (no.4, Clerget). All were rather up to the limit of 
250 kg and Doret had to loose 10 kgs to get accepted! Of the 19 air-
craft originally entered, only ten presented themselves at Buc and of 
these three were eliminated in the pre-contest trials, consisting of a 
climb to 500 m in less than 30 minutes. Finally, the three Dewoitines 
had to compete with three Farmans, flown by Bossoutrot, Drouhin and 
Coupet and with the Breguet "Colibri" flown by Thoret. 

The race was flown in very bad weather and one after the other the air-
craft had to come down as their engines stopped. First Bossoutrot and 
Drouhin, then Thoret landed and in the 13th lap Finat abandoned. Doret 
landed in the 19th lap and finally Barbot, who was leading Coupet by 
four laps, had to abandon in the 28th lap, having flown 3 hrs 33 min 57 
sec with an average of 78.5 km/h. Coupet, now sole survivor, flew on 
until he had covered 310 km in 4 hrs 47 min and 17 sec, with an aver-
age of 64.7 km/h. So Coupet got the first prize and, even though he had 
not fulfilled the requirement of 300 kms, Barbot was awarded the sec-
ond prize of 20.000 frs. 

Coupe Zenith 
The next week, on 21st and 22nd of July 1923, the Coupe Zenith was 
flown, a fuel consumption contest over the 770 km course Orly - Lyon-
Bron and back. The winner would be the aircraft using the least fuel 
with an average speed of at least 70 km/h. 

A motley collection of aircraft was entered for this competition. 
Dewoitine had sent Finat with the D.7 no.2, registered F-ESEP, with its 
15 hp Vaslin engine, but among the other participants was also 
Bossoutrot, now flying a 300 hp engined Farman F 90. The other four 
that took off at short intervals on Saturday 21 July were Lafon and 
Roques on Potez VIII, Becheler on Caudron C 27 and Vanlaere on 
Caudron C 59. Among the three who finally did not participate was one 
other "avionette", the Peyret, to be flown by Maneyrol. 

Finat was not lucky this time either. Engine trouble forced him to return 
almost immediately. He took off again, but had to abandon after a sec-
ond attempt, again due to engine failure. The contest was won by 
Bossoutrot, with Roques second and Becheler third, Lafon and 
Vanlaere having abandoned the race as well. 

Vauville 
One of the most important events in light aviation in 1923 was the "2e 
Congres Experimental" organised from 5th to 26th of August by the 
Association Francaise Aerienne (AFA) and the aviation weekly "Les 
Ailes", which throughout the whole inter-war period was a staunch 
advocate of light aviation. The meeting took place at Camp Mouillard 
near Vauville, about 20 km from Cherbourg. 

In all 56 aircraft were entered, of which 29 were gliders, 24 "avionettes" 
and three muscle-powered planes, called "aviettes". Not all showed up, 
however. Dewoitine entered the D.7 no. 3 with the Salmson engine and 
the D.7 no.4, which had changed its Clerget for the Vaslin of no.2. The 
latter was flown to Vauville from Villacoublay in 7 hrs 45 minutes, prov-
ing that the Vaslin engine had now overcome its teething troubles. 
However, on Sunday 19 August Descamps hit a hangar in landing and 

Above: The D.7 takes off from Toulouse-Francazal in April 1923. 
(Dewoitine via Harm Hazewinkel) 

destroyed no.4. In all, Dewoitine was more successful with his gliders 
in this competition than with his light aircraft, though both Descamps 
and Barbot gained second places in various categories, the first place 
going always to Maneyrol with his Peyret. 

Czechoslovakia and Japan 
In November 1923 the D.7 no.3 with Salmson engine went to 
Czechoslovakia, together with two gliders. As Descamps had in the 
meantime joined the Buscaylet-De Monge firm, the pilot was Lieut. 
Joseph Thoret. The first flights were made on 18th November at 
Prague-Kbely aerodrome, where Thoret flew the D.7 and Czech pilots 
Captain Vrecl and Major Skala the gliders. On 30th November Thoret 
made a long flight over the Lesser Carpathians, departing from Vajnory 
near Bratislava, but had to land at the new field of Banske Bystrica 
owing to engine trouble. During his stay in Czechoslovakia, which last-
ed till the end of the year, Thoret instructed ten Czech pilots to fly the 
D.7, which was attached to the 3rd Squadron at Nitra (the gliders went 
to the 1st Squadron at Prague). 

The D.7 no.2 was sent to Japan towards the end of November 1923. It 
had in the meantime flown at Toulouse with the Clerget of no.4, but was 
re-equipped with the Salmson AD3 before going to Japan, together with 
a Dewoitine D.1C1 fighter, both were imported by Mitsubishi. Barbot, 
assisted by Michel Simon, delivered them. Both aircraft received 
Japanese military markings. The D.7 crashed in July 1924 when a pilot 
of the Japanese Imperial Navy put it through paces for which it was not 
designed. Obviously it was rebuilt, for in July 1925 it was registered as 
J-TEXC to private owner J. Sato, disappearing from the register in 
1926. 

Another three 
At the beginning of 1924 Dewoitine built another three D.7s. In the 
meantime he had discovered that the light motorcycle engines did not 
give sufficient power, so two now used the 20 hp Vaslin four cylinder 
engines, whereas the third had the even heavier 2000 cc Vaslin 6/2 six 
cylinder in-line engine giving 40 hp. The aircraft were entered in the 
"Tour de France des Avionnettes" which took place between 27 July to 
10th August 1924. However, none of the D.7s really participated. 

The 20 hp D.7 to be flown by Thoret was damaged at Villacoublay even 
before the eliminating trial started at Buc on 24th July, whereas the 
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other, flown by Gaulard, failed to pass these trials. The 40 hp plane, 
flown by Doret, was forbidden to participate, as its engine was not offi-
cially accepted. In all, of the 15 aircraft entered only three really took 
off. The course was won by Drouhin on Farman "Moustique", followed 
by Paul Carmier on Carmier and Rabatel on the ANEC I, called Bleriot 
102 for the occasion. 

A last attempt to gain glory for the D.7, the "Concours des avions de 
tourisme" which was held from 7th to 17th September 1924, was 
unsuccessful as well, the sole D.7 entered retiring after the first day. 

The 6 cylinder Vaslin D.7 was finally shown at the IXe Salon de 
I'Aviation (5th-21st December 1924) and afterwards remained for a 
long time suspended at the entrance of the Dewoitine works at Saint-
Eloi. Surviving the Second World War, it was finally in 1968 donated by 
Dewoitine to the Musee de I'Air. 

Above: Head-on view of D. 7 No.4 with its 12 hp Clerget 2A engine. 
(Photo Rol/Musee de I'Air via Harm Hazewinkel) 

Dewoitine D.7 Technical data 
Span: 12.60 m 
Length: 5.60 m 
Height: 2.10 m 
Wing area: 15.0 m^ 
Empty weight: (Clerget) 154 kg, (Vaslin 6 cyl) 193 kg 
Total weight: (Clerget) 225 kg, (Vaslin 6 cyl) 298 kg 
Max. speed: 75 to 130 km/h } 
Ceiling: 3000 to 4000 m } according to engine 
Range: 350 to 500 km } 

Acknowledgements: 
This story is mainly based on contemporary records from e.g. "Flight", 
"LAerophile", "Les Ailes" etc. Special mention should however be 

made of the book "Les 
Avions Dewoitine" by 
Raymond Danel and 
Jean Cuny (Docavia no. 
17, Ed. Lariviere, Paris 
1982) which proved 
extremely helpful in sort-
ing out contradictory 
statements in the press. 

Left: The Dewoitine D.1-
C1 fighter in Japanese 
military markings as No.5. 
This aircraft, together with 
the D. 7 No. 2, were import-
ed by Mitsubishi in late 
1923 for trials. The D.7 
remained in Japan and 
became J-TEXC but we 
do not know the fate of the 
D. 1. (via Toshio Fujita) 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

BY JANIC GEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SIXTY-EIGHT 

ZK-DFG Cessna 172LSkyhawk 60091 20.12.71 
Ex N3991Q. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. F/f NZ 26.3.72. To 
Waikato AC, Hamilton 4.9.72; crashed at Motueka 31.1.75, 
regn eld 24.2.75. Rebuilt with c/n 60091R and regn restored 
to Waikato AC 28.9.76. To M D Lilley, Pio Pio 31.5.83; to N 
P Harding & ptnrs, Te Awamutu 21.7.83; to D W Bain, Te 
Kuiti 29.3.85; to J A Aitken, Hastings 11.11.85; to R W 
Lawrence, Ardmore 11.9.91; to Hubary Holdings Ltd, 
Hamilton 23.9.91; to Ardmore Flying School Ltd 16.2.94; to 
Arc Avn, Papakura 12.9.97; to ZK-DFG Syndicate, 
Whitianga 23.3.99. Current. 

ZK-DFH Cessna 172LSkyhawk 60092 20.12.71 
Ex N3992Q. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. F/f NZ 10.3.72. To 
Simcan Investments Ltd 31.8.72 and Isd to Airspeed 
Electronics Ltd, Ardmore, then regd to them 17.9.85. To R W 
Massey, Kaukapakapa 14.4.92. Current. 

ZK-DFI Cessna 172L Skyhawk 60172 20.12.71 
Ex N4272Q. Southern Districts AC, Gore. F/f NZ 3.2.72 with 
Rex Avn. To G T Scobie, Wyndham 28.6.76; to Northwest-
ern Avn Ltd, Nelson 20.7.78; to Canterbury Skydiving Club, 
Christchurch 31.10.78; to Westland Flying Services Ltd, 
Hokitika 25.7.79; to Christchurch Parachute School Ltd, 
Chch 30.4.82; to Coromandel Flying Group Ltd, Coromandel 
26.9.85; to D G C Barnsley, Coromandel 17.10.85; to R J 
Dovey, Queenstown 6.7.87; to S M Titford, Dargaville 
21.11.91; to Black Robin Airlines Ltd, Wellington 20.10.93; to 
Nelson Avn College, Motueka 22.8.94; to Great Barrier 
Airlines Ltd, Auckland 15.1.97; to J W & E I Lyver, Pokeno 
4.7.97; to Bigglesworth Flying Service Ltd, Papakura 
24.11.97. Current. 

ZK-DFJ Piiatus PC-6B1/H2 Turbo Porter 628 2.6.71 
Ex HB-FCO, VH-FSB. Forrester Stephen Pty Ltd,Melbourne. 
Arr Auckland 6.6.71 for demonstration tour and dep 
Auckland 30.6.71. Regn eld 7.7.71, reverted to VH-FSB 
on same date. Damaged by gale, Antarctica, eld 23.1.75. 

ZK-DFK Taylor JT-2 Titch AACA/112 1.4.73 
R Robson, Mt Maunganui. F/f Tauranga 9.12.72. Crashed 
after take-off and destroyed, Whitianga 1.12.73. Pilot killed. 
Regn eld 6.5.74. 

ZK-DFL Piper PA-28-180D Cherokee 28-4720 23.6.71 
Ex N6308J. Dennis Thompson International Ltd, Ardmore. 
Arr Auckland 14.6.71, f/f NZ 3.7.71. To Northern Wairoa AC, 
Dargaville 11.1.72; to D W Andrew & P R Julian, Helensville 
23.8.73; to North Shore AC, Albany 16.8.74; to Eagle Avn 
Ltd, Hamilton 5.3.76; to R van Steen, Hamilton 8.7.81; to 
Ranui Station, Manutuke 2.9.82; to J W Pike, Manutuke 
22.10.82; to J W Pike & T N Williams, Manutuke 29.3.85; to 
B N MacDonald, Te Puke 25.9.85; to Donkin & Stewart 
Syndicate, Cambridge 10.11.88; to K A Burns, Franz Josef 
3.4.90; to Hanmer Alpine Air Ltd, Nelson 26.5.94; to 
Beattie/Lane/Roswell Syndicate, Hanmer Springs 19.9.95; to 
S D Norton, Waiheke Island 9.2.98. Current. 

Above: Registered for only a month during a demonstration tour, the Piiatus 
Turbo Porter ZK-DFJ was visiting Timaru on 20.6.71. (R W Kerr) 

Above: Brand new Piper Cherokee 180D ZK-DFL seen at Hamilton on 
31.7.71. (R WKerr) 
Below: Jodel D.11 ZK-DFM at Timaru 8.10.73 only two days after its 
first flight. (R W Kerr) 

ZK-DFM 

ZK-DFN 

ZK-DFO 

Jodel D.11 Club AACA/100 21.6.73 
E J Nicholl, Winton. F/f Drummond 6.10.73. To G B, S H & 
H A Taylor, Mossburn 9.6.80; to R T W Thomas, Waikanae 
4.9.87; to G C Horn, Levin 31.10.90. Current. 

Bushby Midget Mustang AACA/111/1 14.1.77 
P T & J R Keen, Hamilton. Regn eld 18.12.92 on sale to 
Australia; regd VH-DFN 15.1.93 with c/n 1/111. 

PA-18A-150 Super Cub 18-5071R 17.12.71 
Southair Avn Services, Taieri. Rebuild, test flown 15.12.71. 
(C/n is quoted as 18-5071R but c/n 18-5071 was N6884B, 
damaged 7.71 in USA. This is believed to be the fuselage 
number of a spare fuselage bought from Aerial Farming and 
previously used on ZK-BKP c/n 18-5066 - but see also ZK-
CMQ.) To J K McArthur, Clyde 12.2.75. Current. 

ZK-DFP 

ZK-DFQ 

Corby CJ-1 Starlet unkn 
Not taken up. No other information known. 

.71 

Cessna 182N Skylane 60360 12.10.71 
Ex N92800, VH-RLV. Alpine Helicopters Ltd, Luggate. Arr 
Auckland 10.9.71. To Dalhoff & King Avn Ltd, Ardmore 
5.10.78; to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 4.4.79; to A B 
Robinson, Rotherham 14.12.79; to Drake Avn Ltd, 
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Left: Like many a Tiger Moth 
before it, this Super Cub has a 
complex history of rebuilds and 
borrowed parts, typical of agricul-
tural aircraft in New Zealand. ZK-
DFO is shown at Makarora on 
27.12.74. (R Deerness) 
Below, left: Cessna 172LSky-
hawk ZK-DFG in a smart red and 
white paint scheme and turned-
down wingtips with the Ardmore 
Flying School fleet at Ardmore on 
26.3.95. (Ian Burnett) 
Below: Alpine Helicopters' new 
Cessna 182N Skylane is seen 
here at Timaru on 16.10.71, only 
four days after being registered. 
(RWKerr) 

Christchurch 15.9.83; to D S Latter, Cheviot 8.5.84, then 
Christchurch 24.11.86; to M B Thomas, Omarama 11.11.94; 
to M J Manion, Christchurch 24.5.96. Current. 

ZK-DFR Registration not yet allotted. 

ZK-DFS Pitts S-1 Special AACA/121 .71 
C Clarkin, Hamilton. Not completed due to faulty construc-
tion. Parts used to build ZK-DOH. 

ZK-DFT Cessna 337 Super Skymaster 0176 24.8.71 
Ex N2276X, VH-CJV. James Avn Ltd, Hamilton. Arr 
Ardmore 12.8.71, f/f after overhaul 8.11.71. To Civil Avn 
Division, Ministry of Transport, Wellington 29.5.73; to James 
Avn Ltd 12.9.73; to Taupo Flying School & Air Services 
25.1.74; to Air Central Ltd, Taupo 30.1.76; to Taupo Air 
Services Ltd 8.3.79; to Skymaster Syndicate, Pauanui 
Beach 27.4.95; to VIP Air Charter Ltd, Hamilton 13.10.98. 
Current. 

ZK-DFU Cessna 177B Cardinal 01663 20.12.71 
Ex N34145. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. F/f NZ 12.5.72. To 
Peeceejay Holdings Ltd, Timaru 7.11.72; to P T Collins, 
Waipukurau 25.1.74; to Hawkes Bay & East Coast AC, 
Hastings 9.4.75; to P T Collins, Onga Onga 27.5.75; to S F 
Thodey & S E Barley, Hastings 16.5.78; to S F Thodey, 
Havelock North 13.7.84; to A V Martyn & Co (1968) Ltd, 
Timaru 23.4.87; to Four Seasons Tours, Ashburton 24.4.92; 
to Westair Flying Ltd, Hokitika 23.8.94; to Westair Ltd, Franz 
Josef 8.6.95; to Air Safaris & Services (NZ) Ltd, Lake 
Tekapo 3.4.96. Current. 

ZK-DFV Cessna 177B Cardinal 01662 20.12.71 
Ex N34144. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. F/f NZ 2.2.72. To 
New Plymouth AC, New Plymouth.20.12.71; to H R Gilbert, 
Hastings 24.10.85; to R H B Williams & T Anderson, Taupo 
9.12.86; to W D Mapp, Auckland 7.9.93; to Cardinal Holdings 
Ltd, Auckland 27.7.94; to A R Antonievich, Papakura 
18.8.97; to FCO Syndicate, Auckland 27.3.98; to North 
Island Air Services Ltd, Auckland 3.7..98; to FCO Syndicate, 
Auckland 3.12.98. Current. 

ZK-DFW Cessna U206F Stationair 01838 9.11.72 
Ex N9638G. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. Arr 13.10.72, f/f NZ 
2.11.72. To Southern Districts AC, Gore 10.10.73; to 
Aspiring Air Ltd, Wanaka 19.4.77; to A M McMillan, Wanaku 
18.2.82; to F T Leov, D'Urville Island 27.9.83; to Air Nelson 

Ltd 30.3.84; to Karamea Heaphy Air Charter Ltd, Karamea 
10.2.86; to Sunair Avn Ltd, Mt Maunganui 15.6.89; to 
Parachute Adventure Queenstown Ltd, Queenstown 8.4.92. 
Regn eld 7.7.98 and re-registered ZK-PDZ. 

ZK-DFX Cessna 172LSkyhawk 60682 20.9.72 
Ex N19700. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. Arr 9.9.72, f/f NZ 
22.9.72. To South Otago AC, Balclutha 22.11.72. Crashed 
on take-off, Balclutha 3.3.73, regn eld 24.9.73. Rebuilt and 
restored to Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Dunedin 7.6.74 with c/n 
60682R. To Rex Flying School Ltd, Auckland 29.8.74; to 
Upper Waikato AC, Twizel 13.4.76; to F E Pike, Auckland 
20.2.78; to Motor Holdings (Avn) Ltd, Ardmore 6.4.87; to 
DFX Partnership, Hastings 30.6.88; to K M Falconer, 
Tapanui 12.9.95. Current. 

ZK-DFY Cessna 172LSkyhawk 60735 20.9.72 
Ex N19767. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. Arr 9.9.72, f/f NZ 
7.10.72. To North Shore AC, Auckland 12.10.72. Badly dam-
aged in f/l at Silverdale golf course, Orewa 21.4.73; regn eld 
31.10.73. Repaired and restored with c/n 60735R to Rex Avn 
(NZ) Ltd, Ardmore 18.12.75; f/f 19.12.75; to McKay 
Earth-movers Ltd, Christchurch 4.3.76; to B L Waghorn, 
Reefton 10.5.84; to B R Lynch, Ardmore 13.10.86. Current. 

ZK-DFZ Cessna 177B Cardinal 01780 9.1.73 
Ex N34365. Rex Avn (NZ) Ltd, Ardmore. Arr 15.11.72, f/f NZ 
27.11.72. To W Patterson, Mt Maunganui 18.1.73; to 
Meehan Motors Ltd, Porirua 19.9.83; to E H Dewes, Porirua 
14.11.84; to Airline Flying Club, Auckland 13.5.85; to Page 
Plating Ltd, Napier 13.5.87; to Cardinal Avn, Dairy Flat 
22.8.91; to Air Centre 1 Ltd, Auckland 18.12.92; to Izard 
Investments Ltd, Wellsford 1.5.93; to Coromandel Flying 
Group Inc, Coromandel 14.4.94; to Air Okareka, Rotorua 
17.9.97; to Rotorua AC, Rotorua 17.3.99. Current. 

ZK-DGA JodelD.11 Club AACA/10D 9.1.73 
R C Gentry, Wellington. F/f 19.1.73. To R C Gentry, 
Masterton 16.6.80; to C & E May, New Plymouth 17.3.83; to 
M J & D A Harre, Stratford 12.1.84. Regn eld as wfu 
24.11.94. 

ZK-DGB Taylor JT-2 Titch AACA/113/1 14.11.73 
S G Andrews, Greenmeadows/Napier. F/f 8.12.73. Crashed 
Hatuma, Waipukurau 25.3.79. Regn eld 25.3.86. 

ZK-DGC Evans VP-1 Volksplane AACA/55/122/1 8.11.71 
B W Absolum & D A Barrott, Moerewa. Regn revoked, eld 
27.5.98 as wfu. To be continued. . . 
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Casualty Compendium PART SEVENTY-SEVEN 

Right: Avro Lancastrian 3 G-AGWH of 
British South American Airways seen 
discharging passengers at Buenos 
Aires. It was reported missing on 
2.8.47 with 11 on board wheile en 
route from Buenos Aires to Santiago. 
The more frequently published pre-
delivery photo shows the name as 
"Stardust" but later in 1946 it was 
changed to "Star Dust" in common 
with BSAAC's other 'Star' names, (via 
Jack Meaden) 

2.8.47 This was of course B.S.A.A.C. Avro Lancastrian 3 G-AGWH c/n 1280 "Star Dust" of which wreckage was found at 18,000 ft in the Andes 
in mid-January 2000 and much has been written since in the aviation and popular press. Capt Reginald Cook, 4 crew and 6 passengers 
left Buenos Aires for Santiago but made an intermediate stop at Mendoza due to bad weather (this stop is not reported in some accounts). 
It was planned to fly the last 110 miles across the Andes at 26,000 ft to clear the 22,000 ft peaks, however this was 500 ft above the nor-
mal service ceiling of the Lancastrian and could not have been achieved in icing conditions. Capt Cook, who was flying this route as cap-
tain for the first time, reported snow and turbulence, and the altitude at which the wreck was found suggests that he was attempting to fly 
between the peaks. As cloud was estimated to 23,000 ft it would have inevitably resulted in icing and this was considered to be the prob-
able cause of the crash on the slopes of Mt Tupungato. There are also the stories of the wreck being discovered in the late fifties, of a 
watch being stolen from one of the skeletons, etc. Since that find was reported as 'several hundred miles off track' it may not be accurate, 
and as this year's find describes 'well preserved bodies' there is room for further doubt that the two are the same. Was no physical evi-
dence of the identity of the aircraft or occupants recovered the first time, and if not, why not? The fact that one passenger was a King's 
Messenger, probably carrying diplomatic papers, only adds speculation to the mystery. We await further developments. 

26.6.59 TWA Lockheed 1049G Super Constellation 
N7121C c/n 4648 was undergoing pressurisation 
tests at Idlewild Airport, New York on 25.6.59. The 
pressurization dump valves had been wired shut 
and the aircraft was accidentally overpressurized 
with the result that the front fuselage burst, slight-
ly injuring four engineers. The aircraft was rebuilt 
by California Airmotive using the fuselage of ex-
Navy 131631 c/n 4132 (the Allison turboprop test-
bed Elation) as a L.1049H convertible freighter, 
retaining the registration N7121C and original c/n. 
After use by several operators it was finally wfu at 
Miami in 1970 and broken up in 1973. 

Right: The front fuselage of N7121C torn open by 
the overpressurization. (via Peter J Marson) 

1.7.59 Continental Can Company Inc. Martin B-26C 
N1502, ex 42-107640 and BuA 75187, converted 
to 14-seat executive layout, was en route Chicago 
to New York. After the pilot John R Dunham reported that it was skirting a thunderstorm, it crashed c.1800 near Marion, Ohio. 

1.7.59 Crop Culture (Overseas) Ltd Piper PA-23-160 Apache VR-NCZ c/n 23-1490 crashed into Cameroons Mountain en route from Bata 
(Equatorial Guinea) to Kano (Northern Nigeria), killing British pilot M C Karop. Owners shown as Elders & Fyffes Ltd. 

2.7.59 Austin Airways Canso A CF-IHB c/n CV294 ex RCAF 11016, suffered port engine failure after take-off at Povungnituk, Quebec, due to 
contaminated fuel. Lost height during attempted turn in fog, the left wing hit the water and the aircraft was destroyed at 1106 EST seri-
ously injuring Capt A J Humphries. One passenger was slightly injured but 8 others and the co-pilot were unhurt. 

5/6.7.59 Avro York EP-ADE, ex MW275, G-APCA, OD-ACQ, on lease to Persian Air Services from TMA, crashed 4 miles south of Kuwait Airport 
attempting a visual circuit at 600 ft following an overshoot. Capt Garside and crew unhurt. 

7.7.59 DH Dragon Rapide G-AHPT c/n 6478 of Don Everall Aviation, operated for Tarmac Ltd, was attempting to land on an uncompleted sec-
tion of the M1 motorway two miles east of Leverstock, Herts. The aircraft swung on touchdown due to a partially-deflated tyre, crossing 
the rough ground between carriageways. With little road surface remaining, pilot Eric Ashton applied full power to try to get airborne again 
and had just done so when the Rapide hit a lorry and a car, crashing onto the motorway. One passenger, T J Livesey, County Surveyor 
of Holland, Lines, was killed; two passengers were seriously injured, the pilot and remaining passenger had minor injuries. 

9.7.59 PanAmerican Boeing 377 Stratocruiser N90941 c/n 15957 "Clipper Australia" belly landed at Haneda Airport, Tokyo at 2110 local on 
8.7.59 after undercarriage unsafe warning on final approach. Capt Jay Williamson, 5 crew and 53 passengers unhurt but acft written off. 

9.7.59 Norman Jones' Arrow Active G-ABVE c/n 2 somersaulted when the throttle was opened too rapidly by pilot Clive B Elton at the start of 
the Kemsley Challenge Trophy Race at Baginton, Coventry. Extensive damage required a major rebuild by Universal Flying Services at 
Fairoaks. The previous month ARB Surveyor G L Howitt had recommended suspension of the CofA until directional control was improved. 
During the rebuild a small fin fillet and taller fin/rudder with increased area were added, the fillet being later enlarged and curved. 

12.7.59 PanAmerican Boeing 707 N707PA c/n 17587 lost two of the four wheels of the port undercarriage on take-off from Idlewild Airport at 2037 
on 11.7.59. Capt Edward F Sommers circled for 4 hours before landing at 0029 on 12.7.59, stopping the Boeing just short of the foamed 
area. Three of the 103 passengers and 10 crew were injured using the escape slides but most preferred to wait for steps. News of the 
impending drama brought 50,000 people to the airport, several thousand of them lining the runway to watch, for which lack of control the 
airport authorities were severely criticised. 

14.7.59 Aerolineas Argentinas Douglas DC-3 LV-ACM c/n 9490 "Tierra del Fuego" diverted to Santiago del Estero due to bad weather en route 
Rio Hondo-Cordoba. Emergency wheels-up landing was made at 0316 with only 5 minor injuries among the 4 crew and 15 passengers. 

15.7.59 Curtiss C-46 PT-BEE c/n 27051, owned by Petrus Mereb, was leased to Paraense. Operating a freight flight from Pedro Alfonso to Belem, 
it crashed at Babculandia after fire and loss of starboard engine, Capt Luis Viana Sobrinko and his co-pilot killed, radio operator injured. 
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Above: The Arrow Active G-ABVE which crashed on 9.7.59, shown 
after rebuild with enlarged fin and rudder and small fin fillet. The origi-
nal fin and rudder had a short, semi-circular profile, (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: The burnt-out wreckage of Dragon Rapide G-AHPT on the M1 
following its crash on 7.7.59. (via John Pothecary) 

19.7.59 Lockheed 1049G Super Constellation VT-DIN c/n 4667 of Air-India "Rani of Agra" inbound from Tokyo at 2225 local, swung on landing at 
Bombay in heavy rain. Undercarriage collapsed, aircraft destroyed by fire, but Capt Razdan, 6 crew and c.35/39 passengers unharmed. 

25.7.59 Former World Gliding Champion Wolf Hirth died when he stalled on landing and crashed from 400 ft at Stuttgart in a glider he designed 
and which was built by his own company. 

28.7.59 East Anglian Flying Services Viking G-AHPH c/n 141 (op. by Channel Airways) from Ostend had starboard undercarriage collapse when 
making precautionary landing on grass at Southend at 1959 hrs after failure to lock wheels down. Capt W H Hankin, 2 crew and 35 pas-
sengers escaped. The Viking's main spar was broken and the fuselage was taken by road to Ipswich 23.2.60 where it was scrapped. 

31.7.59 Eastern Provincial Airways Royal Gull CF-ILU c/n 199 hit a rock while taxying on South Twin Lake, near Badger, NF and sank. The only 
occupant, pilot Harry Drover, was unhurt and the Gull was later raised and repaired, becoming N6354T and is still current. (The Royal Gull 
was a Piaffio P.136L assembled and fitted out by the Royal Aircraft Corp, Milwaukee.) 

3.8.59 Kalinga Airlines Douglas DC-3 freighter VT-DGP c/n 9549, leased from Indamer, crashed on a 4,000 ft hillside near Sahgong village 25 
miles south of Along at about 1030 en route from Mohanbari to Along, NE India, killing Capt J Chatterjee, two crew and 3 loader passen-
gers. Pilot had entered wrong valley and was too heavily-loaded to climb out. (Vic Smith notes that the DC-3 Monograph and the SE Asia 
Registers (1979) show DC-3 VT-CGP c/n 12928 crashing at Along on the same date, there are no contemporary reports to support this.) 

10.8.59 RCAF Canadair F-86 Sabre of the Golden Hawk aerobatic team overshot as the others landed at McCall Airfield, Alberta; colliding with a 
Piper Tri-Pacer about 2 miles west of the field. The Sabre pilot Flt/Lt G J Kerr and two brothers in the Tri-Pacer, Dr William Gane and 
Charles Gane, were all killed. The Tri-Pacer, owned by Medical & Scientific Personnel Corp, Philadelphia, was being flown to Alaska. 

14.8.59 Pakistan International Viscount 815 AP-AJE c/n 337 "City of Dacca" on training flight swung following an attempted two engine overshoot 
at low altitude at Karachi Airport and hit a blast pen wall at 2250 local time. Capt L H R Bernlehr of PanAm on loan to PIA, and Capt Mustafa 
Anwar were killed and Capt Aijaz Querishi seriously injured. The aircraft caught fire and was destroyed. 

15.8.59 American Airlines Boeing 707 N7514A c/n 17641 crashed on crew training flight at Grumman's Peconic River airfield,Calverton, NY. After 
performing touch-and-goes, at 1641 hrs an approach was made with the starboard engines on reduced power.The Boeing barrel rolled to 
the right at low altitude and exploded on impact, killing Instructor Capt Harry C Job, 2 other pilots and 2 flight engineers. 

15.8.59 Douglas DC-3 TI-1005C c/n 4959 of LACSA hit a house when deliberately ground-looped in attempting to land on a very wet runway at 
San Isidro de El General Airport, Costa Rica. One child in the house was killed, several other people injured. 

19.8.59 Transair Douglas DC-3 G-AMZD c/n 16112/32860, chartered by the National Union of Students, departed Barcelona for Gatwick but 
crashed about 20 min later at 1610 on Montseny Mtns 10 miles off course, killing Capt John R Arnold, 2 crew and 29 passengers on board. 

21.8.59 Curtiss C-46 N111E c/n 30225, owned by Charles E Finn and operated by Sourdough Air Transport, was making an emergency landing 
at Lockheed Air Terminal, Burbank, CA when the brakes failed and it ground looped. It hit California Airmotive Martin 202A N93202 c/n 
14072, tearing off its tail, and Stinson 108 N529C of Hagelin Aircraft Motor Co. The Stinson was written off but the Martin was rebuilt, as 
was the C-46, whose Capt Richard C Wilson, 2 crew and 23 passengers were unhurt. 

23.8.59 LIAT DH.114 Heron VP-BAO c/n 14052, chartered to BWIA, ran off end of runway at St Kitts inbound from Antigua when the port brake 
failed on landing. No injuries but aircraft damaged and eventually declared a write-off due to cost of retrieval and repair. 

26.8.59 DH.106 Comet 4 LV-AHP c/n 6411 "Lucero del Alba" of Aerolineas Argentinas en route Buenos Aires - New York, made forced landing at 
2235 in undergrowth at Limpio 5 miles from Asuncion Airport, Paraguay, having descended below N.D.B. minimums. Capt Stanley J Llense 
was killed, a woman passenger died of a heart attack and 35 of the remaining 10 crew and 54 passengers were slightly injured. The Comet, 
which is sometimes incorrectly identified as LV-AHN c/n 6408, was written off. 

5.9.59 Airnautic Viking F-BFDN c/n 248 carrying equipment for the American Jerome Robbins Ballet Company from Athens to the Edinburgh 
Festival ran out of fuel and crashed in the sea in bad weather 200 metres off Traliceto, Corsica at 1145 GMT. The two crew, who had 
intended to refuel the Viking at Bastia, swam ashore uninjured. The ballet company danced to acclaim without their props. 

8.9.59 Two crew and 6 of the 13 passengers received slight burns when an explosion occured in a bag on board Mexicana DC-3 XA-FIL c/n 
11748 at approx 1330 while en route from Mexico City to Merida de Yucatan. Capt David T Laphan landed at Poza Rica without the owner 
of the bag, Russian-born Eugenio Pollovsky, who had jumped out at 11,000 ft. 

16.9.59 Czech airliner seriously damaged when undercarriage collapsed in forced landing at Strasbourg-Entzheim following engine failure. Capt 
Bakovsky, his 2 crew and 25 passengers suffered no serious injuries. 

23.9.59 SAAB Scandia PP-SQV c/n 90.106 of VASP lost power after take-off from Sao Paulo c.1849 local, hit h/t wires and exploded, killing Capt 
Renan de Cunha Borba, 3 crew and 16 passengers. 

Returning for a moment to the crash of the Air Charter Super Trader 23.4.59 (last issue) we should clarify that the photo of G-AGRH did show it as 
a Tudor 1. It was not the last Super Trader in service, G-AHNI flew its last service 10.6.59 to Stansted and G-AHNL remained in service to replace 
G-AGRH on MoD freight runs to the Far East, its last flight being a ferry by Capt Tommy' Thomasson from Lyneham to Southend on 1.11.59. 
Thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Ian Callier, Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA World Accident Summary 
extracts), John Havers, Tony Merton Jones, Fred Knight, Peter J Marson, Jack Meaden, Tony Morris, John Pothecary and Vic Smith. 
Readers are invited to identify the following new batch of casualties which continue from those above: 
24.9.59 TAI airliner crashed about midnight after leaving Bordeaux on the Paris to Abidjan service. 
24.9.59 Aircraft of Reeve Aleutian with 2 crew and 11 passengers, crashed on mountain on Great Sitkin Island. 
25.9.59 Skymaster of Saudi Arabian Airlines crashed on take-off at Jeddah. 
29.9.59 Freighter of Paraense returned to Congonhas Airport shortly after take-off and collided with airliner on runway and a light aircraft. 
29/30.9.59 Braniff Airways airliner exploded in mid-air 68 miles from Waco, Texas. Diamonds and mail recovered from wreckage. 
3.10.59 Turbo-prop of Trans Canada Airlines skidded off runway and across a road when landing in a storm at Malton, Toronto. 
6.10.59 Twin of Surinaamse Luchtvaart Maatschappij crashed in Tapanahony River, 2 km north of Paloemen, Surinam. 
17.10.59 Braxilian airliner struck localiser aerial on take-off from Lisbon, damaging undercarriage. Circled 3 hrs 22 min before emergency landing. 
19.10.59 Four-engined water-bomber crashed after take-off from Palmdale Airport, CA on bush fire sortie. 
19.10.59 Boeing test pilot and 3 of 8 o/b killed when aircraft due for delivery to Braniff on 24.10 lost three engines and exploded in crash landing. 
29.10.59 Greek airliner en route from Athens to Thessaloniki crashed near Tanagra north of Athens. 
30.10.59 Piedmont Airlines aircraft missing on flight from Washington to Charlottesville. Found in Blue Ridge mountains of Virginia on 1.11.59. 
9.11.59 Two-seat civil helicopter crashed in the centre of Rome when attempting emergency landing near main railway station. 
16.11.59 National Airlines flight from Tampa to New Orleans went down in Gulf of Mexico in fog about 100 miles east of destination. 
21.11.59 Ariana Afghan Airlines aircraft caught fire and crashed shortly after take-off near Beirut Airport. To be continued. . . 
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We have now acquired a large amount of new Flying Flea material 
and also further Puss Moth Feedback which we will feature next 
time. Meanwhile, in order to clear the correspondance files we 
have a collection of other items. 

GONE - BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 
22. LITTLESTONE LANDING GROUND - A copy of the 1939 
Dymchurch district guide still mentions Littlestone under local flying 
facilities (and also Lympne 4 miles north). The local map confirms its 
position on Jesson Lane and adjacent to the Romney, Hythe & 
Dymchurch Railway whose 'Holiday Camp Station' is marked - no 
doubt this Camp made use of some of the former RFC buildings? 

25. ABRIDGE - (see Feedback p.99/96) Piggotts Farm was indeed the 
same site. The airfield was on their land (now bisected by the M11) and 
the farm buildings were just outside the boundary. 
26. NEWTON HOUSE (LEEMING) - It appears that an Empire Air Day 
event was held at Leeming on 20.5.39. Tim Thewlis still holds his first 
flight ticket issued by Yorkshire Aviation Services Ltd, Leeming 
Aerodrome, a flight which was almost certainly made in the B.A. Eagle 
II G-AEKI. 

CIVIL REGISTERS OF EAST GERMANY 
DM-SCK is now at Flugaustellung Junior, Hermeskeil. 
DDR-SEC to Aeropark Brandenburg-Diepensee. 
DM-SLQ(2) to Agrohistorisches Museum, Alt Schwerin. 
DM-STK was regd SP-FNB on 19.12.90 and re-regd SP-FNW on 
1.3.96 to Polonia Airways (note spelling). 
DM-STN was regd SP-FNC on 25.1.91. 

THE HAMMOND Y SAFETY PLANE 
C/n 311 appears in CAA documents as built 7.8.37 as a Y-1S. The Bill 
of Sale to KLM was dated 9.8.37 and on the same date it was flight test-
ed at the factory by pilot Walker. It was shipped from the factory to the 
Netherlands on 14.8.37, being regd as PH-APY on 25.9.37. 

EXTRACTS 
A further item not covered elsewhere: 
19.6.31 The Lissant Beardmore glider "Sandra" mentioned on p98/75 
was Kassel Professor BGA.174, first regd in April 1931 and later sold 
by Beardmore to the London Gliding Club. No c/n is known. 

THE ARPIN A-1 'SAFETY PIN' 
Maximum cruising endurance should read 4 hr 50 min (not 5 min). 
G-AFGB was delivered to the School of Army Cooperation, Old Sarum 
on 11.12.39 for trials as a flying Observation Post. The contract for the 
loan was issued to Eustace Watkins Ltd on 16.12.39. The length of tri-
als, or the results, are not recorded in the ORB but on 13.5.40 a Permit 

O.S. Ops 138 was issued to N B Arpin to fly G-AFGB from Portsmouth 
to Longford, Middlesex for storage. 
John Battersby recently unearthed a copy of The Aeroplane of 6.12.40 
in which a feature "British Aeroplanes On Active Service 1940" includes 
the Arpin (as the Arpin Monoplane Trainer, between Armstrong 
Whitworth Whitley and Avro Anson) with a side-view drawing of it in 
camouflage, RAF markings and spats, with the note "Prototype only 
completed". See below. 

THE PIPER PA-14 FAMILY CRUISER 
14-15 Can it be confirmed that 9J-BEN was taken up? 
14-184 ZS-DCJ was written off at Langklip on 27.9.55. 
14-204 XB-VAX regd 8.53, XB-CUS regd 11.75. 

COMPLETE REGISTERS OF NEW ZEALAND 
ZK-GAA was eld 24.12.98 as wfu. 
ZK-GAD was eld 21.6.96 as wfu. 
ZK-GAQ was eld 1.8.97 as wfu. 
ZK-GAW if the fuselage number is SSK/FF1390 then it is ex BGA.674 
whose CofA expired 6.56. 
ZK-GBA was eld 20.11.98 as wfu. 
ZK-GDV was eld 17.12.98 as exported. 
ZK-GDYwasdd 14.8.98. 
ZK-GEF was eld 12.8.98 as wfu. 
ZK-GEM was a Ka 6E, not Ka 6CR. 
ZK-GEY was eld 13.7.98 as exported. 
ZK-GFJ was eld 24.7.98 as wfu. 
ZK-GFV(2) was w/o near Tarras 3.1.83, regn eld 17.5.89. 
ZK-GFZ ex D-8441. It was rebt and restored 15.12.94 as ZK-GVZ. 
ZK-GGP(2) ex D-1871. Became N50ED, 10.98. 
ZK-DBQ relevant owner is spelt Akarana Air. The location of the final 
ditching is given as 'near Wanganui' in the Accident Report but the 
Whangaehu River mouth is only a few miles to the south. 
ZK-DBT Type of course should read PA-28-140 Cherokee. 
ZK-DCF When owned by Aviation Corporation was operated by 
AvCorp Commuter Ltd, Nelson and from 5.85 by Whangarei Avn Co. 
Regn date to Commander Avn Syndicate was 9.4.91. After second time 
with Pavitt was regd to C E Marchant, Wellington 18.12.96, then to 
Soundsair as shown. 
ZK-DFC(1) The Editor is getting his Kent airfields muddled! The AS.57 
Ambassador G-ALZP was always at West Mailing and was broken up 
there in 1974 and not at Manston. 

THE BENTON AEROPLANES 1910-19 
Further to the reference to Whitehead Aircraft Co of Richmond, Surrey, 
as well as the DH.9 and DH.9A they were also major builders of the 
Sopwith Camel and responsible for the Comet scout. What happened 
to the company post-Great War? 

THE DH.114 HERON 
The 'bogus' FM1054 displayed at the Malaysian Air Force Museum at 
Sungai Besi now seems to have been more positively identified. For the 
record it definitely is not c/n 14144 but the Museum website states that 
the aircraft on display was presented by the Sri Lanka Air Force 
Museum and was a Riley conversion. It was supplied without engines 
and the MAFM fitted Gipsy Queens in the process of restoring and 
repainting it. Two of the four Sri Lankan Herons were Riley conversions 
according to our recent Whole Truth, CR-803 c/n 14138 and CR-804 
c/n 14139 and though internet chat indicates the latter we would prefer 
more definite proof to rule out the other possibility. 

With thanks to the following for the items above: John Battersby, Phil 
Butler, Richard Cawsey, Barry Collman, Keith Cruttenden, John M 
Davis, Dan Hagedorn, Peter Marson, Tony Morris, Bob Ogden, Arthur 
F Pratt, Stephen Simms, Colin Smith, Terry Smith, Vic Smith, Tim 
Thewlis, Dave Thompson, Dave Wise and John Withers. 
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THE COMPER SWIFT IN CHINA 

On Humming Birds . . . 
A few issues past we posed the question in How, 
What, Where? about the markings, pilots and colour 
schemes of the DH.53 Humming Birds which took 
part in the 1923 Lympne Trials. 
Competition No.8 was named "HUMMING BIRD" with 
capital letters of different sizes as written here. It 
had two designated pilots, Geoffrey de Havilland 
and Hubert S Broad although it was actually Broad 
who flew it in the Trials. It later wore the registration 
G-EBHX, but not at the Trials. 
Competition No.12 was named "SYLVIA II" and like 
all the entries it had to be flown by the designated 
pilot, in this case Harold Hemming. It later carried 
the registration G-EBHZ. 
Apart from the name on both sides of the forward 
fuselage, the only other marking carried in each 
case was the Competition number on the rudder. 
From contemporary photos it appears that both had 
light colour wings, No.8 had a medium colour fuse-
lage but No.12's fuselage was noticably darker in 
tone. It had a thin, lighter cheat line from below the 
engine to the tail. 
Thanks again to Vic Smith for this information. He 
also points out that a good photograph of No. 12 
appeared in the April 1985 issue of Aeroplane 
Monthly. Can anyone now add any further details to 
the above descriptions? 

Dakota Diploma? 

Following the publication of a photo and a number of queries in the last issue (p.2000/31) 
we have now acquired this picture (above) of the same aircraft in a more upright pose from 
Clarence Fu via Lennart Andersson. Now clearly visible is the strange flag-like emblem on 
the fin and rudder. The person in front with the unusual headgear is Nieh Wei-lian, who 
was engaged as a private flying instructor around 1933 by the owner of the Comper Swift 
Wu Yu-chuan, a wealthy Peking Chinese. This is clearly the 'Yu-Chuan Wu' referred to by 
the Americans as using the Swift in 2.35. Since the first photo was said to be of General 
Yung's Swift it would appear that the two are indeed the same aircraft. 
Meanwhile, William F Villani took a look in the Seattle Museum of Flight archives and dis-
covered the provenance of the first photo. It came from the collection of the late Julius 
Barr, a Boeing engineer who was based in China in the 1930s to provide technical and 
sales assistance for the Boeing 247. One of his friends in China was a British expatriate 
Jimmy Elder, whose wife presented Barr with a souvenir photo album on his departure. 
The photos, which she had taken herself, included views of the countryside, various local 
dignitaries and aircraft, including the Boeing 247, Sikorsky Amphibion and the Swift. 
Regarding our other Swift queries, Vic Smith notes that G-ABPE c/n S.31/3 has been sug-
gested as the unknown type registered VP-RAG in Malaya to Dr Enid Robertson between 
1933 and 1935. He also adds that after (a different) Victor Smith's accident on 16.12.32 
G-ABRE c/n S.31/8 was shipped to Southampton and repaired. A second Cape attempt 
was made on 7.2.33 but Smith crashed at Oran the next day. His third attempt starting on 
9.3.33 ended when he ran out of fuel 130 miles from Cape Town. After a year in South 
Africa he left for the UK on 26.7.34, arriving in August after a forced landing en route. 
There are still quite a few lose ends to be tied up among the Swift histories so it would 
probably be a good idea to put together all that we know in Whole Truth format. We have 
one volunteer but would be happy to hear from potential contributors of facts and photos. 

From member Yong Kiat in Singapore comes this photo of a Douglas 
C-47/DC-3 which was apparently being used in the late 1970s as an 
instructional airframe by Singapore Polytechnic. As it carries no marks 
and does not appear to be mentioned in the DC-3 Monograph (we have 
checked only the local civil registrations, without success) perhaps 
someone can suggest its identity and eventual fate? 

A PUSS MOTH POSER 
No doubt there are plenty of questions still to be asked, but reference 
to the Index in this issue raises the problem - Why were G-AAFA c/n 
2038 and G-AARF c/n 2059 registered so far out of sequence? Were 
the marks previously reserved for something else perhaps? 

Manchurian memorabilia 
We have a number of interesting photographs from Peter Green's col-
lection for future use but this one, originating via J D Oughton, may be 
of a less familiar type. The subject is a Manko MT-1 Hayabusa with 
Manchurian registration M-309. This design was intended to replace 
the Fokker Super Universals operated by Manchurian Airways with an 
indigenous aircraft at a time when the state was under Japanese con-
trol. In effect it was the first Japanese-designed passenger transport 
with retractable undercarriage and flaps, though the undercarriage 
gave too many problems and so became fixed. The MT-1 carried six 
passengers and the pilot and was powered by a 460-570 hp Nakajima 
Kotobuki 2-kai-1 nine-cyl air-cooled radial. It first flew in 4.37 and 35 
were built by Manshu Koku KK. The tricolour roundels on the wing are 
of interest since most Manchurian aircraft of the period seem to have 
worn Japanese insignia. There is also a flag on the fin. Does anyone 
know more about Manchurian markings and/or registrations? 
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COVER PHOTO: 

The sole surviving Miles M.28 OY-ALW, 
seen at White Waltham 16.5.98 on the 
occasion of its return to the UK, features in 
The Whole Truth in this issue. 
(Photo: Dave Partington) 

CLOSING DATE for contributions to 
next ARCHIVE: OCTOBER 26th 2000. 

In this issue 
This quarter we come to the end of The ABC 
of the Flying Flea and place on record our 
grateful thanks to Ken Ellis for sharing his 
records with us in this form. As can be seen in 
the Feedback section this series has raised a 
number of interesting points and we still have 
a few items held over until next time, in partic-
ular a photo sequence that we know you will 
enjoy! 

On the subject of Feedback, we have also 
tidied up a number of Puss Moth lose ends 
this time, although that series finished in the 
last issue. Particular thanks here to Terry 
Judge for carefully checking the Canadian 
entries and to Geoff Goodall for his Australian 
offerings. 

New this time is the start of The Whole Truth 
on the Miles Messenger, beginning with its 
immediate ancestor the M.28. We must thank 
Peter Amos, Bernard Martin, Malcolm Fillmore 

and Jack Meaden for their various valuable 
contributions which the Editor hopes have 
been combined into a reasonably acceptable 
whole! 

Peter Amos has also provided us with some 
new Extracts material, but we still need more 
and would like to hear from potential contribu-
tors. Arising from a recent question on this 
page is a short feature on the 1910 
Dominguez Air Meet, probably our oldest 
item to date. We are sorry that the are no 
colour photos to illustrate that, but readers will 
have noticed a few more splashes of colour in 
this issue, apparently on random pages but in 
fact carefully controlled by the print process. 

The other contents are much as usual and, 
although we are sorry that there is only a little 
Japanese material this time, we do hope to 
begin the second registration system next time 
with a normal length batch. 

How, What, Where? 
The photo of Avro 621 Tutor G-ADYW has not 
produced any location suggestions so far but 
Vic Smith has unearthed an interesting point. 
Supposedly scrapped at Grimsby in 1940, it 

was recorded in our special "July 1948" 40th 
Anniversary A-B News "Around & About" sec-
tion as being at Gravesend on 17.5.48! Now 
who sent that report in to Mike Hooks and can 
anyone follow it up with later information? 

Book Reviews 
Airliner Tech Series, Vol : Boeing 747-100/200/300/SP. Dennis Jenkins, Speciality Press, USA; 
$16.95 (UK Distributors: Airlife £11.95) 100pp, 4 in colour; 8fi x 11 ins, softbound. 
The latest in this series deals with what is generally known as the 747 "classic" - although Dennis Jenkins 
strangely hardly uses this description in his text, which is a remarkably readable account of the history 
and development of what was then a quantum leap in airliner building. The author admits that sadly he 
received no official assistance from the manufacturer during the book's preparation, and thus most of the 
illustrations and schematic diagrams have come from airline and museum sources. The book recounts 
the story of the early prototype testing and makes brief reference to the type's initial in-service problems 
- most of which stemmed from unreliability of the early "Dash 3" models of the Pratt & Whitney JT9D. 
Having so far been positive about this volume I really wonder which audience the book is aimed at. The 
text does not delve deep enough to be of direct interest to aviation professionals be they pilots or engi-
neers and yet contains scant material which would attract an enthusiast. In fact the majority of the facts 
in the book have been well documented elsewhere. Airlife Publishing market the book in the UK and this 
begs the inevitable direct comparison with Airlife's own airliner series. Frankly there is no contest - this 
volume contains only 4 pages of colour shots (far fewer than Airlife's own publications) and the paper 
quality of the remainder does little to enhance the remaining black and white shots. In particular the com-
morative special schemes such as UPS and Qantas would have greatly benefitted from colour treatment. 
With the author's reliance on sources such as Pan Am and Lufthansa the book has an over emphasis in 
this area - the chapter on cargo versions for example has no less than 9 Lufthansa shots, while one of 
the larger operators of the freighter version, Cargolux, is not even accorded a mention, let alone a photo. 
There is somewhat of a preoccupation with how many windows each aircraft has on the upper deck, some 
significant omissions and several factual errors which any enthusiast would easily find. Although the book 
has an early shot of G-AWNE in BOAC colours and G-BBPU in the definitive BA colour scheme, no exam-
ples of the initial British Airways colours are included,even though the airline operated no less than 31 of 
the 100/200 series. With a 2000 publication date to state that G-AWNE "is still serving with the airline" will 
invite negative criticism (it wasactually withdrawn in 1999). In addition the statement in regard to G-BBPU 
that "it is likely that most of the airframe has also received the improvements developed for the Series 200 
aircraft" is questionable -1 know, I flew it for ten years and although it may have had improvements it was 
still a 100 I The world's largest 747 operator Japan Air Lines gets scant mention, and reference to "Air 
Atlantic Iceland" (instead of AirAtlanta) is just sloppy. 
Most importantly, a book of this kind needs a good index and appendices. This volume in particular would 
have benefitted from at very least a breakdown of the type's production by models and customers -infor-
mation the author obviously has as much reference is made to customer numbers and manufacturer's 
serial numbers. For the enthusiast a complete production history of the type with data such as first flight 
and delivery dates,and fates where appropriate would have immeasurably improved the volume and is 
readily available, but perhaps having to conform to a 100-page format limits its inclusion. Sadly, for these 
reasons I would be very reluctant to recommend this volume to any serious student of the subject. IPB 

Great Airliners series: Vol 6, McDonnell Douglas DC-10; Terry Waddington; World Transport 
Press, hardback 144pp, $27.95; available from the Air-Britain Sales Department at £17.95. 
As usual in this series the book is dominated by the use of colour with a superb collection of about 250 
large photos of DC-10s together with plenty of artists' impressions, interiors, publicity material and other 
types along the way. Another regular feature is the production list with line numbers, delivery dates, hours 
flown and other data. The text deals in detail with the type's development, the complexities of the ever-
changing design brief being somewhat difficult to follow at times as airline requirements, number and type 
of engines and their location keep fluctuating. In the light of the current Airbus A3XX launch it is interest-
ing to see that the first project named DC-10, in 1966, was a 400-passenger double-decker. Problems at 
MDC and the competition with Lockheed are well documented, as are the problems of the Paris and 
Chicago disasters, but the emphasis throughout is on constant development and constant search for 
orders. This is an excellent addition to the series - but there must be some "Great Airliners" to cover that 
are not US-built jets? DP 
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The ABC of the Flying Flea 
BY KEN ELLIS PART NINE 

Taylor, L W 
Built at Knutsford, Cheshire, from about 9.35. Front fuselage built up 
and engine cowled. Underslung sprung undercarriage. Movable rear 
wing, rod controlled. Single, sprung, tailwheel. Douglas 600cc 'OE' 
from a motorcycle. Geared but converted to direct drive. Unknown if it 
flew. Stored. Circa 1951 sold to B M Robinson of Tenbury Wells, near 
Leominster. Flew (hops) from Berrington, Worcester, to early 1953. 
Stored in a shed. Acquired by Peter Schofield and moved to Urmston 
12.12.65. Allocated BAPC.13. 
Undercarriage still as described in 1935 at this stage, but front fuselage 
etc very much as 'stock'. Fitted with 'flat-twin'. Donated to the Northern 
Aircraft Preservation Society (later The Aeroplane Collection) in 1978. 
Stored at Styal, Peel Green and later Wigan and Warmingham. Sold to 
D Handley of Kirk Langley, near Derby and delivered there 24.5.86. 
Acquired by Bill Morton Hall of Brimpex Metal Treatments and moved 
to Sheffield shortly afterwards. Under restoration by Jurgan Morton 
Hall. 

Thorne, Reginald Lever 
G-AEFC, RLT.1, 26.3.36 
A to F No 75, issued 15.5.36, expired 14.5.37. 
Built at Hull, where Thorne traded as Hedon Aircraft. Considerably 
redesigned fuselage and neatly cowled engine. Flown at Hedon aero-
drome, Hull. Cancelled 25.3.37. Beyond this, the Flea moved to the 
Alconbury, Huntingdon, area and was owned (operated?) by a group of 
three people. One was called up, another emigrated to Canada. James 
Gordon Crampton of St Neots, was involved with the group and bought 
out the shares for £10. The Flea was towed back to his parent's home 
at Moulton, near Spalding, Lines, and stored it there. Jim undertook "a 
hair raising hop or two" on the school playing field close to his home, 
during the war years. With the move of his parents, the Flea was sold 
a Flight Lieutenant at Scampton, Lines, who towed it away. 
[Jim Crampton went on to found Norfolk Airways and later Air Anglia.] 

Above: The dismantled Taylor Flea BAPC.13 as seen at a snowy 
Warmingham in January 1985, clearly requiring some tender loving 
care. (Ken Ellis Collection) 
Below: The sleekly cowled G-AEFC with Jim Crampton at Moulton near 
Spalding. (Ken Ellis Collection) 

Tomkins, Alan Unsworth 
G-ADWR, JA.1, 31.10.35. 
A to F No 17, issued 13.11.35, expired 30.10.36. 
Ferns Cottage, Byfleet Road, Weybridge. Built at Weybridge, Surrey. 
The constructor's number relates to the Daily and Sunday Express air 
correspondent J D S Alan who reported on the building of 'his' Flea in 
the newspaper. Scott A.2S. Rear wing overlap reduced from 180mm to 
110mm. Flown from Brooklands. During its first flight - he does not 
name the pilot - the Flea "handled beautifully, landed gently, but firm-
ly. Then the irresponsible little creature ran into a pool left by the floods 
and somersaulted." In a following piece Alan reported that the Airscrew 
Company were making him a new propeller in walnut. He noted that the 
project was receiving help from the College of Aeronautical 
Engineering at Brooklands. Alan's style was mostly tongue-in-cheek, 
his first flights in the Flea, in 2.36 were described thus: ''Here ends the 
first chapter of my 'Flying Flea'. Cost, about 100 guineas. First flight, 
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Left: Mick Ward's Flying Flea 'F50' is kept at Breighton and is seen here 
in Peter Green's photo suspended from the hangar roof with part of the 
Claybourne Flea G-AEKR just visible behind. (Ken Ellis Collection) 
Below: Alan Troop's Flea, later BAPC.43, with what is thought to be the 
builder himself on board at Wellingore. (Ken Ellis Collection) 

eight seconds. Second flight, 15 seconds, crashed from 25ft. Damage, 
a few pounds. Personal damage, wounded pride, two sharp knocks on 
the kneecaps, and a bruised thigh. Fault, mine." In one feature, dated 
mid-November 1935 Alan talks of "seven of us totalled 130 hours on my 
'Flying Flea' last week. In all of the articles the compiler has seen, never 
once does Alan mention Tomkins although most of his writing is in the 
'we' mode. Was he just plain disingenuous or was 'Alan' a pen-name 
for 'Tomkins'? Alan was also registered owner of Spartan G-AAHV and 
Breda 15 G-AAVN. G-ADWR was cancelled 1.37. 

Toy, Harold Robert and Riley, Douglas Peter 
G-AEND, TR.1, 1.9.36 
A to F No 105, issued 17.9.36, expired 16.3.37. 
Built behind the Eureka Hotel, Ormskirk, Lanes. Completed 9.36. Four 
cylinder in-line Henderson, air cooled, direct drive, rated at 48bhp at 
3,200rpm - the pair reckoned they had the highest powered Flea in 
Britain. Push-rod controls. Long span wing. Later adopted split under-
carriage. Blue and silver with name Eureka on rudder. Undertook hops 
at Dart Lane Farm. Damaged testing the new undercarriage and stored 
in a farm (Dart Lane?). Vanished post-war. Cancelled 9.38. 

Troop, Alan W 
Wellingore, Lines, built 1936/1937. Hopped at Gorse Hill Field, 
Wellingore. Scott A.2S newly overhauled by Scotts, from the wreck of 
C R Davidson's G-AEBS - qv. Fuselage light and medium blue, silver 
wings. Stored in Troop's barn during the war and beyond. Restored for 
the RAF Cranwell summer ball 1968 — painted orange. Returned to 
store. Later to the Lincolnshire Aircraft Preservation Society at 
Tattershall, Lines. Allocated BAPC.43. Later to the Lincolnshire 
Aviation Heritage Centre, East Kirkby, Lines, on loan. To the Newark 
Air Museum, Winthorpe, Notts, 9.3.94. 

Tuckett, Corporal Harold John 
G-AEJO, HJT.1, 9.6.36 
A to F 20.5.36. This is not recorded in the Authorisations to Fly listing 
published in Archive. The date would have it falling between Nos 75 
(Thome, R L) and No 76 (Tipsy OO-TIP). Comments? 
Of Mundon, near Chelmsford, but stationed at Hawkinge and working 
within the Station Headquarters. Completed at Hawkinge with assis-
tance from LAC Nightingale. Started 12.35 using the first British edition 
of Mignet's book. Metalwork purchased from Farmer Brothers of 
London. Engines described as a "Tom Tit of 1926 vintage, but little 
used". (Blackburne Tomtit, 698cc.) Tuckett wrote of problems acquir-
ing a suitable airscrew to match the engine in the Summer 1936 issue 
of the Halton Magazine. The assumption is that he acquired a 
new/used proprietory propeller. Costs were noted as engine £30, mate-
rial £35, third party insurance £5. (As a corporal, £70 would have been 
about five months pay to Tuckett in 1936.) Cancelled 5.8.39. 
Impressment Review assessed it as reduced to produce. 

Turner, William 
G-AEFO, WT.1, 1.4.36 
At Helensburgh, Scotland. Noted by the Air Ministry as category 'E' dur-
ing the 1939 survey, stored at Clynder, Helensburgh. Cancelled in the 
19.1.46 census. 

T - Less Defined 
Taylor, of Wythenshaw, Manchester. Built and flown from the area, 
"only dared to fly the aircraft at dusk"! Stopped flying when "a detect-
ive" was placed in the area. Abandoned on a farm. 
Thorpe, of Metheringham, Lines. Built 1937-38, Carden Ford. Flew. 
Displayed at Blankney post-war. Rudder to Northern Aircraft 
Preservation Society. Rudder painted with a crest and the motto Aut 
Mors. Aut Victoria (Death or Victory). 

T - Names 
Tasker, Joan - hailed in the press as the first woman ever to fly a Flea 
without a licence (the article explaining that others who had done it had 
previously had 'A' certificates. This taking place at Canute Air Park, 
Ashingdon. Joan is shown sitting in an unmarked Flea powered by a 
'flat' twin. Of the Ashingdon Fleas (and, of course, the machine could 
have come from anywhere...) only the Pearce, Sawyer and Hendrie 
example fits this bill. Taylor, Dr Alf - see Lucas, W K; Taylor, G C -
see Oliver, A; Thomas - see Salford; Thomas, G C - see Birkenhead; 
Thomas, J N - see Merseyside; Tidswell - see Salford; Trafford, H -
see Leek Amateur Flying Group; Tunnicliffe, Bettina and Kenneth — 
see Leicestershire Flying Pou Club; Turner, G L - see Fouldes, T H 

V - Less Defined 
Virgin, C of Lawrence Hill, Bristol. Built in a garage. 

V - Names 
Vaughan, Charles Smith - see Wood, Joseph H V; Verral, B and Co, 
- see Brett, Stan; Vintner, R A — see Mignet, G-ADSC. 

Ward, Mick 
Of North Scarle, Lincolnshire. Built a 'to the book' Flea as his third air-
craft (following on from P45 Gnome G-AXEI, first flown 4.8.67, and E47 
Elf G-MMUL first flown June 1984). The Elf was powered by a 600cc 
Citroen Ami conversion and this engine was used on his Flea, desig-
nated F50. Mick started work on the Flea aged 67 and it was complet-
ed in June 1989 and has flown. It is currently kept at Breighton and is 
now owned by Tony "Taff" Smith. 

Wardley, William Henry 
G-AEDP, WHW.1, 29.2.36. 
A to F No 72, issued 24.2.36, expired 23.2.37. 
Note: There have been several variations of name published for this air-
craft: Wanaby, Waudby and Wardby as well as the above! 
Thought built in York. Cancelled in the 31.12.38 census. Reported to be 
stored at Wardley's garage (Wetherby or Doncaster!) 1960-61. 

Watson, Cyril 
G-AEDO, CS.1, 29.2.36. 
Built at Portsmouth. Reported powered by a twin motor cycle conver-
sion. Watson advertised 2.36 for a propeller to fit a Blackburne Tomtil 
engine, so may have used that. AirMin category 'E' stored at 135 
Hewett Road, Portsmouth by Watson, late 1939. Cancelled in the 8.45 
census. 
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Right: While with The 
Northern Aircraft Preservation 
Society, Whiteley's BAPC.12 
appeared at many events. 
Here it is seen at Liverpool 
Airport, with a Cambrian 
Airways/BAS Viscount 800 as 
a backdrop. 

Below: Joe Wood 'hangar fly-
ing' the engine less chequered 
G-AEBT during the aircraft's 
period of storage in Solihull. 

Below, right: The Yeadon 
Aeroplanes' post-war Flea 'G-
AFFT amid heavy metal at the 
Yorkshire Air Museum, 
Elvington in May 1994. 

(Photos Ken Ellis Collection) 

Weaver, Reginald S and Douglas 
G-AEME, WB.1, 7.8.36. 
A to F No 99, issued 26.8.36, expired 25.8.37. 
Built at their motor garage, Weaver Brothers, in Church Street, 
Wolverhampton. Sponsored by the Wolverhampton Express and Star. 
Cancelled 12.37. They had advertised for a cheap airworthy Flea or 
other lightplane 2.37, possibly indicating the demise of their own. 

Whiteley, S O 
Built at Rishworth, near Ripponden, Yorks. Did fly, 1936. Permit to Fly 
applied for but not carried through. Air-cooled Austin 7. Stored. 
Presented to Northern Aircraft Preservation Society (later The 
Aeroplane Collection) by Whiteley's son. Delivered to Stockport on 
13.6.64. Allocated BAPC.12. Fitted with Scott A.2S from Brain Park's 
G-ADYO - qv. Exhibited at the following venues, all on loan 
Capesthorne Hall, Cheshire; then to the Museum of Science & 
Technology, Newcastle; at Lambton Lion Park, Chester-le-Street with 
the North East Veteran & Vintage Aircraft Association (later North East 
Aircraft Museum) from 1976; to Museum of Flight East Fortune, from 
1977. (Due to move to the Manchester Museum of Science and 
Industry in 1998.) 
[Possible confusion/repetition with Whiteley, C — see Less Defined.] 

Whyteleafe Motors Ltd 
G-ADWS, WM.1, 1.11.35 
6.7 Station Parade, Whyteleafe, Surrey. Reportedly built for W A 
Rollason Aircraft Services Ltd. (The aircraft file is annotated "Reserved 
by Duncan of Rollasons for Whyteleafe Motors, Surrey".) Displayed by 
R G Doig at Eltham, Kent, March 1936. Reported flown with Scott's fly-

ing circus, but not confirmed — possible conflict with G-ADPW — see 
under Perman. 
Registration cancelled (when?) as not taken up. 
[Whyteleafe were advertising in 11.35 "immediate delivery" of parts and 
complete aircraft.] 

Wood, Joseph H V and Vaughan, C S 
G-AEBT, W&V.1, 20.2.36 
Built at Solihull, started 4.8.35 with assembly completed 13.5.36. (Mr 
Ackers had sold Wood parts from his frustrated project for £7 in 3.36 -
qv.) Carden Ford 10 in cowling. Wire controls. Fixed rear wing. Single 
tailwheel. Black and white chequered colour scheme to fuselage, Air 
League logo on rudder, 'Scalloped' paint scheme to leading edge of 
main wing. Flown from the Leamington Aero Club's field, first taxied 
13.5.36, hops 28.5.36, with "proper flight" 1.6.36. Last flight 18.6.36 
after which it was abandoned. Cancelled 9.38. Stored 7.36 to 5.46 in 
garage roof. Sold 6.5.46 to J A Forte (perhaps Forty) for £10 - less 
engine. Sold 1951 to A J Walker of Kings Norton and then it appeared 
in the Treasure Trove' shop locally. Nothing more known. 

Wood, T B 
Wood, of Mount Royal, Marble Arch, London W1, Commissioned "a 
skilled aircraft woodworker" who started 7.35 (or possibly earlier) at 
Hampton-on-Thames. This woodworker was offering to built to order for 
others. 
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Workington and West Cumberland Gliding & 
Flying Club 
Formed 1936. Flea built 1936. Crowing cockerel (as weather vane) on 
rudder. Carden Ford quoted but photo does not suggest this. Long 
exhausts. 

Wright, Fred Goodwin 
G-AEDS(FGW.I) 29.2.36 
Louth, Lines. Fuselage and wings built by J Rotherham of Enginegate, 
Lough. Wright did the engine work, the wheels and the rigging. Harold 
Wilson also helped in its construction. "On it's first and only flight the 
propeller shattered but my father landed safely." (Letter from Geoff 
Wright, son.) Location given as Wright's Aerodrome, Kenwick Road, 
Louth. Cancelled 31.12.38 in census. 
[Wright also operated Lincolnshire Flying Services from the aerodrome, 
using Avro 504 G-ADFW on pleasure flying at a variety of locations. 
The fuselage and wings of this may well have been burnt just prior to 
the war. Engine given to the local ATC] 

Wright, Horace C 
Evesham, Worcs. Trading as Horace Wright Aviation ("est. 1909"). 
Building modified Flea 2.36 with light metal frame and cemented paper 
covering instead of linen (ref: Flight 13.2.36). In 4.36 was selling Flea 
wings, components, etc. 

W - Less Defined 
Walker Aircraft Ltd, of Durrington, Wilts, established 11.9.35, with a 
view to building Fleas. Directors: W E Read, F W A Williams, G E 
Walker. Also reported building the Walker Wasp - a tail-first 4-seat 
pusher cabin monoplane 6.37. 
Whattley, W, of Sholing Road, Itchen, Southampton, member of 
Hampshire Aero Club, built a Flea, flew - and crashed it - at 
Southampton Airport in 1956. 
Wheaton, of Axbridge, Somerset. Sold his Flea for £10 in 1946. 
Whiteley, C, of Wakefield, built fuselage in his home during 1935. 
Wings and tail built by the Starbeck Aircraft Club, near Harrogate. 
[Possible confusion/repetition with Whiteley, SO — qv.] 
Wild, T, Nottingham. Scott engine. Bought ex Scotland 1942. 
Wilson, helped to build on in Rochdale. 
Wood, John Frederick, of London. Fuselage completed when aban-
doned 1.36 due to a move to Northamptonshire (Bull Hotel, Regent 
Square, Northampton). Taken there and given to local Air Cadets. (See 
also East Midlands Aviation Company for possible confusion.) 
Wrigglewash, S, said to have been built "1938-39", not flown. 600cc 
Douglas. In 1947 sold to Addy and Son of Garton-the-Wolds, near 
Great Driffield for £25. 
Woodward, of Northwich, Cheshire. Built one "circa 1934" at Sandy 

Above: The Workington and West Cumberland Gliding and Flying Club 
built this unregistered Flying Flea in 1936. The significance of the 
stylised cockerel is unknown. (John Burns via Jack Meaden) 

Lane, Weaverham, Cheshire. Air-cooled Rover of 8hp. Not completed, 
stored at Nunn Garage, Weaverham. Wings never complete. 

W - Names 
Walker, A J - see Wood, J H V; Walker, G E - see Walker Aircraft; 
Ward, Peter - see Francis, Bill; Ward, W - see Brown, Fred W; West 
Mailing Aviation — see Laidlaw, W G and Mercer, C E; Weyl, Alfred 
Richard D - see Dart Aircraft and also Zander and Weyl Ltd; 
Wheatley, James Edgar Walsh - see Perman G-ADOV; Wilkins -
see Barrow, L V G, G-AEFE; Williams, F W A - see Walker Aircraft; 
Willingham, Alan - see Mitchell-Lanman, R; Wilson, Harold — see 
Wright, F G; Woodhouse Gardner, A - see East Midlands Aviation 
Co; Woodhouse, G W - see Oxford Flying Services; Wright, H H S -
see Carden Aero Engines. 

Yeadon Aeroplanes 
Built by Dave Allen, Peter Barber and Steve Langfield in Leeds, start-
ing 12.8.73. Built very much "to the book". Used the frames and spruce 
from the frustrated BAPC.102 — see under Sneesby, Bill. Scott A.2S 
(No 5044) previously fitted to a 1930s Flea. Constructor's number YA.1, 
it was completed as 'G-AFFI' in April 1975. Allocated BAPC.76. 
Loaned to the Nostell Aviation Museum, at Nostel Priory, Humberside 
from 30.8.76. To the Bomber Command Aviation Museum at 
Cleethorpes from 22.2.81. To the Yorkshire Air Museum, Elvington, 
York, by 4.89. 

York 
Of Digby, Lincoln. Built with modified fuselage. 22 ft wings. For sale 
incomplete 6.36. 

Z - Names 
Zander, Eric P - see Dart Aircraft and also Zander and Weyl Ltd. 

This brings us to the end of the UK Flying Flea directory and our 
grateful thanks are due to the compiler Ken Ellis for sharing his 
passion with us. However, a great deal of additional information 
has accumulated during the series, including the emergence of 
several previously unknown Fleas and we are pleased to present 
this material in Feedback elsewhere in this issue. Any further addi-
tions or amendments to the story should be sent to the Archive 
Editor as soon as possible for inclusion in a future issue. 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER BY PETER AMOS 

PART ONE: 

THE M.28 
AND ITS 
DEVELOPMENT 

The introductory notes which follow are written by Jack 
Meaden with additional text and aircraft histories by 
Peter Amos, Bernard Martin and others. All photos, 
unless otherwise stated, are via Jack Meaden. 

The story of the Miles Messenger really begins in 1941 
when George Miles resurrected his peacetime ideas for a 
four-seat light passenger aircraft to supercede the pre-war 
Miles types such as the Whitney Straight and Monarch. 

The first prototype M.28/1 (or M.28 Mk.l) was U-0232 and it 
flew for the first time from Woodley aerodrome on 11th July 
1941 piloted by George Miles and powered by the reliable 
Gipsy Major I engine of 130 hp driving a fixed pitch wood 
propeller. It was a good looking two-seat cabin monoplane 
in its RAF markings and camouflage and its clean lines 
promised a good performance. It had been designed under 
George Miles' direction by Ray Bournon to be suitable for 
aircrew training and communications, the work being car-
ried out in an office at the company's Experimental 
Department in Liverpool Road, Reading and given their des-
ignation L.R.1. 

From his experience with his brother Fred Miles' 1934 
Falcon, 1936 Whitney Straight and his own 1938 Monarch, 
George was satisfied that pilot training was best given in a 
side-by-side enclosed cockpit, rather than in tandem open 
cockpits, and this determined the layout. It must not be 
cramped and so the wide cabin chosen to provide adequate spacing 
was the major influence on the rest of the design. The view from the 
cockpit with its large transparent areas was exceptionally good, a fea-
ture that was to be influential in its future development. 

The design could be adapted to fulfil a number of operational roles, as 
a 2/3 seat ab initio or intermediate trainer, 3/4 seat communications air-
craft, radio and navigation trained, army co-operation, field ambulance 
or light freighter and the equivalent civilian roles postwar. It incorporat-
ed many of the features characteristic of operational aircraft, such as 
retractable undercarriage, flaps, constant speed propeller, a full range 
of instrumentation and it could also be fitted with either stick or wheel 
control. 

The structure was all wood with ply covering except for the light alloy 
engine cowlings. The large cabin resulted in a wide fuselage and, to 
keep the tail surfaces as free as possible from the effects of this on the 
airflow, the two oval fins and rudders were fitted as endplates on the tips 
of the large span tailplane. The M.28/ I was the first Miles lightplane to 
have a retractable undercarriage and in order to retract the wheels fully 
the wing was thicker at the junction with the mainplanes than at the root, 
an uncommon solution to a common problem. 

The 30 ft 8 in. span cantilever low wing was basically NACA 23018 sec-
tion with NACA 2412 at the tips. The wing area was 162 ft2 and 
retractable trailing edge flaps were fitted, vacuum operated. The portion 

Above: The first prototype Miles M.28 two seater, U-0232, with 130 hp Gipsy Major I, 
being flown by George Miles in 1941. The clean lines of the new machine are very 
apparent. 
Below: U-0232 with retractable flaps extended, central air brake lowered and ailerons 
drooped, as for landing. The pilot's side cockpit door is in the raised position, hinged 
on the centre line. The pitot assembly can be seen under the port wing. 

under the fuselage could be operated as an airbrake and the ailerons 
drooped when the flaps were lowered. 

From the pilot's point of view the M.28 had light and very effective con-
trols, with exceptional directional stability provided by the twin fin and 
rudder unit but marginal inherent stability. According to Don Brown, 
these features were characteristic of nearly all the aeroplanes designed 
by George Miles, whereas earlier designs by F G Miles had very 
marked stability and moderately heavy controls. The low aspect ratio of 
the M.28 wing had a noticeable effect on its handling characteristics, 
especially on the approach. While the controls remained crisp and effec-
tive right down to the stall, the high induced drag at low speeds pro-
duced a marked rate of sink which had to be counteracted either by the 
application of power or by increasing the approach speed. This tech-
nique was easily mastered and was in fact no disadvantage as the 
actual touchdown speed was very low and the landing run short, even 
without the use of brakes. 

The second aircraft, M.28/ II HM583, was similar to the first except that 
it was a three-seater and was initially powered by a 145 hp Gipsy Major 
IIA. The third seat was evidenced by an additional window, commonly 
called 'lozenge shaped', behind the windows in the upwards-opening 
side door. On raising this door, a joint above the side windows allowed 
it to fold double above the roof and remain open, the same system as 
used on the pre-war Miles cabin lightplanes. Before delivery to the RAF 
the engine on HM583 was changed to a 155 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major. 
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Left: The Miles M.28A/I 
c/n 6268 seen on 9.3.73 
at Egelsbach airfield 
near Frankfurt, West 
Germany as D-EHAB in 
a smart metallic blue 
colour scheme with red 
trim. The ventral fillet is 
just visible, starting 
below the registration let-
ters. After twenty years in 
Germany it was sold to 
Denmark and became 
OY-ALW, marks that it 
still wears today. 
(Peter-Michael Gerhardt) 

' 

. 

Above: The M.28/ II second 
prototype HM583, similar to 
the M.28/ I but with 145 hp 
Gipsy Major IIA, three seats 
and the 'lozenge' shape rear 
windows. The thickened 
wing joints which totally 
enclose the undercarriage 
legs and wheels can be 
clearly seen from this angle. 

Left: Another view of HM583 
in its pre-June 1942 RAF 
markings, ailerons in opposi-
tion as it banks away from 
the photographic aircraft. 
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Right: The M.28/ II seen in sil-
houette as G-AJVX in 1947 
shows well the lozenge rear win-
dows and exhaust stub spacing 
indicating that it now has the 150 
hp Cirrus Major III engine. 

In the M.28/ III U-0242 it was apparent that the reduction of drag 
obtained by the thick wing had not been considered worthwhile, as the 
wing was redesigned with thickness taper and dihedral from the root, 
the bottoms of the wheels now projecting from the underside. Should a 
'belly landing' with undercarriage still retracted now be necessary, the 
projecting wheels would reduce the amount of impact damage. 
Perhaps this change was influenced by a belly landing carried out on 
the prototype when Fred Miles forgot to extend the undercarriage, 
although from a photograph the resulting damage was minimal and as 
we shall see further use was to be made of the airframe. 

The training facility was not developed in the prototype although it had 
dual controls. The first trainer version was in fact the M.28/ III, but it was 
no orthodox trainer for in addition to the usual dual controls it had a third 
set centred on the rear seat. The central position was important, for 
although it had a full set of flying and ancillary controls it had no instru-
mentation, for which the rear seat pilot had to rely on the front panel. 
This was only made possible by the RAF 6-instrument standard blind-
flying panel which was mounted centrally and could be viewed through 
the space between the two front seat occupants. All three had a stick 
type control column, the front seating ancillary controls were on a cen-
tral console shared by both pilots and the rear ancillary controls were 
close to the seat on either side. Don Brown described this arrangement 
as the two pupils occupying the front seats with the instructor seated 
behind them. It has also been stated that the rear seat was a student's 
position, but this is difficult to accept since a student in the rear seat 
could not be properly supervised by an instructor in the front with his 
other pupil. 

A more detailed drawing produced by Miles showed further develop-
ment. This had the instructor's seat in the rear raised by a foot or more 
with a bubble hood in the roof to provide clearance and an overall view. 
This also differed in that ancillary controls were standardised for all 
three seats with a throttle box on the left side of each occupant and 
spade grip control columns. Who first promoted the two-pupil system is 
unknown, but a version of it still lingered in the postwar Prentice, in this 
case without controls for the rear seat occupant(s). It went no further, 
which is not surprising as an aircraft cannot be flown by two trainees at 
the same time, nor can an instructor give his full attention to more than 
one pupil's flying at a time. 

In fact flying training was already carried out by standard aircraft types, 
such as the Tiger Moth and Harvard, and to introduce a new type with 
features of both basic and advanced training would have been compli-
cated. So, although the M.28 was an ideal and economical 2-seat train-
er with advanced features, it was not developed further in that capaci-
ty and wartime basic training continued with open cockpits, helmets 
and goggles. 

Three more examples of the M.28 were built, all with detail differences. 
The M.28/ IV c/n 4685 started life as U-0243 with the 145 hp Gipsy 
Major IIA driving a DH constant speed propeller. It was equipped as a 
four-seat tourer with a wheel-type control column and an oval rear win-
dow on each side. It cruised at 155 mph at 3,600 ft. 

Postwar the M.28/ V c/n 6697 G-AJFE had a 155 hp Cirrus Major III 
with fixed pitch propeller and large square rear windows. The M.28/ VI 
was similar except that it reverted to oval rear windows. It was later 
modified to have a ventral fairing forward of the tailwheel and a more 
rounded late Messenger-type blown windscreen. The Experimental 
Type Numbers 155 and 162 were allotted to two versions of the M.28 
but it has not been possible to determine which ones these were. 

The M.28 deserved to be a success but there were other more urgent 
wartime priorities and so it never went into production. Its own succes-
sor, the M.38 Messenger was later available more cheaply as a war-
surplus aeroplane and the strikingly similar M.74 club trainer project 
was stillborn when the company folded in 1947. There was a sugges-
tion that the M.28 should be called the Mercury and this name is shown 
specifically in records of the M.28/ IV, but the Bristol Aeroplane 
Company objected because of their engine of the same name. Even so, 
Hugh Kendall regularly recorded the name Mercury whenever he flew 
it and it appears in all Australian DCA documents amongst others. 

M.28 production: 
Only six variants built between 1941 and 1947, as follows: 

C/n -?- Prototype M.28 Mk.l, designed and constructed by 
Experimental Department at Liverpool Road, Reading with their desig-
nation L.R.1. Two-seat, dual control (horizontal push-pull wheel) ab ini-
tio trainer with 130 hp DH Gipsy Major I, fixed pitch propeller, mechan-
ically operated fully retractable undercarriage in thickened wing sec-
tion, vacuum operated flaps, no rear windows. First flown under B 
Conditions as U-0232 by George Miles, 11.7.41. By 3.42 was fitted with 
a 150 hp Gipsy Major. At some point it was belly-landed by F G Miles, 
who apparently forgot that it had retractable undercarriage, but it suf-
fered no serious damage. The fuselage and tail unit were used at 
Liverpool Road in the construction of the first prototype M.38/28 
Messenger U-0223 which was first flown on 12.9.42. See further details 
under Messenger production. 

C/n -?- M.28 Mk.ll three-seat dual-control trainer built by 
Experimental Department at Liverpool Road, Reading in 1942. 
Alternately fitted with 130, 140, 145 hp DH Gipsy Major I, II, IIA engines 
with fixed pitch propeller. As Mk I but with oval rear windows with flat 
bottom, hydraulically operated retractable undercarriage and vacuum 
operated flaps. First flown under B Conditions as U-0237 by F/L Hugh 
V Kennedy on 13.9.42 and recorded as the M.28B. Allocated the seri-
al HM583 for service trials by AAEE Boscombe Down and first record-
ed flight as such by Don Brown on 15.1.43. Flown by F/L Kennedy as 
M.28/ II on 17.3.43. The last known recorded flight with a Gipsy Major 
10 was on 1.9.43, by 25.4.44 it certainly had a 140 hp Blackburn Cirrus 
Major II. It was delivered by Don Brown to Heston 26.7.44 where it 
remained based. Kennedy recorded a "service test" at Woodley on 
13.5.45. HM583 was fitted with a 150 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major III 
engine when Don Brown recorded a test as such on 26.9.46 at 
Woodley. Flown to 5 MU Kemble for storage and entered in the 6th 
Sale of Light Aircraft, 1947. 
Sold to Messrs Hulland Gravel Co Ltd, Hulland Ward near Derby and 
regd to them as G-AJVX 5.6.47 (CofR No.11636/1). CofA No.9574 
issued 11.12.47 and based at Burnaston. Cld 10.8.48 and re-regd 
17.8.48 (CofR No.11636/2) to John Edward Nicholson, Houghton-le-
Spring, County Durham; later amended to Bedale, Yorks and based at 
Croft. Regn cld 2.2.50 as sold abroad and purchased through agents W 
S Shackleton Ltd by Francis S Burt, Yinnietharra Station, via 
Carnarvon, Western Australia. On 23.2.50 Frank Burt applied for the 
registration VH-YIN but this was refused by the DCA on 27.2.50 and 
the in-sequence marks VH-BBK were allocated instead. 
The aircraft was registered to F S Burt as VH-BBK on 2.6.50 (CofR 
No. 1707) and the new owner sold his Tiger Moth VH-BBA and set out 
by sea for England with Lachlan McTaggert, who would share the fly-
ing back to Australia, to collect the M.28. Meanwhile the aircraft was 
overhauled by F G Miles Ltd at Redhill and painted in its new marks. 
Burt and McTaggert left England in VH-BBK on 30.11.50, arriving at 
Darwin, from Dili, 13.1.51 and at Perth on 17.1.51. 
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Left: The M.28/ II was flown to 
Australia in 1950/1 as VH-BBK. 
The forward sloping 'knuckled' 
undercarriage legs were fitted on 
the first two prototypes only. 
Centre: The M.28/III PW937 in 
the rain in an official photograph 
taken in November 1943, show-
ing the new straight-tapered 
wing, straight undercarriage legs 
and square rear windows. 
Lower: PW937 being flown by 
George Miles with Don Brown in 
the right hand seat. The back of 
the third seat can be seen in the 
centre at the rear and the wheels 
now project under the wing. 

The Australian CofA (No. 1730) was issued on 30.1.51, recording a 
Blackburn Cirrus Major III as fitted. Burt notified a change of address to 
Glengarry Station, via Geraldton, WA on 20.7.51.On 22.2.52 the port 
undercarriage leg collapsed during landing at Lancelin, WA and follow-
ing repairs at Maylands aerodrome, Perth, the CofA was renewed 
24.9.52. The CofA lapsed 17.12.53 with the M.28 reported "in disman-
tled condition" but it was ferried to Perth 18.2.54 and the CofA renewed 
at Maylands on 24.5.54. 
Registered to Gordon Greig, Newcastle, NSW on 10.6.55, the M.28 
was re-regd VH-PMG on 28.6.55. Greig traded in the M.28 to Kingsford 
Smith Aviation Service Pty Ltd, Bankstown Airport, Sydney, NSW to 
whom it was registered 21.5.56. This was in exchange for DH.87 
Hornet Moth VH-UUD and the DCA then approved the transfer of 
Greig's preferred regn VH-PMG to the Hornet and the allocation of one 
of KSAS's reserved VH-K . . registrations to the M.28. 
Re-regd VH-KCH on 7.8.56 to KSAS and sold 30.10.56 to W Gall, 
Langawirra Station, via Broken Hill, NSW. This may have been a 
lease/purchase agreement, the DCA were not informed of the change 
until 24.5.58. On 20.11.58 VH-KCH was struck off the register as with-
drawn from use and reduced to spares. 

C/n 4684. M.28 Mk.lll three-seat triple control trainer built by 
Experimental Department, Liverpool Road, Reading in 1943 for service 
evaluation. 150 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major III with fixed pitch propeller, 
large square rear windows, stick control, uniform taper wing with 
wheels projecting when retracted, vacuum operated retractable under-
carriage with redesigned legs, lift flaps and drag flap. First flown under 
B Conditions as U-0242 on 22.5.43 by George Miles with Don Brown. 
Allocated serial PW937 for service trials and first flown as such by F/L 
Kennedy 21.10.43. Delivered by Kennedy to AAEE Boscombe Down 
on 10.11.43, the same pilot making return flights to ECFS Hullavington 
17.11.43 and to RAE Farnborough 31.12.43. Last recorded 'test flight' 
made by Kennedy on 30.6.44. Registered G-AISH to Miles Aircraft Ltd, 
Woodley 9.12.46 (CofR No.10928/1) but ntu. Regn cancelled as 
scrapped at Woodley 23.2.48 and CofA Application cancelled 31.3.48. 

C/n 4685. M.28 Mk.IV four-seat light transport/taxi originally intended 
for the A.T.A., built by Experimental Department at Liverpool Road, 
Reading in 1944. 140-145 hp DH Gipsy Major MA engine with constant 
speed propeller, uniform taper wing and undercarriage as on Mk.lll, 
oval rear windows, single broken stick' control. Completed as a luxury 
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taxi/tourer suitable for post-war use and painted in 
PR blue with red/blue roundels. Originally named 
'Mercury' but name dropped after the Bristol 
Aeroplane Co.'s objections. First flown under B 
Conditions as U-0243 on 10.7.44 by F/L Kennedy. 
Last recorded as U-0243 by Don Brown, 10.11.45 
who also noted its engine as being a 150 hp DH 
Gipsy Major III. 
Registered G-AGVX to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley 
16.11.45 and first flown as such by Don Brown 
28.11.45. CofA No.7687 issued 26.4.46 (later No. 
A.2552). Last flown as G-AGVX, by Don Brown, 
16.4.47. Regn eld 17.4.47 on sale abroad. 
Registered HB-EED to Aerotaxi AG, Zurich 1.7.47 
with new CofA issued 6.6.47. Regn cancelled 
17.2.48 and returned to UK. Registered G-AGVX 
8.3.48 to Harry W H Moore, London W2 and CofA 
renewed 14.6.48, regn eld 20.6.49. Registered to 
William Shackleton, Bisley 29.6.49 and eld 
31.1.50. Registered to David C Maxwell, 
Husbands Bosworth 22.4.50 and eld 12.7.50. Last 
CofA had been issued 3.4.50. Registered to Ind 
Coope & Allsopp Ltd, Burton-upon-Trent 14.7.50 
and eld 28.4.52. Registered to Ian M Erskine, 
Edinburgh 5.6.52 until 23.6.52. Registered to W S 
Shackleton Ltd, London W1 on 30.6.52 and can-
celled 31.12.52 on sale to Australia. 
Registered VH-AKH to J Hewson, Laguna Station, 
Charleville, Qld 15.5.53 (CofR No.2003). Re-regis-
tered, to same owner, as VH-AKC(2) 27.12.55. 
Sold and registered to D P Griffiths, Toowoomba, 
Qld 6.11.56. Registered to Park Pty Ltd, 
Toowoomba, Qld 25.1.57. Registration eld 
31.12.63 as withdrawn from use due to DCA poli-
cy on wooden aircraft/glued joints. 

C/n 6268. M.28 Mk.VI four-seat tourer built by 
Experimental Department, Liverpool Road, 
Reading in 1946. 150 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major III 
with Fairey Reed fixed pitch metal propeller, uni-
form taper wing and undercarriage as on Mk III, 
oval rear windows, flown from port side with wheel 
control mounted on top of control column, tem-
porarily fitted with a third fin for trials. Registered to 
Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley 26.1.46 as G-AHAA 
(CofR No.9876/1) and first flown 26.3.46 by Don 
Brown. CofA No.7715 issued 3.5.46 (later No. 
A.761). Cld and re-regd 24.5.46 to British 
Overseas Airways Corpn (British European 
Airways Division), Northolt (CofR No.9876/2). Cld 
and re-regd 31.7.46 to Sir Harold Hartley, Northolt 
(CofR No.9876/3). Cld 1.7.47 and registered 
19.7.47 to British European Airways Flying Club, 
White Waltham (CofR No.9876/4). Cld 1.1.48 and 
registered 27.1.48 to British European Airways 
Corpn, Northolt (CofR No.9876/5). Cld 8.3.48 and 
registered 31.3.48 to K E Millard & Co Ltd, 

Top: M.28/ IV U-0243 c/n 4685 airborne in its 1944 RAF markings. At this stage the Gipsy 
Major had a fixed pitch propeller and separate exhaust stubs. 
Above: U-0243 at a later stage in an overall blue colour scheme and with oval rear windows. 
The engine is a 145 hp Gipsy Major IIA with a constant speed propeller, identifiable by its large 
spinner. 
Below: The M.28/ IV was a four-seater and is seen here with its November 1945 civil regis-
tration G-AGVX and Gipsy short exhaust pipe exiting low on the right side of the bottom tray. 
Bottom: The M.28/ IV in its Swiss tail markings, registered HB-EED to Aerotaxi AG of Zurich 
whose name can be seen behind the oval rear window. The Miles "Hawk" symbol may be seen 
between the engine cowling and windscreen. The colour contrast shows up the black wing 
walkway on the right side for entry to the passenger seats, 
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Oldbury, Worcs. (CofR No.9876/6). Cld 1.1.52 and registered 7.1.52 to 
Adie Aviation Ltd, Croydon (CofR No.R761/8). Cld 3.11.54 and regis-
tered 18.11.54 to F G Miles Ltd, Shoreham. During overhaul at 
Shoreham the fuselage was reduced in depth to accomodate a late pro-
duction Messenger 2A windscreen, the cabin windows were deepened 
with the sliding side panels deleted and the rear oval windows were 
reduced in size. Fitting of a small ventral fin forward of the tailwheel 
also took place, either at this time or later in Germany. Sold 14.8.56 to 
Hans Kublbeck for £1,850 and flown to Augsburg, West Germany. 
Registration G-AHAA cancelled 31.8.56 on sale to West Germany. 
Application made to LBA for registration 4.9.56 and D-EHAB reserved 
a few days later. Officially inspected at Augsburg 26.9.56 (total time 
then 346 hours) and West German CofA and CofR issued 28.9.56. 
Took part in the Deutschlandflug rally as "E3" in 1958 for Augsburger 
VfL, flown by Kublbeck. Slightly damaged in forced landing at 
Montpellier, France in fog 23.3.59. Sold 6.68 to Heinz Kirchner, 
Egelsbach. Noted at Augsburg 12.4.70 without engine or rudders and 
still there 9.70. Noted in good condition at Worms 9.4.72. Sold to Jens 
Toft, Stauning, Denmark (9.76?) and taken there by road 24-26.9.76. 
Registration D-EHAB cancelled 16.11.76. Registered OY-ALW 5.4.78 
(CofR No.4729) to H.S.H. Holding ApS, Lem. CofA No.1714 issued 
5.4.78 after restoration. In 1981 the M.28 was placed in the Dansk 
Veteranflysamling (Danish Collection of Vintage Aircraft) at Stauning. It 
was restored to flying condition again 1996-8, making its first flight in 
early May 1998. On 15.5.98 it was flown by owner Hans Kolby Hansen 
to the UK to attend the Great Vintage Flying Weekend at White 
Waltham over the following two days. The aircraft stayed in the UK as 

Top: M.28/ VI G-AHAA c/n 6268 with race no.63 at the 1950 
Daily Express Air Race at Hum, showing its oval rear windows 
and left side exhaust pipe for the Cirrus Major III engine. 
Above: After major damage caused when a door came off in 
flight, G-AHAA was rebuilt by Miles and went to Germany as 
D-EHAB (see p.2000/76), then to Denmark as OY-ALW. 
Alterations included a Messenger blown windscreen, larger 
side windows and a fairing under the tail, all clearly visible in 
comparison with the earlier top picture. 
Left: M.28A/ G-AJFE c/n 6697 with 155 hp Cirrus Major III, 
fixed pitch propeller and deep cowl tray with short exhaust 
exiting low on the left side. Also a four-seater, this variant had 
square rear windows. 

in 1996 the owner had moved to Cheshire to live and work, and it was 
initially based at Woodford. Still in Danish marks and still registered to 
H.S.H. Holding ApS, it currently shares a hangar at Turweston with 
Miles Messenger G-AKBO. 

C/n 6697. M.28 Mk.V four-seat tourer, built by Experimental 
Department at Liverpool Road, Reading in 1947. 150 hp Blackburn 
Cirrus Major III, as Mk.VI but with improved undercarriage, normal stick 
control and square rear windows. Registered G-AJFE to Miles Aircraft 
Ltd, Woodley on 20.3.47 (CofR No. 11244/1) and first flown, by George 
Miles, on 18.4.47. CofA No.9849 issued 28.10.47. Cld 15.1.48 and reg-
istered 11.2.48 to Kenneth Hole, Henley-on-Thames (CofR 
No. 11244/2) and based at White Waltham. Registered 19.3.48 (no can-
cellation date for previous owner given) to John Frederic Schumacher, 
London W1 (CofR No. 11244/3) and based at Geneva, Switzerland. UK 
registration cancelled 19.6.51 as sold abroad and registered HB-EEF 
to Rene Schumacher & Edmund Marsens, Basle, Switzerland 31.8.51. 
Registration cancelled 3.11.54 and re-regd in UK as G-AJFE 9.11.54 
to Alfred Charles Thomas Carey, Wooburn Green, Bucks (CofR No. 
R.994/4) and based at Denham. Damaged beyond economical repair 
in forced landing at West Hyde, near Denham, 13.3.55. The remains 
were taken to Denham but were transferred to Panshanger by 4.57 and 
were still there 12.57 at least. Registration cancelled 2.3.59 as perma-
nently withdrawn from use. 

To be continued:. . . 
With additional thanks to Malcolm Fillmore, Peter Gerhardt, Geoff 
Goodall, Chris O'Neill, Dave Sparrow and Ian Streeter. 
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The Dominguez Air Meet, 1910 
The First Western Air Meet was held at Dominguez Field, near Los Angeles from January 10th to 20th, 1910. 

From among the competitors, names such as Glenn Curtiss and Waldo Waterman have survived while other would-
be pioneers have passed into history unremarked. Our thanks go to Dick Sanders, Jack Meaden and Vic Smith for 
providing information used below, with acknowledgement to D D Hatfield's "Dominguez Air Meet" published by 
Northrop University Press, 1976. A second meet was held between 23rd December 1910 and 3rd January 1911, with 
a third event in 1912. 

Right: At Dominguez on 12th January 1910, A Roy 
Knabenshue operates a Baldwin "California Arrow" 
airship. Thomas S Baldwin, a tightrope walker and 
parachutist from 1887, was holder of FAI 
Certificates for Balloon Pilot No.7 (1905), Airship 
Pilot No. 1 (1908) and Airplane Pilot No.7 (1910). He 
built his first airship in 1902 when he was 44. Being 
a bit of a heavyweight at this time, he took on 
younger and more lightweight pilots Roy 
Knabenshue and Lincoln Beachey to fly his airships. 
By 1910 Knabenshue was building his own airships 
and entered two at Dominguez. There, he and 
Beachey realised that the crowds were more inter-
ested in the fixed wing aircraft and both became 
aeroplane display pilots. Beachey s fame spread 
and at one time he was making as much as $4,000 
a week, but he was killed 14.3.15 when a wing came 
off his new 80 hp Gnome-powered Beachey mono-
plane when he pulled out of a dive, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

The event was divided into three categories within which prizes were awarded, for balloons, dirigibles and airplanes. 

The prizes on offer for the heavier-than-air machines were as follows: 
$500 each for the circuit of least diameter; leaving the ground in the shortest time; the shortest distance required for starting; the greatest ability 
during flight (general average); the longest glide with motor shut off; and the best general average in landing at a given point. 
$500 for a machine designed and built in California which flies at least five miles. 
$1,500 for a machine designed and built by a resident of California, Arizona or Nevada which flies five miles, and $500 if a flight of over two miles 
is made. 
$2,500 for a machine that can soar (not glide) without power save that of the aviator. 
$5,000 for breaking the height record. 
$5,000 for breaking the endurance record. 
$5,000 for a non-stop flight by a dirigible carrying more than two passengers from Los Angeles to San Diego and back. 
$7,500 for the machine making the best general average in all events. 
$10,000 for the dirigible balloon which flies from Los Angeles to San Francisco. 
$10,000 for the machine which, carrying two or more persons, breaks all world records for duration, altitude, distance and speed. 

The major prize of $10,000 was won by the Frenchman Louis Paulhan with a 75 mile flight to Santa Anita and back in a Farman. Others were less 
fortunate; Howard Gill (presumably H W Gale on our listing?) entered a Gill-Dosh biplane which crashed on its first flight; Edgar S Smith was injured 
when struck by the propeller of his Langley-type 'double monoplane'; Professor Zerbe crashed his multiplane after several unsuccessful attempts to 
take off and J Klasson's monoplane was destroyed by fire while refuelling. 

•JV 
Right: Professor J F Zerbe s 1909 multi-
plane had six symmetrical aerofoil planes, 
each staggered to form slots with the pre-
ceding plane, although the sixth may have 
been a form of elevator. It had a wheel 
control and was said to have a motorcycle 
engine driving a rear wheel as well as a 
propeller, but this is difficult to see in the 
only known photograph. It failed to get off 
the ground at Dominguez but Zerbe built a 
staggered-wing quadriplane in 1919 with a 
box-like cabin which he called the Zerbe 
Air Sedan. This had a Le Rhone rotary 
engine in the nose but although it was 
claimed to have lifted off to about 100 ft on 
its only attempted flight, the undercarriage 
was damaged and nothing more was 
heard of it. (via Jack Meaden) 
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G H Loose designed a 
monoplane with a central 
engine driving two tractor 
propellers on outriggers. 
Its gull wing was indica-
tive of the view of many 
designers of the period 
that the answer to suc-
cessful flight was to copy 
the wings of birds - hence 
the use of the term 
'ornithopter'. Though 
workable, this idea was a 
blind alley that failed to 
lead Loose and others 
into producing a practical 
flying machine, 
(via Jack Meaden) 

PARTICIPANTS IN EACH CLASS (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER) 

Indianapolis, Indiana Balloon 
BALLOON ENTRIES: 
C L Bumbaugh 
Dick Ferris Los Angeles, Cal. 
Clifford B Harmon New York 
H E Honeywell St Louis, Missouri 
Merchants & Manufacturing Association 

Los Angeles, Cal. 
S Louis von Phul St Louis, Missouri 
J Remis St Louis, Missouri 
H W Slotterbeck Signal Corps, N.G.C. 
A Leo Stevens New York 

DIRIGIBLE ENTRIES: 
Tom S Baldwin 
Lincoln Beachey 
A Carter 
J C Klassen 
Roy Knabenshue 
Roy Knabenshue 

New York 
Toledo, Ohio 
San Jose, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio 

AIRPLANE ENTRIES: 
Aero Navigation Co 
S Y Beach 
Louis Bergdoll 
Charles Borok 
E J Campbell 
Glenn L Curtiss 
J W Curzon 
W J Davis 
Grant Fowler 
H W Gale 

Girard, Kansas 
New York 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Hammondsport, NY 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Tucson, Arizona 
New York 

Balloon "America" 
Balloon "New York" 
Balloon 

Balloon "Los Angeles" 
Balloon 
Balloon 
Balloon 
Balloon 

Racing airship 
Racing dirigible 
Dirigible 
Racing dirigible 
Two passenger airship 
Racing dirigible 

Aeroplane 
Monoplane 
Bleriot monoplane 
Monoplane 
Biplane 
Curtiss biplane 
Farman biplane 
Double biplane 
Triplane 
Aeroplane 

A J Gonzales 
Dana P Goodwin 
Donald H Gordon 
Charles K Hamilton 
Clifford B Harmon 
D J Johnson 
J C Klasson 
J C Klasson 
Roy Knabenshue 
La Piatt Brothers 
James A Liston 
G H Loose 
Didier Masson 
Charles Miscarol 
R C V Mytton 
Pacific Aero Club 
Pacific Aero Club 
Louis Paulhan 
H L Reimer 
Baroness de la Roche 
B F Roerig 
San Diego Aero Manufacturing Co 

San Diego, Cal 

Los Angeles, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Bostonia, Cal. 
Hammondsport, NY 
New York City 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Yuma, Arizona 
San Diego, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Paris, France 
Paris, France 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Paris, France 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Paris, France 
San Diego, Cal. 

Ralph Saunier 
Charles Skogland 
A L Smith 
Edgar S Smith 
William Stephens 
H LaV Twining 
H P Warner 
Waldo Waterman 
Charles F Willard 
W M Williams 
J S Zerbe 

New York 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Tropico, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Beloit, Wisconsin 
San Diego, Cal. 
New York 
Douglas, Arizona 
Los Angeles, Cal. 

Bowplane 
Monoplane 
Aeroplane 
Curtiss biplane 
Curtiss biplane 
Aerofoil (Wright?) 
Gyroplane 
Monoplane 
Aeroplane 
Ornithopter 
Biplane 
Monoplane 
Bleriot monoplane 
Bleriot monoplane 
Biplane 
Monoplane 
Biplane 
Farman biplane 
Ornithopter 
Bleriot monoplane 
Monoplane 

Monoplane 
Monoplane 
Monoplane 
Biplane 
Monoplane 
Monoplane 
Ornithopter 
Curtiss biplane 
Biplane 
Curtiss biplane 
Monoplane 
Multiplane 

Left: The young 
Waldo 
Waterman with 
his biplane, pho-
tographed in 
1911. He was 
one of the few 
early 
designer/builders 
to go on to be 
successful in the 
years following 
World War One. 
His story was 
told in Archive 
issue 3/98. 
(via Jack 
Meaden) 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

PART EIGHTEEN 

1. The First System (1921-1927 ) 
(Conclusion) 

Right: Two views of the Kawanishi K-8B 
seaplanes J-TUST ("Giyu No.1") c/n 6 and 
J-TUTU ("Giyu No.2") c/n 7 on their beach-
ing trollies at Osaka. These aircraft were 
ordered by the Teikoku Kaibo Gikai 
(Imperial Maritime Defence Volunteer 
Association) and operated by Nippon Koku 
KK (Japan Aviation Co Ltd) which was 
actually a Kawanishi-owned company. 
Together the two K-8Bs made a public 
demonstration flight around Japan, com-
pleting two separate circuits from Osaka, 
one in April and the other in May 1927, a 
total of over 4,500 km amid great publicity. 
They were each powered by a 260-305hp 
Maybach M IVa six-cyl water-cooled inline 
engine giving a cruising speed of 92mph. 

1-G: Additional data and comments on 
J-T### series original entries in Archive 
pages 96/3 to 96/8. 
Regretably we have less data to present in 
this issue but what follows completes the 
First System of Japanese civil registra-
tions. In the next issue we will begin our 
revision of the Second System. 

J-TUBC Gloucestershire Sparrowhawk III. Official list shows this as 
JN.443 but says that it is a 2-seater (which should therefore 
make it a Sparrowhawk II).. CofA issued 2.27 and expired 
8.27. 

J-TUBF No information known. 

J-TUDE Gloucestershire Sparrowhawk III. C/n quoted as (serial) 
JN.432. Single-seater. CofA issued 3.27, expired 9.27 and 
registration cancelled 11.27. 

J-TUDK Nieuport 24. C/n Tokyo 521. CofA issued 11.24 to TTK. 
Owner changed to S Okura and new CofA issued 6.25. CofA 
expired 9.26. 

J-TUDP Nieuport 24/Nakajima Ko 3. C/n Nakajima 1036 was actually 
J-TUOP, seep.2000/14. 

J-TUEL Avro 504K. The c/n has been listed as 15, 105 and 150! CofA 
issued 11.24 and returned 4.26 due to aircraft damage. 

J-TUFM Nakajima 5. CofA issued 11.24 and expired 5.27. 

J-TUGH Gloucestershire Sparrowhawk III. C/n quoted as JN.447, 
again a 2-seater (see J-TUBC above), CofA issued 3.27 and 
expired 9.27. 

J-TUJK Type is Hansa/Nakajima as described. C/n Nakajima 22. 
CofA issued 3.27. Regn cancelled 7.27 and became J-BABI 
(1), 7.27. • 

J-TUKL Mitsubishi F.3B1. CofA issued 10.26. Regn cancelled 8.29. 

J-TUMN Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. CofA issued 12.26. 

J-TUNU Sopwith 1 modified (1fi Strutter). C/n was Yasui 5, British c/n 
was 10168. CofA issued 12.24, expired 5.27. 

J-TURS Hansa/Aichi floatplane. C/n Aichi 43. CofA issued 3.27, 
expired 9.27. 

J-TUST Kawanishi K-8B. CofA issued 4.27. Made a round-Japan flight 
with J-TUTU, April/May 1927. 

J-TUSZ Avro 504K. CofA issued 1.25 but returned 12.28 due to air-
craft having been destroyed. 

J-TUTA Yokosho Ro-go Ko-gata. C/n Sasebo 23. CofA issued 2.25, 
expired 7.26. 

J-TUTU Kawanishi K-8B. C/n 7. CofA issued 4.27. Made round-Japan 
flight with J-TUST, April-May 1927. 

J-TUVW Hansa/Nakajima floatplane. CofA issued 5.27, expired 11.27. 

J-TUXE Mitsubishi R-1.2. CofA issued 1.25. Became J-BADC 4.28. 

J-TUZG Nieuport 24C. CofA issued 9.24, expired 2.28. 

J-T#BE Nieuport 24C. This registration is J-TABE (see p.99/77). 

J-T#LN Itoh Type 25. This registration is J-TELN (see p.99/126). 
To be continued... 
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ZOO 300 400 SOO METRES JI 

MANCHESTER (BARTON) AERODROME 
Licensed civil aerodrome (public). 
Situation: 

Latitude 53° 28' North Longitude 02° 23' West. 
Altitude, 70 ft (21 metres) above mean sea level. 
Railway station: Eccles 2 miles, Manchester 6 miles. 
Telephone: Day - Eccles 1873. Night - Eccles 1875. 

Facilities: 
Landing area: N-S: 530 yds NE-SW: 522 yds 

E-W: 738 yds SE-NW: 522 yds 
Grass-covered surface. 

Fuel, oil and fresh water are available. 
All repairs can be executed. 
One brick and steel hangar. Compass base available. 
Bus services to Manchester, Warrington and Liverpool 

pass the aerodrome. 
Garage at Eccles. Taxi available in 5 minutes. 
Hotel, with sleeping accommodation, at the 

aerodrome (Tel: Eccles 3592). 
Customs officer will attend as required. 

Obstructions: 
NE side, overhead cables, 80 ft high, 1/2 mile distant. 
SE side, 3 towers 240 ft high, with bracing cables, 

3/4 mile distant. 
NW side, 2 radio masts, 100 ft high. 
There are no special signals. 

The two radio masts referred to, and the masts on the con-
trol tower, are marked with red lights at night. 
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BARTON AIRPORT -
The Pre-War Years BY GEORGE JENKS 

1930 (continued) 
Junkers F.13 G-AAGU of Walcot Airlines 
made the first of many visits on 25th 
August and represented a growing use of 
Barton by the many air taxi companies 
emerging at this time. Another example 
was Desoutter EI-AAD of lona National Air 
Taxis on 25th September, heralding what 
was to be a close association between 
Barton and Irish aviation during the next 
decade. On 11th October, W.L.Hope made 
local headlines by making a night landing 
with no lights in Puss Moth G-AAYD to 
bring the first pictures of the R.101 airship 
disaster which, tragically, resulted in the 
death of one of the prime movers in the 
building of Barton, Sir Sefton Brancker. 

Four days later, NAL took delivery of DH.50 
G-EBQI which was named "The 
Lancastrian" by Alderman Davy at a brief 
ceremony. At the end of the first year, the 
Corporation claimed 2,060 movements excluding joy-flights and to 
have expended something like £50,000 on the airport. In view of the 
depressed state of the National Economy at this time, this was proba-
bly quite a satisfactory start. 

1931 -1933 The Quiet Years 
At the beginning of this second year the Corporation announced that an 
estimated £12,000 was to be spent on the airfield in the next five years, 
including the building of a control tower and met office, and the enlarg-
ing of the landing area. NAL announced their intention to commence a 
service to the Isle of Man using the DH.50, however, in the event this 
never started and 1931 was a very quiet year for Barton. 

The first visitor of note was Vickers Vimy IV J7701 from Digby on 11th 
February, and the first recorded accident was on 12th March when test 
cricketer P.T.Eckersley undershot in his Avian G-AABX "Comete". NAL 
were preparing for the 1931 joy-riding season with 5 newly converted 
Avro 504K's (G-ABHI, J, K, P & 'BLL) and an additional Moth G-EBRI. 

A list of visiting pilots at this time reads like a page from Who's Who, 
with Cobham calling on 6th May in Moth G-AAMU, the Prince of Wales 
in Moth G-ABDB accompanied by Flt/Lt. Fielden in Puss Moth G-ABKZ 
on 12th May, C.D.Barnard in Fokker F.VIIA G-EBTS on 29th May, Nick 
Comper in his Swift G-AACZ from Hooton on 1st June, Edgar Percival 
in Hendy 302 G-AAVT on 6th June and Prince George in Moth G-AALG 
on 12th June. 

Barnard combined with NAL to give a display over the Whitsun week-
end, the novelty being Cierva C.19 G-AALA flown by Reggie Brie. Such 
was the shortage of a/c for this display that NAL had to borrow two air-
craft (Avians G-AABX and G-EBQL) for the Monday show to replace 
two machines damaged on the Saturday. 

Items of interest during June included the first visit of Sealand's Metal 
Moths (J9926, '27 and '29) on the 15th and four days later, the arrival 
of C W A Scott in Moth VH-UQA. Scott was touring the country follow-
ing his record-breaking Australia - UK flight, and must surely have flown 
the first Australian registered aircraft to the north of England. 

The same week saw the first recorded military accident when P/O 
Glover crashed in Siskin J8824, and the week closed with the opening 
of a Flying School by the Earl of Stanhope and Warrington. The School 
was started by NAL with G F Yuill as C.F.I, and it was planned to oper-
ate a fleet of DH.60X Moths, but this was not to be! 

Above: Avro 504K G-ABHK. Northern Air Transport converted a batch of these aircraft to work as joy-
riders very late in their careers. 
Facing page, top: Aerial view from the east in 1933 after the Control Tower had been built. 
Facing page, bottom: HRH The Prince of Wales visiting Barton in Puss Moth G-ABBS on 15.8.30. He 
is being met by Lord Derby and the Lord Mayor of Manchester is a scene almost identical to that involv-
ing Puss Moth G-ABFV shown on p.98/97. (All photos from George Jenks Collection) 

The Cundiff Trophy race was run again on 15 August during an Air 
Pageant which attracted quite a number of visitors including Cutty Sark 
G-AAIP from Cowes, Lord Amherst in Bluebird G-AAVF, NFS 
Desoutter G-AAPK, Widgeon G-EBRO, no less than five Avians from 
Woodford, including Winifred Brown in G-ABED, Avians EI-AAB from 
Baldonnel and G-EBZM from Speke. The latter is noteworthy because 
one of the Woodford aircraft was G-ABEE, and both these machines 
have survived to become part of the Aeroplane Collection whose 
premises are less than a mile away! A novel feature of the Pageant was 
a glider demonstration, following a daunting air-tow by R. O. Roach of 
Beardmore's with Avro 504N G-EBHD from Stag Lane. 

September saw yet another amphibian in the unfamiliar shape of 
Sikorsky S.39A G-ABFN which staged through Barton en route 
Croydon - Renfrew on the 11th. The following week another Pageant 
was held, preceded by a formation of fourteen aircraft, led by five Avro 
504s, which flew over the City centre. Unfortunately, this proved to be 
the swan-song of NAL, for shortly afterwards a receiver was appointed 
and NAL closed down, leaving sister company, Northern Air Transport, 
to struggle on alone. The only bright spot during the rest of 1931 was 
the overnight stay of Amy Johnson, who arrived on 24 October in her 
Puss Moth G-AAZV. 

1932 opened in much the same way as 1931 had ended - very quietly, 
but weather played a critical part in aviation in those days. The only 
item of interest in the first three months was the arrival of Moth EI-AAG 
of lona National AAA/ for repair in NAT workshops on 12th January. On 
1st April F.J.V.Holmes formed a new company named Air Travel Ltd. 
offering taxi, survey and advertising services, using the ubiquitous Avro 
504. The first of these,504K G-ABUK arrived by road two days later, fol-
lowed by 504N G-ABVH flown in from Woodford on the 5th. 

The Avro 504Ns of No. 5 FTS Sealand had continued to visit Barton 
regularly throughout the winter, and on 19th April, the first example of 
their A.W. Atlas aircraft (K1563) visited. One of the largest aircraft to 
date to visit Barton arrived on 6th June in the shape of HP.42 G-AAXC, 
bringing the Lord Mayor of London, Sir Maurice Jenks, and his party 
for the opening of the new Town Hall at Morecambe. During the two-
day stay, the Lord Mayor of Manchester was given a demonstration 
flight. 

Four days later, the National Aviation Day circus arrived; amongst the 
fleet was the first Tiger Moth to be seen at Barton, G-ABUL. Both these 
events were probably marred somewhat by the tragic crash of a 5 FTS 
Siskin only a couple of weeks before when the passenger LAC W.P. 
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Left: Handley Page HP.42 
G-AAXC at Barton on 
6.6.32 during the visit of 
the Lord Mayor of London. 
Below, left: Northern Air 
Transport bought Cirrus II 
Moth G-EBRI c/n 405 in 
5.31 but went into 
receivership in 1.33. 
Below, right: Desoutter 1 
G-ABRN was used as an 
air ambulance in the area. 
It later moved to 
Woodford. 

Lane was killed and the pilot seriously injured. Two of the first rescuers 
on the scene were Mr E.W. Bonar, Chief Pilot of NAT and PC Hayes, 
both men being decorated; the former receiving the Empire Gallantry 
Medal and the latter the King's Police Medal. 

Most of the considerable number of UK charter companies used Barton 
from time to time, deploying a variety of aircraft. The Puss Moth was 
very popular with such operators, examples noted during 1932 being 
G-AAXZ of British Air Navigation Co, G-ABKG of Birkett Air Service and 
G-ABSO of Hillmans, but of the more unusual types the Junkers F.13 
G-ABDC of Personal Flying Services, was a regular visitor following its 
first appearance on June 20th. Equally unusual was the arrival of Mono 
coupe 70 G-AADG which the owner Mr Knight, hangared at Barton for 
2 months. 

On July 1st, Amy & Jim Mollison, at that time making world headlines, 
visited Barton from Hull in Puss Moth G-ABKG, leaving on the 3rd. Just 
six days later the airfield hosted yet another group of long-distance 
fliers when Neville Stack landed in Spartan G-ABLI to clear Customs on 
the return leg of his U.K. - Karachi flight with crewmen Courtney & 
Taylor. 

August 28th could have been called "colonial day" as two interesting 
visitors logged were Puss Moth VT-ACH and Waco UIC VP-KAP. The 
latter had been at Barton since July 18th and departed that day for 
Hamble. Activity tailed off towards the end of the year: Capt. Olley did 
a round trip from Croydon in Imperial Airways DH50 G-EBFP on Sept. 
3rd, and Fox Moth EI-AAP of lona National A/W staged through on 
Sept. 20th, the first of several round trips from Dublin to Leeds to be 
undertaken during the next eight months. 

The year 1933 started very badly when Mr J.W. Shepherd was appoint-
ed Receiver of Northern Air Transport in January. By April he had 
retained the ground staff but the a/c were standing idle in the hangar 
just when they would be actively undergoing preparation for the sum-
mer season in better times. The era finally ended when Airwork Ltd 
secured a seven year management contract for Barton with the 
Corporation. They officially took over from NAT on 1st May when Mr 
R.O.I. Muntz was appointed Manager with John Leigh as Deputy. Mr 
Muntz had brought about the first visit of a Percival Gull to Barton when 
he flew up from Heston in G-ABUR on March 31st. 

Other types to appear early in 1933 were D.H. Dragon G-ACAN flown 
in from Romford by Edward Hillman to discuss a possible service to 
Eire, Redwing II G-ABDO on demonstration and Hart K1419 en route 
Hucknall - Sealand. 

Unusual visitors during the first half-year included Bristol F2B G-ACCG 
of Universal Flying Services on April 1st, Lord Amherst in his Avro 626 

G-ABRK on May 10th and Saro Cutty Sark G-AAIP from Cowes flown 
by Flt/Lt Arthur on May 16th. Another Cutty Sark, G-ABBC made the 
first of several visits from Blackpool on 12th June flown by Mr Monks of 
British Amphibious Airways. 

National Aviation Day returned to Barton on June 26th, and this year 
the circus included SE-5a G-EBVB which returned on July 18th for a 6 
day stay during which time many local towns were visited. With the 
demise of NAT, the only displays held at Barton were those staged by 
the travelling circuses, although many of the local towns were visited 
individually, as any suitable pastureland was used by the barnstormers. 
Nevertheless, Barton played host to yet another circus that year when 
the British Hospitals Air Pageant visited on August 25th. Amongst their 
fleet was the diminutive Miles Satyr G-ABVG, a close relative of the 
Woodford-based Miles Martlet G-ABBN which also visited Barton occa-
sionally. 

Preceding the Pageant by three days was the visit of H.R.H. Prince of 
Wales in Dragon G-ACGG flown by Flt/Lt Fielden. Other interesting vis-
itors during the latter part of the year included the Seagrave Meteor 
G-ABFR on Sept 6th, Farman 202 F-AJPM en route to Dublin, Tiger 
Moth SE-ADO from Woodford on October 20th and Klemm CH360 from 
Zurich to Ayr on November 1st. The rapidly expanding fleet of Airwork 
were inevitably regular visitors in connection with their business, and in 
November Capt G.D. Ayre took over as Airport Manager. 

To be continued. . . 

AIRCRAFT KNOWN TO BE BASED AT BARTON - 1931-33 

Rean 
G-ABHI 
G-ABHJ 
G-ABHP 

G-ABHK 
G-EBKX 
G-EBRI 
G-ABLL 
G-ABRN 

G-AADG 

G-ABOA 
G-ABWF 
G-ABCS 
G-ACHA 
G-ACLG 
G-AASY 

Type 
Avro 504K 
Avro 504K 
Avro 504K 

Avro 504K 
Avro 504K 
DH.60X 
Avro 504K 
Desoutter 1 

Arrived 
24.2.31 
24.2.31 

9.3.31 

21.3.31 
? 

21.5.31 
2.6.31 

13.11.31 

Monocoupe 70 25.6.32 

DH.60G 
DH.83 
DH.60G 
Gull Four 
Gull Four 
DH.60G 

28.1.33 
30.4.33 
30.4.33 
25.7.33 

7.9.33 
19.10.33 

Owner 
NAT 
NAT 
NAT 

NAT 
NAT 
NAT 
NAT 

Comment 
Dep 29.5.32 
Sold L Rimmer 8.33 
Dep 26.3.32, Dublin; to 
EI-AAN 
Sold L Rimmer 8.33 
Sold L Rimmer 7.33 
Last reef It 21.1.33 
Sold L Rimmer 8.33 

Lightplanes (Lanes) 
Dep 2.11.32, Woodford 

R W H Knight 
Dep 27.8.32, Chorley 

Harrison Dep 28.5.33, Hooton 
Airwork 
Airwork 
Airwork 
Airwork 
Airwork 

Dep 18.10.33, Heston 
Dep 14.7.34, Liverpool 
Last rec fit 5.2.34 
Dep 25.10.33, Heston 
Last rec fit 26.10.34; to 
EI-ABE 3.35 
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HOWARD HUGHES -
The Millionaire Record Breaker 
PART THREE 

(All photos via Jack Meaden) 

In 1931 the World Absolute Speed Record of 
407.5 mph was held by Britain with the 
Supermarine S6B S1596 flown by Fit Lt G 
Stainforth over Southampton Water (see Air-
Britain Digest, Winter 1996). At the time such 
speeds were only attainable by floatplanes 
which had large water areas on which to take 
off, the grass airfields of the period usually 
being too small for such speeds. 

The other problem was the high cost of such 
specialised aircraft, the final development of 
the S6B for the Schneider Trophy of 1931 
only being possible due to the generosity of 
Lady Houston who contributed £100,000 to 
the cost. There is a kind of parallel between 
this and Howard Hughes' attempt on the 
World Landplane Speed Record, for only a 
multi-millionaire like Hughes could afford to 
design and build an aircraft especially for the 
purpose. 

His design was a single-seat low wing mono-
plane with retractable undercarriage. 
Chosen for its small diameter of only 43.87 in 
(compared with the 54.12 in of the Wright 
SR-1820-G2 in the Hughes Gamma), the 
engine was the P & W SA1-G Twin Wasp 
Junior 14-cyl 2-row radial giving 700 hp at 
2,500 rpm for take off and up to 8,500 ft, 
increased to 900 hp by overboosting. The 
exhaust stubs were just long enough to exit 
the rear of the slightly curved and tapered 
close-fitting NACA type cowling. 

The aluminium alloy monocoque fuselage 
had a big central keel to which the engine, 
wings and tail unit were attached. The fuse-
lage, fin and tailplane were cantilever, cover-
ing being butt jointed and flush riveted alu-
minium alloy sheet. The control surfaces 
were of welded aluminium alloy tubing with 
fabric covering. Large area split flaps occu-
pied the wing trailing edge between the 
ailerons and, when fully extended, allowed a 
touchdown speed of between 70 and 80 
mph. 

The wide track hydraulically operated under-
carriage retracted inwards and folding flaps 
on the legs automatically covered the wheels 
when retracted. Shock absorbing was limited 
to a short spring at the lower end of the leg 
and the low-pressure tyres. The tailskid was 
mechanically retractable, ie. hand-operated, 
emphasising the trouble Hughes had taken 
to reduce drag to a minimum. 

Right: Beech A-17F 'Staggerwing' NC12583 
was the only one of its kind, with the big 
690hp Wright engine appropriate for Hughes 
to practice high performance flying in spite of 
its fixed undercarriage. 

BY JACK MEADEN 

Above: The Hughes 1B 'racer' is pushed out to be looked over and photographed for the first time. 
Prominent is the short span dihedralled wing and wide track undercarriage with automatic folding 
flaps to cover the wheels when retracted. 
Below: NR258Y having its engine run shows the short stub exhausts just visible under the NACA 
cowling. The slim lines are evident, with large wing root fairings, clean tail surfaces and retractable 
tail skid. 

Wood was chosen for the wing because of the 
highly polished finish possible. The one-piece 
cantilever wing, of modified NACA 2418 sec-
tion, had two box spars, built-up ribs and ply-
wood covering, sanded and covered with bal-
loon cloth before being painted and given a 
waxed polished finish. The wing span was a 
mere 24 ft 11 in, area 138 ft2 and fuel tanks in 
the wing held 250 US gal. 

While building of the Hughes 1B was pro-
ceeding, to keep in flying practice Hughes 
purchased in 3.35 the only example of the 
high-speed Beech A17F 'Staggerwing' c/n 5 

NC 12583. It had the powerful 690hp Wright 
R-1820-F11 nine-cylinder radial engine and 
he used it for practice take offs and landings, 
also flying it to the west coast and back on 
one of his frequent business journeys before 
its sale on 11.8.35. One one such flight from 
east to west on 19.3.35 he rented a Sikorsky 
S-38C NC10V, a type with which he was 
familiar from his ownership of S-38BL NC24V 
and time spent touring with Glenn Odekirk 
(see Part Two). 

Construction was completed on 10.8.35 and 
Hughes made the first flight of 15 min at 
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Left: Onlookers group behind the 
roped-off area for the cameraman 
as he shoots the Hughes 1B after 
the wheels-up landing at the end 
of the speed record flight. Only the 
propeller shows damage. 
Centre, left: Sikorsky S-38C 
NC10V with two 420 hp P&W 
Wasp C-1 9-cyl radial engines 
was hired by Hughes in 1935. It is 
seen here with American Airlines. 
Centre, right: Hughes comes in to 
land in the 1B, now NX258Y with 
longer span wing and 900 hp 
P&W Twin Wasp Jr in the form 
used for the coast-to-coast record. 

Martin Field, Santa Ana, CA on 17.8.35. On 
14.9.35 he broke the World Landplane Speed 
Record at 352.388 mph but, as one run was a 
bit slower, he made a fifth run and then a sixth 
for luck. He had only allowed enough fuel for 
the flight on the tank he was using, ran out of 
fuel and the engine stopped at low level, 
necessitating an immediate forced landing, 
wheels up. Fortunately he was able to make a 
belly-landing in a beet field with little damage 
other than underside scrapes and a bent pro-
peller. 

From the beginning Hughes had plans for a 
new transcontinental record, California to 
New York, a distance of 2,464 miles. To do 

this the 1B was converted to a long range ver-
sion by fitting a larger wing of 32 ft span and a 
new aerofoil section, NACA 23012. The bigger 
wing had space for more tankage and the fuel 
contents were increased to a total of 280 US 
gal. The maximum loaded weight increased by 
700 lb to 6,200 lb. 

The engine was also changed from the origi-
nal, which had been one of the four originally 
intended for the prototype Sikorsky S-42 flying 
boat NC822M but which had been dropped in 
favour of 700 hp P&W R-1690 Hornet engines. 
The new engine was the one taken out of 
Jacqueline Cochran's Gamma, Twin Wasp Jr 
SA1-G converted to SA4-G. It was further con-

Left: The long-span IB taxy-
ing in with flaps down 19.1.37 
after beating the old 
transcontinental record by 
almost 2 hours. The normal 
procedure is to retract flaps 
after landing and before taxy-
ing, preventing damage from 
stones thrown up by the 
propeller, but Hughes com-
monly taxied in with flaps 
down (see also Gamma and 
Super Electra) 

verted to SA-5G and was boosted to give 
850/900 hp with close to 1,000 hp for short 
periods. A Sperry Autopilot was also fitted. 

After test flights, Hughes left on 18.1.37 and 
made a new record from Burbank to Newark 
of 7 hr 28 min 25 sec, an average speed of 
329 mph. This was almost 2 hr better than the 
previous record. 

In the same year, when aged 32, Howard 
Hughes was already planning an attempt on 
another international record. This was the 
round-the-world record held by Wiley Post; 
15,596 miles flown solo in 7 days 18 hr 49.5 
min between 15 and 22.7.33 in Lockheed 
Vega 5B c/n 122 NR105W "Winnie May". This 
had broken Post's previous record of 8 days 
15 hr 51 min flown with navigator Harold 
Gatty commencing 23.6.31 in the same air-
craft. These 'round-the-world' flights were all 
round the northern hemisphere and a shorter 
distance than the 25,000 miles round the 
Equator, relying on the airfields in the north-
ern land areas for refuelling. 

Left: The round-the-world record of 1933 was held by Wiley 
Post solo in the Lockheed Vega NR105W c/n 122 "Winnie 
Mae" with NACA cowling on its 420 hp P&W Wasp C-1 9-
cyl radial engine and fitted with spats. Post lost an eye in an 
oilfield accident and learned to fly on the insurance money. 
Rebuilt Vega c/n 72 NC898E was repainted in 1969 to rep-
resent "Winnie Mae" but the original is in the NASM. 
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Above: For his world-circling flight Hughes purchased Lockheed 
14-G102 Super Electra NX18973 c/n 1419. It was modified with 
extra tanks in the cabin and had a transparent nose with land-
ing light, the most sophisticated navigation equipment of the day 
and a navigator to operate it. 
Below: The Duramold process was used on a production air-
craft, the Fairchild AT-21 Gunner with two 450 hp Ranger V-
770-15 12-cyl inverted vee air-cooled engines and a tricycle 
undercarriage. The AT-21 was used to train many of the USAAF 
air gunners and bomb aimers of WW2. 

Right: Hughes taking off the Super Electra for 
the record flight, the 2 Wright GR-1820-G102 
9-cyl radials with their Hamilton Standard con-
stant speed 3-blade propellers at full throttle. In 
addition to Hughes and the navigator, a co-
pilot/navigator, flight engineer and radio opera-
tor were carried, a total crew of five. 

For the record attempt, Hughes purchased 
Lockheed 14-N2 Super Electra NX18973 c/n 
1419 and had it specially modified with extra 
fuel tanks in the cabin, increasing the contents 
from the normal 644 US gal to a new total of 
1,844 US gal. With its crew of five its total 
weight was over 25,000 lb, two and a quarter 
times the empty weight, for which special dis-
pensation was required from the CAA. The 
two engines were Wright GR-1820-G102 
Cyclones rated at 900 hp at 2,200 rpm at 
6,000 ft and giving 1,100 hp at 2,350 rpm for 
take off. An advertisement was painted on the 
nose and by the fuselage door, "New York 
World's Fair 1939", and this has often been 
taken to be the name of the aircraft. 

Leaving New York on 10.7.38, the flight made 
six stops, at Paris, Moscow, Omsk, lakoutsk, 
Fairbanks and Minneapolis, arriving back at 
New York on 14.7.38 having taken 3 days 19 
hr 14 min 10 sec to travel about 14,800 miles. 
Perhaps feeling a little embarrassed at using 
an airliner and crew of five to break Wiley 
Post's solo single-engine record of 5 years 
earlier, Hughes afterwards said the flight was 
"in no way a stunt but the carrying out of a 
careful plan. Any airline pilot with competent 
navigator and radio operator could have done 

Above: The Super Electra back at New York after setting a new round-the-world 
record, flaps still extended, with a protective police cordon around it. The lack of 
windows in the centre fuselage marks the position of the additional fuel tanks. 

the same thing". The record flight did a great 
deal to encourage sales of the Lockheed 14 
Super Electra airliner and may even have 
influenced the purchase of its military develop-
ment the Hudson patrol bomber, which served 
RAF Coastal Command so well in WW2. In 
any case the war put an end to record flights 
for six years and Hughes transferred his 
efforts to military purposes. 

Hughes' first military design was the D-1, a 
twin-engine twin-boom fighter. Due to the 
extreme secrecy practised by Hughes little 
else is known about it, but it was the basis for 
the D-2 which had a wood structure formed by 
a proprietary process known as Duramold. 
This had been developed by Col V E Clark, 
well known for his design of the widely-used 
Clark Y aerofoil section, and it was a resin 
impregnated plywood compressed at up to 
4,000 lb/in2 at 182°C. It had already been used 
successfully under licence by Fairchild in the 
building of the AT-21 Gunner of which 174 
were built with two 520 hp Ranger V-770-11 
12-cyl inverted vee geared and supercharged 
air-cooled engines for servicve at gunnery 
training schools. At the inception of the D-2 it 

was considered that wood would be an 
advantage in the event of a wartime shortage 
of aluminium. 

Manufacture of the prototype D-2 progressed 
slowly, designer Dick Palmer and manager 
Glenn Odekirk both becoming frustrated by 
the impossibility of getting Hughes to even 
turn up, let alone spend any time discussing 
the design, due to his pre-occupation with 
other activities. Just as frustrating as lack of 
direction were changes in intended function, 
armament, number of crew members, in fact 
there was hardly anything that wasn't 
changed in mid-stream, all in extreme secre-
cy. 

Although the original design was virtually 
complete by the end of 1940, it was not until 
mid-1943 that the prototype was completed 
and Hughes flew it in July, powered by two 
2,000 hp P&W R-2800 Double Wasp 18-cyl 
2-row radial engines. It flew a number of 
times but on 11.11.43 during a storm, light-
ning struck and set fire to the wooden hangar 
in which it was housed and the D-2 burned to 
ashes. 
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Left: The D-2 at Harper's Dry Lake 
where it was flown by Hughes in 
July 1943, showing the central 
crew nacelle and the two big 
2,000 hp P&W R-2800-49 18-cyl 
radial engines with their cooling 
grills open. Wing span was 60 ft 
6 in, maximum weight 28,110 lb, 
estimated maximum speed 430 
mph at 25,000 ft. 
Below: The Palmer-designed 
Duramold structured D-2 twin 
boom aircraft was kept completely 
secret by Hughes. However, 
somebody managed to sneak this 
photo which shows its slim lines 
and the long tricycle undercar-
riage which provided ground 
clearance for its 15 ft diameter 
Hamilton Standard constant 
speed propellers. 

With the multi-million dollar resources of the 
Hughes Tool Co behind him, Howard 
Hughes was able to play a major part in his 
many interests and operate them all at the 
same time through his many carefully select-
ed administrators. One of his long-term inter-
ests was TWA, Transcontinental & Western 
Air when he became a majority shareholder 
in 1937, becoming Trans World Airlines on 
17.5.50. 

In April 1939 Lockheed revealed their ideas 
for a new four-engine airliner which they 
called the Excalibur. Hughes had his own 
ideas for an airliner for TWA and, in compa-
ny with TWA President Jack Frye, he met 
Lockheed management in June with a spec-
ification. This called for a high performance 
machine and specified four 2,200 hp Wright 
R-3350 Duplex Cyclone 18-cyl 2-row radials, 
the same engines as used by the B-29 
Superfortress. Lockheed used the wing of 
the P-38 Lightning fighter, scaled up approx-
imately 2.4 times to give 5 times the area, 
and the Fowler extending flap system similar 
to that used on the Super Electra flown round 
the world by Hughes. The prototype costs 
were backed by the Hughes Tool Co. 

The new airliner was called the Constellation 
but, by the time of the first flight on 9.1.43, 
the US had been taking part in WW2 for just 
over a year and, although the civil registra-
tion NX25600 appeared under the port wing, 
the prototype c/n 1961 had an olive drab and 
grey finish with military star markings. 

On 16.4.44 with Lockheed, TWA and Army 
representatives on board, Hughes, with 
TWA's Jack Frye sharing the piloting from 
the second seat, flew the second aircraft as 

C-69 serial 43-10310 on delivery for service 
tests. The flight, from Burbank to overhead 
Washington airport, was mafe in 6 hr 57 min 
51 sec, a record 330.17 mph. 

Six months after the war ended, on 6.2.46 
TWA Constellation N86511 c/n 049-2035 
"Star of Paris" left Washington to make the 

first commercial flight between the US and 
France in 19 hr 46 min. Constellations were 
used world wide and of the 856 built a few 
were still flying commercially 38 years after 
the prototype, evidence of the technical fore-
sight of Howard Hughes 44 years earlier. 

To be continued. . . 
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Above: Mockup of the Excalibur, Lock-
heed's proposal for a new airliner with 30 
passengers and crew of 6. It looked a bit 
like a 4-engine version of their twin fin 
Electra, but Hughes' ideas transformed it 
into a totally different aeroplane, the bigger 
long-range high performance Constellation. 
Left: The prototype Constellation c/n 1961 
first appeared camouflaged in olive drab 
and grey with USAAF star markings but 
with civil registration NX25600 under the 
port wing - often mis-rerad from the photo 
as NX25800. Its dolphin-like fuselage and 
3 oval fins made it the best looking airliner 
of its time. 
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We conclude the current selection of Extracts from "Het Vliegveld" with 
responses to the last group of items and some additional comments on 
three earlier ones. Our thanks for their contributions are due to: Peter 
Davis, Robert Esperou, Malcolm Fillmore, Harm Hazewinkel, Ian 
Johnson (HKHAA), Frank McMeiken, Tony Morris, Keith Palmer, Vic 
Smith and John Withers. 

06.08.37: Our geographical conundrum concerning the Russian DC-2 
crash has been answered by Harm Hazewinkel. The Moscow - Prague 
service was flown in pool by Aeroflot and CSA and the route is given in 
the CSA entry in Jane's of 1938 as Prague - Uzhorod - Cluj - Kiev -
Brjansk - Moscow. At that time the national boundaries in the region 
were very different to those of today; Czechoslvakia bordered directly 
on Romania but not on the Soviet Union in the area which is now west-
ern Ukraine and which was then part of Poland. As relations between 
central European states were strained it is clear that the Russians and 
Czechs used a route through friendly Romanian territory rather than 
pass over Poland. A sector between Cluj and Kiev would certainly take 
the aircraft very close to Bistrita in Romania, which reconciles the two 
versions of the accident report. 

06.09.37: It is most likely that the Scheveningen fishing boat that took 
Short Scapa K7306 into tow was named "Dr.C.Lely" after the Minister 
responsible for coastal waters who was much respected in that port. 

11.11.37: Polish sources seem to confirm that the first version of this 
accident to SP-AYD is the correct one. 

04.01.38: Maryse Hilsz had taken off at from Istres at 1420 hrs on 
19.12.37 in an attempt to break the women's distance record of 3,939 
km set by Amelia Earhart in 1932. Flying a Caudron C.620 Simoun c/n 
7399.42 F-AQDY loaned to her by the Ministere de I'Air, she met 
adverse weather conditions and landed at Alexandria, a distance of 
only 2,600 km from the start. Deciding to continue in an attempt to 
break Japy's record time to Saigon, she flew on to Basra (20.12.37), 
Karachi, Allahabad, Calcutta (21.12.37), Akyab, Rangoon (22.12.37) 
and arrived in Saigon at 0645 on 23.12.37. The flight of 10,150 km had 
taken 92 hrs 31 min at an average speed of 134 km/h, breaking Japy's 
1935 record by 6 hours. 
Hilsz made two attempts to start the return journey almost immediately 
on 23.12.37, but finally left Saigon at 0154 on 31.12.37. After a stop at 
Akyab the Caudron's undercarriage was damaged at Allahabad but 
Hilsz continued to Karachi which she left for Basra at 1830 on 01.01.38. 
That night she flew into a violent thunderstorm and engine failure 
necessitated a forced landing in the desert 35 km / 20 miles from Jask, 
Iran. Found two days later by tribesmen, she was taken by camel to 
Kuhi-Mubarak then on to Jask and the searches commissioned by Air 
France, the British military authorities in Iraq and the Iranian 
Government, were stood down. 
The Simoun was repaired on site by mechanic Puillet who then 
remained with Hilsz for the rest of the journey, leaving Jask on 26.01.38 
for Baghdad, Damascus, Cairo, Benghazi and Tunis where propeller 
trouble on 29.01.38 resulted in a four day delay. They left on 02.02.38 
routing via Rome, Marseille and Lyon, finally reaching Le Bourget at 
1555 on 03.02.38. 

29.01.38: Aircraft designer Gerard "Jerry" F Vultee, 38, was killed 
when his Stinson Reliant (registration ?) crashed in a snowstorm on Mt 
Wilson, near Flagstaff, Arizona when returning to California from a 
sales trip to the east coast. Also killed was his wife Sylvia Parker 
Vultee. 

03.02.38: Mario Stoppani was returning from a record distance flight 
from Cadiz to Brazil and left Natal on 02.02.38 at 0510 in Cant Z.506B 
l-LAMA. Also on board were 2nd pilot Capt Enrico Comani, mechanic 
Renato Pogliani, telegraphist Demetrio Jaria and the CO of the aero-
batic Squadron of the 1st Stormo, Mario Viola. After about 12 hours the 
port engine stopped and one report indicates that he had turned back 
but about three hours later a fire broke out. Stoppani dumped his fuel 

Above: Maryse Hilsz and her mechanic Puillet on her return to Paris 
3.2.38 after her Paris - Saigon record flight in Caudron Simoun F-AQDY 
being greeted by Le Bourget Airport Director Girardot and Col Lepetit 
of the Air Ministry, (via Harm Hazewinkel) 
Below: Stoppani's Cant Z.506B l-LAMA taxying before departure on its 
last flight which ended with a forced landing in the Atlantic and a fire 
which killed four on board, Stoppani himself being the only survivor of 
the incident, (via Jack Meaden) 

and landed in the Atlantic, unfortunately the Cant was surrounded by 
the fuel which suddenly ignited explosively. Some 95 minutes later a 
Lufthansa Dornier 10-ton Wal D-AGAT "Boreas" c/n 298 from the 
"Westfalen" landed next to the burning wreck 400 km from Fernando de 
Noronhato to find that Stoppani was the only survivor. He was taken to 
Natal and then transferred to the Farman F.2200 F-AOXE "Ville de 
Montevideo" for the journey home. 

11.03.38: The report of an Air France crash at Teheran with six fatali-
ties seems to be an error as no such accident occured on.that day. 
However on 07.03.38 their Potez 62-1 F-ANQR "La Tapageuse" c/n 
12/4031 crashed with an engine fire at Datia, 100 mis south of Agra, 
India. All six occupants were killed, pilot Pierre Robin, wireless opera-
tor F-M Paujol, flight engineer E Swager, passengers Mr & Mrs Boudon 
and Mr Valancot. The crash resulted in Air France pilots demanding the 
withdrawal from service of the Hispano-engined Potez 62-1s pending 
an investigation. They were successful and the Fokker F.VIIb/3ms were 
returned to service until the Dewoitine 338 trimotors could be intro-
duced. 
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Above: Dornier Do18F D-ANHR (two 600 hp Junkers Jumo 
205C 6-cyl vertically opposed compression ignition 2-stroke 
engines) flew the 5,215 miles from the English Channel to 
Caravellas, Brazil in 43 hr, breaking the non-stop distance 
record for seaplanes, 27-29.3.38. It was catapulted from 
seaplane depot ship "Westfalen" and was a special version 
of the Do18 with wingspan increased by 8ft 6in. to 86ft 3in. 
Left: Elizabeth Lion flew Caudron Aiglon F-ANSK from Paris 
to Tunis and back non-stop 8.4.38, but used F-ANZR seen 
here to break Amelia Earhart's women's distance record 
with a flight from Istres to Abadan, Iran of 4,063 km in about 
21 hrs commencing 13.5.38. (Both via Jack Meaden) 

08.04.38: French aviatrix Elizabeth (not Jeanne?) Lion flew 100 hp 
Renault powered Caudron C.610 Aiglon F-ANSK c/n 7035 from Paris 
to Tunis and return, non-stop without landing or refuelling, starting with 
only 470 litres of fuel in the 700 litre capacity tanks. Leaving Le Bourget 
at 0200 on 08.04.38 she had reached Tunis at 1202 and landed at her 
starting point again at 2225 at an average speed of 192 km/h for the 
3,500 km journey. 

13.04.38: Dornier Do 18F flying boat D-ANHR of Lufthansa was cata-
pulted from the "Westfalen" in the English Channel on 27.03.38 and set 
a straight line distance record for seaplanes by flying non-stop to 
Caravellas, Brazil; 8,400 km in 43 hours. Pilots were Capt HVvon 
Engel and Chief Pilot E Gundermann. 

05.06.38: Makowski and three colleagues from LOT delivered the 
Lockheed 14-H Super Electra SP-LMK (initially SP-BMK) c/n 1425 to 
the Polish company, departing Los Angeles 13.05.38. The routing is 
quoted as via Buenos Aires, Natal, and Dakar to Warsaw. Several other 
intermediate stops would obviously be necessary and it is speculated 
that demonstration flights would have taken place en route. This was 
almost certainly the first trans-oceanic delivery of an airliner, but a 
newly-published LOT history says that the company had planned 
transatlantic services to commence in 1940 and that this flight was to 
test the route. The aircraft type that they intended to use is not stated. 
SP-LMK was later to become G-AGAV with BOAC, having left Warsaw 
4.9.39 and routing via Estonia, Sweden, Denmark and Norway to Perth, 
Scotland. 

28.06.38: Vladimir K Kokkinaki and A M Bryandinsky were flying a 
modified llyushin TsKB-30 long range bomber, number 9, which had 
entered production as the DB-3. Completed in May 1936 without arma-
ment but fitted with a modified nose and extra fuel tankage in the bomb 
bay and fuselage gun position, it was painted red and named "Moskva" 
but if it was given a registration this is not recorded. Taking off from 
Moscow on 27.8.38 they flew non-stop to Spassk-Dal'nii, near 
Vladivostok, a distance of 7580 km in 24 hours 36 minutes. The two 
crew were each awarded the title 'Hero of the Soviet Union' and the 
Order of Lenin together with prizes of 25,000 roubles for their achieve-
ment. 
This flight was intended as preparation for a Moscow - New York flight 
the following year. In the meantime the "Moskva" was modified for the 
over-water attempt and the two 760/800 hp M-85 fourteen-cylinder 2-
row radials with 3-blade fixed-pitch propellers were replaced by 950 hp 
M-87Bs with variable-pitch props. Leaving Moscow on 28.4.39 with 
Kokkinaki partnered by M Kh Gordinenko, the flight suffered several 

setbacks, strong headwinds, extreme cold, shortage of oxygen and 
finally lack of fuel so that a forced landing had to be made on Miscou 
Island, New Brunswick, Canada on the following day. It is assumed that 
the aircraft, which was not seriously damaged, was recovered and 
returned to the Soviet Union. 

25.07.38: A Colombian military Curtiss Hawk crashed into a grand-
stand during a display at Campo de Marte, killing the pilot Lt Cesar 
Abadia and 27, 37 ,41 or 53 spectators according to different reports on 
subsequent days, and severely wounding up to 55 with about 110 light-
ly injured. The display on 24.07.38 was on the occasion of Bogota's 
centenary celebrations and was attended by President Lopez, mem-
bers of his Cabinet and diplomats in addition to a crowd of 30,000. The 
pilot appeared to lose control after a loop and narrowly missed the 
Presidential grandstand before his engine failed and he stalled into the 
other. Alternatively he was said to have attempted to fly between the 
stands, the occasion being the 150th anniversary of the birth of Simon 
Bolivar. 

10.08.38: An aircraft (still unidentified) of the Hungarian Malert com-
pany with a three-man crew and nine journalists on board, caught fire 
in the air in a severe storm possibly as a result of a lightning strike on 
its way to Budapest and crashed near Dbreczen killing all occupants. 

13.08.38: Savoia-Marchetti S.73 OK-BAG c/n 30040 of the Czech air-
line CSA crashed on the Buchwalder Kopf in the Black Forest 16 miles 
east of Kehl en route from Prague to Paris. The four crew of pilot Karel 
Brabenec, co-pilot Alois Krahulec, radio operator Bedrich Soukup and 
stewardess Marie Krentnerova were killed, together with all 16 passen-
gers. Date of 23.8.38 reported in Archive p.84/26 requires correction. 

24.08.38: On 23.08.38 Frank Hawks and passenger J A Campbell 
were killed in the Gwinn Aircar X16921 c/n 502 which flew into power 
lines on take-off from a field at East Aurora near Buffalo, NY. 

24.08.38: Of the two civil aircraft on training flights which collided at 
0850 in mid-air over Omori near Tokyo, one, a Fokker Super Universal 
of Japan Air Transport, fell onto the Yamamoto Iron Foundry and 
exploded, starting a fire which destroyed much of the foundry, the 
neighbouring Yamasawa factory and two houses, killing 3 in the aircraft 
and 21 on the ground. The 3 crew members of the Fokker were Rosaka 
Aoiki, Tadashi Sakai and Harruo Tanaka. The other aircraft, a Hanriot 
of the Japan Aviation School, crashed onto the bathroom of a geisha 
house, killing only the 2 pilots, instructor Toshio Fujita and student 
Bunzo Ito. No other confirmation of the later total of 67 fatalities, one 
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Right: On 27-28.6.38 Vladimir K 
Kokkinaki. who had flown the first 
prototype llyushin TsKB-26 (DB-
3) bomber (two 800 hp Gnome-
Rhone K-14 14-cyl 2-row radial 
engines), flew the later DB-3 
"Moskva", all red with its name in 
white beneath the wings, for 
4,710 miles from Moscow by way 
of Sevastopol and Sverdlovsk to 
Vladivostock in just over 24 hours 
non-stop at an average speed of 
191 mph. (via Jack Meaden) 

Right: The following year, on 28-
29.4.39 Kokkinaki flew the DB-3 
"Moskva" from Moscow in a bid to 
reach New York but he ran out of 
fuel and landed, undercarriage 
retracted, with only minor damage 
on the island of Miscou in New 
Brunswick. The distance covered 
bettered his previous record flight 
as he achieved 4,970 miles in 22 
hr 56 min at an average speed of 
216 mph. (via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Jacqueline Cochrane taxying in her Severksky AP-7 racer 
NX 1384 at New York's Floyd Bennett Field after winning the 1938 
Bendix race. The projections under the wing are the rear part of the fair-
ings which closed up to cover the wheels after retraction. 
Below: The AP-7 climbing away after take-off shows the faired wheels 
after retraction. The 1,050 hp Twin Wasp R-1830 14-cyl 2-row radial 
engine drove a 3-blade Hamilton counterweight-type constant speed 
propeller. (Both via Jack Meaden) 

source the following day gave 36, with 58 reported on 27.08, and says 
almost 200 seriously injured. The collision is said to have occured in fog 
at about 1,300 ft. 

03.09.38: Jacqueline Cochran won the Los Angeles - Cleveland race in 
Seversky AP-7 NX1384, covering the 3290 km at an average of 402 
km/h and taking $30,000 prize money. She continued to Bendix, NJ to 
set a new women's trans-continental record. Major Seversky had 
recently flown the aircraft himself to a new New York - Los Angeles 
record. 

As this brings us to the end of the series of Extracts from "Het Vliegveld" 
we would be interested in receiving any other items from the aeronauti-
cal press, either pre-war or early post-war. Please contact the Editor if 
you think you have any suitable material. 

To keep the sleuths on their toes, Peter Amos has extracted some 
details of aircraft advertised for sale in Flight during the war. When it 
might be expected that civil aircraft sales would have completely ceased 
it seems that it was still possible to sell items not required for impress-
ment, although quite how some of those listed below escaped may 
make an interesting study! 

We begin with aircraft advertised in early 1941, although there were no 
others on offer during the rest of that year. Can anyone identify the air-
craft involved or provide any further relevant information? 

FOR SALE 
- as advertised in "Flight" during 1941. 
For sale by W S Shackleton Ltd: 
9th January 1941: 
Puss Moth - £250 
Miles Whitney Straight - £675. CofA by Phillips & Powis Aircraft Ltd, 

Woodley until 28.4.41. (This could possibly be G-AERS c/n 
304 which seems to have been in Shackleton's hands twice 
during the War. Until 6.40 it had been in use in Northern 
Ireland and it was finally impressed 6.5.41 as ES922.) 

Dragonfly - £2,250 
Avro Cadets: 27 aircraft available 
16th January 1941: 
A quantity of Tiger Moth and Moth Major aeroplanes. Offers for single 
machines or any number: 
Moth Major: 4 available 
Tiger Moth: 4 with less than 150 hours 
Tiger Moth: 6 with less than 650 hours 
23rd January 1941: 
As per 9th January 
6th February 1941: 
Avro Cadets: can be sold separately 
13th February 1941: 
Have received orders for 4 aircraft and one engine again last week! 
13th March 1941: 
"During 1940 we shipped aeroplanes, motors and spares to the value of 
nearly £150,000 to the British Empire and the Dutch East Indies. Most 
of these 'planes were unemployed Civil Air Guard, club or privately 
owned Moths and things - still a few left!" 

Private sales: 
16th January 1941: 
Leicestershire Aero Club, Oriental Hall, 
3 Hawker Tomtits - £50 the lot, ono. 

Market Place, Leicester 

To be continued 
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The Koken long-distance monoplane BY JACK MEADEN 

Above: The record flight was made from Kisarazu Naval Air 
Base commencing at 0445 hr on 13.5.38 and ending at 
1921 hr on the 15th. Note the landing light under the wing 
and the naval military policeman standing guard on the 
right. 
Left: The crew of the Koken after the record flight. L to R, 
Pilot Major Yuzo Fujita, second pilot Warrant Officer 
Fukujiro Takahashi and flight engineer Kinkichi Sekine. 
Below: The Koken in late form with engine running and 
three blade metal propeller. The pitot installation can be 
seen under the wing inboard and forward of the aileron inner 
end. With the large area wing flaps were considered unnec-
essary. (All photos via Jack Meaden) 

PART TWO 

The main features of the Gasuden-built Koken long-range monoplane, 
which first flew in may 1937, were described in the previous issue. 

The engine was identified by Japanese sources as a BMW VIM, but how 
could that be so when the BMW VIII was a six-cylinder upright in-line 
engine and it could be seen in photographs that the engine fitted to the 
Koken was a vee 12? This requires a little explanation. 

In 1927 Kawasaki had commenced licence construction of the 450-600 
hp BMW VI vee 12 water cooled engine. This was fitted to the 
Kawasaki Dornier N (Army Type 87), a Dornier licence-built landplane 
similar in layout to the Kawasaki-Dornier Wal flying boat with the same 
engines mounted in tractor/pusher tandem above the wing. 

The same engine was used in most of the early Kawasaki single-engine 
biplanes including the Army Type 88, KDC-2, KDA-3, Giyu 3 and KDA-
5 (Type 92). By the time of the KDA-5 the BMW VI was giving 500 hp 
at 1,450 rpm, 600 hp at 1,550 rpm. 

Kawasaki carried out its own development of the BMW VI and a new 
version, giving 600-750 hp and fitted to later models of the KDA-5 was 
called the Kawasaki-BMW VII although it bore no relationship to the 
German BMW VII. 

There followed a version giving 600 hp at 1,600 rpm and 800 hp at 
1,780 rpm. This was called the Kawasaki-BMW VIII, unrelated to the 6-
cylinder upright in-line BMW VIII. Confusion was aggravated by the 
practice of stating just "BMW" instead of "Kawasaki-BMW" for the 
Japanese-built engines and the "BMW VIII" in the Koken was indeed 
the Kawasaki version which was a development of the BMW VI and not 
related to the German BMW VIII. 

Most photos show the two-blade fixed-pitch wood propeller which has 
been described as a metal covered Sumitomo S-4 of which nothing 
seems to be known. Four photos show a three-blade metal propeller, 
the hub hidden by a large spinner, but presumably this was variable 
pitch and was introduced after the record flight. 

It was to be expected that the Koken, having cost a lot of money and 
become famous as a world record beater, would be considered valu-
able as a museum piece. In fact it was kept in good condition and from 
time to time made serviceable and used for testing by the Aeronautical 
Research Institute. Only the end of hostilities in 1945 brought about its 
destruction along with other Japanese WW2 survivors at Haneda. 

It was reported that the Koken "Wings of the Century" was last flown on 
a memorial flight at the funeral of Major Yuzo Fujita, the pilot on the 
record flight, who had been killed when flying on operations in China. 
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Casualty Compendium PART SEVENTY-EIGHT 

Right: Douglas C-54A-5-DO 
Skymaster HZ-AAF which 
crashed at Jeddah on 25.9.59 
photographed at Heathrow in 
1958 by Brian Stainer. Note the 
support under the tail bumper 
which allowed overweight aft 
during loading, 
(via Jack Meaden) 
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this issue with a further note about an earlier report, continuing with details of the accidents listed in the last edition. 
Further to the ditching off Corsica of Airnautic Viking F-BFDN, we have received via Dave Cotterell photocopies of fax copies of photos 
published in a German magazine taken by divers of an aircraft on the sea bed which is undoubtedly this Viking. As can be seen overpage, 
the bulk of the fuselage, wings and engine structures seem to be basically intact. Dave adds that while the equipment was being carried 
in F-BFDN, the members of the ballet company travelled in Viking l-RASC c/n 295 of Mediteravia. 
TAI, Transports Aeriens Intercontinentaux, Douglas DC-7C F-BIAP c/n 45366 took off from Bordeaux-Merignac at 2323 hrs local for 
Bamako and Abidjan. After reaching a height of about 30m it lost altitude and flew into pine trees some 2,950m from its starting point. 
Capt Verges, 8 crew and 44 passengers were killed in the crash and subsequent fire and of the 12 passengers who survived one child 
died later. The inquiry suggested that an increase in forward speed resulted in a loss of height which went uncorrected due to lack of exter-
nal references such as luminous ground markings and failure to monitor the altimeter carefully. 
Douglas DC-4 N63396 c/n 10486 of Reeve Aleutian with Capt Eugene Strouse, 4 other crew and 11 passengers on board, crashed into 
a mountain at 2,100 ft on Great Sitkin Island with no survivors while on approach to Adak from Anchorage and Cold Bay, AK, apparently 
having failed to follow the VFR route over the hazardous terrain. The Captain had cancelled his IFR flight plan in favour of VFR only 2 
minutes before impact at 1717 AST. 
Douglas C-54A-5-DO Skymaster HZ-AAF c/n 7474 of Saudi Arabian Airlines too off at Jeddah for Riyadh at 1405 but immediately began 
to climb at an abnormally high rate. Unable to correct with the control column, the crew reduced power but the aircraft stalled. Further 
recovery at very low altitude was effected by increasing power again and pulling back the controls but this was followed by another climb 
and recovery. Unable to return to the airport, the Captain attempted a belly-landing on open ground which all 67 passengers and 5 crew 
survived although the Skymaster was damaged beyond repair. The likely cause was failure to secure the gust lock and check it before 
take-off resulting in restriction to the downward movement of the elevators. 
Curtiss C-46 PP-BTE c/n 30260 of Paraense returned to Congonhas Airport with hydraulic failure shortly after take-off and the starboard 
undercarriage retracted on touchdown causing it to collide with DC-3 PP-ANU c/n 1545 of Willys Overland do Brasil Ltd (or Real SA 
Transported Aereos ?) and with Cessna 170 PP-AAN (c/n ?) which had been bought the previous day by Federal Deputy Rubens de Castri 
Pinto. The two airliners were later rebuilt, and later still the DC-3 was preserved as "PP-VRG" at Porto Alegre, but the uninsured Cessna 
was a write-off. 
Braniff Airways Lockheed L.188 Electra N9705C c/n 1090, en route Houston to New York, broke up at 15,000 ft in good weather condi-
tions (not a storm) and crashed at 2309 CST near Buffalo, 68 miles from Waco, Texas, killing Capt W E Stone, 5 crew and 28 passen-
gers on board. The Electra had been delivered to Braniff only 10 days earlier and this was the first accident to the type caused by the wing 
flutter problem in which structural failure of the port wing resulted from undampened propeller "whirl mode" forces. The port tailplane was 
damaged by debris, followed by partial failure of the starboard wing and separation of the rear fuselage. 
Trans Canada Airlines V.757 Viscount CF-TGY c/n 173 on ILS approach to Toronto-Malton airport at c.2000 hrs in heavy rain, touched 
down some 3,400 ft short of the runway threshold. There were no fatalities among the four crew and 38 passengers on board, although 
Capt Harry Bell, stewardess Christine Scott and 3 passengers were injured. The Viscount was written off. Official reports indicate that the 
aircraft struck the ground and not a water tower as frequently reported. 
Aero Commander 520 PZ-TAG c/n 64 of Surinaamse Luchtvaart Maatschappij was engaged in a supply dropping mission in support of 
the construction of a new airfield at Palumeu when it crashed near the confluence of the Tapanahamy and Palumeu Rivers, 2 km north 
of Palomeu, Surinam. The 2 crew, Vincent Fajks (after whom the airfield was later named) and R E "Rudi" Kappel, were both killed. (NB. 
Spellings differ according to language and atlas used, eg: Tapanahoni, Tapanahony, Paloemeu ! Above uses Dutch spellings.) 
Panair do Brasil Douglas DC-7C PP-PDL c/n 45122 struck ILS localiser aerial on take-off from Lisbon, damaging the undercarriage. Capt 
Luis Nobrega Carneiro circled 3 hrs 22 min before emergency landing in which none of the 60 passengers and 12 crew were hurt. The 
DC-7C was later repaired. 
Convair PB4Y (B-24) Privateer water-bomber crashed after take-off from Palmdale Airport, CA on bush fire sortie, damaging the under-
carriage and wing. Pilot Carson Shade and co-pilot A J Allee were slightly injured. 
Boeing test pilot Russell Baum, the flight engineer and two Braniff pilots were killed when Boeing 707-227 N7071 c/n 17691 lost three 
engines and exploded in the subsequent crash landing near Arlington, WA. The aircraft first flew on 11.6.59, had been due for delivery 
to Braniff as their first on 24.10 59 and was making an acceptance training flight with a Branif captain at the controls and Baum as instruc-
tor. In performing a series of Dutch rolls the maximum bank restrictions were exceded and control was lost. During recovery engines 1, 2 
and 4 were torn off and fire broke out near the no.2 engine position. The pilot executed a 360° turn and the remaining engine was shut 
down prior to the emergency landing but the aircraft struck trees and crashed in the Stillaguamish River in an attempt to reach a nearby 
open space. Four of the eight occupants survived the crash. 
Olympic Airways DC-3 SX-BAD c/n 9491, ex C-47A-30-DL 42-23629 and FD873, en route from Athens to Thessaloniki in bad weather 
suffered a seized port engine. The propeller detached, seriously damaging the wing part of which detached and the aircraft spun in and 
crashed near Tanagra in Avlona province north of Athens at about 1525. The three crew, Capt Anastaseos Kallovemas, co-pilot 
Athanaseos Kuntures and hostess Maria Kokkenu, and all fifteen passengers were killed. 
Piedmont Airlines Douglas DC-3 N55V c/n 20447 en route from Washington to Charlottesville, crashed into the 3,100 ft Bucks Elbow 
Mountain near Waynesboro, VA. Capt George Lavrinc, two crew and 23 of the 24 passengers were killed. The aircraft was up to 11 miles 
off course on an ILS approach to Charlottesville and one report suggests that the pilot was suffering from mental stress during the flight. 
The wreckage was not found until 1.11.59. 
Agusts-Bell 47G l-CIEB of Compagnia Italiana Elicotteri on a flight from Naples was attempting an emergency landing in the Piazza della 
Republica near the main railway station in the centre of Rome as a result of engine trouble. The pilot was seriously injured and the 
mechanic/passenger was killed. Three people on the ground were injured and the helicopter was written-off. (This is given as a Bell 47 in 
some reports. The registration l-CIEB was allocated to Agusta-Bell 47G c/n 221 soon afterwards in May 1960 - new aircraft or rebuild?) 
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Left: The bulk of the remains of a Vickers Viking, 
almost certainly F-BFDN c/n 248 of Airnautic which 
ran out of fuel and ditched 200 metres off the coast 
of Corsica on 5.9.59. The two crew members, the 
only occupants, swam to the shore. Divers have 
visited the wreck and this and other photographs 
were published in Germany, possibly in 1993. (SZ-
Magazin via Dave Cotterell) 

Below: The airliner which crashed 24.9.59 after 
leaving Bordeaux was DC-7C c/n 45366 F-BIAP, 
the first of three for Transports Aeriens Intercontin-
entaux (TAI), the others being 45367 F-BIAQ and 
45446 F-BIAR. The DC-tC was the last of the 
Douglas piston engine airliners and was powered 
by four 3,400 hp R-3350-18EA-1 Turbo-Compound 
18-cyl 2-row radials (also fitted to Super 
Constellations) which for Wright were the last of 
the piston engine radials. From now on the big air-
liners were all jet powered, (via Jack Meaden) 

16.11.59 National Airlines Douglas DC-7B N4891C c/n 
4535, owned by Delta Airlines was operating a 
joint National/Delta flight from Tampa to New 
Orleans. It went down in the Gulf of Mexico in fog 
about 100 miles east of destination but, although 
debris and bodies were recovered, the main 
wreckage could not be located. Capt Frank E 
Todd, 5 crew including FAA inspectorJack 
Atkinson on a route check and 36 passengers 
were killed. Sabotage was suspected as one pas-
senger listed was found to be living in Arizona and 
claimed that another person, whose car he was 
now using, had taken his place, but no evidence 
could be found without the wreck. The incident is 
sometimes quoted as 15.10.59 but it actually 
occured at approximately 0055 Central Standard 
Time on 16th. 

21.11.59 Ariana Afghan Airlines Douglas DC-4 YA-BAG c/n 
18367 caught fire and crashed in the Aramoun hills shortly after take-off from Beirut Airport for Kabul at 2204 hrs. The 5 crew and 19 of 
the 22 passengers were killed, the remainder seriously injured. A technical delay of 20 hours after arrival from Frankfurt work had been 
done on the port engines prior to departure. The pilot had failed to make a right turn early enough to clear the hills, possibly as a result of 
a distraction such as a fire or fire warning in No.1 engine, reaction to which would also have reduced the rates of climb and turn. 

Thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Joe Anderson, Noel Collier. Barry Collman (and the Airclaims Library and CAA World 
Accident Summary extracts), Dave Cotterell, Silvain Croes, Peter Davis, Jack Meaden, Tony Morris, Ton le Nobel, Keith Palmer, Pietris Panagiotis, 
Vic Smith and J E Wilson. 
Readers 
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are invited to identify the following new batch of casualties which continue from those above: 
Borneo Airways aircraft over-ran runway on landing at Lawas airfield, Borneo, and was substantially damaged. 
TWA freighter attempting to return to Chicago Midway after take-off crashed on houses short of the runway killing 3 crew and 8 on ground. 
Aircraft of Kalinga Air crashed during take-off on freight flight from Mohanbari airport. 
American Airlines aircraft damaged in nosewheel collapse during take-off run and veered off runway at Los Angeles International. 
Argentine-registered DH Dove crashed on flight from Salta, Argentina to Antofagasta, Chile; owners Sargo Construction. 
Helicopter of Petroleum Helicopters Inc, leased to Gulf Oil, crashed in Gulf of Mexico on a flight from Leeville to an oil platform. 
Aeropostal aircraft on test flight declared state of emergency but crashed on hilltop near Maiquetia airport, Venezuela. 
Allegheny Airlines aircraft crashed on Bald Eagle Mountain after missed approach to Williamsport Municipal Airport in snowstorm. 
Colombian airliner of Soc. Aer. Medellin reported missing on flight from San Andres island to Cartagena with 46 on board. 
Scottish Aviation demonstrator wrecked in forced landing on an island in the Zambezi River in Portuguese East Africa. 
Ilyushin airliner of Aeroflot crashed into mountains en route from Kabul, Afghanistan, to Tashkent with 29 on board. 
Amphibian operated by Stanford Research Institute of California with one engine out crashed in attempt to reach Annette Island airfield 
after declaring emergency. Search for aircraft and six occupants abandoned 31.12.59 until spring. 
Alitalia aircraft on crew training flight crashed at Ciampino Airport, Rome while practising two engined emergency landing. 
Aer Lingus flight returned to Renfrew shortly after take-off with port engine failure. Undercarriage deliberately retracted on landing. 
Shortly after take-off VASP airliner and military trainer collided in mid air over Rio de Janeiro and fell into residential area. 
Aircraft on Eagle Airways Gibraltar - Agadir - Tenerife service suffered serious damage after tyre burst on landing at Agadir. 
BOAC aircraft en route London - Johannesburg damaged when undercarriage retracted on landing at Ciampino Airport, Rome. 
Freighter of Airnautic landed long at Dusseldorf Airport and ran off end of runway and through airfield boundary fence. 
Garuda Indonesian freight aircraft crashed in swamp when attempting to return to Talang Betutu Airport, Palembang with engine trouble. 
Indian Airlines freighter on food-dropping mission crashed near Taksing close to Indo-Tibetan border. 
BEA aircraft extensively damaged when it crashed into the control tower while taxying at Luqa Airport, Malta. 
Airliner of National Airlines on New York - Miami service crashed in swamp area near Bolivia, North Carolina with 34 on board. 
Nosewheel of BEA airliner collapsed on landing at London Airport inbound from Dublin, occupants evacuated but fire destroyed aircraft. 
Philippine Air Lines aircraft on training flight crashed landed and seriously damaged at Plaridel aerodrome, Bulacan in central Luzon. 
East African Airways aircraft crashed on runway during take-off from Entebbe Airport, Uganda on service to Nairobi. 
Capital Airlines' Chicago - Washington - Norfolk, VA service with 46 passengers and crew of 4 crashed near Holdcroft, Virginia. 
Scandinavian Airlines System aircraft crashed on approach to Ankara Airport and destroyed by fire. Was operating Copenhagen - Cairo 
service via Dusseldorf, Vienna and Istanbul. To be continued. .. 
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Complete Civil Registers 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM- / DDR-
1955-91 

13 

BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART THIRTEEN 

DDR-TBW PZL-106AKruk (60128) 
Built .80, regd to Interflug as sprayer 29.10.81, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOBW 25.2.91, in container for USA or Venezuela 7.92, despite this 
fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBX(1) PZL-106AKruk (60129) 
Reserved for Interflug as sprayer 8.10.80. Ntu, retained in Poland and 
converted to Kruk B evaluation aircraft as SP-ZCX c/n 17810129, later 
regd SP-BBK, SP-PBB, SP-WBB. 

DM-TBX(2) PZL-106AKruk (37021) 
Built .77, ex HA-MIA, regd to Interflug as sprayer 16.4.81, to DDR-TBX 
21.2.82, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Magdeburg, provisionally regd as D-FOBX 25.2.91, in container for USA 
or Venezuela 7.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DM-TBY PZL-106AKruk (37022) 
Built .77, ex HA-MIB, regd to Interflug as sprayer 16.4.81, to DDR-TBY 
2.12.82, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Magdeburg, provisionally.regd as D-FOBY(2) 25.2.91, regn eld 10.91, 
shipped to Venezuela becoming YV-571A. 

DDR-TBZ PZL-106AKruk (07810139) 
Built .81, regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.2.82, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOBZ 25.2.91, in container for USA or Venezuela 7.92, despite this 
fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DDR-TCA PZL-106AKruk (07810140) 
Built .81, regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.2.82, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOCA 25.2.91, regn eld 28.6.91 as dbr but aircraft preserved at 
Flugplatz Museum, Cottbus. 

DDR-TCB PZL-106AKruk (07810141) 
Built .81, regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.2.82, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOCB 25.2.91, in container for USA or Venezuela 7.92, despite this 
fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DDR-TCC PZL-106AKruk (07810142) 
Built .81, regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.2.82, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOCC 25.2.91, in container for USA or Venezuela 7.92, despite this 
fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DDR-TCD PZL-106AKruk (07810143) 
Built .81, regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.2.82, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provisionally regd as 
D-FOCD 25.2.91, in container for USA or Venezuela 7.92, despite this 
fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DDR-TCE PZL-106AKruk (48049) 
Built .78, ex OK-IZN, regd to Interflug as sprayer 9.12.86, to FSB Flug-
service & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provision-
ally regd as D-FOCE 25.2.91, regn eld 10.91, to Venezuela becoming 
YV-574A with Agrorepuestos HGCA. 

Above: Unique amongst the many PZL-106BR Kruks at Leipzig/ 
Mockau on 13.10.90, D-FODD ex DDR-TDD is a trainer version with a 
forward extension to the cockpit area on the right side, as seen in more 
detail in close-up Below. (Peter Gerhardt) 

DDR-TCF PZL-106AKruk (48050) 
Built.78, ex OK-IZO, regd to Interflug as sprayer 13.2.85, to FSB Flug-
service & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Magdeburg, provision-
ally regd as D-FOCF 25.2.91, in container for USA or Venezuela 7.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. 

DDR-TCG to TCZ not allocated. 

DDR-TDA(1) PZL-106BR Kruk (08860177) 
Regd to Interflug for spraying tests and evaluation 7.86, regn eld 11.86 
and returned to Poland becoming SP-ZCY 24.5.87. 

DDR-TDA(2) PZL-106BR Kruk (09870204) 
Built .87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 15.9.87, regd 7.2.89, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, regn eld 28.9.90. Regd as a 
PZL-106T to P.L.Aviaeco 26.9.90 as SP-FIG. 

DDR-TDB PZL-106BRKruk (09860179) 
Built .86, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 22.9.87, regd 7.2.89, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, provision-
ally regd D-FODB 25.2.91, wfu 2.10.92, in container for USA 10.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked 
as D-FODB and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDC PZL-106BRKruk (09860180) 
Built .86, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 16.9.87, regd 7.2.89, to FSB 
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Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, provision-
ally regd D-FODC 25.2.91, wfu 14.8.92, in container for USA 10.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked 
as D-FODC and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDD PZL-106BR Kruk (09860181) 
Built .86, ex SP-WBG(2), delivered to Interflug as trainer 25.9.87, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd D-FODD 3.10.90, wfu 21.7.92, in container 
for USA 10.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at 
Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp) still marked as D-FODD and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDE PZL-106BRKruk (09860182) 
Built .86, certified 24.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 16.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODE 25.2.91, wfu 2.9.92, in contain-
er for USA 10.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored 
at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp) still marked as D-FODE and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDF PZL-106BR Kruk (09860183) 
Built .86, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 16.9.87, regd 7.2.89, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, provision-
ally regd as D-FODF 25.2.91, wfu 27.7.92, in container for USA 10.92, 
despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked 
as D-FODF and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDG PZL-106BRKruk (09860184) 
Built .86, certified 31.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODG 25.2.91, wfu 30.7.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODG and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDH PZL-106BRKruk (09860185) 
Built .86, certified 2.9.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.9.87, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODH 25.2.91, wfu 25.8.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODH and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDI PZL-106BRKruk (09860186) 
Built .86, certified 27.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODI 25.2.91, fully regd 6.92, regn eld 
10.6.92, in container for USA 10.92. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked 
as D-FODI and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDJ PZL-106BRKruk (09860187) 
Built .86, certified 26.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 16.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, seen dismantled without regn 10.90, provisionally regd as 
D-FODJ 25.2.91, regn eld 18.11.91 as having been broken up, despite 
this fully regd 12.92. Regn eld 12.92. 

DDR-TDK PZL-106BRKruk (09860188) 
Built .86, certified 4.9.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 16.9.87, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODK 25.2.91, wfu 28.7.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODK and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDL PZL-106BRKruk (09860189) 
Built .86, certified 21.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODL 25.2.91, wfu 13.8.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODL and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDM PZL-106BRKruk (09860190) 
Built .86, certified 22.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 15.9.87, 

regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODM 25.2.91, wfu 14.8.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODM and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDN PZL-106BRKruk (09870200) 
Certified 2.9.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 15.9.87, regd 7.2.89, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, 
provisionally regd as D-FODN 25.2.91, wfu 2.9.92, in container for USA 
10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther 
Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still 
marked as D-FODN and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDO PZL-106BRKruk (09860192) 
Built .86, certified 21.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODO 25.2.91, wfu 8.9.92, in contain-
er for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored 
at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp) still marked as D-FODO and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDP PZL-106BRKruk (09860193) 
Built .86, certified 23.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 15.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODP 25.2.91, wfu 20.8.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODP and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDQ PZL-106BRKruk (09860194) 
Built .86, certified 21.8.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.9.87, 
regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODQ 25.2.91, wfu 2.9.92, in contain-
er for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored 
at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp) still marked as D-FODQ and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDR PZL-106BRKruk (09860195) 
Built .86, certified 3.9.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 15.9.87, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODR 25.2.91, wfu 8.9.92, in contain-
er for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored 
at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp) still marked as D-FODR and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDS PZL-106BRKruk (09870206) 
Certified 7.9.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 16.9.87, regd 7.2.89, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, 
provisionally regd as D-FODS 25.2.91, wfu 20.8.92, in container for 
USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at 
Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp). Regn D-FODS reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TDT PZL-106BRKruk (09860197) 
Built .86, certified 4.9.87, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 15.9.87, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODT 25.2.91, wfu 20.8.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODT and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDU PZL-106BRKruk (09860191) 
Built .86, ex SP-WBI(2), certified 19.12.87, delivered to Interflug as 
sprayer 12.87, regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 
1.9.90, based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODU 25.2.91, wfu 
8.9.92, in container for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. 
Reported stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with 
Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODU and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDV PZL-106BRKruk (09860196) 
Built .86, ex SP-WBH(2), certified 19.12.87, delivered to Interflug as 
sprayer 12.87, regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 
1.9.90, based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODV 25.2.91, wfu 
25.8.92, in container for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. 
Reported stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with 
Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODV and in derelict condition. 

To be continued.... 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

BY JANIC GEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SIXTY-NINE Above: Fletcher FU-24/950 (400hp Lycoming IO-720-A1B flat eight) ZK-DGE at 
Nelson 9.9.72 shortly after entering service with Aerial Sowing Ltd. (R W Kerr) 

ZK-DGD PazmanyPL-1 AACA/175/1 .71 
B G T Frazer, Christchurch. Ntu, re-regd ZK-PAZ 8.12.77. 

ZK-DGE Fletcher FU-24/954 168 15.11.71 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 15.6.72. Type changed to 
FU-24/950 , probably 11.7.72 (The original designation by 
Air Parts was for a large door but during assembly this fuse-
lage was transferred to c/n 171 becoming ZK-DHO). To 
Aerial Sowing Ltd, Christchurch 11.7.72; to Rowley Avn Ltd, 
Amberley 14.8.78. Hit fence post on take-off from High Peak 
Station, Rakaia Gorge 5.7.90 and crashed; regn eld 4.9.90. 

ZK-DGF Piper PA-28-180D Cherokee 28-5020 23.12.71 
Ex N6567J. Investment Brokers Ltd, Auckland. Operated by 
Stratford Aero Club, Stratford. Crashed in forced landing, 
Ahu Ahu Valley near Wanganui, 11.4.74. Regn eld 29.7.74. 

ZK-DGG Piper PA-28-180G Cherokee 28-7205225 25.5.72 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To P J H Chamberlain & 
ptnrs, Auckland 12.9.72 (op by Waitemata AC); to NZ Farm 
Holidays Ltd, Auckland 9.6.92; to E R & S C Bain, Hamilton 
17.11.97. Current. 

ZK-DGH Piper PA-28-140E Cherokee 28-7225405 12.10.72 
Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr NZ 13.8.72. To 
Canterbury AC, Christchurch 1.11.72; to A W Dumpleton, 
Motueka 8.4.83; to T J Lewis, Nelson 29.9.88; to Mountain 
View Orchards, Upper Moutere 19.6.91; to S G T Kilpatrick, 
Te Awamutu 30.10.92; to C F Clare, Hamilton 5.5.93. 
Current. 

ZK-DGI Piper PA-28-140E Cherokee 28-7225402 30.8.72 
Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr NZ 13.8.72. To 
Southland AC, Invercargill 2.11.72; to P L Withall & A J G 
Scott, Christchurch 16.3.76; to Crandall Kite Ltd, 
Christchurch 26.10.78; to M A Collins, Blenheim 18.5.93; to 
Roy Cragg & Sons Ltd, Blenheim 15.11.96; to Borwick/ 
Sturley Syndicate, Blenheim 17.2.99. Current. 

ZK-DGJ Piper PA-28-140E Cherokee 28-7225406 20.9.72 
Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. F/f NZ 18.10.72. 
To Waitemata AC, Ardmore 21.12.72; to J McPhee, 
Papakura 16.5.83; to Heli-Flight Wairarapa Ltd, Masterton 
27.4.88. Ditched in sea off Mana Island, Porirua, Wellington, 
following engine failure 20.10.94. Regn eld 2.11.94. Regd to 
Heli-Flight Wairarapa Ltd again 5.12.94. 

ZK-DGK Piper PA-28-235 Cherokee Charger 28-7310003 
21.12.72 

Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 12.12.72. To 
Manukau Flying School, Auckland 23.2.73; to N J Managh, 
Kauri 12.10.73, to Auckland Flite Center, Auckland 25.1.74; 
to N J Managh, Kamo 3.4.75; to B A Bowden, Upper Hutt 
13.10.75; to G W Prebble, Ashburton 15.7.76; to Bruce 
Hoffman Ltd, Invercargill 21.2.85; to Brian Hall Investments 
Ltd, Christchurch 30.3.95; name changed to BDH 
Investments, 10.95. Current. 

Above: Piper Cherokee 140E ZK-DGH of the Canterbury Aero Club at 
Christchurch on 26.1.73. (R W Kerr) 

ZK-DGL Piper PA-28-180 Cherokee Challenger 28-7305206 
10.4.73 

Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 
28.3.73, f/f NZ 13.4.73. To C L Sandbrook, Dannevirke, t/a 
Dannevirke Flying School. Current. 

ZK-DGM Piper PA-28-180 Cherokee Challenger 28-7305003 
21.12.72 

Ex N11C, N15030. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr 
Auckland 12.12.72. To Manukau Flying School, Auckland 
23.2.73. Seriously damaged in collision with fence in bad 
weather precautionary landing at Okato, near New Plymouth 
11.5.73; regn eld 8.8.73. Rebuilt by, and restored to Airwork 
(NZ) Ltd, Ardmore with c/n 28-7305003R as ZK-EBB(1) 
1.75, but ntu and regd ZK-DGM again 10.1.75. To P A & G 
M Eyre, Christchurch 15.7.75; to Gavin McKay Motors Ltd & 
Russell Taylor Motors Ltd, Christchurch 8.11.78; to Millars 
Machinery Ltd, Leeston 31.1.85; to Air Tours Kaikoura, 
Kaikoura 19.3.92; to Kaikoura AC 22.4.94; to R A Harmon & 
Co Ltd, Kaikoura 9.12.94. Regn eld 24.2.00 as exported, 
becoming N21903, 4.00. 

ZK-DGN Piper PA-28-140F Cherokee 28-7325003 10.1.73 
Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 
12.12.72. To Wellington Districts AC, Paraparaumu 21.2.73; 
to R Wenk, Wellington 14.5.79; to J T Webb & Son (1965) 
Ltd, Taupiri 3.11.83; to W White, Wellington 23.1.85; to 
Wellington Flight Centre, Wellington 15.1.90; to A R Speight, 
Westport 10.1.94; to M S France, Taupo 10.2.98; to C G 
Preitner, Rotorua 11.2.00. Current. 

ZK-DGO Piper PA-28-180 Cherokee Challenger 28-7305220 
12.4.73 

Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. F/f NZ 16.4.73. To 
Waikato AC, Hamilton 18.4.73; to Scherer Farms Ltd, 
Putaruru, Waikato 13.12.88. Current. 

ZK-DGP Piper PA-28-180 Cherokee Challenger 28-7305494 
26.7.73 

Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 17.8.73, f/f NZ 
19.9.73. To Canterbury AC, Christchurch 27.9.73. Crashed 
Studholme, nr Waimate 23.8.77; regn eld 14.9.77. 
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ZK-DGQ Piper PA-28-140F Cherokee 28-7325236 16.5.73 
Ex N11C. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 
5.4.73. To Hawkes Bay & East Coast AC, Hastings 3.7.73; 
to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 23.7.79; to Tokoroa & 
Districts AC, Tokoroa 31.7.80; to W E J McNabney, 
Pukeatua 9.6.87; to P D McGregor, Te Awamutu 30.8.90; to 
Castleton & Kilpatrick, Te Awamutu 22.11.93; to Wairarapa 
& Ruahine AC Inc, Masterton 8.3.94; to West Brook Trust, 
Auckland 17.11.98; to North Shore AC (Inc), Albany 28.4.99. 
Current. 

ZK-DGR Registration not yet allotted. 

ZK-DGS Piper PA-23-250E Aztec 27-7304959 12.1.73 
Ex N14370. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. Arr Auckland 
4.1.73. To I I Wilson, Auckland 21.2.73; to Aztec Avn (HB) 
Ltd, Hastings 28.4.75; to C J Hatwood, New Plymouth 
11.10.77; to Taranaki Flying School Ltd, New Plymouth 
9.12.77; to Ashburton Avn Services Ltd, Ashburton 24.1.84; 
to D L Holloway, Ardmore 9.1.89; to J W & E I Lyver, Pokeno 
23.4.93; to Ardmore Flying School Ltd, Ardmore 25.6.93; to 
Flightline Aeronautical College, Ardmore 26.10.95; to NZ 
Avn College (Ardmore) Ltd 23.4.96; to Flightline Aer.Col. 
again 2.10.96; to Air Direct Ltd, Wellington 13.10.97; to 
Pionair Adventures Ltd, Christchurch 3.3.98; to Wellington 
AC Inc, Wellington 7.12.98; to Air Freight NZ Ltd, Auckland 
27.9.99 . Current. 

ZK-DGT Piper PA-23-250C Turbo Aztec 27-3437 21.1.72 
Ex N6210Y, 9J-RCW. G F H Vetch, Hastings, arr NZ 
24.1.72 from Australia as ZK-DGT. To Akarana Air Ltd, 
Auckland 31.10.72; to G F H Vetch, Auckland 20.6.78; to 
Geyserland Airways Ltd, Rotorua 25.8.80; to Westland 
Transport Ltd, Hokitika 16.9.82; to Strathalan Finance & 
Investment Ltd, Nelson 12.3.85; to R A Kramer, Nelson 
19.3.86; to P A & G M Eyre Syndicate, Christchurch 6.4.89; 
to G C Misson, Cambridge 8.10.91; to VIP Air Charter Ltd, 
Hamilton, 25.5.93. Current. 

ZK-DGU Piper PA-28-140B Cherokee 28-25748 17.12.71 
Ex N8882N. Investment Brokers Ltd, Auckland; leased to 
Nelson AC. Regd to Nelson AC, Nelson 6.6.75; to Boscik 

Above: ZK-DHA seems a suitable registration for a Tiger Moth! This ex-
RNZAF example is still airworthy and took part in this year's Vintage Air 
Rally during which it was seen at Thames on 10.2.00. (Ian Burnett) 
Left: Smart-looking Piper Aztec E ZK-DGS of Ardmore Flying School 
parked near the School's clubhouse on 26.3.95. (Ian Burnett) 

Cartage Ltd, Christchurch 21.5.80; to P R Henderson, 
Christchurch 9.7.84. Crashed on take-off during training 
flight, West Melton, Canterbury 14.4.93, killing instructor and 
injuring student pilot. Regn eld 4.8.93. 

ZK-DGV Jodel D.11 Club AACA/129 13.12.73 
A H Hartshorn, Wellington. F/f 22.6.74. To K W Sample, 
Kawerau 30.11.77; to I G & F E Williams, Ardmore 30.5.79; 
to N C Dickinson, Stratford 15.12.98. Current. 

ZK-DGW Evans VP-1 Volksplane AACA/101 19.1.72 
D H Bismark, Fielding. F/f 16.4.76. To W J Hedley, 
Palmerston North 20.3.84. Wfu and stored; regn eld 17.7.91. 

ZK-DGX AESL Airtourer T3 C576 10.2.72 
AESL, Hamilton. T3 prototype (130 hp R-R Continental O-
240) f/f 28.1.72. To Auckland AC for evaluation. Type 
changed to Airtourer 130 and c/n from 576 to C576 on regn 
10.2.72. To Kaitaia FC for evaluation 6.72. Stalled and 
crashed on farm strip near Mt Bledisloe, Waitangi State 
Forest 29.7.73 (being operated by Northern Districts AC at 
the time). Regn eld 23.9.77. 

ZK-DGY AESL Airtrainer CT/4 001 13.3.72 
AESL, Hamilton. Prototype, f/f 21.2.72. To NZ Aerospace 
Industries Ltd, Hamilton 22.1.75; to Pacific Aerospace Corpn 
Ltd, Hamilton 10.8.82; to N H Nathan, Wellington 15.11.83; 
to CT4 Syndicate, Auckland 17.6.88; to Pacific Aerospace 
Corp Ltd 6.6.91 and taken to USA for trials against Slingsby 
T.67M for EFS evaluation; to CT-4 Syndicate, NZ Warbirds 
Assn, Ardmore 11.2.92. Current. 

ZK-DGZ Piper PA-32-260D Cherokee Six 32-7100025 16.2.72 
Ex N666SS. Investment Brokers Ltd, Auckland. F/f NZ 
29.2.72. To Auckland AC, Ardmore 22.3.72; to Dennis 
Thompson Intl Ltd, Ardmore 166.5.78; to K Stark, H Dent & 
T C Douglas, Auckland 3.3.82; to Pieter Marchant Ltd, Upper 
Hutt 2.9.82; to P C M & P G Marchant, Upper Hutt 16.5.83; 
to Eldrac Holdings Ltd, Upper Hutt 31.8.84. Regn eld 
16.3.89, flown Auckland - Norfolk Is 10.2.89 and to Australia, 
regd VH-JFC 17.4.89. 

ZK-DHA DH82A Tiger Moth DHNZ103 1.6.78 
Ex NZ1423 (soc by RNZAF 8.8.56). Regn reserved .72, 
rebuilt at Omaka. G F Scobie, Blenheim. To A W Shaw, 
Hastings 21.2.79; to W B & C A Saunderson, Pukekura, 
Cambridge 8.10.91; to DHA Syndicate, Whitford 30.1.98. 
Current. 

To be continued. . . 
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As promised last time we now have a review of new Flying Flea 
material which, with further Puss Moth Feedback, form the bulk of 
this extended section. 

THE DH PUSS MOTH 
2003 A photo via Peter Green (right) shows SU-AAB captioned "on the 
way to repair" and dated c.1932 at Aboukir. It may have been damaged 
and repaired at Aboukir for Saleh Pasha Enan or, if later, on its way to 
the UK after sale to Brig A C Lewin? 
2004 Was received at Downsview 13.6.30 and f/f after assembly on 
16.6.30. The Canadian Puss Moth demonstrator and made numerous 
tours, demonstration flights and rentals rather than a continuous tour 
1930/32. CF-AGO was not the aircraft used by Nigel Norman for his US 
flight in 1931 (so what was?). Delete regn lapse 14.12.35. On sale to 
the RCAF 15.6.40 it was taken on charge 17.6.40 at Technical Training 
School, St Thomas and converted to Instructional Airframe A50. 
2015 Was received at Downsview 18.7.30 and f/f after assembly on 
23.7.30. As CF-AGQ was damaged on landing at New Hackensack, NY 
11.9.36 by running into a runway marker; returned to DHC for repair. 
2016 Was received at Downsview 18.7.30 and f/f after assembly on 
25.7.30. Delete reg lapse 24.6.32. Damaged on landing, Swan Lake, 
Saskatchewan 5.4.35, rebuild completed 26.8.35. Cert renewed 3.9.35 
and lapsed 4.11.36. Engine changed 4.37; Temp Cert lapsed 27.5.37 
and wfu. Cert renewed 20.5.38, lapsed 
19.5.39. Final Cert lapsed 10.2.41 and wfu 
(delete date). 
2017 Received at Downsview 25.7.30 and f/f 
after assembly 1.8.30. CF-AGU when owned 
by Van Home was operated by Skyways Ltd. 
Sam Foley was CFI of Hamilton Aero Club 
which did not operate the Puss Moth. The 
Club's name was painted on the fin and rudder, 
but probably because Foley took it on the 
Maritime Air Tour of 1933. Insert Cert lapsed 
29.12.37. Cert suspended 11.39 and sold to 
RCAF, taken on charge 27.2.40 at No.1 (E) 
Depot, Toronto and converted to Instructional 
Airframe A44. .+ '-~f\' 
2018 Received at Downsview 13.6.30 and f/f 
after assembly 16.6.30. Delete regn lapse 16.11.35. Cert lapsed 
27.9.39. Sold 26.4.40 to J A Connell, Kinberley, BC, regd to him 
20.11.40. Cert suspended (not regn eld) 24.8.41 when found to be in 
unairworthy condition. Sold 1947/8 for conversion to snowmobile. 
2019 Received at Downsview 1.8.30 and f/f after assembly 19.8.30. 
The Montreal - Charlottetown flight was on 23.2.32. Delete ref to Lake 
Matchi-Manitou accident (was not damaged in precautionary landing, 
simply would not start due to cold) and regn lapse of 21.5.36. In final 
accident at Hamilton Bay it hit snowdrift on take-off. 
2021 VH-UPC was named "Fleetwing" (no 's') and the crash location 
was Chidlow Wells, WA (no 'e'). It was shipped to Australia and 
unloaded at Freemantle 17.9.30, taken by road to Maylands 
Aerodrome the same day and test flown after assembly on 25.9.30. The 
Lady Mayoress of Freemantle named it "Fleetwing" in a ceremony at 
Maylands on 29.9.30. 
2022 As VH-UPA purchased by Hayes from Beresford on 18.7.45 and 
CofA renewed at Mascot 31.7.45 by Marshall Airways. It was with 
Marshall Airways at Mascot from 1.46 to 6.46 and on 4.6.46 they acted 
as agent for Hayes to sell VH-UPA (and also his DH.60 VH-UAE) to G 
K Bolton of Cairns, Qld. The Puss Moth was ferried from Sydney to 
Cairns 6.46 by Cairns Flying Service chief pilot Charles Gatenby. 
Australian Air Traders, parent company of Guinea Air Traders, bought 
all the Cairns F/S aircraft 25.7.47 (in order to acquire their two Ansons 
to add to the Guinea A/T Anson fleet at Lae) and they were ferried to 
Sydney 8.47 and 9.47. VH-UPA and other DH types were then adver-
tised for sale in "Aircraft" of 11.47. 

Above: Puss Moth SU-AAB at Aboukir c. 1932. (via Peter Green) 
Below: VH-ABU c/n 2022 caught en route Melbourne - Adelaide behind 
Geoff Goodall's Ford Zephyr on delivery to new owner Bob Burnett-
Read in November 1965. (Geoff Goodall) 

Above: Puss Moth c/n 2022 VH-UPA in an uncovered state of restora-
tion shown at the Avalon Air Show in 2.99. (Geoff Goodall) 

As VH-ABU it was used by Charles Pratt at Meibourne-Essendon for 
general charter and photography work until retired in the mid-50s due 
to age and lack of radio. Parked in a hangar for several years it was 
sold c.1958 to Roly McKenzie and moved by road to his home in the 
Melbourne suburb of Thomastown. McKenzie removed the wings, 
raised the wheels off the ground and built a shed around the aircraft. In 
1965 it was purchased by Bob Burnett-Read of Adelaide, then 
President of the Vintage Aeroplane Club of Australia, and moved there 
by road by members of the West Beach Aviation Group (see photo). It 
was stored in various locations around Adelaide until acquired by Barry 
Bell who moved it back to Melbourne. Currently still owned by John 
Pettit who is restoring it to flying condition with VH-UPA reserved. 
2039 Received at Downsview 1.8.30, f/f after assembly 19.8.30. With 
Consolidated Mining etc, CF-AGW was based at Trail, BC. Delete regn 
lapse 25.4.35. When regd to Mrs Muncaster was operated by Advance 
Air Service. Delete regn suspended 31.3.36. Regn to Parry ntu as 
requested reconditioning never occurred. Sold to Darling 7.12.39, Fate 
unknown, delete other details. 
2048 Received at Downsview 13.9.30, f/f after assembly 18.10.30. CF-
AGY is believed to be the Puss Moth loaned by DHC to Canadian 
Airways 11.30 for air mail trials in Eastern Canada, based in Montreal 
and returned 22.12.30. Was regd to Tretheway for a business/vacation 
trip to Florida! Cert (not regn) lapsed 9.5.34. After Gibbs & Finlay entry 
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Left: An impressed Puss 
Moth seen at Cranwell late in 
1940 with a tiny serial resem-
bling "Z4848" and the inscrip-
tion "ATA" on the propeller 
boss. It seems likely to be c/n 
2080 which, as AX868, was 
operated by HQ ATA from 
White Waltham from 7.40 to 
7.42. (via Peter Green) 

Cert lapsed 15.5.42 and wfu. Flown to Watrous, Saskatchewan 4.44 for 
storage. Sold to H G Hamilton, Balcarres, Saskatchewan 5.10.44. Sold 
to Thompson in 1945. 
2049 Received at Downsview 13.9.30, f/f after assembly 27.4.31. The 
Hinkler flight was routed New York - Kingston - Natal (left 26.11.31) - St 
Louis, - Casablanca (date?) - Madrid - Paris - Hanworth. Cert (not regn) 
lapsed 7.5.32. Tested with |Gipsy Major 7.11.32 and Cert renewed 
28.11.32 
2051 When CofA of VH-UQB expired 22.2.41 at Mascot it was not 
renewed by the Royal Aero Club of NSW, who used the engine in 
another club aircraft. Sold 1.11.44 to Sid Marshall who stored it at 
Mascot until rebuilt with a new CofA on 14.11.47. Used by Marshall 
Airways for charter and joyriding until retired 1971 with 4,150 airframe 
hours. Stored by Marshall's at Bankstown until sold to vintage aircraft 
dealers Hendon Aeroplane Co, Sydney (along with Short Scion VH-
UUP). Shipped to Strathallan, arriving 4.74. 
2187 On sale to Canada arrived Dalhousie, NB, 11.69. F/f as CF-PEI 
24.1.70. Was sold to National Aeronautical Collection 5.76 and regd 
7.8.84 to National Aviation Museum, Rockcliffe, Ontario. Put on display 
at Rockcliffe 17.6.88. 
2229 Re. Feedback p2000/30 - Charles Kennett (whose real name 
should be corrected to Upjohn-Carter) wrote several articles at the time 
for Popular Flying and an autobiography "Stormy Petrel". What became 
of him in Canada? Did he adopt another name? 
2231 Further to J P Rae's log; the Farnborough Log shows Rae arriv-
ing from Stag Lane at 1500 on 21.11.32 (apologies for the .33 error in 
date printed). He carried out two of the four flights there on 23.11.32 for 
balanced rudder tests. He returned E.8 to Stag Lane on 29.11.32. 
2238 In all probability Max Findlay was nominee for Hachisuka from 
new. The latter had an accident in this aircraft at Tripoli, Italy (??) which 
is why it was under repair at Hanworth 12.32. He was a cousin of the 
Emperor of Japan and gave his address c/o Zoological Museum at 
Tring, Herts, where he was presumably working or studying. 
Canadian Production (p.2000/8) Delivery dates now available show 
that Puss Moths arrived in Canada on at least ten separate occasions, 
six involving Canadian 'production', and not in three batches. All were 
delivered with Gipsy III engines. 
201 delete query after accident at Radville. 
203 (and 204,207,209, 210, 213, 216) CofR lists owner as "Dept of 
National Defence" only, but this could be qualified "for use by the 
Controller of Civil Aviation" or "for use of the Civil Aviation Branch". 
207 After 8.3.32 amend to: repairs started 4.32 but suspended 11.32 
and to Stored Reserve. The use of the designation Ottawa Air Station 
ended 3.33, this should therefore be RCAF Station Ottawa officially. 
209 Douglas Joy was a District Inspector, not Superintendent. 
211 Used by RCMP "Summer .34" rather that 8/9.34 - references exist 
dated 25.6.34 and 15.8.34. 
212 CofR withdrawn (not lapsed) 13.7.37, because of crash of CF-
AGQ. The Cert, not regn, lapsed 24.8.40. The date has also been used 
as soc date in the absence of an aircraft record card with actual date. 
213 Wfu 4.36 and donated to Calgary Institute ... 9.36. 
215 DHC records show Toe date for G-CYUS as 20.5.31, not 14.5.31. 
216 Dismantled 6/7.36. The date 28.7.36 is that of the invoice submit-
ted by L A Fletcher for dismantling CF-CCC - 30 hrs, total cost $15. 
219 Cert lapsed 28.3.35 not regn, was then renewed 4.5.35. 
220 Delete all reference to 24.2.52 which is date that Cert would have 
lapsed if not sold first. Cert therefore automatically lapsed 12.51. 

THE ABC OF THE FLYING FLEA 
Appleby - The accident date of G-ADMH at Heston was 25.7.35. 
Armour - full name Dr Matthew David Sutherland Armour. The regn of 
G-AEOJ was cancelled on 5.11.45. 
Aircraft Improvements Ltd - official's name should read P P Nazir. 
A - Names - Arnot, Alfred - see Mitchell-Lanman, R and Willingham, A. 
Baker, C E - was Charles Edgar and his partner was Joseph Anthony 
Baker. They also gave their address as West Moors, Wimbome. 
G-AEJU was wfu in late 1936 and subsequently broken up. When Terry 
Murphy visited Baker's relatives in 1981 some of the instruments still 
survived. The photo on p.98/63 may have been taken at Poole or 
Christchurch. 
Baker, R L - was Robert Langford Baker. 
Barrow, L V G - there was a Leonard Valentine Grantham Barrow who 
lived at Normanton Hall, Southwell, Notts - rather a long way from 
Colchester. Connection or coincidence? 
Berrington - full name Cedric Lister Berrington. 
Bird - was Neilson Moore Bird. 
Brett, Stan - the motorcycle dealer referred to was Brian Verrall, who 
occupied three shops together and specialised in veteran & vintage 
machines, so he would certainly have been interested in a 500cc 
Douglas flat twin. 
The "Mr Pine" with a South Wales connection could be George Stanley 
Pine, a Porthcawl garage and motor coach owner who learned to fly at 
Cardiff in the 30s, later establishing Pine's Airways at Porthcawl. He 
was second in command of the ATA during the war and then moved to 
Blackpool for more joy riding. 
Briggs, CF - was in fact George Frederick and a 1936 ICAN register 
supplement shows the c/n as GFB.1. 
Bishop Auckland Flying Flea Club - the Secretary was F Preshous of 
Escombe Road, Bishop Auckland. 
Cadic, Walter - was not killed in a Flea crash, he was flying BAC Drone 
G-AEBC at the British Empire Air Display at Hereford 1.5.36. (see Air 
Circuses p.98/54) 
Carden Baynes - Receiver appointed 29.6.37 and Chilton Aircraft 
bought the business and assets of Carden Baynes Aircraft Ltd in 8.37. 
Cheltenham Light Aircraft Club - was formed 12.9.35. 
Clyde Battery Co - A company called Clyde Aero Co, Knapdale St, 
Larkhill, Glasgow (the same address as Clyde Battery) was selling a 
Pou in 4.36, described as incomplete but with Carden Ford engine -
which would fit G-AECV. 
Dale, Eddie - a photo appeared in the Evening Gazette (Blackpool) on 
15.10.36 showing Mr Dale's Flea loaded on top of a van 'looking for a 
field suitable to fly from'. 
Davidson S/L C R - is Charles Robert Davidson. 
Davis, Edgar George - G-AEEH was reported in Digest 3.68 as being 
donated to RAF Colerne Museum by "a householder who 'found it'". 
Dolman - The photo of G-AEHM was taken at the Daily Express 50 
Years of Flying exhibition at RAF Hendon and the presence of Rapide 
G-AHRH indicates either Saturday 20.7.51 when it arrived, or the morn-
ing of Sunday 21.7.51 - probably the latter when the absence of public 
is taken into account. 
D - Less Defined: Dingle was Arthur Dingle; Dodman operated from 
Beech Hill Garage, Wadhurst. 
East Midlands Aviation Company - G-AEGV, reported in various 
issues of Digest that the wings were bought by Bob Ogden 7.67, and 
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Right: The James Goodall Flea G-ADXY c/n JG. 1 Is 
shown posing next to a DH Dragon 2 which, from the 
visible parts of the registration, appears to be Aberdeen 
Airways G-ADFI. As Goodall flew the Flea at Dyce we 
assume that to be the location seen here, although con-
firmation, perhaps based on the style of the terminal 
building, would be welcome, (via Charles Taylor) 

moved to Tudor Grange Grammar School, Solihull. They were donat-
ed to MAPS in 1.68. 
Engines - add Mitchell-Lanman, R and Willingham, A to JAP. 
F - Less Defined: The Flea Type Plane Construction Co had a trading 
address at 9 High St, St Johns Wood and advertised that it was open-
ing a workshop to assist homebuilders of Fleas (presumably at St 
Johns Wood?). Frederick Polley seems to have been involved in this 
venture. 
Fylde Flying Club - Company formed 6.12.35 by the Club to manu-
facture Fleas at Cleveleys. 
Gibb, John - another reference has him building a single-seat biplane 
in 1930, fitted with an 8 hp converted Rover motorcycle engine. Most 
confusing! 
Ginsburg, Lionel - an addition: an almost-complete Flea was 
destroyed by fire when his father's carpenter's workshop at Sandfields, 
Port Talbot was burnt on 10.11.36. 
Goodall, James - Charles Taylor has unearthed a photograph (above) 
of G-ADXY which we assume was taken in 1936 at Dyce. The accom-
panying Dragon 2 seems likely to be Aberdeen Airways G-ADFI. A 
contemporary record quotes the accident date as 20.9.36. 
Hartley, R P - was Robert Pearson Hartley. 
Hill, James - Was aged 23, his partner being named in a local report 
as Glyn John (not John Glynl). Flea fuselage and rudder built at home 
in Vardre Road, wings in a friend's garage. 
Howitt, C - was Lt R Cyril Howitt. 
Ireland, Republic of - it appears that the Flea which displayed at 
Phoenix Park, Dublin in 1936 was G-AEFK with C W A Scott's Circus, 
and may also have appeared at Cork. 
EI-ABH was built by W H Benson, an engineer; J Quinn, a plasterer; J 
Gallagher, a driver; and V J Grace, an electrical engineer. Construction 
started 9.35 and it was built in an attic at 46 Dufferin Avenue, South 
Circular Road, Dublin. Crashed at Kildonan airfield, Dublin (does that 
mean that it flew?). Dismantled 1948 and stored at 46 Dufferin Avenue. 
In 1952 moved to 105 Melvin Road, Dublin 6 (with O Reilly?) and burnt 
1954. The regn was officially cancelled on 25.1.50. 
Two other Irish Fleas are now known: 

1. Built by Tom Rogers of Kilmainhamwood, Co Meath in 1936. Flown 
over several months in the first half of 1937. Broken up by Rogers' 
father and the local Garda Sergeant in summer 1937 "as the design 
had been banned". 

2. Built by a Mr Hunt in Co Monaghan. JAP engine. Completed and 
taxied but not flown. Bought by Michael Marron, apparently mainly for 
the new engine, as he had abandoned construction of his own exam-
ple considered unsafe. Damaged beyond repair during transportation 
by road from Monaghan to Carrickmacross. 
Jones, Idwal - Performed the handkerchief trick with the C W A Scott 
Display during the Irish tour 1936, presumably not in a Flea. He was not 
killed doing this but in the crash of Courier G-ACSZ of North Eastern 
Airways at Doncaster on 29.5.37. He was NEA's chief pilot and an ex 
RAF and Brooklands instructor. 
Jowett, Fred - both Jowett (note name) and Jackson were members of 
the Blackpool Flying Club, Jowett was a joiner with a workshop in 
Norcliffe Road, Blackpool. A photo of his Flea at Norbreck was pub-
lished in The Evening Gazette 20.4.36. It was taken to Stanley Park 
Aerodrome and assembled as "Blackpool No.1" on 10.7.36. A defect in 
the oil feed of the Douglas engine prevented the first flight being made. 
No later reports may indicate that it did not fly. 
Kendrew, Edgar - The accident to G-AEAD on 12.1.36 was the first 
flight. The pilot, a friend of Kendrew, crashed while turning to avoid 
wires, damaging the wing and propeller but not himself. On 3.5.36 
Kendrew, flying a "Midget" (ie Mignet?) aeroplane landed near 
Northallerton to check his position after a 30-minute flight but the 
engine failed on take off and he force-landed in a ploughed field, over-
turning while subsequently taxying. 
K - Names - Kagan, Aubrey (not Keegan) - see Mitchell-Lanman, R 
and Willingham, A. 
Laidlaw, Walter G - His company was Mailing Aviation Ltd, no record 

of West Mailing Aviation Ltd has been traced. See also Mercer. 
Leicestershire Flying Pou Club - G-AEHG was duly burnt at Rearsby 
on November 5th 1937. 
Little, Richard Rudyard - the Flea was bult as Friar's Garage, 
Canterbury. Little's home was at Orchard House, Eddington, Heme 
Bay, Kent. 
Lockley, John - also bought Drone G-AECP with J Ogle, it was regd 
to them 9.8.44, but may have been bought earlier, and was given to 
Stanley Park ATC unit in 1945. This may (also?) have benefitted from 
the petrol coupons! 
Mercer - G-AEFV was offered for sale in Flight 29.10.36 bt Central 
Garage, High Street, Lea Green, SE13 for £120. An earlier date to the 
Farnborough wind tunnel, 25.6.36, has also been quoted. Mercer was 
selling a "new" Scott engine 4.39 - was this another engine or did he 
only sell the airframe of G-AEFV to Bullock? As Bullock was selling 3 
ultra-light aircraft (the other 2 being BAC Drone G-ADSA and Parnall 
Pixie G-EBKM) and various engines in 3.39 this may be assumed to be 
the date that G-AEFV was sold to Somerset. 
Mignet - G-ADSD has been noted as sold to W G Barnett (not Bennett, 
see B - Names) on 14.11.35 (much more likely date) and based at 
Aldenham (ie Elstree). See also under N.A.D.D.Ltd below. 
Millichamp - was Basil Wilfred. Belton was indeed in east Suffolk at the 
time but the county boundary changes of the 1970s resulted in a 'move' 
to Norfolk. 
Millon - The regn G-AEOF was simply not used initially, but why not is 
unknown. A reference to "Short Empire?" was pencilled into the file at 
some later time, possibly in error for G-AEUF. 
National Aviation Day Displays Ltd - Did not actually exist! Cobham 
had two companies: National Aviation Day Ltd formed 22.1.32 and 
operated in 1932/3 tours; and National Aviation Displays Ltd formed 
5.1.34 and after operating the 1934/5 tours was sold to CWA Scott's 
Flying Display Ltd in 12.35. Thus Mignet's G-ADSC and 'DSD would 
have been operated by National Aviation Displays Ltd in 1935. 
Owen - G-AEBB itself was insured with a Lloyds syndicate for £5,000 
of Third Party risks on 13.1.38 for a premium of £5. In Archive p82/80 
and p88/63 the A to F expiry is given as 31.5.39 and a renewal on 
4.2.37 is recorded elsewhere. 
Patson - was John "Jack" Bertram Patson. 
Perman - Under G-ADPW, R G Doig should be Robert, not Ronald. 
The Air Min impressment Review date for G-AECM should read 8.4.37 
but this is rather early, as is 21.11.36 for G-ADPY - perhaps an old 
report was used in place of an actual inspection? D-ADPY was defi-
nitely registered to Chambers on 30.3.37, not .36 and thus Clouston 
was operating it on behalf of Perman at the 8.36 Flea Rally. G-ADPW 
does not seem to be recorded as with CWA Scott's Circus and neither 
does Doig as a pilot - is there evidence of their involvement? 
The Perman Parasol G-ADZX was c/n EGP.57 (not .56), though actu-
ally registered incorrectly with c.n ECP.57 On 13.10.36 it was regis-
tered as a Brown Pigeon on change of ownership to Airworthiness Ltd, 
indeed the name Parasol may only have been a generic term used 
before the name Grasshopper was adopted. Was G-ADZG really allo-
cated to a Perman Pou? And could G-ADZW logically have been the 
true c/n EGP.56 with no duplication of EGP.55? 
R - Less Defined - A Mr M Robinson "a friend of M.Mignet" demon-
strated a Flea at Stanley Park, Blackpool according to The Evening 
Gazette of 15.8.35. He promised "that they could be built for less than 
£60". 
Scott's Flying Display Ltd - correctly "C W A Scott's Flying Display 
Ltd", formed 20.12.35 and went into receivership 23.9.36. Flea G-AEFK 
was not sold to National Aviation Displays (Scott had bought their 
stock, see above), nor was it amongst those advertised for sale by the 
Receiver in 10.36. 

With thanks to the following for their contributions to the items above: 
Roger Caird, Malcolm Fillmore, Geoff Goodall, Peter Green, Terry 
Judge, Arthur Ord-Hume, Reg Pickup, Vic Smith, Bob Thursby and 
"dstc" (Eire). 
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Manchurian memorabilia 
Our photo of the Manko HT-1 Hayabusa M-309 in the 
last issue raised the question of Manchurian markings 
and registrations. In fact the roundel and fin flash have 
five colours, representing the five races of the country: 
from the inside of the roundel these are red (for 
Japanese), blue (Korean), white (Manchurian), black 
(Mongolian) and yellow (Chinese). 
The registration system was numerical and grouped by 
aircraft type. Below M-50 were Puss Moths as also 
described on p.2000/42; M-50 upwards were used for 
Bf 108 Taifuns; M-100 upwards for Fokker Super 
Universals; M-200 upwards for Junkers Ju 86s; M-300 
upwards for the Manko Hayabusas; M-400 upwards for 
the Nakajima AT-2s; M-500 upwards for Fokker 
F.VII/3m trimotors; M-600 upwards for Mitsubishi MC-
20s; and M-700 upwards for Clark GA.43s. The system 
was adopted around 1938. Thanks to Vic Smith and 
Harm Hazewinkel. There will be more on the Manko 
itself in the next issue. 

The Huntington Chum 

From Charles Trask comes this photo of the Huntington Chum, taken by brother Paul 
Trask on 27.6.81 at Orange, Massachusetts. Only two were produced and it was 
offered with "a 33hp Continental, a 45hp Szekely or a 30hp Genet" according to an 
advertisement in Aero Digest of April 1931. The price with the Szekely was $1,750. 
The reason that NX707Y survives is that it was crashed on an early flight but in 1943 
the fuselage was fitted with skids and used as a powered sled. The remains were 
acquired by Erwin E Stockwell at Orange and rebuilt, making its first post-restoration 
flight on 24.10.80. It originally had a Szekely engine but this disappeared and 
Stockwell replaced it with a flat four which looks like it may be a Continental A-40. Just 
before his death Erwin Stockwell donated the sole surviving Huntington Chum to the 
Empire State Aerosciences Museum at Schenectady County Airport. 
In the photo it can be seen to have a 2-seat side-by-side open cockpit with one-piece 
curved windscreen. It is now considered a homebuilt as there were no drawings for 
the wing or other missing parts. Does anyone know more about the original or current 
dimensions, the designer/builder Huntington, or the history of the other Chum built? 

MONEGASQUE MYSTERY 
When asked by reader Yong Kiat to identify the AS.65 Consul shown here we had no 
problem. It seems common knowledge that c/n 3331 ex Oxford LX599 was prepared 
in 1946 for a customer in Monte Carlo and registered MC-ABA. The sale did not pro-
ceed and so on 10.1.47 the Consul became G-AJAX with Atlas Aviation, having 
received its CofA on 15.10.46. There remains the mystery of the Monegasque cus-
tomer - who originally ordered it? The CofA Application was in the name of Monte 
Carlo Airways, so does anyone know who they were and what happened to them? 

The Georgian Bay Staggerwing 
In August 1943 US President F D Roosevelt secretly 
visited a private cottage on Birch Island near the North 
Channel in Lake Huron, Ontario, prior to the Quebec 
Conference. It was reported that a UC-43B Stagger-
wing floatplane was used to transport mail to the 
President and that this caught fire and sank in the 
Channel on 6.8.43, though the crew and mails were 
saved. In 1997 the wreck was located near Manitoulin 
Island and in 1998 parts such as the engine, pontoons 
and radio, but not the fuselage, were retrieved to be 
brought ashore in 1999. The serial is said to be 42-
261097 which would be c/n 216 built as D17S NC18791 
and impressed as a UC-43B on 22.6.42. The 450 hp 
P & W R-985 engine originally fitted was no.882 but the 
one recovered had no plate. The USAAF Record Card 
notes that 42-261097 was destroyed by fire at Selfridge 
Field, Detroit, Ml on 9.8.43 - possibly an attempt to 
cover up the nature of its task and true fate? If the iden-
tity can be confirmed it may be the only known example 
of a D17S/UC-43B on floats, although there are draw-
ings of the SD17S in the Beech archives. 

FORD FAKERY REJECTED 
In researching the Chinese Comper Swift, William F Villani referred to 
the Julius Barr photo collection. The collection also contains an image 
of a "twin engined" Ford Trimotor in China, which appeared in William 
Larkins' book captioned as a fake. Given the provenance of Barr's col-
lection (p.2000/68) it seems unlikely that Mrs Elder would have had 
either reason or technology to fake the photo. Seattle Museum of Flight 
staff have examined the original and found no evidence of re-touching 
or faking. 

More On Humming Birds . . . 
G-EBHZ was named "SYLVIA M" because it was Alan Butler's aircraft. 
The first "Sylvia" was Butler's DH.37 G-EBDO which was later named 
"Lois" after his wife and as DH.37A was crashed by Harold Hemming 
on 4.6.27. The obvious (poetic) question now is "Who is Sylvia?" 

Can you help with . . . ? 
* In 1935 there were plans to build an airport at Bolney, Sussex, mid-
way between Gatwick and Brighton. A company, Bolney Airports Ltd, 
was formed and apparently development plans were approved against 
local objections. A history of the area is being written - can anyone add 
any more which we can publish and pass on? 

* Viking historian Dave Cotterell would like to identify a Viking of Misrair 
which according to Lloyds accident register force-landed at Foul Bay 
just north of the Egypt/Sudan border 28.4.50. The 5 crew and 19 pas-
sengers were rescued by RAF plane, but what was the Viking, what 
was its fate and are there any details of the rescue? 
* Dave is also seeking tie-ups between either serial or regn and the mil-
itary trooping callsigns (eg: MOVWP, MOVWU) used by Vikings in the 
1951 to 1955 period and often recorded in log books. 
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In this issue 
This issue brings us to Archive's twenty-first 
birthday - why, it seems like only yesterday 
that the first issue rolled off the steam-driven 
typewriter! Astute long-term readers will have 
noticed a subtle shift in content in recent 
issues with more narrative articles although 
data listings of one sort or another still tend to 
dominate. 
The reason for this is fairly obvious. The 
increase in size of the magazine from 28 to 36 
pages per issue allows space for more varied 
content and while we know from our research 
that not everyone likes every article, at least 
there may be the opportunity for a good read 
while you expand your knowledge! 
A number of manuscripts submitted for publi-
cation recently fall roughly 50-50 between the 
tabular and narrative styles and it is very 
encouraging to see work coming along in this 
way. To answer at least one query: don't worry 
if you cannot provide photos, we will do our 
best to illustrate any article as long as it isn't at 
the last minute. If we can find illustrations for 
the Dominguez Air Meet we can find them for 
anything! Well nearly anything - but this would 
be an appropriate time to echo earlier thanks 
to Jack Meaden for his sterling efforts to find 
photos on our behalf. 
Our "Whole Truth" on the Miles Messenger 
moves from M.28 to M.38 prototypes this time 
and we don't think that we have ever published 

such detailed individual histories! We are still 
looking for a few photos however, particularly 
of Messengers in CC-, CN-, EP-, F-, LV-,.SU-, 
VP-K and ZS- marks if anyone can help. 
The Japanese Civil Register is back again in 
full swing with a lot of new J-A### details 
thanks to Toshio Fujita's further research. The 
Barton Airport story continues, this has 
already proved to be a valuable resource for 
other researchers - see also Search & Return 
in this issue. 
Howard Hughes' Spruce Goose has now 
flown into his story, the last part of which will 
appear in the next issue. East German regis-
trations move from Kruks to Dromaders while 
topdressers also feature in the New Zealand 
section which is expanded again this time. We 
hope, incidentally that readers appreciate Ray 
Deerness' cover shot - he must often return 
home from similar sorties covered in super-
phosphate, or manure! 
Extracts now appears to have run its course 
and without any major input of data will disap-
pear from the contents shortly. One article 
recently submitted is the Sopley Air Crash, 
which takes a more detailed look at an acci-
dent already briefly recorded in Casualty 
Compendium - a formula which we hope to 
repeat on an occasional basis in future. 
So it only remains to wish everyone "Season's 
Greetings", keep contributing and don't forget 
to renew your subscription for 2001! 

Book Reviews 
RaceplaneTech Series, Vol 1: Griffon-Powered Mustangs. Kevin Grantham & Nicholas 
Veronico, Speciality Press, USA; ISBN 1-58007-034-5; $16.95 (UK Distributors: Airlife £11.95) 
100pp, 4 in colour; 8fi x 11 ins, softbound. 
The first of a new series from the publishers of the AirlinerTech and WarbirdTech series and intended to 
study "aircraft designed and modified to race under one of the world's most demanding formats, the Reno 
Air Races". This is clearly a highly-specialised area, the more so when one realises that only three air-
craft are involved in this particular volume. 
Beginning with the specifications and brief development history of the Griffon engine, illustrated with 
numerous Rolls-Royce cutaways and diagrams, the book then describes the development and race his-
tory of each of the three Mustangs; the "Red Baron" N7715C of 1975-9, "World Jet" N6WJ of 1988 and 
1995, and "Miss Ashley II" NX57LR of 1997-9. Their stories contain much of interest and refer to many of 
the famous Reno exponents. While the first two began life as standard P-51Ds, the third was built from 
scratch and fitted with a Lear Jet wing. "Red Baron" set a World Propeller Driven Speed Record of 
499.018 mph (so near!) in 1979 but was written off in a forced landing at Reno 9.79, while "Miss Ashley 
II" broke up in mid-race on 17.9.99. 
Here is a subject which cries out for colour photography but although there are 112 monochrome photos 
of the Mustangs and their competitors (the fly-sheet claimed 160!), many of them large and informative, 
reproduction is not always crisp and clear (whiter paper is needed); the publishers retain their formula of 
only four colour pages, one of which is totally wasted on diagrams that would be just as good in mono-
chrome. Nevertheless the subject is interesting and the stories worth telling. Despite the series title the 
approach is narrative rather than technical - even the term 'dead stick landing' is explained - and there 
are useful 3-views and side views for comparison. 

Dutch Civil Aircraft Markings 2000/2001. Herman Dekker & Henk Wadman, Airnieuws 
Nederland; 128pp A5 softback; available from Air-Britain Sales £7.00. 
The latest edition of this biennial current register, which incidentally also acts as a full update of Herman 
Dekker's complete "75 Years' Dutch Civil Aircraft Registers", is a comprehensive survey of the Dutch civil 
scene. The powered aircraft and balloons, gliders and ULM registers naturally include c/n, CofR number, 
previous identities, first regn date and date to current owner, operator if different, but not base. Each sec-
tion is indexed by type. 
Reservations and cancellations since the 1998/9 edition are all listed and there is a very useful list of non-
Dutch registered aircraft resident in the Netherlands, mostly with bases. Finally there is a reference list of 
airfields complete with a general location map. All the information is of the customary high standard, clear-
ly presented and printed, and virtually all accessible without a knowledge of Dutch. The register is illus-
trated with 70 clear black and white photos of a wide variety of types. Excellent value! 
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The Whole Truth: 
THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER BY PETER AMOS 

PART TWO : 

THE M.28 
BECOMES 
THE M.38 

The notes which follow are written by Jack Meaden with 
additional text and aircraft histories by Peter Amos, 
Bernard Martin and others. All photos, unless other-
wise stated, are via Jack Meaden. 

Above: The first prototype Messenger M.38/28 U-0223, converted from the first pro-
totype M.28 U-0232, still has the twin fins. The right side stub exhausts of the 145 hp 
Gipsy Major HA are too short to show from this angle. 
Below: U-0223 with three fins and hom-balanced rudders, auxiliary flaps lowered, and 
an experimental installation of wingtip leading edge slats to provide a slotted wing. 
The slots were not adopted for production. 

The M.28/IV was briefly called Mercury, but the name was 
not officially adopted. However the M.28 had not gone un-
noticed, and even those who saw only the photos could see 
what an exceptional view was provided from the cockpit by 
the large transparent areas. This was perceived by AOP 
pilots using the stopgap Auster I, and the School of Artillery 
requested Miles to give them a demonstration of the M.28. 
This was done and they were impressed, discussions with 
Miles resulting in design modifications to improve the fea-
tures which were especially appropriate to AOP work. 

These were slow flying and short take off and landing capa-
bilities, and reduction of weight and simplification of opera-
tion and servicing to allow use from army short-field landing 
strips in forward areas. For the latter, a fixed undercarriage was adopt-
ed and the retractable flaps were changed to an auxiliary type, the 
weight and servicing requirements for the retraction mechanisms for 
both of these now being eliminated. An independent single drag-flap 
was mounted beneath the fuselage. For the former requirement the 
fixed undercarriage was longer, resulting in an increased ground angle 
of attack with shorter take off and landing runs, and the wing span was 
increased by 5 ft 4 in. to 30 ft, allowing lift-off and touchdown at lower 
speeds. Bendix cable-operated brakes were fitted. 

George Miles produced a private venture prototype in only 3 months 
and handed it over to Army Co-operation Command for trials. It was 
built at Liverpool Road around the fuselage and tail unit of M.28 proto-
type U-0232 with a new wing, and although early reference was made 
to it as the M.28/38, it was identified by Miles as the M.38/28. 

At the lower speeds of which the new design was capable, the two fins 
and rudders inherited from the M.28 were inadequate to give full control, 
and a large triangular single fin and rudder was substituted after 3 oval 
fins and rudders had been tried. The single fin and rudder was no bet-
ter and the 3 fins and rudders were adopted for production. 

Unfortunately production of an AOP Messenger never took place, as 
although the Army had said 'How soon can you let us have 100 of 
these?', the build authority, the Ministry of Aircraft Production, extreme-
ly annoyed at the prototype being produced without their approval, took 
their time in examining the proposal. MAP authority was finally estab-
lished by Specification A. 17/43, but it was not published until 30th 
January 1944 and it was issued for a Communications/Reconnaissance 
Aircraft for RAF and RN duties, with no mention of use by the Army or 
of an AOP function. 

Nevertheless the Army did get the Messenger I and it was used at the 
highest level by no less than General (later Field Marshal) Montgomery 
who expressed his approval by making it his personal aircraft. In order 
to do this as quickly as possible he obtained the use of the first proto-
type M.38/ II U-0245 flown by his personal RAF pilot Fit Lt Trevor J 
Martin. Its Prototype P marking was removed and later it was given ser-
ial RH368, the first serial of the range allocated to production aircraft. 
After collection on 23rd May 1944 it was used until- 8th September 
when it was returned to Miles in exchange for RG333, this in turn being 
replaced by RH378, although the last was not used by Monty. 

The Messenger's all-wood structure had a stressed plywood skin using 
phenol formaldehyde resin adhesive and the surface was protected by 
a fabric covering. The fuselage was built in two sections joined at a 
transport joint through the cabin behind the rear spar. The one-piece 
wing had two continuous main-spars which passed through the bottom 
of the fuselage in typical Miles fashion. The cantilever tail surfaces had 
a similar structure with the tailplane mounted on top of the rear fuselage 
with the central fin on top and the outer fins attached as endplates. 

On the early airframes the one-piece windscreen and front hood was 
moulded and was straight-fronted, but on later production a blown hood 
with a more rounded shape was substituted. Both gave the same 
exceptional all round forward vision but the blown hood gave a better 
streamline shape which may have improved the airflow over the tail. 

The cockpit overhead doors opened upwards in one piece and did not 
fold in the centre as on the M.28. Even so, if not properly secured after 
closing either half could open in flight, and this happened on several 
Messengers and on M.28/VI G-AHAA on the passenger side, causing 
the door to break away and rip off most of the tail on that side. The hood 
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Left: After trying three fins and 
rudders, U-0223 was flown 
with a large single fin and rud-
der but this was no better and 
the triple unit was reinstated. 
Note the long undercarriage 
and high angle of attack of the 
wing. 
Below: The prototype in its 
final standard form posing for 
an official photograph at 
Woodley. The caption reads 
"Miles M.38 Mk.l (Prototype). 
Gipsy Major. Mar. 1944." It 
would appear that the 
roundels have been removed 
from the wings at this time. 
(Miles Aircraft Ltd, via The 
Miles Aircraft Collection) 

The background to the evolution of the Miles M.38 Messenger is best 
explained in a letter, dated 1st October 1942, from Air Marshal Sir 
Arthur Barratt KCB, CMG, MC, Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 
Army Co-operation Command, R.A.F., Headquarters, Army Co-oper-
ation Command, Royal Air Force. Classified 'SECRET', it was 
addressed to The Under Secretary of State, Air Ministry, (V.C.A.S.); 
subject 

AIRCRAFT FOR :-
(i) Air Observation Post Squadrons 
(ii) Communication in the Field. M.28/38. 

Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to the type of aircraft required for Air 
Observation Post Squadrons of my command, and for special communica-
tions purposes in the field. 

At present, four Observation Post Squadrons are in being, and a 
total of 12 is envisaged. The Squadrons already formed are equipped with 
Auster aircraft (late Taylorcraft) and where these are insufficient they are 
supplemented by Tiger Moths. The Auster, however, was accepted for 
A.O.P. work only as a temporary measure, and is by no means an ideal type 
for the work, as in my opinion, and in that of my Squadron Commanders, it 
lacks the necessary robustness for work in the Field, besides having poor 
performance and an insufficient field of vision. Originally intended as an 
interim type, pending the arrival of Vigilants from the U.S.A., the failure of 
the latter forced us relunctantly to agree to equip squadrons with Austers as 
a longer term policy. 

I still hoped, however, that a more suitable aircraft might be 
found and the characteristics of an existing light communications aircraft; 
the M.28 of Messrs. Phillips & Powis seemed to offer promise. The manu-
facturers were then asked by the School of Artillery to demonstrate the 

M.28, and subsequently, as a private venture, Messrs. Phillips & Powis pro-
duced a prototype to A.O.P. requirements. This has been named the 
M.28/38. 

I have now seen the M.28/38 perform, and have flown it myself, 
as have also members of my staff. In my opinion, it has very great possi-
bilities both as a A.O.P. and as a light communications aircraft. 

In the recent report of my visit to the Middle-East, I referred to 
the important uses to which light communication aircraft capable of landing 
and take-off from small areas could be put. The M.28/38 has a most impres-
sive performance, combining a very quick take-off, rapid climb, and eco-
nomical cruising speed of about 100 mph, and remarkably short landing run. 
In addition, it offers a first class field of vision. At present, powered by a 
Cirrus III engine of 90 hp (an anomaly exists here as it is generally believed 
that U-0223 utilised a 130 hp D.H. Gipsy Major engine at this time and 
when first flown, by George Miles on 12th September 1942 this engine was 
recorded by his passenger Don Brown.), its performance can be still more 
improved if a slightly higher powered engine can be obtained. 

I understand that Messrs. De Havilland have in production at present a 
Gipsy Mk.Ic engine, developing 145 hp, and that owing to a change of plan 
by the Canadians - for whom it was designed -this can be made available to 
us, and deliveries beginning at once. Other possible alternatives are the 
Lycoming 175 hp or the Warner Scarab from the U.S.A. 

6. I strongly recommend that official notice may now be taken by Air 
Ministry of the M.28/38, and that if trials confirm my opinion as to its gen-
eral suitability, the aircraft should be put into production in substitution of 
the current order for Auster aircraft and for communication purposes in the 
field. 

I have the honour to be. Sir, Your obedient Servant, Barratt, etc. 

Copies to Air Ministry, (D.M.C.) and Air Ministry, (D.G.O.). 
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structure was stronger on production aircraft and had side windows, the 
front half of which could be slid back to open in flight in the same way 
as the M.28. 

The availability of engines in wartime was restricted by military require-
ments, for example the Gipsy Major being the standard power unit of 
the Tiger Moth basic flying trainer. In a letter to the Air Ministry request-
ing the supply of Messengers to the Army for AOP duties, Sir Arthur 
Barratt, AOC in C of Army Co-operation Command, suggested 
American Lycoming and Warner engines as possible alternatives. In 
fact all the M.28 and M.38 family had engines from the DH Gipsy or 
Blackburn Cirrus ranges, although this may not have been the case if 
earlier and larger scale production for AOP use had been approved. 

Even as late as 1947, a Czechoslovak Praga engine was fitted to 
Messenger G-AILI to test its suitability as an alternative should supply 
of British engines be insufficient. In the event, the production require-
ments were limited and were met by 140/145 hp Gipsy Major variants 
and 150/155 hp Cirrus Major III engines. A fine fixed-pitch two-bladed 
wooden propeller was fitted to give a very short take off and steep 
climb, although this necessitated throttling well back in cruising flight to 
avoid exceeding maximum rpm. 

For the historian it is convenient that it is possible to distinguish 
between the Gipsy and Cirrus engines by their cylinder layout, which 
affected the exhaust systems. The Gipsy Major exhaust outlets were at 
the front of the cylinders on the right side while the Cirrus Major exhaust 
exited at the rear on the left. 

The Messenger engine cowlings were.close-fitting, and for the Gipsy 
the exhaust stub of the front cylinder was so far forward that it exited 
through the bottom right corner of the nose cowl. On the Cirrus, the 
front stub was noticeably further aft through the bottom tray and clear 
of the nose cowling. When single outlet exhaust pipes were introduced 
they were partly buried and could only be distinguished as Gipsy right 
of centre, Cirrus left of centre. Of course the easier distinction was 
square rear windows, 4A (Gipsy); oval rear windows, 2A (Cirrus), but 
there were exceptions! 

During the first half of 1943 the prototype was modified for trials as the 
M.38A Mariner, which is described separately. In addition, a series of 
drawings recently discovered depict an ambulance version of the 
M.38/28 which had provision for a stretcher along the starboard side on 
the cabin. The pilot sat on the port side with an attendant behind him 
facing to starboard and the cabin had a raised roof, hinged along its 
centre line for ease of access. This version had a large single fin and 
rudder with end plates on the tailplane. 

SPECIFICATIONS. M.38 

Dimensions: 
Span 
Height 

36 ft 2 in. 
9 ft 6 in. 

Weiahts and Performance: 
MessenqerI(Gipsv 
Empty Weight 
All Up Weight 

Wing Loading 
Max Speed 
Cruising Speed 
Initial Rate of Climb 
Service Ceiling 
Range 
Duration. 

Length 
Wing Area 

Major, 1 fuel tank, pilot only) 
1,518 1b 
1,900 1b 

10 lb/ft2 

116 mph 
95 mph 
660 ft/min 
14,000 ft 
260 miles 
3.5 hr 

Fuel 
Oil 
Pilot 
Payload 

Run to unstick 
Distance to 50 ft 
Landing run 
Landing over 50 ft 

Messenger 2A (Cirrus Major, 2 fuel tanks, fullv loaded) 
Empty Weight 
All Up Weight 

Wing Loading 
Max Speed 
Cruising Speed 
Initial Rate of Climb 
Service Ceiling 
Range 
Duration 

1,539 1b 
2,400 lb 

12.6 lb/ft2 

134 mph 
117 mph 
745 ft/min 
16,000 ft 
504 miles 
5.25 hr 

Fuel 
Oil 
Pilot 
Payload 

Run to unstick 
Distance to 50 ft 
Landing run 
Landing over 50 ft 

24 ft 
191 ft2 

135 1b 
18 1b 
160 1b 
69 1b 

192 ft 
579 ft 
330 ft 
750 ft 

270 lb 
23 lb 
160 1b 
407 1b 

360 ft 
948 ft 
408 ft 
849 ft 

M.38/28 PROTOTYPES - READING 
Four prototype aircraft were built, as follows. 

C/n -?- U-0223 M.38/28 First prototype. Converted from the Miles 
M.28 Mk.l, U-0232 (which first flew on 11.7.41), utilising fuselage, 
engine and tailplane, by the Experimental Department of Miles Aircraft 
Ltd at Liverpool Road, Reading, during 1942. The M.28 is recorded as 
being fitted with a 150 hp Gipsy Major engine at 28.3.42 but this may 
have been replaced prior to conversion. A/M Barratt refers to the 9.42 
trials with a 90 hp Cirrus III, possibly a confusion for Cirrus Major III, but 
Don Brown recorded a 130 hp Gipsy Major on the first flight although 
145 hp is more usually quoted. First flown as the M.38/28 on 12.9.42, 
by George Miles in standard RAF camouflage with the prototype P 
marking on the fuselage. Initial trials were with twin fins and rudders, 
then a single fin and rudder was fitted but this was unsuccessful and U-
0223 was then modified to its final configuration of 3 fins and rudders. 
U-0223 became the M.38A Mariner for a short while, fitted with an 
arrester hook for trials at Woodley which were carried out by G H Miles 
(see next page for details). F/L H V Kennedy flew U-0223 for the first 
time on 1.3.43 and he noted in his log book the designation M.38/28. 
However, after the Mariner trials it reverted to standard and, when flown 
on 6.3.44, he noted the type as M.38/I. U-0223 was also flown at 
Woodley by F/O Trevor Martin, General Montgomery's newly-appoint-
ed personal pilot, three times locally on 19.5.44, one with a Mr.Kenning 
as first pilot (probably meant Kennedy) on the 21.5.44 and for the last 
time on 22.5.44. U-0223 was then loaned to the Metropolitan 
Communications Squadron, Hendon and, while being demonstrated 
there to his CO by an RAF officer on 23.6.44, it made a short take off 
in a strong cross-wind and was blown into a hangar, breaking off the 
starboard wing and the engine, then falling inverted to the ground. The 
two occupants survived but U-0223 was written off. 

c/n -?- U-0245 M.38/ II the first 'true' M.38 Messenger prototype, 
built as such from scratch by the Experimental Department of Miles 
Aircraft Ltd, at Liverpool Road, Reading, during late 1943/early 1944; 
fitted initially with a 150 hp Blackburn Cirrus Major III engine. First 
flown, by F/L Hugh V.Kennedy, 10.2.44; camouflaged in dark green 
and dark earth with yellow undersides and with the prototype P mark-
ing on the fuselage, it was noted by Don Brown as 'an early production 
Messenger'. F/L Kennedy flew U-0245 for the last time on 25.4.44 
then, on 1.5.44, W/C Russell with F/O Trevor J Martin as second pilot 
made a local flight, and later on the same day F/O Martin made a solo 
flight, both flights being presumably made from Woodley. 
The first production aircraft was still some way from completion, so 
Miles Aircraft must either have been instructed to give this prototype 
aircraft to the RAF or took they it on themselves to lend it to them. F/O 
Martin made further local flights in U-0245 on 13, 14, 15, 22 and 
23.5.44 before leaving later that day with F/O Ashdown for his detached 
base at Thorney Island; flights from there to Whitchurch on 24th, a trial 
landing on 'a landing strip' also on 24th, to Northolt on 26th and 28th, 
a local flight on 29th and to 'a landing strip at Leatherhead, Surrey', HQ 
1st Canadian Army on 30.5.44 with Col.Warren. U-0245 was the only 
Messenger to wear Invasion Stripes and these appear to have been 
partially deleted later. On 12.6.44, 'D' Day + 6 - F/O Martin's log book 
reads; 'U-0245, self, one passenger, to landing strip 5 miles east of 
Bayeux, Northern France.' With a 1 hour flight from Thorney Island the 

Performance Notes (see table): 
The published 'pilot only' figures for the Gipsy Major powered 
Messenger I demonstrate an outstanding short-field performance, 
which is what they were meant to do. However they did not provide a 
basis for comparison with the Cirrus Major powered version and with 
comparable loading the difference in performance, although noticeable, 
was proportionally small. 
Some of the figures are worth a closer look. For the Gipsy version 135 
lb of fuel = 18.75 Imp gal of which 18 gal was usable. For the Cirrus 270 
lb = 37.5 gal of which 36 gal was usable. 
The Cirrus endurance of 5.25 hr with 36 gal gives a consumption of 
6.85 gal/hr. The Gipsy endurance of 3.5 hr with 18 gal gives 5.1 gal/hr. 
These figures could only be obtained under controlled ground test-bed 
conditions and do not represent flight performance. In the case of the 
Gipsy Major 6.5 gal/hr was considered a very good performance and 
the figure allowed for in service was 7 gal/hr. Endurance then becomes 
significantly different at 2.5 hr. (This is maximum and with the normal 
half hour reserve for civil operation the safe endurance becomes 2 hr). 
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When the 
Messenger 
became the 
Mariner. . . 

In spring 1943, with Allied shipping losses in the 
Atlantic reaching serious proportions, it occurred to 
George Miles that a slow-flying aeroplane like the 
Messenger, capable of carrying depth-charges and 
maintaining anti-submarine patrols over a wide area, 
might be flown off small platforms fitted to ships in each 
convoy. Experience with the Messenger suggested 
that by using a very simple form of arrester gear it 
could probably be operated off a deck 60ft square. 

The idea was submitted by George Miles to the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production and the Admiraly early in 
1943. It only remained to test the theory to see if it was 
practical. A large net was proposed so that, if the land-
ing aircraft missed the arrester wire, it would not hit the 
superstructure of the ship. A gap was left in the centre 
of the net to allow the engine and propeller to pass 
through and the impact was thereby distributed along 
the leading edge of the wings. The net posts were 
supported by bungee ropes which would help to 
absorb some of the impact. 

A prototype net was erected at Woodley and, using the 
prototype M.18 U-0222, George Miles carried out 
some fast taxi trials into it. Then, in April 1943, he 
made a simulated 'missed-gear' landing and flew the 
M.38A Mariner U-0223 into the net, without damage 
either to himself or to the aircraft, previous touch-
downs having been made some 20-30ft ahead of the 
impact point. 

To confirm the size of the operating platform, a 60ft 
'deck' was marked out on the aerodrome and fitted 
with simple bungee cord arrester gear while U-0223 
was fitted with a light arrester hook. Two light rockets 
were to launch the Mariner into the air, with a run of 
only a few yards and, on 10th June 1943, F/L Hugh V 
Kennedy carried out a 'Take off (assisted)' following which no diffi-
culty was found in engaging the arrester gear and landing within the 
confines of the small 'deck'. 

To prove that the aircraft would carry the weight of two depth-
charges, F/L Kennedy carried out an overload test flight on 1st May 
1943 with 'human ballast', which included George Miles, Don Brown 
and three others. Don recorded in his log-book '6 up, 2,580lb, t/o 8 
sees!' 

The next task was to demonstrate the practical nature of the scheme 
to the Minister of Aircraft Production, Sir Stafford and Lady Cripps, 
Air Marshall Sir Philip Joubert de la Ferte, Commodore (later Rear 
Admiral Sir Matthew) Slattery, Professor P.M.S.BIackett, the Hon. 
J.P.Maclay and other officers and high ranking officials. The authori-
ties however, still remained sceptical and it proved impossible to 
obtain official permission to conduct trials either on a towed float or 
Naval vessel but subsequently Mr. J.A.Billmeir, Chairman of the 
Stanhope Shipping Line, heard about the scheme. Realising that 
such a scheme could help to save the lives of his crews, he enthusi-
astically offered to provide at his own expense the necessary deck on 
the stern of one of his Stanhope Line freighters to enable flight trials 

Above: U-0223 in Mariner guise with arrester hook fitted and flaps down successfully 
engages the bungee cord during a simulated deck trial at Woodley. (Miles Aircraft via 
The Miles Aircraft Collection) 
Below: A well-known sequence in which George Miles flies U-0223 into the net barri-
er to demonstrate short deck-landing safety in 1943. The propeller and nose passed 
through the gap in the net which held the wings and brought the Mariner to an undam-
aged halt. (Miles Aircraft via The Miles Aircraft Collection.) 

to be carried out. Under war-time regulations however, official per-
mission to undertake the trials had to be granted and this Miles was 
unable to obtain. 

Official permission was eventually given to carry out trials on an air-
craft carrier and F/L Kennedy flew the Mariner to Macrihanish, via 
Blackpool, Carlisle and Crail between 18/20th June 1943. The sea 
trial took place between 20th/23rd June and was made in heavy rain 
by a pilot who had never flown the aircraft before. He was required 
to land on the wet deck without the use of arrester gear and with the 
carrier steaming across wind but even under these adverse condi-
tions he still managed to carry out a successful landing. F/L Kennedy 
flew the Mariner back to Woodley, via Blackpool, on 23rd June. It was 
then converted to M.38/I standard and a year later written off on an 
unofficial demonstration flight at Hendon. 

Unfortunately, although the Mariner proved that it could do all that 
George Miles claimed for it, the official verdict was that the applica-
tion was impracticable! According to Don Brown, the Ministry thought 
that helicopters could do the job better, somewhat surprising as in 
1943 the helicopter was still in its infancy and would have required a 
huge leap of faith from the usually restrained authorities. 
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Right, upper: U-0245, the first prototype 
M.38/ II with 155 hp Cirrus Major III and 
large square-corner rear windows. While 
in use as Gen Montgomery's first 
Messenger it was given the serial RH368. 
Right, centre: The tail-end of RH368 at 
Woodley in September 1944 showing the 
General's four stars on the centre fin and 
the invasion stripe ending immediately 
below the serial. (Miles Aircraft via The 
Miles Aircraft Collection) 
Right, lower: Postwar RH368 became 
Messenger 4A G-ALAP, retaining its non-
standard windows but now with a 145 hp 
Gipsy Major ID, seen here at Panshangar 
2.4.61 shortly before its demise. (W Lewis 
via Keith Cruttenden) 

Messenger had gone to war - in 'B' marks and Invasion Stripes!! This 
surely must rank as unique in the annals of British aircraft markings - a 
prototype 'company' aircraft in 'B' marks with Invasion Stripes, operat-
ing outside of the UK in a battlefield area whilst not being flown by a 
company pilot but by a serving RAF Officer to transport senior military 
personnel around in support of the Allied Invasion of the Continent of 
Europe! 
At some stage a Union Jack with the 4 stars of a General below was 
painted on the central fin and on 13.6.44 F/O Martin flew U-0245 to a 
"landing strip at 1st US Army HQ", with Capt Chavasse and Capt Dom 
(?) Durante, a 30 min flight. On 24.6.44, Gen Montgomery made his 
first flight in a Messenger when he was taken to Creully and return from 
a new HQ site 4 miles west of Bayeux. F/O Martin's log book faithfully 
records U-0245's movements until on 15.7.44 this identity appears for 
the last time flying from B.4 Airfield, near Tailleville with Gen 
Montgomery and Capt Chavasse. Then on 16.7.44 s/n RH368 appears 
and F/L Martin recalls that this serial was painted on by his ground 
crew. The RAF record card for RH368 gives the date delivered to 2nd 
TAF CS as 3.6.44 although it actually flew to Thorney Is on 23.5.44. 
The paint followed later! The card also records the engine as a DH 
Gipsy Major ID. On 6.7.44 a local flight with two passengers was car-
ried out before flying via A.9 to Northolt (2 hrs) later, returning to a 
"base in France" (2.00 hrs) on 18.7.44. More flying followed with Gen 
Montgomery and Lt.Gen. Dempsey with trips to Northolt, via A.9. Then 
on 1.9.44, F/O Martin flew RH368 to the Miles Aircraft factory at 
Reading (2hr 50 mins), returning to Thorney Island on 5.9.44. This was 
followed by a flight to a "landing strip south west of Amiens", via 
Thorney Island on 6.9.44. He delivered RH368 to Reading from 
Amiens, via Dieppe (2hr 40 mins) on 8.9.44 in exchange for RG333. 
RH368 was flown by F/L Kennedy on 20.9.44, 29.9.44, 1.10.44, and 
27.10.44. When Don Brown flew it on 2.10.44 and 24.10.44 he record-
ed it as having a Cirrus Major, but on 5.12.44 he noted it to have a 140 
hp Gipsy Major. 
The record card then shows a delivery to 'P' Flight, RAE Farnborough 
on 8.12.44. On 5.1.45 RH368 was flown again by F/L Kennedy and on 
10.1.45 he delivered it to Heston, returning it to Woodley on 9.2.45. His 
last flight in RH368 was on 28.2.45 when he again delivered it to 
Heston. To No.51 MU Lichfield 8.12.45 for storage and sold to W H 
Leadbetter 26.5.48. Registered G-ALAP as a Messenger Mk.4A to T W 
Leadbetter, Four Oaks, Warwickshire 28.5.48 with CofR No. 12376. 
Cancelled 28.8.48 and re-regd 10.9.48 to W G Turnbull, Leicester. Cld 
2.2.49 and re-regd 9.2.49 to Porter Spiers (Leicester) Ltd, CofA 
No.10431 issued 25.5.50 and while being surveyed for this, at Desford, 
for the new owners its build details showed it to have been built in 
Northern Ireland in 1944! 
Cancelled and re-regd 1.7.53 to L W Hudson, Cheltenham. Cancelled 
6.1.59 and re-regd 21.1.59 to Finch & Knight Ltd., Waltham Abbey. Hit 
a wall and crashed on take off from Bark Island gliding field near 
Halifax, Yorkshire on 24.5.61. Extensive damage to starboard wing, 
undercarriage, tailplane, fiselage and engine. Registration cancelled 
30.6.61 as PWFU. 

C/n 4691 RG327 M.38/II The first pre-production prototype M.38/II 
Messenger I, built by the Experimental Department at Liverpool Road, 
Reading during 1944. 145 hp Gipsy Major ID. The c/n is agreed by the 
ARB. First flown, by F/L H V Kennedy 3.7.44; painted in PR blue with 
red/blue markings. Delivered to A&AEE Boscombe Down by F/L H V 
Kennedy 4.7.44; to Metropolitan Com Sqn, Hendon 10.7.44; possibly 
damaged as allocated Cat.B Fl (beyond repair on site - for inspection?) 
and returned to Miles Aircraft Ltd, Woodley for repair. Test flown by F/L 
Kennedy 16.3.45; awaiting collection 5.5.45 and returned to Hendon 

where it was recorded at census of 21.3.46. To No 51 MU Lichfield 
1.5.46; to Hendon Metropolitan Com Flight 3.5.46; to 48 Group Com 
Flight, Little Staughton 9.5.46; classified Cat.B GA (ground accident), 
3.10.46; to 47 Group Com Flight (formerly 48 Gp), 10.10.46; to Miles 
Aircraft Ltd 8.8.47; returned to 47 Group Com Flight 26.8.47; again 
Cat.B, awaiting despatch 9.1.48; delivered to No 51 MU Lichfield for 
storage 30.1.48. Sold to E W Westbrook (t/a Westbrook Machine 
Engineering Co), Redhill 26.5.48. Registered G-ALBE as a Messenger 
Mk.4A to Ernest W Westbrook, Redhill 26.5.48 (CofR No 12390); CofA 
No. 10203 issued 6.8.48. Raced by its owner in the King's Cup Air Race 
at Wolverhampton on 17.6.50 and subsequently in other events up to 
the summer of 1953. Regn cld 27.5.54 and re-regd to W.S.Shackleton 
Ltd 4.6.54; re-regd to Electrical Concessionaires Ltd, Burnley 3.11.54. 
Cld 8.1.58 and re-regd to Brian P Castagnoli and Frank E Waller, 
Colchester 10.12.59 (note gap). Cld 13.11.61 and re-regd to Edward S 
Wilson, Whitehead, Co.Antrim 24.11.61; cld 23.6.64 and re-regd to 

Above: RG327 c/n 4691 was the first pre-production prototype M.38/11 
Messenger I with 145 hp Gipsy Major ID. For some reason it was paint-
ed in PR blue before delivery to Boscombe Down for testing. 
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Victor Adams, John Goligher and John McClelland, t/a The Eglinton 
Flying Group, Eglinton 30.7.64. Wfu and dismantled at Newtownards 
prior to its CofA expiry 29.11.65; taken from Newtownards and dis-
played engineless outside a local petrol station there in 1966; regn eld 
5.4.66 as PWFU; G-ALBE had gone from the garage by 11.66 and was 
last noted derelict and in pieces at Gorton, Co. Londonderry in 1969; 
last few surviving metal parts being purchased by The Miles Aircraft 
Collection. 

C/n 4697? RG333 M.38/II second pre-production prototype M.38/ II 
Messenger I, built by the Experimental Department at Liverpool Road 
during early 1944. 145 hp Gipsy Major ID. It is not known who made its 
first flight as, rather surprisingly, this aircraft was not flown by F/L H V 
Kennedy. An undated photo shows RG333 with a prototype P marking 
on the fuselage but without wings, tailplane or engine taken at Liverpool 
Road, Reading. RG333 first flew with the P marking (although RG327 
did not) and was officially recorded as being del to 2nd TAF Com Sqn 
5.10.44 although F/L T J Martin had flown RG333 at Woodley on 
13.9.44 and on 15.9.44 he flew it from Woodley to Brussels via 
Shoreham and Amiens. Montgomery, by now a Field Marshal, was first 
flown in RG333 on 16.9.44. Following a local engine change, F/L Martin 
carried out an air test on 4.10.44 and then flew it from Brussels to 
Woodley 24.10.44; F/L Kennedy was second pilot when Martin flew it 
from Woodley on test 3.11.44; returning to Brussels 4.11.44. F/L Martin 
returned again to Woodley, via Ypres, Lympne and Fairlop on 6.1.45; 
to Brussels via Lympne 17.1.45 and to Woodley again 22.1.45, via 
Courtrai and Redhill. F/L Martin then flew RG333 to "a landing strip" at 
Zomhoven, with two passengers 1.2.45. On 25.3.45, he flew the Prime 
Minister, Winston Churchill "to view German defences across the 
Rhine". He returned to Woodley again from Brussels 10.5.45, followed 
by an air test there 11.5.45; flew to Luneberg via Brussels and 
Bramsche 22.5.45; to Woodley, from Brussels 13.7.45 returning there 
19.7.45. Transferred to BAFO Com Sqn 2.8.45, but still used by F/M 
Montgomery; RG333 was written off (Cat.E) following engine failure 
whilst landing at Oldenburg, Germany 22.8.45, with F/M Montgomery 
and Capt Chavasse on board. An examination of the wreckage by the 
RAE Farnborough revealed that the engine 'cut' was caused by water 
in the fuel, "introduced by person or persons unknown". 

Top: RG327 became civil Messenger 4A G-ALBE in August 1948. It is 
seen at Redhill 15.10.49 with the registration just visible in the original 
photograph. 
Above, left: In the early 1950s owner Ernest Westbrook raced the grey 
painted G-ALBE in many national competitions. Seen here as race no. 
28, the venturi has been moved up from the centre-section into the con-
centrated flow of air behind the engine cooling air outlet. The warm air 
should also discourage icing, (via Keith Cruttenden) 
Above, right: Messenger I RG333, the second pre-production proto-
type, was Montgomery's second Messenger and is seen here taking off 
with Union Jack and a general's four stars on the sentre fin. It had no 
need of Invasion stripes as it was not delivered until 3 months after D-
Day. RG333 was written off in a crash landing following engine failure. 

under the Union Jack on the central fin. Unlike modern 'reproductions', 
it actually flew without invasion stripes, as the need for them had 
passed, being delivered some three months after 'D' Day. In deference 
to the U.S. Army, Supreme Allied Commander, General D.Eisenhower, 
F/M Montgomery, whilst later outranking him, only had four stars paint-
ed on the bar although he had been an F/M throughout all his flying in 
RG333 and was therefore, really entitled to have had five stars.] 

In spite of the initial attitude of the Ministry, an order was eventually 
placed for the manufacture of 250 Messenger Mk.l aircraft but in the 
event only 20 of these were delivered before the requirement was can-
celled. The original intention was to build 42 Messengers at Reading 
and 208 by Miles in Northern Ireland but only 11 (including the first true 
prototype Messenger U-0245) were built at Reading to Contract 
No.3261, and 10 in Northern Ireland to Contract No.4553, as the 
approaching end of the War rendered them surplus to requirements. 
Many of the RAF aircraft were later sold to civilian buyers and regis-
tered as the Messenger Mk.4A. 

In addition three civil Messengers were built at Reading, with the bulk 
of post-war civil production taking place in Northern Ireland. Apart from 
the converted M.28 only 16 Messengers were actually built at Reading 
and of those, at least four were constructed at Liverpool Road, the 
remainder at Woodley. 

[Note: RG333 was the second of the three Messengers to be used by 
Montgomery and his staff and this also carried the Union Jack with the 
four stars of a General, (although Monty was by then a F/M) on a bar 

In the next issue we will cover the RAF and civil production at Reading 
before tackling the batches of RAF and civil Messengers from Northern 
Ireland. To be continued.... 
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The Japanese Civil 
Register 1919-45 BY TOSHIO FUJITA 

PART NINETEEN 

2. The Second System 
(1927-1945) 

We now come to The Second 
System which began in June 
1927. Historically, this is the first 
part of the Showa era. 

2-A. Further information concerning the Second System 
(See Archive p.98/65-98/66) 

Further research has unearthed additional data about the second reg-
istration system so we therefore begin with this topic. Reference was 
made to the fact that a company with 10 or more aircraft could stan-
dardize the 4th letter of registration and that this standard 4th letter was 
changed to the 3rd letter in early 1936. (See Part Twelve: p98/65 ). 

An article has been found which predicted changes to the registration 
system. This was published in the May 1936 issue of "Aerial Age" and 
the author predicted that the following changes, although still not defi-
nite, would be made to current system in the near future: 
1. The black horizontal bar under the registration is abolished. 
2. Registration marks need not to include a vowel. 
3. The 1st letter of registration shall not use "W" and 4th letter shall not 
use "M". 
4. The 2nd and 4th letter of registration may use any letter from A to Z. 
5. The 3rd letter shows to whom aircraft belongs. 

As explained earlier, the first letter of the 4-letter registration (after the 
nationality letter J-) shows where the aircraft was to be used, but a fur-
ther letter was added to the list, "N". As shown in the accompanying list, 
a more detailed breakdown of the allocations was given. 

The writer predicted that Article 52 of the "Civil Aeronautics Law 
Enforcement Regulations" would be changed and a document "Internal 
regulation of combinations of aircraft registration letters" would be mod-
ified. Some of these predictions came true and the Official Gazette 
announced in the May 23rd 1936 issue that Article 52 will be modifed 
and Article 59 will be abolished from October 1st 1936. These two 
changes correspond to the first two predictions. 

Although no document of internal regulation of this change can yet be 
found, nor the original one which began with this new system, we think 
that the changes to the 3rd letter officially took place aroud this date. 
The list published in the magazine is as follows: 

First letter 

A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A 

A 

3rd letter 

I 
K 

N 
G 
Z 
H 
M 
U 

s 
T, Y 

Assignment of letter (Owner) 

Naikaku (Cabinet) 
Kunai Sho (Ministry of the Imperial 
Household) 
Naimu Sho (Ministry of Home Affairs) 
Gaimu Sho (Ministry of Foreign Affairs) 
Okura Sho (Ministry of Finance) 
Shiho Sho (Ministry of Justice) 
Monbu Sho (Ministry of Education) 
Nourin Shou (Ministry of Agiriculture 
and Forestry) 
Shoko Sho (Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry) 
Teishin Sho (Ministry of Communications) 

Above: Illustrating the principles behind the second system of pre-war 
Japanese registrations as amended in 1936 is this Nakajima-built 
Atlantic/Fokker Super Universal c/n 46 J-AARB. The first letter "A" indi-
cates a Government-owned aircraft and the third letter "R" shows that 
it belongs to the Ministry of Railways as the table below explains, A fur-
ther complication is the character " X " below the wings and on the fin 
which represents a rail cross-section, (via Toshio Fujita) 

A 
A 
C 

D 

E 

N 

B 
B 
B 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

B 

B 
B 

B 

B 

R 
C 

A 
B 
C 

D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

I 

J 
L 

0 

P 

Tesudo Sho (Ministry of Railways) 
Takumu Sho (Ministry of Overseas Affairs) 
Chosen Sotokufu (the Government-General 
of Korea) 
Taiwan Soutokufu (the Government-
General of Formosa) 
Knato kansho (the Government office of 
Kwantung) 
Nanyo Sho (the Office of the South Sea 
Islands) 
Asahi Shinbun (Asahi newspaper) 
Tokyo Koku Sha & Houchi Shinbun 
Osaka Mainichi (Mainichi Newspaper) 
& Yomiuri Shinbun Sha (Yomiuri 
Newspaper) 
Flying Colleges & Training Schools 
Arial work companies 
Manufacturers 
Private users 
Nihonkai Kaisha (The Sea of Japan Air 
Transport) & Kochi Newspaper 
Inoue Koku Yuso Kenkyusho 
(Inoue Air Transport Research Institute) 
Hokkai Times (North Sea Times) 
Nagoya Newspaper & Shin (New) Aichi 
Newspaper 
Nihon Koku Yuso KK (Japan Air Transport 
Co.Ltd.) 
Nihon Gakusei Koku Renmei (Japanese 
Students' Aviation League) 

It seems that not all the letters allocated were used but how far is not 
certain, particularly concerning the combinations of the J-A### series, 
because of a lack of records. The Ministry of Communicatios used the 
J-A#Y# series after the J-A#T# series was exhausted as they ran flying 
schools and used many aircraft. 

Changes in 1943. 

Further changes took place with effect from August 1 st 1943. Aircraft of 
owners specified by the Ministry of Communications need no longer 
display registrations and could use a substitute system of markings and 
numbers. These aircraft must be used only within Japan,not interna-
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tionally. Two owners granted this exception were announced on 
October 14th 1943 and markings that they displayed are shown below. 

Fig.1 shows the markings of Kokuki Join Yoseisho (Aircraft Crew 
Training School which was an organization of the Ministry of 
Commucations) and these have an encircled Japanese "Katakana" 
character. There were 13 of these schools. 

Fig.1 Fig.2 

Fig.2 shows the markings of Dai Nippon Hiko Kyokai (Great Japan 
Flying Association; a combination of civil flying organizations which 
undertook flying training of students), its Japanese "Katakana" charac-
ter was not encircled. There were 10 of these schools. 

Each Katakana character shows the name of the school which usually 
includes the name of the location. So, Fig.1 shows Sendai Aircraft Crew 
Training School and Fig.2 shows Hanshin Flying School. It seems that 
these markings apply to trainers that they used, although photographic 
evidence of only two examples has been found. 

Aircraft Crew Training Schools: 

y ^ j Matsudo Advanced 
v ^ W ACTS 

' *^ \ Okayama Advanced 
^ ' 1 ACTS 

Sendai ACTS 

Kumamoto ACTS 

Niigata ACTS 

Inbanuma ACTS 

Kyoto ACTS 

Nagasaki ACTS 

Koga ACTS 

Okayama ACTS 

Miyakonojyo ACTS 

Yonago ACTS 

Ehime ACTS 

Great Japan Flying Association 
Flying Schools: 

Sapporo FS 

2 
• f 

t 

Sendai FS 

Haneda FS 

Chofu FS 

Yokahama FS 

Nagoya FS 

Tenko FS T 
S S Hanshin FS 

7 Fukuoka FS 

Central Gliding School 

2-B: New additions to J-A### series (see p96/36 to 96/37) 

With one exception (J-AAAM ), all J-A### registrations below were 
approved after July 1937 as none can be found in Register lists pub-
lished in the Offical Gazette prior to the June 1937 issue. 
In the following list the abbreviation ACTS is used for the Aircraft Crew 
Training School (Kokuki Join Yoseisho). 

J-AAAM Nakajima / Nieuport 29 (Ko 4) single-seat biplane fighter 
(300-320hp Mitsubishi-Hispano Suiza 8-cyl water cooled 
vee). C/n Nakajima 729. CofA 4.34. Central Meteorological 
Observatory. 

J-AAJE Yokosuka Type 93 intermediate floatplane biplane trainer. 
(Allied code name "Willow"). Tenko Kokutai (Tenko civil 
Tokkotai / suicidal flying unit). This registration may or may 
not be J-AAUE. 

J-AAMD Nakajima Type 90-2 two-seat naval reconnaissance biplane 
(460-580 hp Nakajima Kotobuki 2-kai-1 9-cyl air-cooled radi-
al). Central Meteorological Observatory "Yamakaze" 
(Mountain wind). Passed CofA test 12.1940. Approved for 
installation of private wireles station 2.41. 

J-AAME Mitsubishi Type 89 three-seat open-cockpit biplane, civil con-
version of Type 89 Carrier Attack Aircraft (650 hp Mitsubishi 
Type Hi 12-cyl water-cooled vee). Central Meteorological 
Observatory. Passed CofA test 11.1941. 

J-AAMF Type not known. Central Meteorological Observatory. 
"Asakaze" (Morning wind). This a/c may be a land plane. 

J-AAMG Yokosuka Naval Arsenal Type 99 flyingboat (Allied code 
name "Cherry"). Central Meteorological Observatory. 
"Okikaze" (Offshore wind ). 

J-AAMP Nakjima Type 90-2 (as J-AAMD). Central Meteorological 
Observatory (?). 

J-AANA Yokosuka Type 93 intermediate trainer (as J-AAJE). Naimu 
Sho, "Naimu Sho Air Defence No. 1 ".named 9.41. 

J-AATC Tachikawa Type 95-3 two-seat open cockpit primary biplane 
trainer (150 hp Hitachi Ha 12 7-cyl air-cooled radial). (Allied 
code name "Cedar"). Ministry of Communications. ACTS. 

J-AATF Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
(1 ?) ations. ACTS. 

J-AATF Nakajima AT-2 twin engined low-wing monoplane transport 
(2 ?) (2 x 460-600 hp Nakajima Kotobuki 2 kai 1 9-cyl radial). 

Ministry of Communications. Matsudo ACTS. 

J-AATJ Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. ACTS. 

J-AATS Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). 

J-AATT Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Yonago ACTS. 

J-AATV Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). 

J-AATW Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AATZ Navy Type 93 intermediate seaplane trainer (K5Y, Allied 
Code "Willow"). Dainihon Hiko Kyokai (Great Japan Flying 
Association). Tenko Flying Training School. 

J-AAUA Mitsubishi Hato ( Dove) 3-seat parasol wing air survey mono-
plane (400 hp Mitsubishi A5 9-cyl radial). Bureau of 
Railway Construction. Re-registration of J-AARA? 

J-AAYG Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Furukawa ACTS. 

J-AAYN Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Furukawa ACTS. 
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Above, left: Aircrew trainees at a 
Ministry of Communications 
school learning wing attachment 
techniques on Tachikawa Type 
95-1 trainer J-ABTP. 
Above, right: Illustrating marks 
listed already on p. 96/36, J-AAMC 
was a Mitsubishi T-1.2 used by 
the Education Ministry's Central 
Meteorological Observatory. 
Right: Also listed earlier, J-AARD 
(2) was a Tachikawa KS-1 survey 
aircraft built specifically for the 
Ministry of Railways. Note the 
large observation window at the 
rear of the cabin, 
(via Toshio Fujita) 

J-AAYQ Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC).Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-ABTD Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC).Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-ABTN Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). 

J-ABTP Tachikawa Type 95-1 two-seat open cockpit intermediate 
trainer biplane (350 hp Hitachi Ha-13 Ko). (Ki-9, Allied Code 
name "Spruce") Ministry of Communications. 

J-ABTQ Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-ABTS Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Sendai ACTS. 

J-ABTT Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-ABTU Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). 

J-ABTV Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Sendai ACTS. 

J-ACHD Salmson 2A2 / Kawasaki 2-seat open-cockpit biplane (230-
260 hp Salmson Z9 9-cyl water-cooled radial). Korea Police 
Department (Korea border patrol). 

J-ACKA Nakajima / Atlantic / Fokker Super Universal 8-seat cabin 
high-wing monoplane (420-450 hp Nakajima Jupiter VI 9-cyl 
radial). Korea Police Department, presented by Korea 
Shokusan Bank. 

J-ACMH Salmson 2A2 (as J-ACHD). Korea Police Department. 

J-ADNH Salmson 2A2 (as J-ACHD). Korea Police Department. 

J-AFTH Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP).Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AFTN Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP).Ministry of Communic-
ations. Sendai ACTS. 

J-AFTR Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AFYG Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AFYH 

J-AFYN 

J-AGTS 

J-AGTT 

J-AGTW 

J-AHTE 

Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). 

Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). 

Mitsubishi Type 90 crew trainer (K3M3) 4-seat cabin high-
wing utility monoplane (450 hp Nakajima Kotobuki 2-kai-2 9-
cyl radial). Allied code name "Pine". 

Yokosho Type 90 (K4Y1) twin-float seaplane biplane trainer 
(130-160 hp Gasuden Jimpu 2 7-cyl air cooled radial). Dai 
Nippon flying association. Student flying unit, Yokohama fly-
ing school. 

J-AHTU Tachikawa Type 99 advanced trainer. (Allied code "Ida"). 

J-AITO Tachikawa Type 99 advanced trainer. (Allied code "Ida"). 

J-AITR Tachikawa R-38 Kai (modified ) 2-seat open-cockpit parasol 
wing monoplane trainer (120-130 hp Kosoku KO-4 4-cyl 
inverted in-line). This registration may or may not be J-ALTB 
(see p.96/36). 

J-AITZ Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). 

J-AJIZ Mitsubishi Type 90 crew trainer (as J-AGTW). Ministry of 
Communications. 

J-AJTB Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AJTH Nakajima Type 95-2 (Ki-6) high-wing cantilever cabin mono-
plane crew trainer (450-580 Nakajima Jupiter VII 9-cyl air-
cooled radial). Ministry of Communications. 

J-AJTU Mitsubishi Type 90 crew trainer (as J-AGTW). Ministry of 
Communications.Central ACTS. 

J-AJTW Mitsubishi Type 90 crew trainer (as J-AGTW). Ministry of 
Communications. 

J-AJYO Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 
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J-ANTG 

J-AOTS 

J-APAE 

J-APBE 
J-AJYV Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-

ations. 

J-AKTA Mitsubishi Type 90 (Ki-7) Crew Trainer, 4-seat high wing 
cabin monoplane transport (450 hp Nakajima Kotobuki 2-kai-
2 nine-cyl radial). 

J-AKTF Nakajima AT-2 (as J-AATF). Ministry of Communications, 
Central aircraft crew training school. 

J-AKTH Tachikawa Type 99 Advanced Trainer (Ki-55). Ministry of 
Communications. 

J-APTA 

Left, upper: Nakajima AT-2 J-AKTF 
was an 8-seat transport based on the 
larger DC-2 design. Here it appears to 
be either under construction or in use 
for ground instruction. 
Left, centre: Another example of the 
AT-2, J-AKTG was listed in our earlier 
survey of the J-A### register on 
p.96/36. It is shown here with a crew of 
seven, possibly in connection with a 
special flight. 
Left, lower: J-ALTB was the second 
prototype of the Tachikawa R-38. The 
original R-38 J-BBFE was fitted with a 
150-160 Gasuden Jimpu 6 seven-cyl 
radial but this was replaced on the R-
38 Kai J-ALTB with a 120-130 hp 
Kosuko KO-4 four-cyl inverted in-line 
engine which resulted in much cleaner 
lines. This aircraft, which served at the 
Matsudo ACTS, was also listed in our 
earlier survey. 

Najkajima AT-2 (as J-AATF). Ministry of Communications. 
Matsudo ACTS 

Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Kyoto ACTS. 

Douglas DF-151 33-passenger Flying Boat (2 x 850hp 
Wright GR-1820-G2 nine-cyl radials). Nanyoucho (Office of 
South Sea Islands). 2nd DF-151 imported, 21.12.36. Lost at 
sea with 6 crew 10.8.38. [Note: Regn confirmed although 
photo (p.96/37) is often interpreted as J-ANES. The other 
DF-151 was lost while in Navy use and may not have taken 
up any civil marks.] 

Tachikawa Type 99 Advanced Trainer (as J-AKTH). 

Tachikawa Type 95-3 (as J-AATC). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Inbanuma ACTS. 

DH.82A Tiger Moth (120 hp DH Gipsy III engine s/n 3447). 
C/n 3116; delivered to Mosawa & Co with UK CofA issued 
20.7.32. Kwantung Provincial Bureau Police Department. 

DH.83 Fox Moth (120 hp DH Gipsy III engine s/n 3442). C/n 
possibly 4013 [recorded as originally having engine s/n 3434 
but this was then fitted new to c/n 4022]. "Shirataka" (White 
Eagle). Kwantung Provincial Bureau Police Department .32; 
still in use 1935. 

Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-APTC Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-APTD Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Inbanuma ACTS. 

J-AKTI Tachikawa Type 99 Advanced Trainer (Ki-55). Ministry of 
Communications. 

J-APTQ Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AKTJ Tachikawa Type 99 Advanced Trainer (Ki-55). Ministry of 
Communications. 

J-APTU Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. 

J-AKTN Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of 
Communications. 

J-APYA Tachikawa Type 99 Advanced Trainer (as J-AKTH). Ministry 
of Communications. Inbanuma ACTS. 

J-AKTR Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). J-AQYF 

J-AKTW Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Matsudo ACTS. J-AQYH 

J-ALTF Nakajima AT-2 (as J-AATF). Ministry of Communications. 

Tachikawa type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Inbanuma ACTS. 

Tachikawa Type 95-1 (as J-ABTP). Ministry of Communic-
ations. Inbanuma ACTS. 

To be continued.... 
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BARTON AIRPORT -
The Pre-War Years BY GEORGE JENKS 

1934 - A Year of Mixed Blessings. 

On January 23rd a group of councillors watched Fokker F.XII PH-AII of 
K.L.M. circle Barton several times before landing. The Fokker bore air-
line representatives to a conference with Manchester Corporation with 
a view to opening an Amsterdam - Manchester service. The aircraft 
was flown by K.L.M. senior captain, Ivan Smirnoff, who stepped down 
from the plane and promptly proclaimed Barton too small for airline 
operations! His colleagues agreed with him, and would not agree to 
commence services until another site was acquired and developed into 
a much larger airport. 

Both parties declared their enthusiasm for a service, so the Corporation 
promised to look into the problem promptly. Accordingly, an investiga-
tion into the relative costs of improving Barton or choosing a new site 
was called for. The Airport Committe received a technical report on July 
5th which clearly bore out K.L.M.'s comments, albeit for financial rea-
sons. The report suggested that the necessary improvements to Barton 
would cost twice as much as building a new airport on a new site at 
Ringway (part of Wythenshawe - see Part 1.), the cost of the latter 
being estimated at £180,000. 

The Committee felt that Ringway would be serving a population of 
10,000,000 and thus demanded a first-rate airport, not only for 
Continental services, but also eventually Trans-Atlantic services ! It 
was with these bold words that they went to the City Council for 
approval - and got it, on July 25th by 55 votes to 54! Money was still 
hard to find in 1934 and public opinion was strong, bearing in mind that 
Barton was only opened four years before, after a long hard fight! The 
resultant Public Inquiry the following October failed to stop the Ringway 
plan, despite the opposition of such emminent men as Sir Alan Cobham 
who was brought in to speak in favour of Barton. 

Above: DH.86 G-ACVY "Mercury" of Railway Air Services spent sever-
al years serving Barton Its first service was Castle Bromwich - Belfast 
on August 19th 1934 and it was still around when services transferred 
to Ringway in 1938. Taken from the north side of the Airport, this view 
shows the control tower on the left with the Airport Hotel behind to its 
right. (George Jenks Collection) 

Nevertheless the Council maintained that Barton was not a waste of 
money, and was to continue in use, even after Ringway was complet-
ed, for the use of private and club aircraft. It was felt that scheduled air 
traffic would be so heavy in the future that there would be no room for 
non-scheduled operations! 

During the first part of 1934 two experimental services were run through 
Barton. Three flights were made during February and March by 
London, Scottish & Provincial Airways on the route Hanworth -
Tollerton - Barton - Renfrew using Airspeed Couriers, and a London-
Manchester freight service was run on May 9th using Couriers G-ACJL 
& 'CLT. The latter aircraft were hired from Aircraft Exchange & Mart by 
Bouts Tillotson Transport Ltd. 

A number of interesting visitors passed through during the first half of 
the year, the most important being H.R.H. The Prince of Wales making 
his second visit to Barton in his Dragon G-ACGG. Jim Mollison passed 
through on May 24th en route Renfrew - Heston in D.H.75A Hawk Moth 
G-AAUZ. Several other interesting aircraft made appearances including 
Sealand's first Avro Tutor on January 26th; Avro 626 on delivery to the 
Irish Air Corps on April 19th; Ford 5-AT G-ABHO on May 5th; B.A. 
Swallow VP-KBB on May 18th and Mr Ramsey of the British Klemm 
Co., demonstrated Swallow G-ACOW on June 22nd. Amongst 
Airwork's ever-changing fleet at Barton came Bellanca G-ABNW. A 
machine unique to the British Register, the Bellanca was based there 
for over a year, during which time it made the first recorded flight from 
Barton to Ringway and return on October 16th. 

Right: The Bellanca Pace-
maker G-ABNW, c/n 167, was 
unique in the UK. Originally 
imported from Italy as l-AAPI 
by S A Courtauld and flown to 
Iceland by F S Cotton in 1932 
to rescue Courtauld's Green-
land Expedition, it was 
acquired by Airwork and 
based at Barton in 1934/5. In 
use by Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft 
at the outbreak of war, it was 
impressed as DZ209 first for 
the Navy, then the RAF, but 
was scrapped in 1943. 
(George Jenks Collection) 
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On August 20th 1934 Railway Air Services inaugurated a Croydon -
CastleBromwich - Barton - Belfast - Renfrew daily service (Sundays 
excepted) using D.H.86s G-ACVY and G-ACPL. The weather was so 
bad however that these two southbound machines had to stop at 
Barton and the northbound service (operated by a substitute Westland 
Wessex) could only reach Castle Bromwich. G-ACVY finally left for 
Croydon at 1940 hrs and G-ACPL returned to Renfrew early next morn-
ing. Also on the 20th a connecting Isle of Man - Barton mail service was 
inaugurated with Dragon G-ACXI which too was grounded at Barton 
due to the weather. The Dragon returned to the loM later, the mails 
having gone ahead by rail and sea. The Manx service was run until 
September 30th, but the Belfast service continued until November 1st 
when re-routed via Speke for the winter, reportedly due to low visibility 
at Barton. 

A unique event took place during September when Barton played host 
to an official visit by the R.A.F. Nine Hawker Audax of No. 26 Sqn. led 
by Sqn Ldr C.H. Stillwell arrived from Catterick on the 7th. The follow-
ing day they gave a display of formation aerobatics in front of a report-
ed crowd of 8,000 followed by lunch at the Airport Hotel with the Lord 
Mayor. 

During the autumn three new types made first appearances at Barton:-
Avro Commodore G-ACNT arrived from Heston on August 29th and 
stayed until September 3rd (an interesting comparison was possible on 
September 1st whenStinson Junior S G-ABSU staged through from 
Belfast to Heston). Commodore G-ACUA (Airwork) and G-ACRX (Lord 
Amherst) had also called in by the end of September, as had Cierva 
C-30A G-ACUT from Woodford on the 21st. October brought Spartan 
Cruiser II G-ACVT of Spartan Airlines on 2nd, Wallace K3906 from 
Hucknall on 15th, Waco VP-ABD from Heston for two days on 20th and 
the first Airspeed Envoy to visit Barton was G-ACVH on 28th. October 
also brought a new Airport Manager when Mr Hessey took over from 
Capt. Ayre, deputy John Leigh having been replaced by L H Weedon in 
the previous March. 

Commercial movements increased to 1600 for 1934 as a result of 
scheduled services, compared with a recorded 1006 the previous year. 

1935 - Scheduled Services Get Into Gear 

Railway Air-Services re-routed their Croydon - Renfrew service via 
Barton from 15 April 1935 when D.H.86 G-ACVY flew the southbound 
leg and G-ACVZ the northbound, these two aircraft shared the service 

Above: DH.84 Dragon G-ACVD flew the first Railway Air Services 
movement from Renfrew on 12th April 1935 and spent a lot of time 
serving Barton during the next two years. 
Left: The Hon J D Kemp based his Moth Major G-ACKV c/n 5024 at 
Barton for over two years until he replaced it with Hornet Moth G-ADMO 
in April 1936. (Both: George Jenks Collection) 

with G-ADCM, 'CWC and 'CWD (these loaned from Imperial Airways) 
until the last summer service on 14thSeptember. Coincident with the 
commencement of this service, the Manx Airways division of RAS start-
ed a Manchester - Blackpool - Isle of Man service in agreement with the 
I.O.M. Steam Packet Co. Ltd. using D H 84 Dragon G-ACVD. The ser-
vice was extended to include Liverpool on May 31st and up to five 
flights per day were made, including Sundays. The Dragons used dur-
ing the course of the year were G-ACHV, 'DDI, 'DED and 'DEE, the last 
being lost on 26th October when it crashed on Fair Snape Fell en route 
Barton to Speke. The first RAS Dragon Rapide to join the Barton fleet 
was G-ACPR which arrived on 30th December, and services continued 
into the new year. 

A second new operation commenced from Barton on 1st June when 
Blackpool and West Coast Air Services introduced their daily Barton -
Speke - Blackpool service also using D.H.84 Dragons, with connec-
tions to the loM. The last service was flown on 21st September. On 
17th June Hillmans Airways commenced yet another new daily service 
between Hull, Barton, Speke and Belfast. The Chairman of the Airport 
Committee flew on the inaugural flight in Rapide G-ADAJ and lunched 
with the Lord Mayor of Belfast. Rapides G-ACPO, 'DAH and 'DAL were 
variously used on the service as were Dragon G-ACEV and Fox Moth 
'BVI before services ceased on 22nd September. 

National Aviation Day visited Barton once again on 24th April. This year 
their fleet included Cierva C-30A G-ACYH and B.K. Eagle G-ACPU. 
The same day Moths EI-AAW and EI-ABE of Dublin Air Ferries visited. 
New types to appear at Barton during 1935 included a Dragon Rapide 
G-ACYR of Olley A/S on 12th June, a Pou-du-Ciel demonstrated on 
10th August, Farman F-AJPM on 26th August, Hawker Demon K4498 
on 2nd October staging from Sealand to Hendon and Beech B17L 
G-ADDH on 5th December. 

Towards the end of the year, a local woodworking firm, F Hills & Sons 
Ltd. acquired a licence to build the Czech Praga E114 two-seat cabin 
monoplane. A Czech-built example was imported for pre-production 
experience and was delivered from Speke on 30th December, bearing 
the registration G-ADXL. 

To be continued.... 

AIRCRAFT KNOWN TO BE BASED AT BARTON - 1934-35 

Regn 
G-ACKV 
G-ABYO 
G-AAZN 
G-ABNW 
G-ACYA 
G-AABK 
G-ACFR 
G-ADCJ 
G-ADOU 
G-ADXL 

Type 
DH.60G-III 
DH.83 
DH.80A 
Bellanca 
M.2 Hawk 
DH.60G 
Monospar 
M2H Hawk 
Pou-du-Ciel 
Praga Baby 

Arrived 
10.2.34 
16.2.34 
14.3.34 
22.3.34 
27.9.34 

29.10.34 
3.12.34 
28.8.35 

10.35 
30.12.35 

Owner 
JDKemp 
Airwork 
GHTurner 
Airwork 
HJHardy 
Airwork 
PAWills? 
AHopkinson 
FHills & Son 
FHills & Son 

Comment 
Dep 2.5.36, Heston 
Dep 28.4.34, Heston 
Dep 18.11.34, Heston 
Dep 18.4.35, Heston 
Dep 15.4.38, Ludlow 
Dep 19.7.35, Heston 
Dep 7.3.35, Desford 
Dep 7.9.37, Heston 
Trial flights 
Dep 20.4.36 Sherburn 
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HOWARD HUGHES -
The Millionaire Record Breaker 
PART FOUR BY JACK MEADEN 

(All photos via Jack Meaden) 

Hughes did not consider production of the 
D-2 in practical terms for he was already 
thinking of a new development, the DX-2. It 
was no longer expected that a shortage of 
aluminium would be critical to war production 
and the DX-2 was to be all metal, although 
this meant a complete structural redesign, 
causing more delays. 

The prototype was to be designated the XF-
11 and a contract was signed 9.43 for two 
prototypes and 98 production aircraft, serials 
44-70155 to 44-70254, plus a static test air-
frame. The two engines were to be the huge 
3,500 hp Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp 
Major 28-cyl 4-row radials, but these were 
still under development and were also 
delayed. 

During airframe development, Hughes 
obtained some war-surplus Douglas A-20G 
Havocs as company transports and 
NX63148 was used to test the XF-11 fin and 
rudder assembly. Finally, with the war over 
and pressures relaxed, the XF-11 was 
pushed out on 7.7.46. 

It was huge, with a high aspect ratio wing of 
101 ft 5 in. span. Empty weight was 37,103 
lb and normal loaded weight 47,500 lb. The 
F in XF-11 stood for photo reconnaissance 
(fighters were still P for Pursuit) and the crew 
was two, the second man being the camera 
operator with control of 8 cameras. The 
3,000 hp P & W R-5360-37 engines drove 
Hamilton Standard 8 blade contraprops of 14 
ft 8 in. diameter and these dominated its 
appearance when at rest. After engine runs 
and taxying trials Hughes made the first flight 

Above: The XF-11 prototype 44-70155 pushed out to show its 101 ft 5 in. span high aspect ratio wing, 
twin booms and two man cockpit in the central nacelle. The fairings under the outer mainplanes were 
racks intended to carry 300 gal long-range fuel tanks but these were never fitted. 
Below: This view of the first XF-11 shows the 8-blade contraprops and the almost full span flaps low-
ered to the take-off setting. The ailerons were small as they were combined with spoilers for lateral 
control. 

alone on 7.7.46, with Odekirk in an A-20G 
Havoc acting as chase plane. Take off was at 
17.20 hr. 

The flight was scheduled to take 45 min wi th 
the undercarriage remaining extended, and 
retraction was scheduled to take place on the 
second flight, but Hughes was not one to stick 
to schedules and while climbing out at 150 
mph he retracted the undercarriage. The 
undercarriage lights would not indicate 
'locked up' and he flew around for some time 
recycling the retraction and extension before 
he was satisfied. This took about 40 min and 
he then climbed away and carried out flying 
and low speed trials which took another 40 
min, total 1 hr 20 min. 

When he turned back to rejoin for landing the 
A-20G went ahead and landed at 18.40. What 
Hughes did not know was that doubling the 

flight time from the time planned was to result 
in a crash with loss of the aircraft. The cause 
was oil leakage from a seal on the rear pro-
peller on the starboard engine which had pre-
viously been noted to be leaking at a rate of 4 
oz/hr. While in the turn the loss of oil reached 
the point where the rear propeller went into 
reverse. This did not affect the front propeller 
as the front and rear pitch change systems 
operated independently, but the result was for 
the propeller assembly to act like an air brake 
and destroy the flow of air over the wing. 

This did not show on the instruments and 
Hughes had no idea what was causing the 
enormous drag on the right side. He did not 
suspect a propeller problem and thought he 
had a broken panel projecting under the right 
wing. Still believing he was obtaining thrust 
from the starboard engine he kept the throttle 
open during the approach to land, but this 
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Above: Howard Hughes in his soft 
felt hat about to taxy out the XF-11 
prototype for its first (and last) 
flight with the cooling gills of the 
huge 28-cyl 4-row radial engines 
open to avoid overheating. 
Left: Hughes had several Douglas 
A-20G Havocs modified as com-
pany transports and one was used 
to test the XF-11 fin and rudder. 
Another became chase plane on 
the flight of the XF-11. NX34320 
shown was Hughes' personal air-
craft. 

only increased the drag and rate of sink, and 
the XF-11 crashed onto houses short of the 
runway. 

The aircraft was totally destroyed by the crash 
and Hughes was seriously injured, with a 
crushed chest, 9 broken ribs, a collapsed left 
lung, skull fracture, broken nose and jaw and 
burns to his hands. In spite of this he was out 
of hospital in two months and flew his B-23 to 
New York on business. This aircraft was one 
of a batch of the type which he had purchased 
surplus and converted to executive trans-
ports, their two Wright R-2600-3 Cyclone 14-
cyl 2-row radials each giving 1,600 hp at 
2,400 rpm for take off. They had been 
designed as high performance bombers and 
cruised at 210 mph, but they were overtaken 
by later designs such as the B-25 Mitchell and 
were used as transports during the war. One 
of those used by Hughes, N52327, has been 

preserved with the USAF Museum at Dayton, 
Ohio. 

On 5.4.47, only nine months after the accident, 
Hughes took the second prototype XF-11, s/n 
44-70156, into the air. Curtiss 4-blade pro-
pellers replaced the contraprops of the first 

prototype, there were no problems and he 
carried out the full series of tests. The second 
XF-11 proved to be everything that he had 
claimed for it. 

In 10.47 it went to Air Material Command at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and was 

Above: 38 examples of the B-23 
Dragon bomber were built and 12 
converted to C-67 transports as 
39-047 shown. Over 20 were sold 
postwar and Hughes purchased 
several as company transports. 
Left: Hughes' B-23 transport con-
version N52327 was preserved 
with the USAF Museum and is 
seen here at McChord Air Force 
Base in 1995. The Hughes modifi-
cations include a new nose and 
de-icing boots. (Mike Bray) 
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Above: Hughes takes off in XF-11 44-70156 with 4-blade propellers. As 
on the flight of the first prototype he does not carry an observer, but this 
time nothing goes wrong and the initial tests are completed success-
fully. 

Below: The 320 ft span Duramold wing of the HK-1 nearing completion 
at the Hughes factory. The 23 men on the wing are lost against its huge 
expanse. In the foreground is one of the wingtip floats and its cantilever 
pylon. 

fully evaluated. Maximum speed was given as 
450 mph at 33,000 ft, with a service ceiling of 
44,000 ft and a range of 5,000 miles, but this 
was never to be proved in service as the intro-
duction of jet engines meant that it never went 
into production and no more were built. 

Shipbuilding czar Henry Kaiser, originator of 
the Liberty ship, suggested in 1942 that the 
losses of shipping in the Atlantic from sub-
marines could be avoided in the Pacific by 
supplying US forces from a fleet of 5,000 huge 
flying boats. The large masses of water would 
supply ready made alighting areas. Howard 
Hughes had the same idea and with govern-
ment support the two got together and formed 
Kaiser- Hughes to build them. The Kaiser pro-
ject was a twin hull flying boat, but Hughes 

was the designer and the objective became an 
orthodox single hull flying boat with a single fin 
and rudder. The government called for two air-
craft and a static test airframe, to be built of 
Duramold and other non-critical materials (ie, 
wood) at a cost not exceeding $18 million. 

By October 1942 drawings and technical 
details had been produced of the HK-1. Its size 
was far greater than any previous aeroplane 
with a wing span of 320 ft and a length of 218 
ft 6 in. Maximum weight was to be 400,000 lb, 
with the ability to carry a 60 ton tank or 500 
fully equipped troops. Maximum speed was to 
be 218 mph, cruising speed 175 mph, range 
3,500 miles with a 130,000 lb payload. 

The power units selected were eight 3,500 hp 

P & W R-4360 Wasp Major 28-cyl 4-row radi-
als, the same engines chosen by Hughes for 
his XF-11, and on the HK-1 they were mount-
ed on long cantilever nacelles projecting 
more than 25 ft ahead of the wing. The eight 
4-blade propellers were 17 ft 2 in. in diameter 
and the propellers on the four inboard 
engines were reversible for manoeuvring on 
water. 

Kaiser and Hughes, both used to getting their 
own way, had a series of disagreements 
which ended in a big row, and Kaiser dropped 
out of the partnership, leaving Hughes to con-
tinue on his own. He promptly changed the 
designation of the aircraft to the Hughes H-4 
and held a competition among the Hughes 
employees for a name, as a result of which it 
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became the Hercules. Unfortunately the 
press coined a nickname for it, the 'Spruce 
Goose'. Of course it was not made of spruce, 
the most widely used material being laminat-
ed birch, but the nickname stuck and was 
commonly used by the press. 

In 1944 the Defense authority decided that 
5,000 huge flying boats were not going to be 
available or even needed, and the contract 
was cut to one aircraft. Hughes Aircraft at the 
Culver City plant built the H-4 Hercules in 
sections, the largest of which was the one-
piece hull, followed by the two wings. These 
huge assemblies were transferred on 
11.6.46 to a specially built dry dock at 
Terminal Island, 28 miles away, for final 
assembly, upsetting the surrounding coun-
tryside for the next two days and nights in the 
process. 

The hull on its cradle was taken down a ramp 
into the sunken dry dock, thus lowering the 
top down to near ground level and requiring 
the wings to be lifted only a short distance 
into position for attachment to the hull. It was 
another 17 months before the Hercules, now 
registered NX37602, was ready for taxying 
trials. 

On 2.11.47 tugs towed the Hercules out of 
the dock and into the harbour, where a fleet 
of small craft carried the privileged few of the 
thousands of onlookers. Hughes engineers, 

Above: The 8-engine Hercules NX37602 moored on the water, its great size apparent from the 
comparitiveiy small size of the 25 ft long nacelles of the 28-cyl engines. Its tail plane span was 10 
ft greater than the wing of a B-17 Fortress and nothing like it had ever been seen before, or for 
that matter has been seen since. 
Below: The giant H-4 Hercules is flown by Howard Hughes under full control for a mile over the 
waters of Long Beach harbour on 2nd November 1947. The flaps can be seen in the take-off posi-
tion and they remained there during the landing. 

pressmen and photographers and CAA offi-
cials were guests on board the motor yacht 
'Vanities', hired by Hughes for the purpose 
and linked to his walkie-talkie. 

Just before mid-day the engines of the 
Hercules were heard starting up. Shortly 
after Hughes opened the throttles and the 
great flying boat roared ahead until it rose up 
onto the step. Then Hughes throttled back 
the eight engines and she settled back on 
the water and taxied back. Thirty minutes 
later he made a second run, this time having 

to turn to avoid a straying boat in his path 
before once more throttling back. 

Hughes handled the eight engine monster 
flying boat as if he had been doing it all his 
life. In preparing for this he had practiced 
take-offs and landings in his Sikorsky S-43H 
flying boat NR440, it was said having com-
pleted 126 touch and goes in one afternoon. 
He now announced to 'Vanities' that he was 
going to make a fast run. 

It took an hour to clear a path, then again the 
giant flying boat lifted on the step. The fast 
run was hardly under way before it lifted off, 
climbed a short distance and then levelled 
off, flying at 94 knots (108 mph). The written 
record says it flew for a mile at 85 ft, although 
the only photograph shows it at about 30 ft. 
This didn't matter, it had flown for the first 
time and, as it turned out, it was also the last. 

To be concluded.... 

Left: An airship overhead casting its shadow, 
the H-4 Hercules is once more on the water 
after Hughes' death in 1976, when it was moved 
to a purpose-built dome. At the end of 1998 it 
was moved 400 miles up the west coast in a 5-
day operation by an ocean-going tug to Astoria, 
then by road in five sections to McMinnville, 
Oregon, where it has been reassembled for dis-
play in a new building, commencing in 2000. 
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Complete Civil Registers 
EAST 
GERMANY 
DM- / DDR-
1955-91 
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BY PETER GERHARDT 

PART FOURTEEN 

DDR-TDW PZL-106BRKruk (09870198) 
Built .87, ex SP-WBF(2), certified 14.1.88, delivered to Interflug as 
sprayer 1.88, regd 7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 
1.9.90, based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODW 25.2.91, wfu 
2.9.92, in container for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. 
Reported stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with 
Raven Aircraft Corp). Regn D-FODW reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TDX PZL-106BRKruk (09870205) 
Built .87, certified 13.1.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 1.88, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODX 25.2.91, wfu 10.9.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODX and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDY PZL-106BRKruk (09870207) 
Built .87, certified 15.1.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 1.88, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODY 25.2.91, wfu 10.9.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FODY and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TDZ PZL-106BRKruk (09870208) 
Built .87, certified 15.1.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 1.88, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FODZ 25.2.91, wfu 28.8.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp). Regn D-FODZ reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEA PZL-106BRKruk (10880209) 
Certified 27.5.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 2.6.88, regd 7.2.89, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, 
provisionally regd as D-FOEA 25.2.91, wfu 12.10.92,in container for 
USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at 
Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp) still marked as D-FOEA and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TEB PZL-106BRKruk (10880210) 
Certified 28.5.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 2.6.88, regd 7.2.89, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 2.9.90, based at Mockau, 
provisionally regd as D-FOEB 25.2.91, wfu 27.7.92, in container for 
USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at 
Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp). Regn D-FOEB reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEC PZL-106BR Kruk (10880211) 
Certified 30.5.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 2.6.88, regd 7.2.89, 
to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 2.9.90, based at Mockau, 
provisionally regd as D-FOEC 25.2.91, wfu 30.7.92,in container for USA 
10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther 
Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still 
marked as D-FOEC and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TED PZL-106BRKruk (10880212) 
Certified 30.5.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 2.6.88, regd 7.2.89, 

Above: PZL-106BR Kruk D-FOEC, ex DDR-TEC, at Leipzig/ Mockau 
on 23.8.91 has a spreader fitted for topdressing. Note several other 
Kruks in open storage behind. (Stephen Simms) 

to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 2.9.90, based at Mockau, 
provisionally regd as D-FOED 25.2.91, cane. 18.11.81, preserved at 
Otto Lilienthal Museum, Anklam, despite this fully regd 12.92, then eld 
12.92. 

DDR-TEE PZL-106BRKruk (10880213) 
Certified 15.12.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.1.89, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEE 25.2.91, eld 1.10.91, sold to 
Poland as SP-FIH toPrzeds.Lotnicze Aviaeco 5.4.92. Cld 17.2.97 as 
result of accident on 12.12.96. 

DDR-TEF PZL-106BRKruk (10880214) 
Certified 20.12.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.1.89, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEF 3.10.90, wfu 10.9.92, in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn cld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp) still marked as D-FOEF and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TEG PZL-106BRKruk (10880215) 
Certified 20.12.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.1.89, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEG 25.2.91, wfu 28.8.92,in contain-
er for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn cld. Reported stored 
at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft 
Corp). Regn D-FOEG reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEH PZL-106BRKruk (10880216) 
Certified 20.12.88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 11.1.89, regd 
7.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEH 25.2.91, wfu 28.8.92,in con-
tainer for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn cld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp). Regn D-FOEH reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEI PZL-106BRKruk (10880222) 
Built .88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 5.2.89, regd 7.2.89, to FSB 
Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, provision-
ally regd as D-FOEI 25.2.91, to USA 10.11.92, despite this fully regd 
5.93. Later cld. Not reported at Americus, GA. Fate unknown. 

DDR-TEJ PZL-106BRKruk (10880223) 
Built .88, certified 18.1.89, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.89 and 
regd same day, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, 
based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEJ 25.2.91, cld 18.11.91, 
preserved at Leipzig,-Sckeuditz airport (as DDR-TEJ), despite this fully 
regd 12.92 & cld 12.92. Moved to Technik Museum Hugo Junkers, 
Dessau as D-FOEJ. 

DDR-TEK PZL-106BRKruk (10880224) 
Built .88, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.89 and regd same day, to 
FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Mockau, pro-
visionally regd as D-FOEK 25.2.91, in container for USA 10.92, despite 
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Left: Readers will have 
noted in this and earlier 
editions the large number 
of Kruks sold to the USA 
but recorded as derelict at 
Americus,GA. Seen in 
2.99, some are in better 
condition, but DDR-TBX, 
-TAK and -TAG seem 
unlikely to be revived. 
Below: Engineless DDR-
TBH with spray gear and 
1000 kg hopper exposed. 
(Rod Simpson photos) 

this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported stored at Souther Field, 
Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven Aircraft Corp) still marked 
as D-FOEK and in derelict condition. 

DDR-TEL PZL-106BRKruk (10880225) 
Built .88, certified 28.1.89, delivered to linterflug as sprayer 7.2.89 and 
regd same day, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, 
based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEL 25.2.91, wfu 16.9.92,in 
container for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp). Regn D-FOEL reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEM PZL-106BRKruk (10880226) 
Built .88, certified 18.2.89, regd 7.2. 89, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 
22.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEM 25.2.91, fully regd 6.92, to USA 
9.6.92, eld 10.6.92, regd as N117RA 20.8.92 to Raven Aircraft Corp, 
Americus, GA. Uncertified but current on US register 11.00, although 
derelict and reserved again as D-FOEM 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEN PZL-106BRKruk (10880227) 
Built .88, regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.2.89, certified at Warsaw 
18.2.89, delivered 22.2.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 
1.9.90, based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEN 25.2.91, wfu 
26.9.92, in container for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. 
Reported stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with 
Raven Aircraft Corp). Regn D-FOEN reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TEO PZL-106BRKruk (10890233) 
Regd to Interflug' as sprayer 20.10.89, certified at Warsaw 3.11.89, 
delivered 10.12.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, 
based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEO 3.10.90, eld 1.10.91, 
sold to Poland as SP-FIK, to Przeds.Lotnicze Aviaeco 29.3.92, regn eld 
19.9.97 on sale to Brazil. 

DDR-TEP PZL-106BRKruk (10890234) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 24.10.89, certified at Warsaw 4.11.89, 
delivered 10.12.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, 
based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEP 25.2.91, eld 1.10.91, 
sold to Poland as SP-FII, to Przeds.Lotnicze Aviaeco 29.3.92, current. 

DDR-TEQ PZL-106BR Kruk (10890235) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 20.10.89, certified at Warsaw 6.11.89, 
delivered 10.12.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, 
based at Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOEQ 25.2.91, wfu 30.7.92,in 
container for USA 10.92, despite this fully rgd 5.93. Regn eld. Reported 
stored at Souther Field, Americus, GA 1994-9 (probably with Raven 
Aircraft Corp). Regn D-FOEQ reserved again 2.8.99. 

DDR-TER PZL-106BR Kruk (10890236) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 20.10.89, certified 6.11.89, delivered 
10.12.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOER 25.2.91, wfu 24.9.92, to USA 
10.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Later eld. Not reported at Americus, 
GA. Fate unknown. 

DDR-TES PZL-106BR Kruk (10890237) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 20.10.89, certified 11.89, delivered 
10.12.89, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at 
Mockau, provisionally regd as D-FOES 25.2.91, wfu & shipped to USA 
11.92, despite this fully regd 5.93. Regn eld. Regd CP-2312 to Tractores 
del Aire, Bolivia 12.12.96. 

DDR-TET to DDR-TJZ not allocated. 

DDR-TKA PZLM-18ADromader (1Z013-21) 
Built .84, regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.1.85, to FSB Flugservice & 
Development GmbH 1.9.90, based at Anklam, provisionally regd as D-
FOHA 11.2.91, fully regd 4.93, to USA 6.4.93 and eld. Regd N148RA to 
Raven Aircraft Corp, Americus, GA 10.5.93; then to Ives Bros Inc, 
Wheatley, AR 8.93, to Leon E Jacobi, Tuckerman, AR 8.10.96. 

DDR-TKB PZLM-18ADromader (1Z013-22) 
Certified at Mielec 26.11.84, delivered to Interflug as sprayer 29.11.84, 
regd 15.1.85, to FSB Flugservice & Development GmbH 1.9.90, based 
at Barth, provisionally.regd as D-FOHB 11.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, 
fully regd 4 93, 'sold to USA 2.9.93', regn eld 9.93, but shipped to 
Australia 1.11.94, noted at Crookwell, NSW 4.95, regd VH-XKK to F 
Williams (of Americus, GA, USA) 5.7.96. 

DDR-TKC PZLM-18ADromader (1Z013-23) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.1.85, to FSB Flugservice & Develop-
ment GmbH 1.9.90, based at Kyritz, provisionally.regd as D-FOHC 
11.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, fully regd 4. 93, to USA 2. 9. 93, regn 
eld 9.93, but stll at Anklam 10.10.93. Regd N167RA to Raven Aircraft 
Corp, Americus, GA 29.3.94. No longer current. 

DDR-TKD PZLM-18ADromader (1Z013-24) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.1.85, eld 16.5.86 after having been w/o 
at Glorzin. 

DDR-TKE PZL M-18A Dromader (1Z013-25) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.1.85, to FSB Flugservice & Develop-
ment GmbH 1.9.90, based at Kyritz, provisionally regd as D-FOHE 
11.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, to USA 10.11.92, regd N137RA to 
Raven Aircraft Corp, Americus, GA 8.2.93, despite this fully regd as D-
FOHE 5.93 and eld 8.95. To Ag Wings Inc, Madera, CA 17.5.99 as 
N137RA. 

DDR-TKF PZL M-18A Dromader (1Z013-26) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 15.1.85, to FSB Flugservice & Develop-
ment GmbH 1.9.90, based at Kyritz, provisionally regd as D-FOHF 
11.2.91, based at Anklam in .92, fully regd 4.93, 'sold to USA 2.9.93', 
regn eld 9.93, but shipped to Australia 1.11.94 and regd VH-IIM to F 
Williams (of Americus, GA, USA) 26.10.95. 

DDR-TKG PZL M-18A Dromader (1Z013-27) 
Regd to Interflug as sprayer 7.1.85, to FSB Flugservice & Development 
GmbH 1.9.90, based at Anklam, provisionally regd as D-FOHG 11.2.91, 
fully regd 4.93, to USA 2.9.93 German regn eld 9.93 and regd N166RA 
to Raven Aircraft Corp, Americus, GA 19.10.93, to Riddell Flying 
Service Inc, West Helena, AR, current. 

To be continued.... 
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We have a couple of loose ends to tie up in earlier Extracts from "Het 
Vliegveld", together with responses to the list of aircraft offered for sale 
in "Flight" during the war. Our thanks for their contributions are due to: 
Rick Allen, Malcolm Fillmore, Harm Hazewinkel, Jack Meaden, Tony 
Morris Bob Parmerter and Vic Smith. 

29.01.38: The Stinson Reliant in which aircraft designer Gerard "Jerry" 
F Vultee was killed was SR-9C NC17159 c/n 5119 built in 1937 and 
regd to Aviation Manufacturing Corp, Vultee Aircraft Division, Downey, 
CA. It crashed near the summit of Mt Wilson, north of Sedona, Arizona 
and nearby, at the head of Sterling Canyon a 63 ft long natural stone 
bridge was later named "Vultee Arch" in his memory. 

05.06.38: Lockheed 14-H Super Electra SP-LMK c/n 1425 is unlikely 
to be ex SP-BMK which was an RWD 13 c/n 215. It may however have 
been allocated SP-BNK as this would follow on from L-14 SP-BNJ c/n 
1424. Can anyone confirm this? 

25.7.38: As Simon Bolivar was born on 24.7.1783, the Colombian 
Curtiss Hawk incident must have occured on his 155th anniversary. 

For sale by W S Shackleton Ltd: 9th January 1941: 
The identities of the aircraft listed last time: 
Puss Moth - £250 Not yet identified. 

Miles Whitney Straight - Confirmed as G-AERS as the CofA expiry 
date ties up. Miss E Townshend, Denham, seems to have bought it 
from Shackleton's (to whom it was then regd) and registered it 20.4.40 
and then offered it for sale through them in 1941. The regn was can-
celled 9.6.41 following impressment as ES922. 

Dragonfly - This must be G-AEWZ, owned by Air Service Training and 
impressed as DJ716 for use by 3 EFTS and 11 AONS at Hamble and 
Watchfield. 

Avro Cadets - The 27 available were the fleet of Air Service Training 
Ltd. They were not sold but were used by 3 EFTS at Hamble and later 
Watchfield until pensioned off to various ATC Squadrons in 1942. A full 
list of these disposals appeared in Archive p.97/80. For the record, the 
registrations were: G-ABWS, ABXU, ACCI, ACCJ, ACCK, ACCN, 
ACNF, ACRZ, ADAU, ADAV, ADCX, ADTF, ADTG, ADTJ, ADTK, 
ADTL, ADTN, ADTP, ADTS, ADTT, ADTU, ADTV, ADTW, ADTX, 
ADTY, AEAR and AENL. 

16th January 1941: 
A quantity of Tiger Moth and Moth Major aeroplanes. Offers for single 
machines or any number: 
Moth Major: 4 available ) None of these 
Tiger Moth: 4 with less than 150 hours ) as yet 
Tiger Moth: 6 with less than 650 hours ) identified 

13th March 1941: 
"During 1940 we shipped aeroplanes...to...the Dutch East Indies " -
Four DH Tiger Moths had been used by the Northern Aviation School 
and Club at Manchester. These were G-AFTI (82333), G-AFXZ 
(82334), G-AFYB (82593) and G-AFYC (82594). In the Dutch East 
Indies a collection had been made to raise funds to buy training aircraft 
for the Nederlands-lndisch Luchtvaart Fonds in order to train pilots for 
military service eventually. 
J L Krayenhoff, a former chairman of Surabaya Flying Club then work-
ing for Shell in London, acted as intermediary and the four aircraft were 
bought from W S Shackleton in May 1940. At first there were difficulties 
in obtaining export licences as the Netherlands had been invaded by 
Germany in May 1940. However, they reached Surabaya in August and 
were assembled there by the Marine Luchtvaart Dienst (Naval Air 
Service). 
They were registered PK-SBA to -SBD but the exact tie-up with British 
marks is unknown. PK-SBA went to Semarang Flying Club, the others 
remaining at Perak (Surabaya) with the MLD until displaced by Ryan 
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Above: The second production Miles Whitney Straight 2-seater with 
130 hp Gipsy Major I, G-AERS c/n 204 was owned by Miss E 
Townshend from 4.40. It was not sold by Shackleton's in 1941 but 
impressed as ES922 and used by Northolt Station Flight until crashed 
on 19.4.43. (via Jack Meaden) 
Below: Avro Cadet II G-ADTY c/n 888 flying from Hamble soon after 
delivery to AST in 1936. This particular example was allocated to 437 
Sqn ATC in East London 7.41 as 2941M. (Aeroplane via Jack Meaden) 

Above: Tomtit G-AFTA, wearing original identity K1786, flying past at 
Old Warden on 27.7.69. It was the last example built and also the last 
survivor. (Jack Meaden) 

STMs in 1941. PK-SBD went to Bandung Flying Club 20.2.41 but 
crashed there 10.3.41. PK-SBB went to Malang Flying Club 21.10.41. 
If any still existed at the end of the war with Japan in 3.42 they were 
probably then destroyed. 

Private sales: 16th January 1941: 
The three Leicestershire Aero Club Hawker Tomtits - were of course 
G-AFIB, G-AFTA and G-AFVV all of which were sold to Alex Henshaw. 
John Havers has sent an interesting insight into this sale from his 
unpublished "Tomtits at Kingswood", summarised here: 
The Flight advert of 16.1.41 was noted by Eric Holden, Chief Inspector 
of the Flight Shed at Castle Bromwich Spitfire plant, who immediately 
assumed that the offer of three Tomtits, two spare engines, sundry 
spares and tools for £50 was a misprint. He showed the advert to Alex 
Henshaw who immediately responded "get over there and buy them 
before someone else does" and handed him a cheque foi £50. Holden 
and Bill Sparrow flew across to Desford where the Club Secretary con-
firmed that the price was correct and that everything not removed by 
the weekend would be bulldozed as the Army were taking over the 
premises. 
Two complete Tomtits were found in the hangar and behind them the 
third with its wings removed and the spares and stores. Next day they 
returned to Desford to check the two complete aircraft, followed by Alex 
Henshaw and Fit Lt Jimmy Wilson in an RAF DH Dragonfly. Henshaw 
immediately proposed flying the two Tomtits back to Castle Bromwich 
at low altitude, opting to take the one suffering from mag-drop while 
Wilson took the 'good' one. It was only after they left that Holden and 
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the others realised that the Tomtits had no wartime markings, nor had 
they Permits to Fly. 
The third aircraft and the spares were loaded onto a Queen Mary trail-
er for the road journey, in falling snow, to Castle Bromwich. On arrival 
they found the two Tomtits amongst the Spitfires which were being pre-
pared for flight the next day, and the instruction from Henshaw to get 
started on a CofA or Permit for the first of the Tomtits immediately. 

From Peter Amos we now have a selection of aircraft advertised 
for sale by W S Shackleton Ltd in 1944. Identities required please! 

FOR SALE 
- as advertised in "Flight" during 1944. 
3rd February 1944: 
£1475 !!! DH Dragon, 7-seater, recently completely overhauled, CofA 
renewed until November 1944; price includes 2 spare overhauled 
Gipsy Major engines, £400 of airframe and engine spares and free 
delivery in Great Britain; equipment includes landing, navigation, cock-
pit and cabin lights, Sperry blind-flying panel; this aeroplane has been 
operated continuously by a famous airline; excellent condition; an 
absolute bargain. 
£240 !!! B.A. Swallow Mk.ll, fitted latest type Pobjoy Cataract III 
engine, only eight hours running time since complete overhaul by man-
ufacturers; carefully stored, splendid condition. 
£79 !!! Specially reduced Avro Avian, Cirrus Mark III engine, partly pre-
pared for C of A before war and not flown since; carefully hangared. 

17th February 1944: 
£79 !!! Avro Avian as 3rd. 
£250 Or nearest offer for a complete batch of 4 B.A. Swallow Mk.ll air-
frames from the last to be built; their Cirrus Minor engines were requi-
sitioned for fitting to Taylorcrafts; these airframes, although little used, 
have suffered somewhat in storage recently but are easily repairable; 
readily convertible into gliders if not re-engined. 
£205 !!! Comper Swift, Pobjoy engine, in really good condition; 300 hrs 
only since new; comprehensive instrument equipment; painted alumini-
um and blue. 

Above: Hawker Tomtit G-AFTA ex K1786 was used during the war by 
Alex Henshaw, Chief Test Pilot of the Castle Bromwich Spitfire factory, 
during which time it acquired a Spitfire windscreen and streamlined 
headrest on the rear cockpit. In 1946 it was obtained by G Goodhew, 
managing director of Air Training (Oxford) who is seen here with his 
purchase and a big smile, (via Jack Meaden) 
Left: Tomtit G-AFVV , sold to Alex Henshaw, had a short wartime 
career as on 23.2.42 it was written off in a ground collision with a 
Spitfire - does anyone have any details? (via Jack Meaden) 

24th February 1944: 
£250 !!! 4 B.A. Swallows as 17th. 
£205 !!! Comper Swift as 17th. 

16th March 1944: 
£1475 !!! Dragon as 3rd February 
£205 !!! Comper Swift as 17th February 

1st June 1944: 
W.S.Shackleton Ltd sold 5 aeroplanes during one good week recently, 
although, mind you we generally have more important work to do than 
just selling aeroplanes. They were 2 Comper Swifts, a Piper Coupe, 
a B.A. Swallow and a Salmson Klemm. Most unaccountably we still 
have not sold the D.H.84 7-seater Dragon with current C of A, 2 spare 
engines and a big inventory of spares; £1,475 or near offer, delivered 
by air anywhere in Great Britain; you will agree that the price is 
absolutely low. 
The following have just come on our books:-
£350 !!! Mk.ll B.A. Swallow, Pobjoy Cataract engine, property of Chief 
Test Pilot of famous aircraft manufacturer, just compietely overhauled 
for C of A, condition virtually as new, full blind-flying and night-flying 
equipment, many extras, 600 mile tanks. 
£150 !!! Miles Hawk Gipsy Major engine, last C of A 1939, not flown 
during war, total hours since new only 300, ribs and plywood of centre 
section wing and tail accidentally damaged during storage but machine 
easily repairable. 

15th June 1944: 
£350 !!! Mk.ll B.A. Swallow, as 1st June, C of A in Apri11944, price 
includes delivery by air to any approved aerodrome near London. 

22nd June 1944 and 6th July 1944: 
£150 !!! each -Two brand new jump-start Pitcairn P.A.39 Autogiro air-
frames to take Warner Scarab engines, unused, apart from test flights 
in America; these are of recent type imported during the war; must sell 
as space urgently required. 

20th July 1944 and 27th July 1944: 
£315 !!! B.A. Mark II Swallow, latest type Pobjoy Cataract III engine, 
with Rotax half-speed magnetos; hitherto the property of Lt Col 
Prendergast, of the Eighth Army, this plane has been very carefully 
hangared and unused during the war. Our tame stressman, Horace, 
reports it to be in excellent condition, and he did not say perhaps! Total 
hours since new, only 545, never crashed; 600 mile tanks, tail wheel 
and handling trolley, complete with cockpit, engine and propeller cov-
ers and a number of unused plugs, engine spares etc. 
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Complete Civil Registers : 3 
New Zealand 

ZK-DHB 

ZK-DHC 
(1) 

ZK-DHC 
(2) 

ZK-DHD 

ZK-DHE 

ZK-DHF 

ZK-DHG 

ZK-DHH 

ZK-DHI 
(1) 

BY JANIC GEELEN, 
RAYMOND DEERNESS 
& ROBERT KERR 

PART SEVENTY 

Piper PA-23-250C Aztec 27-3735 11.4.72 
Ex N6492Y. Investment Brokers Ltd, Auckland. To 
Gisborne AC, Gisborne 13.6.72, op by Eastern Airlines, 
Gisborne; to W K Wakeman, Kaiapoi 14.5.73; to Air Charter 
Queenstown Ltd, Christchurch 26.6.79; to W K Wakeman, 
Kaiapoi 22.4.80; to P.J. Maguire, Christchurch 5.2.88; to Air 
Charter Christchurch Ltd, Christchurch 3.5.90; to Air Adven-
tures New Zealand Ltd, Christchurch 4.11.98. Current. 

Fletcher FU-24-950 167 18.2.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 17.4.72. To Phoenix 
Aviation Ltd, Gore 8.5.72. Registration cancelled 10.6.96 
and re-registered ZK-DHL(2) on same date. 

DHC1A-2 Chipmunk 42 13.4.99 
Ex VT-CVU. Sutherland/Gutschlag Syndicate, Waikaka. 
Current. 

Fletcher FU-24-950 169 18.2.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 15.6.72. To Airwork (NZ) 
Ltd, Christchurch 9.8.72; to Cookson Airspread Ltd, Wairoa 
4.9.81; to A F B Stevenson, Gisborne 21.7.89. Destroyed 
Waikaremoana, Northern Hawkes Bay 15.4.92 when collid-
ed with a ridge after taking off from a farm airstrip. Regn eld 
4.6.92. Rebuilt by J Plank, Palmerston North and registration 
restored 8.8.96 to W S & K F Parkes, Dannevirke, op by 
Eastland Contractors, Dannevirke. Current. 

Fletcher FU-24-950 170 18.2.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 23.3.72. To Robertson Air 
Service Ltd, Hamilton 4.4.72; to Custom Blend Feeds & 
Fertilisers Ltd, Hamilton 22.9.88; name changed to Superair 
Ltd, Hamilton28.10.88. Current. 

Aero Commander 680FL 680-1429-71 17.3.72 
Ex N6316U, VH-SMC. Geyserland Airways Ltd, Rotorua; op 
by Air North Ltd, Rotorua..72. Destroyed 60 miles south of 
Honolulu, Hawaii 22.3.75. Ditched in the sea on ferry flight 
from NZ to USA; engines stopped through fuel starvation 
when pilot was unable to transfer fuel from ferry tanks to the 
main tanks. Pilot rescued by USCG cutter. Regn eld 16.4.75. 

Piper PA32-260 Cherokee Six 32-699 15.3.72 
Ex N3777W, F-OCJZ. NAC Sports & Social Club, Christ-
church. To Air NZ Sports & Social Club (Southern) Inc, 
Christchurch 22.1.81; to Roy Cragg & Sons Ltd,Blenheim 
18.3.81; to K J Castleton, Te Awamutu 1.8.84. Current. 

AESL Airtourer T6 B577 16.3.72 
Aero Engine Services Ltd, Hamilton. Registration cancelled 
24.4.72; to Royal Thai Air Force as '1909'. 

Cessna 402A 402A0065 .72 
Ex N4565Q. Merbank Corporation, Auckland. Regn not 
taken up; re-registered ZK-DHW, 7.7.72. 

Above: Fletcher FU-24/950 ZK-DHC of Phoenix Aviation parked on a 
paddock at Deloranine, 7.4.73. (R WKerr) 

ZK-DHI 
(2) 

Evans VP.1 Volksplane 
C E Taylor, Rotorua. Current. 

AACA/161 14.7.83 

ZK-DHJ Cassutt Racer IIIM AACA/116 8.2.78 
Ex (ZK-CUM). R Handley, Blenheim. To T J Smith, Blenheim 
12.1.84; to M M Smith, Palmerston North 17.6.87; to B A 
Emeny, Inglewood 21.8.89. Current. 

ZK-DHK Taylor JT1 Monoplane AACA/131 13.12.73 
E B Barrett, Lower Hutt. To R W Adams & W H Slack, 
Palmerston North 13.10.75; to R W Adams, Palmerston 
North 2.2.78. Construction not completed, parts burnt 1980. 
Registration cancelled 30.5.80. 

ZK-DHL 
(1) 

ZK-DHL 
(2) 

Taylor JT1 Monoplane AACA/120 
G W Thompson, Otorohanga. Not taken up. 

Fletcher FU-24-950 167 167 

.72 

10.6.96 
Ex ZK-DHC(1). Phoenix Aviation Ltd, Gore. Current. 

ZK-DHM Beech B. 19 Sport 150 MB-547 15.9.72 
Ex N2769B. Alexander Helicopters Ltd, Wanganui. To M J 
Alexander, Auckland 27.8.73; to Eagle Flying Academy, 
Hamilton 25.3.74; to M G Saunders & N L Curry, Mount 
Maunganui, 26.3.75; to A G & E L Boulton, Hokianga 
22.1.81. Destroyed near Akaroa, Canterbury 25.12.81; ran 
off side of strip into rough ground while attempting to avoid 
sheep on the landing area. Pilot not injured. Regn eld 8.6.92. 

ZK-DHN Cessna 172H 17256507 7.7.72 
Ex N8307L, VH-EFH. Dennis Thompson International Ltd, 
Auckland. Arr Auckland on del fit 29.7.72. To Motueka AC, 
Motueka 9.11.72; to A C Hobson, Feilding 26.5.77; to L W 
Sutherland, F S Martin, G J Week & H A Ross, Pukekohe 
28.8.80; to N Burndred, K H Johnston & A Bridgens, 
Papakura 27.9.82; to C S Marriner, Waihi, Bay of Plenty 
8.2.83; to Piako AC Inc, Te Aroha 19.7.84. Current. 

ZK-DHO Fletcher FU-24-950 171 10.8.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 26.9.72. To Aerial Work 
Marlborough Ltd, Blenheim 1.11.72. Destroyed, Howard 
River, near Stoke, Nelson 8.8.73 when collided with a fence 
while taking-off during sowing. Regn eld 7.1.74. 

ZK-DHP Grumman American AA-1A Trainer AA1A-0449 15.9.72 
Ex N6449L. Aero Engine Services Ltd, Hamilton. To 
Gisborne Flying School, Gisborne 27.7.73; damaged 
Ngahinapouri, Waikato 5.1.75 when struck a shed after los-
ing directional control on take-off. Regn eld 25.3.75. 
Restored to H C Blair, Waikanae 23.10.75 but crashed while 
making low inspection run over airstrip at Omana, Auckland 
30.5.78; destroyed. Regn eld 29.8.78. 
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Above: Grumman-American AA-1A Trainer ZK-DHP seen at Omaka 
27.1.73 while still with NZ agents AESL. (R W Kerr) 
Below: Cessna 172M Skyhawk II ZK-DHS at its home base of Westport 
26.12.98; it has since moved to Christchurch. (Terry Sykes) 

ZK-DHQ Cessna 172M Skyhawk 17261103 12.1.73 
Ex N20217. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To South 
Canterbury AC, Timaru 12.2.73; to B L Waghorn, Reefton 
3.12.76; to Dalhoff & King Avn Ltd, Auckland 6.11.78; to R M 
Paterson & G R Somerville, Patearoa, 27.5.80; to Q Meyer, 
Clyde, 27.7.83; to Wakatipu AC & Remarkables Avn Ltd, 
Queenstown 10.2.86; to Wakatipu AC, I Craven, D Hamilton, 
& L Sowerby, Queenstown 13.11.86; to P R Clarke, Queens-
town 13.3.95; to D L & A M Hamilton, Omarama 12.5.99. 
Current. 

ZK-DHR Registration not yet allotted. 

ZK-DHS Cessna 172M Skyhawk II 17261083 11.1.73 
Ex N20191. Rotorua AC, Rotorua. To T A & A J Hawkins, 
Nelson 14.2.90; to Williams/Campbell, Westport 21.4.92; to 
D P & W O Williams, Westport 29.6.94; to Christchurch 
Flying School Ltd, Christchurch 3.5.2000. Current. 

ZK-DHT Cessna A150LAerobat A1500361 19.2.73 
Ex N6061J. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Hawera 
AC, Hawera 21.6.73. Destroyed Awakino, Waitomo 12.5.76, 
stalled and crashed while landing on a farm strip. Regn eld 
16.6.76. 

ZK-DHU Cessna 172M Skyhawk 17261028 11.1.73 
Ex N20124. Rex Flying School Ltd, Auckland. To Taupo Air 
Service Ltd, Taupo 19.4.73; to Air Central Ltd, Taupo 7.1.76; 
to Taupo Air Services Ltd, Taupo 8.3.79. Current. 

ZK-DHV Cessna 172M 17261063 15.2.73 
Ex N20170. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To New 
Plymouth AC, New Plymouth 13.3.73; to Dalhoff & King Avn 
Ltd, Auckland 27.10.77; to Thermal Air Ltd, Lower Hutt 
2.5.78; to Kapiti Flying Group Ltd, Lower Hutt 16.1.81, then 
of Paekakariki 25.8.83 and of Wellington 20.10.85; to D H R 
& M E & L A Wilkie Syndicate, Silverdale 31.5.88; to I M 
Sinclair, Temuka 17.5.89. Current. 

ZK-DHW Cessna 402A 402A0065 7.7.72 
Ex N4565Q, (ZK-DHI). Merbank Corporation, Auckland. To 
Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland 6.9.74; to Rex Flying School 
Ltd, Auckland 13.5.75; to Capital Air Services Ltd, 
Wellington14.7.75; to James Avn Ltd, Hamilton 20.6.78; to 
Westland Flying Services Ltd, Hokitika 15.5.80; to M C 
Turley, Wellington 28.9.81; to Air Albatross Ltd, Wellington 

29.5.84. Dep Auckland 10.4.86 on delivery to Australia; regn 
eld 16.5.86, becoming VH-BOZ 17.9.86. 

ZK-DHX Cessna A188B Agwagon C 18801066 19.2.73 
Ex N21832. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Makarau 
Co-operative Society, Auckland 1.4.73; to Midland Aviation 
Ltd, Feilding 29.5.73; to Rural Air Services (1986) Ltd, 
Palmerston North 20.10.86; to Mainline Holdings Ltd, 
Bunnythorpe 20.6.95. Current. 

ZK-DHY Fletcher FU-24-950 172 10.8.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 17.11.72. To Robert Air 
Service (Holdings) Ltd, Hamilton 27.11.72; to Custom Blend 
& Fertilisers Ltd, Hamilton 22.9.88; name change to Superair 
Ltd, Hamilton.28.10.88. Regn eld 4.2.91, to Malaysia as 9M-
AYY. Restored as ZK-DHY 14.4.94 to Super Air Ltd, 
Hamilton. Regn eld 24.1.97, to Malaysia as 9M-SBE. 
Restored again as ZK-DHY 21.10.98 to Super Air Ltd, 
Hamilton. Regn eld 8.12.98, to Indonesia as PK-PNZ. 

ZK-DHZ JodelD9Bebe F3134/6 20.9.72 
A. Brannigan, Monowai. To G B Harre, Stratford 24.6.74; to 
C S Emeny & J C Wheeler, New Plymouth 16.6.81; to M J 
Hastie, Te Anau 23.8.82; to J P Clark, Morrinsville 7.4.86; to 
S E Clark, Morrinsville 29.5.87; to J L Browning, Matamata 
29.4.88; to R L Dunlop, Opotiki 26.10.88; to B H Gurdler, 
Christchurch. Current. 

ZK-DIA Grumman American AA-5 Traveler AA5-0204 6.11.72 
Ex N7304L. Aero Engine Services Ltd,Hamilton. To Pegasus 
School of Avn, Tauranga 1.4.73; to Harris Steam Ltd, 
Auckland 15.9.77; to W D Power, Tauranga 18.12.84; to W 
D Power & J R Eccles, Te Puke 22.1.85; to C R Savage, 
Wellington 12.8.85; to Savage Trading Co Ltd, Wellington 
24.1.86; to ZK-EKS Partnership, Auckland 22.9.89; to O P 
Hill, Remuera, Auckland 18.4.90. Current. 

Above: Another Grumman-American product, ZK-DIA is an example of 
the larger four-seat AA-5 Traveler, seen at Sport-Avex at Matamata on 
12.2.2000. (Ian Burnett) 

ZK-DIB Cessna U206A Super Skywagon U206-0598 19.2.73 
Ex N4898F. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Nelson AC, 
Nelson 15.3.73; to G T Scobie, Wyndham, 5.7.78. Current. 

ZK-DIC Cessna 206 Super Skywagon 206-0009 12.1.73 
Ex N5009U. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Lakeland 
Avn Ltd, Taupo 12.2.73; to R M Graham, Napier 7.8.78. 
Destroyed Eskdale, Hawkes Bay 16.9.80, burnt out. Regn 
cancelled 26.9.80. 

ZK-DID Cessna 182LSkylane 18259031 9.1.73 
Ex N42472. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Air Rentals 
Ltd, Rotorua 18.1.73; to Rotorua AC, Rotorua 29.3.74; to A 
B Galloway, Ormondville 15.12.76. Destroyed Taumarunui 
5.10.80; struck ridge when caught in turbulence while low fly-
ing in an attempt to join other aircraft for a formation flypast. 
Pilot and 3 o/b seriously injured. Regn eld 5.12.80. 

ZK-DIE Registration not used. 

ZK-DIF Cessna 172M Skyhawk 17261234 19.2.73 
Ex N20373. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Executive 
Air Travel (NZ) Ltd, Auckland 9.1.74; to B Schlaepfer, 
Pukekohe 26.9.74; to B A Bowden, Hastings 19.10.79; to 
Associated Avn Ltd, Paraparaumu 3.9.80. Regn eld 20.4.89 
on sale as VH-BKI, regd 29.5.89.. 
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Right: Smartly turned-out 
Cessna 177B Cardinal 
ZK-DIH wearing only the 
'last three' of the registra-
tion as is common with 
aircraft which do not fly 
outside NZ airspace, seen 
at Hokitika 22.12.98. 
(Terry Sykes) 

ZK-DIG Cessna 177B Cardinal 17701876 17.4.73 
Ex N34565. Rex Aviation (NZ) Ltd, Auckland. To Rex Flying 
School Ltd, Auckland 8.6.73; to Dalhoff & King Flying School 
Ltd, Auckland 24.5.76; to Wellington Districts AC Inc, 
Wellington 12.11.76; to Dalhoff & King Avn Ltd, Auckland 
15.8.77; to D J Anderson, Prebbleton 9.10.78; to O Beadle, 
Christchurch 21.5.82; to D J & J Anderson, Prebbleton 
25.9.84; to T O Jenkins & C Wyllie, Paihia 18.1.88; to C 
Mitchell-Anyon, Wanganui 17.9.97 and regn eld on same 
date as re-registered ZK-CMA(2). 

ZK-DIH Cessna 177B Cardinal 17701900 31.5.73 
Ex N34611. Westland Air Ltd, Hokitika. To Coast Air Charter 
Ltd, Reefton 20.7.73, moved to Greymouth 29.11.79; to 
Alborn & Williams Syndicate, Reefton 9.11.88; to T J & R C 
Williams, Greymouth 5.10.92. Current. 

ZK-DII Beech A23-24 Musketeer Super III MA-315 20.10.72 
Ex N2766B, VH-BYA. Nigel Swann Ltd, Kamo. To A G 
Blazey, Rotorua 16.6.76; to Page Plating Co Ltd, Taradale 
26.7.83; to Lawson Syndicate, Te Kuiti 21.2.84; to J & J 
Jamieson, M & C Chaplow, N & V Dobson, Te Kuiti 6.6.84; 
change to Jamieson/Chaplow Syndicate, Te Kuiti. Current. 

ZK-DIJ Fletcher FU-24-950 173 6.11.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 29.11.72. Registration eld 
18.1.73 on sale to Bangladesh as S2-ABW. 

ZK-DIK Fletcher FU-24-950 174 6.11.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 4.1.73. Registration eld 
6.3.73 on sale to Bangladesh as S2-ABX. Regn eld 4.9.81 
and restored as ZK-DIK 16.10.81 to James Avn Ltd, 
Hamilton. Regn eld 14.7.88 on sale as VH-HTB. 

ZK-DIL Fletcher FU-24-950 175 6.11.72 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 8.3.73. Registration eld 
10.4.73 on sale to Bangladesh as S2-ABY. Regn eld 4.9.81 
and restored as ZK-DIL 16.10.81 to James Avn Ltd, 
Hamilton; to South Canterbury Aerial Topdressing Co-op 
Ltd, Timaru 8.7.83. Destroyed at Fairlie, South Canterbury 
30.8.97 when hit ground after encountering a downdraught 
while on a sowing run. Pilot not injured. Regn eld 9.12.97. 

ZK-DIM AESL Airtrainer CT/4 CT/4-002 31.10.72 
Aero Engine Services Ltd, Hamilton. F/f 26.10.72. Regn eld 
19.12.72, to Royal Thai Air Force as '2009'. 

ZK-DIN Piper PA32-300 Cherokee Six 32-40480 8.1.73 
Ex N4165R. S S Lawry, Gisborne. To New Plymouth AC, 
New Plymouth 14.2.75; to P.J. Simmons, Frankton 20.11.78. 
Destroyed, Great Barrier Island, Hauraki Gulf 28.7.83 when 
landed short of the runway due to glare from the setting sun. 
Pilot and passenger not injured. Regn eld 30.3.84. 

ZK-DIO Piper PA23-250E Aztec 27-7305073 30.5.73 
Ex N40261. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Rao 
Goldings Ltd, Mount Maunganui 2.7.73; to The Owens 
Group Ltd, Mount Maunganui 6.8.76; to Air Timaru 
(Holdings) Ltd, Timaru 22.7.80; to General Aircraft Charter, 
Auckland 18.12.84; to Motueka Air Ltd, Motueka 11.8.86; 
name change to Air Nelson Ltd, Nelson .89; to Snowy Range 
Station Ltd, Waikanae 28.8.90; to Kapiti Districts AC Inc, 
Paraparaumu 31.8.92; to Ardmore Flying School Ltd, 

Auckland 15.5.96; to Welair Ltd, Paraparaumu 1.10.98; to 
Maritime Developments Ltd, Lower Hutt 20.8.99. Current. 

ZK-DIP Piper PA28-140 Cherokee Cruiser 28-7325458 25.6.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Southland AC, Invercar-
gill 24.8.73; to I A Hume, Rangiora 28.4.78; to A.M.I. 
Photography, Auckland 22.1.81; renamed Agriculture Marine 
& Industrial Photography, Auckland 6.5.81. Current. 

ZK-DIQ Piper PA28-140 Cherokee Cruiser 28-7325463 25.6.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Middle Districts AC, 
Palmerston North 21.8.73; to Geo Martin Ltd, Blenheim 
21.5.82; to M L Cadman & C R Glasgow, Auckland 26.1.84; 
to Recreavion Avn Ltd, Auckland 23.1.85; to H Sannecke, 
Dannevirke 8.11.90; to Davenport Aerosure Ltd, Taupo to 
12.11.93, to S W & J V Colebrook, Auckland 16.6.95. 
Current. 

ZK-DIR Piper PA23-250 Aztec 27-4242 9.9.93 
Ex N6889Y, VH-PRB. Air Direct Ltd, Wellington. To Sunair 
Aviation Ltd, Mount Maunganui 21.6.95. Current. 

ZK-DIS Piper PA28-180 Cherokee Challenger 28-7305549 3.10.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Capon Construction Ltd & 
Harold Investments Ltd, Christchurch 13.12.73; to South 
Auckland Forgings Ltd, Dairy 6.10.83; to Mount Industries 
Ltd, Mount Maunganui 12.7.85; to G M Painter, Auckland 
11.7.96; to N H McDonald, Renwick 23.1.97. Crashed in 
dense bush and exploded on impact, Kirikau, Taumarunui en 
route Blenheim - Tauranga 20.7.99. Regn eld 20.7.99. 

ZK-DIT Piper PA28-180 Cherokee Challenger 28-7305553 2.10.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Wanganui AC, Wanganui 
13.11.73. Missing on Wanganui to Ardmore flight in deterio-
rating weather 26.2.84, four o/b. Wreckage found on NE 
slope of Mount Pukapuka, Hunua Ranges, 11 mis SE of 
Ardmore Airfield 26.5.84. Regn eld 5.3.86. 

ZK-DIU Piper PA28R-200 Cherokee Arrow 28R-7335359 28.9.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Canterbury AC, Christ-
church 9.10.73. Destroyed near Taihape, 30.12.79; overran 
airstrip while landing and continued down steep bank. Pilot 
killed, 3 passengers seriously injured. Regn eld 8.1.80. 

ZK-DIV Piper PA32-260 Cherokee Six 32-7400015 12.12.73 
Ex N57306. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Auckland 
AC, Auckland 18.2.74; to R R Edwards, Hamilton 23.4.79; to 
AMI Photography Ltd, Invercargill 23.3.82; to Agriculture 
Marine & Industrial Photography, Auckland 18.5.82; to J 
McPhee, Auckland 10.2.86; to J McPhee, P L Kirkham & A 
W Gregory, Auckland 1.5.86; to A M Veth, Tokoroa 19.2.90; 
to Southland AC Inc, Invercargill 14.1.92. Current. 

ZK-DIW Piper PA28-140 Cherokee Cruiser 28-7425008 28.11.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Waikato AC, Hamilton 
15.2.74; to K J Castleton & J Best, Te Awamutu 8.12.80; to 
K J Castleton, Te Awamutu 23.11.82; to C J & M J Boyed, 
Te Puke 10.9.84; to T D Dick, West Melton, 31.1.91. Current. 

ZK-DIX Piper PA28-151 Cherokee Warrior 28-7415077 29.1.74 
Ex N9617N. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Waitemata 
AC, Auckland 13.6.74. Destroyed in Hauraki Gulf, Auckland 
25.4.75; pilot lost control in cloud, crashed into sea. All 4 o/b 
killed. Registration cancelled 11.6.75. 
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Left: Percival Prentice I ZK-DJC seen 
at Christchurch on 15.2.73. Previously 
G-AOMF, it was flown as such from 
Jersey to Brisbane in March 1969 but 
remained there for two months until 
extra tankage was fitted for the trans-
Tasman crossing, arriving at Auckland 
26.6.69 but not receiving NZ registra-
tion until 29.11.72. (R W Kerr) 
Below, left: FU-24 ZK-DJF in Rowley 
Aviation colours at Rangiora 8.11.73, 
was the subject of a bizarre accident 
as described below. (R W Kerr) 
Below, right: Auckland Aero Club PA-
23-250C Aztec ZK-DJG was a visitor 
to Noumea-Magenta on 18.10.75. 
(Roger Caratini) 

ZK-DIY Piper PA28-180 Cherokee Archer 28-7405013 7.12.73 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Eagle Avn Ltd, Hamilton 
18.2.74. Destroyed Mt Kaukau, Khandallah, Wellington 
26.7.75, crashed after the pilot lost control in cloud. Four o/b 
killed. Regn eld 26.9.75. 

ZK-DIZ Piper PA28-140 Cherokee Cruiser 28-7425206 15.3.74 
Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To Marlborough AC, Blen-
heim 2.8.74; to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 15.12.80; to 
J GSnushall, Kaikoura 13.11.81; to B R C Cragg, Blenheim 
10.9.84; to D G Jacobs, Wellington. Current. 

ZK-DJA Piper PA28R-200 Cherokee Arrow 28R-7435114 29.1.74 
Ex N40710. Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch. To ABC Aircraft 
Ltd, Christchurch 12.6.74; to Airwork (NZ) Ltd, Christchurch 
11.11.75; to B Ching, Christchurch 12.5.76; to D G Hodge, 
Hamilton 5.7.77; to James Avn Ltd, Hamilton 18.11.80; to 
Arthur Smith Engineering Ltd, Whangarei 4.6.81; to 
Whangarei AC Inc, Whangarei 15.10.82; to Whangarei Avn 
Co Ltd, Whangarei 11.3.85; to L G H Thompson, Nelson 
14.3.86; to Pascoe Properties Ltd, Nelson 24.12.90; to Abel 
Tasman Avn Ltd, Motueka25.5.94; to Westair Flying Ltd, 
Hokitika 1.12.94; to Gallett Properties Ltd, Nelson 29.10.96. 
Current. 

ZK-DJB Cessna 205 205-0275 17.11.72 
Ex N8275Z. R E Hutchinsons, Christchurch; to H R Fagan, 
Auckland 1.2.74; F/f NZ 4.3.74 after assembly at Timaru. To 
Kentucky Auto Dealers Ltd, Palmerston North 11.11.75; to 
Motor House Ltd, Rotorua 19.2.76; to Helicopter Training 
Ltd, Rotorua 12.10.76. Crashed & burnt out in Ruahine 
Ranges, Northern Manawatu 16.2.80 en route New 
Plymouth to Napier flight. Not found for 3 days due to bad 
weather; 3 o/b killed. Regn eld 5.3.80. 

ZK-DJC Percival Prentice 1 PAC/252 29.11.72 
Ex VS316, G-AOMF. N B Cooper, Kaiapoi. (Had arrived 
Auckland on delivery flight from UK, 26.6.69) To G F 
Rhodes, Christchurch 21.4.95. Registration revoked by CAA 
19.5.98. 

ZK-DJD Fletcher FU-24-950 WAW-200 25.1.73 
Wanganui Aero Work Ltd, Wanganui. Built from new parts 
and original rear fuselage of ZK-CRF by Wanganui Aero 
Work. F/f 25.1.73. Last flight 25.7.81, withdrawn from use. 
Gradually dismantled for parts, front fuselage used (with 
rear fuselage of ZK-CYN) to build Fletcher Falcon ZK-LTF 
(Lycoming Turbo Fletcher) regd 9.3.00. Name change to 
Wanganui Aero Work 1988 Ltd, 18.1.90. Regn eld 14.12.90. 

ZK-DJE Fletcher FU-24-950 176 29.1.73 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Wanganui. F/f 15.12.73. To Wanganui 
Aero Work Ltd, Wanganui 12.3.73; renamed Wanganui 
Aero Work 1988 Ltd, 18.1.90 and again Wanganui Aero 
Work Ltd, 28.7.93; to Paficic Aerospace Corporation Ltd, 
Hamilton 25.2.2000. Current. 

ZK-DJF Fletcher FU-24-950 177 29.1.73 
Air Parts (NZ) Ltd, Wanganui. F/f 9.4.73. To Aerial Sowing 
Ltd, Christchurch 7.5.75; to Rowley Aviation Ltd, Amberley 
14.8.78. Destroyed Hokitika, Westland 28.10.84 when four 
parachutists were attempting a free fall descent (from a top-
dressing aircraft!). As the first parachutist left the aircraft his 
reserve chute deployed, dragged him into the tailplane 
causing damage that deprived the pilot of control. The air-
craft entered a vertical dive and crashed into the ground. 
The four parachutists jumped to safety but the pilot, who had 
no parachute, was killed. Registration cancelled 14.4.86. 

ZK-DJG Piper PA23-250C Aztec 27-2638 27.11.72 
Ex N5539Y. Bishop Aviation Ltd, Gisborne. To J G Stubbs 
& Co Ltd, Waipukurau 17.10.74; to Auckland AC, Auckland 
24.4.75; to Pegasus School of Avn Ltd, Tauranga 3.7.79; to 
See Bee Air Ltd, Auckland 17.2.86. Regn eld 30.5.86 on 
sale to Fiji as DQ-FEG. Ferried back to Auckland 20.6.87, 
stored in Flight Engineer's hangar for 2 years until over-
hauled. Regd ZK-DJG to See Bee Air Ltd, Auckland 
14.3.89; to Great Barrier Airlines Ltd, Auckland 18.10.89. 
Regn eld 11.6.90 on sale to Vanuatu as YJ-RV3, but eld 
8.90. Again regd ZK-DJG to Great Barrier Airlines Ltd, 
Auckland 6.9.91. Regn eld 15.11.93 on sale to Fiji as DQ-
FIB, eld 10.94 and re-regd ZK-JEI 4.9.95. 

ZK-DJH Anderson EA-1 Kingfisher AACA/165/1 15.6.79 
N Bettjeman, Te Kuiti. To V J McKay, Riverton, Southland 
26.8.85. Destroyed Lake Te Anau, Southland 31.1.96 when 
flipped onto its back after attempting to land on the water 
with the undercarriage down. Regn cancelled 18.9.97. 

ZK-DJI Piper PA28-140 Cherokee 28-22537 16.1.73 
Ex VH-PWA. A J Mullins, Christchurch. To W K G & E C 
Monk, Rotorua 9.4.75; to Four Seasons Tours, Ashburton 
24.5.88; to G L Stewart, Paihia 27.8.90; to M H McLeod, 
Raumati, Wellington 5.4.91; to Hanmer Alpine Air Ltd, 
Christchurch 1.12.94; to Robinson/Roswell Syndicate, 
Christchurch 20.4.95; to E C Monk, Rotorua 16.7.98. 
Current. 

To be continued.... 
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Casualty Compendium PART SEVENTY-NINE 

Right: 12.12.59 was the end of 
the line for G-AOEN c/n 502, the 
second Twin Pioneer and first 
pre-production aircraft which first 
flew 28.4.56. Seen here in De 
Kroonduif colours, it remained a 
company demonstrator and in 
5.59 was converted to Mk.3 with 
650 hp Alvis Leonides 531 
engines. (Jack Meaden) 

Before giving details of the accidents listed in the last edition we have one further comment about the underwater wreck of Viking F-BFDN. 
5.9.59 The Airnautic Viking F-BFDN "... lies 700m from the beach of Mortoli, at 18m depth. The tail is 200m away, in the direction of the beach. 

This leads the author to think that the pilot tried to land on the beach, but realising it was too small, tried a ditching. The wreck .... now is 
covered with concretions". (With acknowledgement to "Naufrages en Corse" by Jean-Pierre Joncheray 

23.11.59 Borneo Airways Twin Pioneer VR-OAG c/n 532 over-ran runway on landing at Lawas airfield, Borneo at 1253 hrs, buckling the fuselage 
and substantially damaging starboard wing, undercarriage and propeller. It was rebuilt, becoming G-APLW and 9M-ANO later. 

24.11.59 TWA L-1049H Super Constellation N102R c/n 4824 took off from Chicago Midway at 0531 hrs on scheduled freight flight to Los Angeles. 
As it began a left turn a fire warning for no.2 engine caused the pilot to shut it down and continue the turn below the 500-600 ft cloudbase 
to land back on Runway 31. Excessive bank angle and sink occured and the aircraft crashed on houses short of the runway killing Capt 
Claude W Helwig, 2 crew and 8 on ground where 13 were injured, one of whom died later. 

25.11.59 Douglas DC-3 VT-CXR c/n 11846 of Kalinga Air crashed at Sookerating following take-off on freight flight from Mohanbari airport. Cause 
possibly too early retraction of undercarriage. Three crew unhurt and DC-3 repaired. 

26.11.59 American Airlines Boeing 707 N7516A c/n 17643 damaged at Los Angeles when nosewheel lifted early during take-off run due to uneven 
cargo loading and when power was cut unevenly the nose came down hard, aircraft yawed to left and nosewheel collapsed. 

29.11.59 DH Dove 6A LV-GIT c/n 04487, owners Sargo Construction, crashed on Mount Cachi 15 miles west of Salta, Argentina after departure to 
Antofagasta, Chile, killing the two crew O M Reeves and J Oleaga. Date seems to be 28th. Wreckage looted before rescuers arrived. 

30.11.59 SE.3130 Alouette II helicopter N519 c/n 1138 of Petroleum Helicopters Inc, leased to Gulf Oil, crashed in Gulf of Mexico on a flight from 
Leeville to an oil platform killing pilot George T Stubbs and two Gulf Oil employees. 

1.12.59 Aeropostal Douglas C-47-DL YV-C-AKU c/n 4581 on test flight declared state of emergency probably caused by overspeeding propeller 
followed by starboard engine failure. During attempted return it crashed on hilltop near Maiquetia airport, Venezuela, killing the 3 crew. 

1.12.59 Allegheny Airlines Martin 2-0-2 N174A c/n 9159 "The Clevelander", en route Philadelphia - Bradford - Erie - Cleveland, crashed on Bald 
Eagle Mountain after missed approach to Williamsport Municipal Airport in snowstorm. Capt Thomas R Goldsmith, 3 crew and 22 pas-
sengers on board, of whom 1 survived the crash. 

8.12.59 Curtiss C-46A HK-515 c/n 26941 of Soc. Aer. Medellin lost at sea on flight from San Andres Island to Medellin via Cartagena, Capt Hugo 
Ferhenbach, 2 crew and 43 passengers on board. Last report at 9,500 ft VFR but failed to reach Cartagena. No major wreckage found. 

12.12.59 Scottish Aviation Twin Pioneer Series 3 demonstrator G-AOEN c/n 502, which had appeared at Famborough 1956 and Paris 1957, left 
Prestwick 12.59 for South African sales tour and was shown to oil companies in Libya en route. On demonstration flight from Luabo with 
2 crew and 14 passengers, near max TOW, the port propeller was feathered at 700 ft but the aircraft lost height and a restart failed and 
pilot Grant made a forced landing on an island in the Zambezi River in Portuguese East Africa. Wings and undercarriage torn off but no 
serious injuries and occupants were rescued by river boat. 

13.12.59 llyushin of Aeroflot (11-14 or ll-18?)crashed into mountains en route Kabul, Afghanistan, to Tashkent with 5 crew and 24 passengers o/b. 
17.12.59 Convair PBY-6A Catalina N64T (ex BuA64031?) of California Aircraft Eng. Co., operated by Stanford Research Institute California, with 

one engine out crashed in attempt to reach Annette Island airfield, Alaska after declaring emergency. Search for aircraft and three occu-
pants abandoned 31.12.59 until spring. Wreck finally located 4.7.61 at Gravina Island with bodies of pilot Philip Gray and two others. 

21.12.59 Alitalia V.785D Viscount l-LIZT c/n 378 on crew training flight crashed at Ciampino Airport, Rome while practising two engined emergency 
landing with both starboard propellers feathered. Believed that speed was too low for safe directional control and the aircraft banked to 
right causing right wingtip to hit the ground some 400m short of the runway. Capt Roffinato & trainee pilot were killed. T/t 3,177 hours. 

22.12.59 Aer Lingus Fokker Friendship EI-AKA c/n 10105 returned to Renfrew shortly after take-off with port engine failure. Undercarriage deliber-
ately retracted to prevent over-run in single-engined high-speed landing. No injuries to Capt W R Smith, 2 crew or 37 (39?) passengers. 
Cause was fuel contamination damaging fuel pump. Some fuselage damage but aircraft repaired and test flown 23.2.60. 

22.12.59 Shortly after take-off for Sao Paulo VASP V.827 Viscount PP-SRG c/n 401 collided in mid air with a Brazilian Air Force AT-6 over Rio de 
Janeiro and fell into a residential area. All 26 passengers & 6 crew on the Viscount were killed, together with 10 people on the ground. T/t 
1,040 hours. The AT-6 pilot Air Cadet Eduardo de Silva Pereira parachuted to safety, his aircraft also locally reported as a Fokker S-12. 

22.12.59 Eagle Airways V.635 Viking 1B G-AMGG c/n 290 on Gibraltar - Agadir - Tenerife service written off after tyre burst on landing at Agadir 
followed by ground loop, undercarriage collapse and structural damage. Capt J M Cooke, 3 crew and 32 passengers escaped unhurt. 

23.12.59 BOAC Comet 4 en route London - Johannesburg landed with undercarriage selected up at Ciampino Airport, Rome, causing damage to 
centre section, stub wings and lower fuselage. Crew probably distracted by difficulties in obtaining reliable positional information during 
approach. Eight crew and 38 passengers unhurt. A joint effort by BOAC and de Havilland engineers repaired the aircraft in 45 days. 

23.12.59 Viking F-BJER c/n 216 of Airnautic with a cargo of flowers from Nice landed long at Dusseldorf Airport, ran offend of runway and through 
airfield boundary fence, stopping 120 m after the threshold. Three crew unhurt, Viking flown to Blackbushe for repair. 

24.12.59 Garuda Indonesian Douglas C-47A PK-GDV c/n 13535 crashed in swamp at Talang Suak when attempting to return to Talang Betutu 
Airport, Palembang, Sumatra with engine trouble. Capt Sukarna killed, co-pilot Lumintang seriously injured, 2 crew and some of 31 pass-
engers injured according to first report, however later reports indicate that the C-47 was on a freight flight with only two crew on board! 

3.1.60 Indian Airlines Douglas C-47A freighter VT-CGG c/n 12821 on food-dropping mission crashed on hillside about six miles west of Taksing 
close to Indo-Tibetan border. There were no survivors from the 8 crew on board. Press rumours that the aircraft was shot down by Chinese 
forces were persistently denied by Indian authorities. Capt K K Ganguli, unfamiliar with the terrain, attempted to turn in narrow valley. 

5.1.60 BEA V.701 Viscount G-AMNY c/n 6 "Sir Ernest Shackleton" extensively damaged when brakes and nosewheel steering failed due to frac-
tured pipeline and faulty non-return valve, causing it to crash into the control tower while taxying at Luqa Airport, Malta, injuring Capt T 
Gibbs, his co-pilot and 2 of 47 passengers. T/t 12,709 hours, 6,544 landings. The Viscount was offered for sale 'as is' following the theft 
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Left: The fire-damaged remains of BEA Viscount G-AOHU 
after removal to a hangar at London Airport following the 
nosewheei collapse on 7.1.60. (Peter W Davis) 
Below, left: Viking IB G-AMGG c/n 290 which came to grief 
at Agadir 22.12.59 after a tyre burst on landing, was origi-
nally ZS-BNE "Simonsberg" of South African AAA/, then "Sir 
Robert Calder" of BEA before being acquired by Eagle in 
8.55. (Jack Meaden) 
Below: Viscount 745D c/n 217 N7462 seen wearing Capital 
Airlines fleet no.380 before its crash 18.1.60. The following 
year Capital was taken over by United Airlines together with 
41 of its Viscounts, (via Jack Meaden) 

of radio equipment and was eld 15.1.60 as destroyed. It was replaced by V.779 G-APZP c/n 250 leased from Fred Olsen Air Transport. 
6.1.60 Douglas DC-6B N8225H c/n 43742 of National Airlines substituting for u/s Boeing 707 on New York - Miami service disintegrated in flight 

with main wreckage falling in swamp area about 13 miles west of Kura Beach, North Carolina. All 5 crew and 29 passengers on board 
were killed. The cause was established as a dynamite explosion on the right of seat row 7 and one passenger, Julius A Frank (who was 
insured for $900,000) was lawyer for Dr Robert Spears the suspect in the loss of National DC-7B N4891C on 16.11.59 (see p.2000/96). 

7.1.60 Nosewheei of BEA V.802 Viscount G-AOHU c/n 169 "Sir George Strong Nares" collapsed after heavy nose-down landing in fog at London 
Airport inbound from Dublin. Fire started in fuselage but Capt Ernest Linstead, 4 crew and all 54 passengers evacuated safely. Fire ser-
vice ran out of foam as they were unable to find a water hydrant in the fog, resulting in major damage to the aircraft which was cancelled 
as wfu 19.1.60 with a t/t of 5,299 hours. 

12.1.60 Philippine Air Lines Twin Pioneer Srs.2 PI-C430 c/n 562 on training flight crash landed and seriously damaged starboard wing, propeller, 
undercarriage and rudder at Plaridel aerodrome, Bulacan in central Luzon. No casualties. Capt Thomas Hope of Scottish Aviation was 
checking Capt Jose Alfonso and Capt Hector Sison of PAL. Aircraft only delivered on 7.1.60, left UK 9.12.59 with three others. 

13.1.60 East African Airways Douglas C-47B VP-KJS 16463/33211 hit runway from about 20 ft after becoming airborne from Entebbe Airport, 
Uganda, bounced and skidded across grass tearing off the starboard wing. Believed undercarriage retracted early and throttles then closed 
by co-pilot without reference to Capt Meaden (I). The three crew and 11 passengers were unhurt, the C-47 was repaired. 

18.1.60 Capital Airlines' V.745D Viscount N7462 c/n 217 on Chicago - Washington - Norfolk, VA service, Capt James B Fornasero with 3 crew 
and 46 passengers crashed near Holdcroft, Virginia with no survivors. T/t 9,190 hours. Icing conditions at 8,000 ft caused failure of two 
engines as ice protection system had not been operated in time and during elected descent to lower altitude the other two failed. Eventually 
no.4 engine restarted but the Viscount entered a circling descent prior to impact. 

19.1.60 Scandinavian Airlines System SE.210 Caravelle I c/n 14 OY-KRB "Orm Viking" lost height on approach to Ankara-Esenboga Airport, 
crashed into a hill below authorised minimum flight altitude and was destroyed by fire at 2047 hrs local. No survivors among 35 passen-
gers, Capt Retvedt and his 6 crew. This was the first fatal Caravelle accident and first SAS accident for over 11 years T/t 473 hours. Was 
operating Copenhagen - Cairo service via Dusseldorf, Vienna and Istanbul, where the crew had changed. 

Thanks are due to the following for the above contributions: Joe Anderson, Brian Austria-Tomkins, Noel Collier, Barry Collman (and the Airclaims 
Library and CAA World Accident Summary extracts), Silvain Croes, Peter W Davis, Philippe Jung, Derek King, Frank McMeiken, Jack Meaden, Tony 
Morris, Vic Smith and John Withers. 
Readers are invited to identify the following new batch of casualties which continue from those above: 
26.1.60 Portuguese airliner of Transportes Aereos de Timor missing en route Darwin - Portuguese Timor with nine on board. 
5.2.60 Lloyd Aereo Boliviano airliner crashed into dry lake bed after take-off from Cochabamba for La Paz, all 59 o/b killed. 
10.2.60 Freighter of Flinders Island Airlines crashed near Loch, Victoria, and destroyed by fire. 
10.2.60 Trans Canada Airlines aircraft overshot end of runway and badly damaged landing at Toronto-Malton in rain and fog. 
12.2.60 Grumman amphibian operated for film company MGM, 5 o/b, crashed in sea off Annotto Bay, Jamaica. Film star William Reynolds among 

the four survivors picked up by boat. 
18.2.60 Civil registered Boeing B-17 owned by Associated Air Transports Inc damaged in crash at Mastic Point, Andros Is, Bahamas. 
19.2.60 Hunting Surveys aircraft on assignment for West Pakistan government crashed and w/o near Lahore killing two of three o/b. 
20.2.60 Jet of Aerolineas Argentinas damaged by impact and fire in heavy landing on training flight at Ezeiza airport Buenos Aires. 
25.2.60 Brazilian airliner and US Navy transport collided off Rio de Janeiro and both crashed into Guanabara Bay. 
26.2.60 Alitalia aircraft crashed and burnt immediately after take-off from Shannon for New York with 52 on board. 
10.3.60 Scottish Aviation aircraft on demonstration flight crashed at Jorhat, Assam, killing pilot and injuring two Indian passengers. 
15.3.60 Colombian PBY-5A crashed in woodland'in Meta Department, Colombia, due to engine failure. 
16.3.60 All Nippon Airways aircraft hit by Japanese Air Defence Force jet fighter on runway at Komaki airport, Nagoya; both destroyed. 
17.3.60 Northwest Airlines turboprop disintegrated in mid-air and crashed near Tell City, Indiana with loss of 63 o/b. 
19.3.60 Soc Aeronautica Medellin aircraft crashed in swamp 140 miles north of Medellin, Colombia following engine fire or failure. 
27.3.60 Canadian aerial survey aircraft of Spartan Air Service crashed near La Caleta airport, Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic. 
12.4.60 W/C Roland Beaumont, English Electric chief test pilot, force landed company aircraft in Ribble estuary after t/o from Warton. 
12.4.60 Airliner of Cruzeiro do Sul, operated by SA Empresa de Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense, cr on take off at Pelotas, South Brazil. 
20.4.60 Piedmont Airlines turboprop making go-around at Hickory airport, North Carolina, hit in mid-air by light twin which crashed. 
22.4.60 Belgian airliner en route Brussels - Elisabethville crashed on mountain near Bunia, Belgian Congo, with loss of 35 o/b. 
23.4.60 Freight aircraft of Shortcut Aviation swung on take-off and wrote off a light aircraft at Southend airport. 
28.4.60 Venezuelan airliner crashed near Calabozo Airport when passenger set off hand grenade in struggle with other passengers and crew. 
5.5.60 Swiss mountaineering expedition aircraft, named "Yeti", wrecked near base camp on Mount Dhaulagiri, Nepal. 
9.5.60 TWA airliner caught fire and crashed on runway during attempted go-round at Idlewild airport, New York. All 109 o/b safe. 
15.5.60 Balair airliner crashed at Toli, in Jebel Marra, southern Sudan on flight from Khartoum to Fort Lamy and Dakar. 
19.5.60 Air Algerie airliner on finals to land at Paris-Orly hit by private aircraft flying to St Cyr, the engine of which entered the airliner cabin. 

To be continued.... 
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Casualty investigation: 1 

G-AOVD The Sopley Air Crash, 24.12.58 

BY GRAHAM OSBORN 

In this, the first of an occasional series analysing the background 
and causes of a specific air accident, Graham Osborn, a former 
military and civil pilot and Flight Safety Officer, looks into the 
crash of BOAC Britannia G-AOVD at Sopley near Bournemouth. 

A dense blanket of fog covered most of the southern counties of 
England on the morning of Christmas Eve 1958. At Bournemouth, Hum 
Airport as it was then known, was reporting a visibility of 300 yards with 
little prospect of any improvement and consequently the duty controller, 
Mr Hayward, had closed the airfield to traffic. However, all the services 
remained operational although the duty crash crew had been stood 
down and allocated other duties. Further inland the situation was a lit-
tle better and at London Airport, now Heathrow, the fog was already 
starting to disperse and a clear blue sky was emerging through the thin-
ning mist. 
Waiting in the watery sunshine, Bristol Britannia 312 G-AOVD had 
recently completed one year in service with BOAC and now after a 
Check 4 the aircraft required a Certificate of Airworthiness renewal test 
flight. The crew who were to conduct this routine flight were under the 
command of Captain John Edmund Jackson. Captain Jackson joined 
the FtAFVR in 1937 after serving nine years with the Midland Bank in 
Bournemouth Towards the end of his wartime service, in 1944, he was 
seconded to BOAC and within a year he had been appointed a Junior 
Captain By 1950 he was flying the then recently introduced Handley 
Page Hermes aircraft on the England-Africa service. 
Considered by BOAC to be a reliable, competent Captain of excep-
tional ability Jackson was amongst the first group of BOAC pilots to 
convert to the recently-acquired Britannia 102 aircraft, completing his 
training at Hum during 1956. Later that year, in September, he was pro-
moted to Captain First Class. It was not until February 1957 that the 
Britannia 102 entered service on the London-Johannesburg route and 
the type progressively took over the services to Singapore, Hong Kong, 
Australia, Tokyo and Colombo from the slower piston engine Argonauts 
and Constellations. However, the prestigious transatlantic route was 
where BOAC were keen to use the large turboprop aircraft and the 
longer range 300 series was being developed to fill this role where, in 
BOAC service, it would be known as the Britannia 312. 
The first Britannia Type 312, G-AOVB, flew on 5th July 1957 and was 
delivered to BOAC on the 10th September of that year. Eighteen days 
later G-AOVB left London for Idlewild Airport, New York for a series of 
proving flights, flying the distance non-stop in 11 hours 39 minutes. Just 
two days later, whilst flying in severe icing conditions, two engines sus-
tained considerable damage which necessitated an unscheduled land-
ing at Miami, an event which received disproportionate coverage in the 
American press. The addressing of this potentially serious problem 
delayed the introduction of the Britannia 312 onto the BOAC 

Above: Britannia 312 G-AOVD c/n 13235 which crashed 24.12.58 is 
seen at New York in the previous February while flying the London-New 
York service on which it was introduced in 1957, the year of inaugura-
tion of the type on the route, (via Jack Meaden) 

TransAtlantic service. In an effort to resolve the engine problems, 
Bristol's own 312 prototype G-AOVA was fitted with two modified 
Proteus 755 engines and commenced a series of flight trials at 
Singapore early in December. These proved successful and with the 
solution found BOAC accepted the long range Britannia 312 into airline 
service, with the first turbine powered transatlantic passenger flight, 
London to New York direct, being flown on 19th December 1957 by G-
AOVC. Captain Jackson flew his first TransAtlantic service a few days 
later and on the return crossing he set a new east-west crossing record 
of 7 hours 57 minutes This record itself was broken less than two 
weeks later when on 8th January 1958 an El Al Britannia 313 flew the 
3,444 miles in 7 hours 44 minutes. 
By early December 1958 Captain Jackson had accumulated 909 flying 
hours on the Britannia, raising his total flying time to 9000 hours. 
Recently married, he was now a Senior Captain First Class and in addi-
tion he had been appointed Officer in charge of training for the Britannia 
312. Jackson's First Officer for the flight was 27 year old Keith Myers. 
He was considered by BOAC to be an "above average" First Officer 
with 550 of his 4127 flying hours obtained on the Britannia 312. 
There were to be three other crew members and they all assembled in 
the Britannia fleet office on that cold Christmas Eve morning. 
Engineering Officer Cecil David Woodhouse, was the Chief Engineer 
Officer Instructor on the Britannia 312 fleet. With a total of over 5000 
hours flying experience his records showed him to have an "above 
average" assessment as a Flight Engineer. He would be positioned 
between the two pilots on the aircraft's "jump seat". Deputy Fleet 
Engineer Officer John Buckley DSM, a former wartime bomber pilot, 
would be seated at the Radio Officer's station on the port side of the air-
craft and Engineering Officer Edmund O'Keefe would occupy the navi-
gator's position The regulations did not require that a Navigator or a 
Radio Operator be carried on this flight. The two additional Engineering 
Officers were to assist in the recording and monitoring of the of the air-
craft's performance during the air test. Boarding the Britannia that 
morning, along with the crew, were seven BOAC engineers who had 
been involved with the maintenance of the aircraft. They were taking 
advantage of the offer of a pre-Christmas "jolly". 
Britannia G-AOVD had been delivered to BOAC on the 6th December 
1957. One year later having undergone maintenance and C of A renew-
al checks it had been declared serviceable at 1000 hours on the 23rd 
December but, due to adverse weather conditions, the air test was 
postponed until the following day. Now, with the weather checked and 
deemed suitable for the proposed sortie, all the necessary paper work 
was completed showing the aircraft to have an all-up weight of 61,263 
kilograms. Both the Centre of Gravity and the weight were all well with-
in the limits of the normal flight envelope. 
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The C of A renewal flight tests report required the following items to be 
carried out:. 
1. Engine out climb at take-off power. 
2. Engine out en route climb. 
3. Aerodynamic handling checks including :-

a) Elevator, rudder, ailerons and artificial feel simulator. 
b) Maximum (V ne) speed check. c) Four stalls. 
d) Rate of roll. e) Simulated balked landing, 
f) Simulated engine failure. 

4. Functioning tests involving:-
a) Flaps and landing gear operating times. 
b) Engine acceleration time. 
c) Split bus bar. d) Fuel dumping. 
e) Landing gear lowering by emergency system or hand pump. 

G-AOVD made a normal take off from London Airport at 1009 hours 
and was cleared to the Woodley ADF beacon at 3,000 ft. and then to 
proceed towards the South West clear of airways. After levelling at 
3,000 ft First Officer Myers cross-checked the altimeters and as the air-
craft approached Woodley G-AOVD received further clearance to climb 
VMC (Visual Meteorological Conditions) clear of Controlled Airspace 
towards the south-west. During this climb, as the aircraft approached 
5,000 ft, a further altimeter check was carried out prior to the com-
mencement of a three engine climb at take off power. This simulated 
engine failure after take off climb was continued for a period of 5 min-
utes by which time an altitude of 9,100 ft had been reached. 
Throughout this period, engine parameters, speed, altitude and outside 
air temperature were recorded every 30 seconds and this procedure 
continued as the power on the three engines was reduced to maximum 
continuous power and the climb continued for a further 15 minutes. 
Now at 18,000 ft. the number 4 engine was unfeathered in readiness 
for the next series of tests. Pressurisation had been selected on as the 
aircraft passed 10,000 ft and the only abnormality noted during the 
climb was a discrepancy of 5 knots between the Captain's and First 
Officer's airspeed indicators. 
At 1050 the general handling checks commenced at an altitude of 
19,000 ft. What followed next was to seal the fate of G-AOVD and all 
those on board. Due to the crew experiencing excessive friction in the 
aileron control system the general handling tests had to be repeated, 
prolonging this phase of the air test. With the crew preoccupied with 
this abnormality, the aircraft's altitude was not recorded and after five 
minutes, with the problem unresolved, it was decided to continue with 
the remainder of the flight test schedule as the aileron friction would 
have no bearing on the remainder of the flight. The power was now 
reset to maximum continuous and G-AOVD commenced a descent to 
accelerate to V ne. It probably took about one minute to achieve and 
record this and it can be estimated that during this time the aircraft 
probably descended to 15,000 ft, still travelling south-westerly. 
Speed was now reduced to enable a series of stalls to be carried out. 
Between 1000 hrs. and 1110 hrs. four stalls were recorded, with differ-
ent landing gear and flap configurations, two with power on and two 
with power off. It was noted during the stall checks that the First 
Officer's airspeed indicator underead the Captain's by 20 knots. The 
aircraft was not climbed between each stall and it is possible that a fur-
ther two stalls were carried out, although not recorded. Bristol Aircraft's 
own published data show that the minimum height loss in a stall would 
be in the region of 500 ft. The crew then conducted a series of rate off 
roll checks whilst the aircraft descended at 500 feet per minute. Once 
again these were somewhat protracted because the required rate of roll 
could not be achieved. From the reconstructed flight profile it can be 
seen that this group of tests resulted in an estimated loss of altitude of 
12,000 ft. 
With this phase of the test schedule completed the aircraft was levelled 
at what the pilots believed to be 13,000 ft. Still on its south-westerly 
course the crew now carried out functional tests of the undercarriage 
and flap system and at this time Engineer Officer Buckley noted that the 
First Officer's altimeter displayed what he believed to be 13, 000 ft. He 
did not record this fact, as he was not required to do so as part of the 
test schedule. G-AOVD was in fact at 3000 ft. During the undercarriage 
retraction it was noted that the nose gear did not lock up and that the 
hydraulic system remained on line under load. The landing gear was 
recycled and the problem resolved as the aircraft approached Taunton. 
At approximately 1134 hours the crew altered course to 120 degrees 
magnetic, tracking towards Hum. Still believing themselves to be at 
13,000 ft they were in good VMC on top of what they assumed to be 
cloud, some 3,000 ft below. They were in fact at only 3,000 ft flying over 
dense fog or low stratus with tops estimated by the Met Office to be 
about 1500 ft. 

At 1135 hours the Captain instructed First Officer Myers to obtain 
descent clearance from 13,000 to 3,000 ft. and to obtain details of the 
cloud tops and base in the vicinity of Hum. Hum advised that they had 
no such estimates but understood that "aircraft in the Southampton 
area were VMC on top at 2000ft". Myers then informed Hum that they 
were at 13,000 ft just above a cloud layer and would be requesting 
descent clearance to 3000 ft once overhead Hum. 
With the undercarriage and flap tests completed, Captain Jackson 
decided that it would be more convenient to carry out the split bus bar 
and fuel dumping procedures prior to the balked landing checks. 
Throughout the next 18 minutes, Engineering Officer Woodhouse car-
ried out a series of checks as the Britannia flew steadily towards Hum. 
To observe the fuel jettisoning operation, Engineer Officer O'Keefe 
went back into the cabin and he noted that they were flying "about a 
couple of thousand feet above scattered broken cumulus". 
At 1150 G-AOVD intercepted the south-west leg of the Hum Radio 
Range and the aircraft altered heading to pass through the beacons 
overhead whilst at the same time commencing a descent to what the 
crew believed to be 12,000 ft. At 1153 First Officer Myers reported to 
Hum that they were "overhead at 12,000 ft VMC on top" and request-
ed descent clearance to 3000 ft. Hum responded by asking if the 
descent could be made VMC to which he replied "Negative, there's a 
cloud layer at about 10,000 ft". 
The aircraft was tracking outbound from the beacon prior to commenc-
ing a rate one turn back towards the west. Hum replied that if they were 
overhead at that altitude they should contact London Airways and if it 
was to the west they should contact the Flight Information Region. As 
they were now turning back on to a westerly course First Officer Myers 
made contact with the Flight Information Region at 1155 and said "We 
are overhead Hum 12,000 ft on top requesting IMC descent to 3000 ft". 
London Flight Information advised that they had no reported IMC traf-
fic in the area west of Hum and they were requested to report when 
they had levelled at 3,000 ft in that area 
A descent was commenced whilst still in the right hand turn and as the 
aircraft rolled level it entered what were thought to be the cloud tops. At 
an airspeed of 180 knots the First Officer looked ahead expecting to 
see another layer of cloud beneath them as they passed through what 
he assumed to be a thin layer of haze. To his horror he saw the ground 
suddenly appear. Grabbing the control wheel he pulled back hard but it 
was already too late. 
The aircraft first passed through some telegraph wires and low tension 
electricity cables severing the poles and wires, then as the nose came 
level in response to the rearward control input, the starboard wing 
struck the raised embankment at the edge of a road that bordered onto 
a large field. This initial impact removed the starboard outer flap and 
aileron and parts of the outer engine. There was then a progressive 
break up of the entire aircraft as it traversed across the level ground of 
the 50-acre field for a distance of almost 600 yards before the remains 
of the larger pieces; cockpit area and tail, entered a small wooded 
copse. Several fires erupted and witnesses reported hearing one loud 
bang followed some minutes later by two smaller explosions. 
At about 1200 hours radio engineers working on the Hum Homer bea-
con on top of St Catherine's Hill about 1.5 miles south east of Winkton 
heard what they thought was the sound of an aircraft crashing They 
immediately reported this by landline to the London Air Traffic Centre 
This information was relayed to the police at Winchester and G-AOVD 
was called several times on the FIR frequency. No reply was received. 
Captain A F Voak was flying BEA Dakota 4 G-AMJX from Guernsey to 
Gatwick and was passing close by. At 1212 London called him and 
asked if he could see anything. Captain Voak replied "Er Roger. We 
erm, we can see a pillar of er black smoke erm in that area. I don't know 
whether that's anything to do with it". The smoke was rising through the 
fog following the second large explosion and it reached a height of 
3000 ft. 
The small hamlet of Winkton occupies the south-west corner of the 50-
acre field that was known locally as Sopley Park and here the inhabi-
tants were busying themselves with last-minute Christmas prepara-
tions. Many would testify that the visibility that morning was extremely 
poor, at times down to just a few yards. Mrs Joan Blevins was prepar-
ing vegetables, standing at the kitchen sink looking out of the window 
of her home that backed onto the large field. Although her attention had 
been drawn to the sound of an aeroplane she saw nothing until, upon 
hearing a loud bang, she witnessed a sheet of flame shoot up into the 
air, followed by terrible tearing sounds and then another loud explosion. 
She shouted to her daughter and together they rushed into the field to 
be greeted by the sight of scattered wreckage and bodies. 
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John Witt was working in the garage at his cottage "The Shack" when 
he heard the sound of an approaching aircraft followed by a loud bang. 
Dashing to "Brook Cottage" next door he asked the owner, Miss Kamm, 
to call the fire brigade telling them an aircraft had crashed at Sopley 
Park. The time was 1159 and two minutes later she repeated the call 
this time telling them to send ambulances as well The luckiest person 
that morning was Mr Alf Burrows. Cycling along the road at Holfleet he 
was making his way towards the Lamb public house situated on the 
bend in the road that bordered the field about 350 yards to the north 
east of Winkton. Alarmed by the sound of an approaching aircraft he 
was terrified to see the nose and cockpit of a large aircraft appear 
ahead of him. It passed through the power lines, ripping out the top of 
the hedge. The starboard wing passed over his head. He was then 
blinded and knocked from his bike by a large explosion. Surrounded by 
debris and live power lines he was amazed to find himself unhurt. 
Cycling towards the pub from the direction of Winkton was twelve year 
old David Alcock. He saw the aircraft pass through the power lines and 
then strike the ground. He quickly cycled the short distance to the Lamb 
and was meet by the landlord Mr Walter Kelaway. The pub was in dark-
ness and the electric clock on the wall had stopped at 1158. 
By now more residents had run to the scene but the poor visibility and 
the numerous fires hampered their rescue efforts. Amongst the debris 
lay not only human remains but also the remains of cattle that had been 
grazing in the field. Suspended upside-down still strapped to his seat 
with his legs doubled over his head, First Officer Myers struggled to 
breathe. In the tangled remains of the Britannia cockpit now exposed to 
the elements he could hear the sound of Captain Jackson moaning, he 
too was hanging upside-down. Engineering Officer Woodhouse who 
had been on the jump seat was already dead, catapulted from the dis-
integrating aircraft, but his two colleagues, O'Keefe and Buckley had 
survived, albeit with serious injuries. Buckley remained strapped in his 
seat at the Radio Officer's position surrounded by twisted and broken 
metal. Engineering Officer O'Keefe was seated but not strapped in 
when the impact occurred and he too had been thrown from the aircraft 
but had survived. Gently the villagers removed Myers from the wreck-
age but it was already too late for Captain Jackson. Concealed from 
view the unconscious Buckley was overlooked by the rescuers who 
hurriedly scattered when some ten minutes after the impact a large 
explosion occurred sending a black mushroom cloud skywards through 
the fog. 
Mr Sid Martin was one of the duty firemen at Hum on that Christmas 
Eve morning. He recalled that at the time of the accident the duty crew 
had been stood down as the airfield was closed due to the dense fog. 
Hum received a call from a Mr Hemmings at Avon Valley Nurseries, 
Stoney Lane saying there had been a plane crash at the nurseries This 
call was timed at 1202 and the crash crew quickly boarded a six-
wheeled Thorneycroft 800-gallon water tender and set off for the scene. 

Above: The crash site from the east on the morning of 25.12.58. 

Meanwhile the fire siren had sounded at nearby Christchurch in 
response to the call made by Miss Kamm The first of two appliances 
from Christchurch arrived at the scene at 1209 followed minutes later 
by an appliance from Bournemouth however they all experienced diffi-
culty in traversing the waterlogged field and one machine became 
bogged down in the entrance to the field effectively blocking it. Mr 
Farwell, who farmed the land, came to assist with his tractor and he 
towed several of the rescue vehicles closer to the scene. Later ballast 
and a bulldozer was obtained from a local company to construct a tem-
porary roadway across the field. 
The Hum airport crash crew, hampered by the fog and the vague ref-
erence to the precise location were making slow progress to the scene. 
Eventually at about 1240 they found the Lamb public house. Owing to 
the gateway to the field being blocked by a bogged down fire tender 
they were directed to a gap in the hedge. Despite its four-wheel drive 
the large vehicle had difficulty in entering the field but once it had done 
so it quickly traversed the waterlogged ground towards the area of the 
copse of trees where the main pieces of wreckage were lodged. 
Sid Martin got to work immediately, dealing with a magnesium fire by 
shovelling soil onto the burning metal. Through the fog and smoke he 
noticed a man, dressed only in dark trousers and white shirt walking 
towards him. "He appeared from nowhere out of the fog, covered in 
mud and looking very dazed and vacant. I asked what he was doing in 
an area where fires were burning all around and told him he should 
leave the scene at once. He just stared at me and said- 'I was on it'". 
Engineering Officer John Buckley, who by a strange coincidence lived 
less than two miles from the crash scene, had come to and having 
unstrapped himself from his seat slid out of the wreckage to seek assis-
tance. The other two survivors Engineering Officer Edmund O'Keefe 
and the First Officer Keith Myers had already been taken to Boscombe 
Hospital and Buckley was quickly dispatched away from the scene. 
Despite their serious injuries, they all recovered and in due course they 
were able to assist the investigators reconstruct the series of events 
that lead to the accident. Seated in the rear first class section of the air-
craft all seven BOAC maintenance staff had perished. 
Christmas Day was bright and clear and the roads around Sopley and 
Winkton became congested with cars as sightseers converged on the 
area, however they found the field completely cordoned off by the 
police. Heavy lifting gear arrived to recover the wreckage and despite 
the temporary stone and gravel roadway laid across the field the cranes 
and lorries still encountered difficulties. Over the next few days all the 
wreckage was removed to Hum where it occupied the former bomber 
dispersals in the north-east corner of the airfield. Here a preliminary 
examination was conducted before all the wreckage was moved to the 
Air Accident Investigation facility at Farnborough. 
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Above: Fire and rescue teams sift through the wreckage of the cockpit 
area of G-AOVD on 24.12.58. (Southern Newspapers pic) 

Over the next year a thorough investigation was conducted into the 
accident looking at every aspect of the flight and the crew's actions This 
revealed no aircraft unservicability that would have contributed to the 
accident. The final report was not published until June 1960 and after 
detailed appraisal it concluded 

"The final descent was commenced some time after 1155 
hours with the inboard engines at 'flight idle' power and at an airspeed 
of about 180 knots. The dump chutes (Fuel jettison) were in the extend-
ed position. Under these conditions the associated rate of descent 
would be about 750 feet per minute. It has been established that the 
aircraft struck the ground at 1158 hours. It would seem therefore that at 
1153 hours the aircraft was at approximately 2,000 feet and not 12,000 
feet as reported and that consequently some 10,000 feet was lost prior 
to 1135 hours without either pilot appreciating it. It might be of some 
significance in this respect that when the climb to 18,000 feet was con-
cluded the subsequent air tests were not of a kind which required the 
crew to focus attention on the altimeters. 

The accident was the result of the aircraft being flown into 
ground obscured by fog. This was caused by a failure on the part of 
both the Captain and the First Officer to establish the altitude of the air-
craft before and during the final descent. The responsibility of the acci-
dent must rest with the Captain" 
Powerful and damming condemnation of a Captain whose nickname 
was "Yardstick" because of his thoroughness and adherence to the reg-
ulations. As a contributory factor the report stated 

"The height presentation afforded by the type of three point-
er altimeter fitted to the aircraft was such that a higher degree of atten-
tion was required to interpret it accurately than is desirable in so vital 
an instrument. This, when taken in conjunction with the nature of the 
flight on which the aircraft was engaged was a contributory factor". 
Not mentioned in the report but subject to separate investigations were 
two other accidents. BEA Vickers Viscount 802 G-AORC on 28th April 
1958, when on charter to BOAC, was positioning to Prestwick in order 
to collect passengers for London Airport. Descending in thick cloud, at 
night, the Captain and First Officer both misread the altimeter by 1,000 
feet and the aircraft struck power lines and crashed at Tarbolton about 
4.5 miles north east of Prestwick. Three of the five crew were injured. 
On the 9th August 1958 another Viscount VP-YNE operated by Central 
African Airways was en route Bulawayo to London. Whilst on approach 
to Benina Airport in Libya it struck the side of Mount Rogma 10 miles 
from the airfield. 36 of the 54 people on board were killed. The accident 
was attributed to the misreading of the aircraft three-pointer altimeter. 
My own investigations indicate that at least two other commercial air-
craft were lost that year due to misreading of the three-pointer altime-
ter. Four years earlier in March 1954 the International Air Transport 
Association stated "Presentation involving three pointers, even if each 
is continuously visible and of adequate length, is considered to present 
a high degree of ambiguity." 

In 1957 a report from the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine stated in 
respect of the three-pointer altimeter that "...probably this instrument is 
the poorest and most dangerous in use today" Although documented 
information on the dangerous ambiguity associated with the three 
pointer altimeter would have been available to the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation and the Air Registration Board as well as the aircraft operator, 
little or no action was taken to ameliorate the situation even after other 
incidents and disasters. 
Among the recommendations made by the Inspector of Accidents were 
the following: 
"a) That there should always be a spoken cross check of altimeters by 

the pilots before any descent is commenced, and at intervals during the 
descent, regardless of the cruising or holding altitude of the aircraft. 
b) That urgent action be taken to improve altimeter presentation but in 

the meantime a notice be issued drawing attention to the possibility of 
misreading altimeters and to the consequent need for the exercise of 
great care in this connection." 
Acknowledgement then that the inherent ambiguities in the design of 
the altimeters were in some way to blame for the accident. 
A visit to the accident site today will reveal the landscape little changed 
although a realignment of the road has removed some of the hedging 
and banking that bordered the field known as Sopley Park. The power 
lines torn down, as the aircraft passed low over the Bransgore to 
Winkton road at Holfleet, were restored and remain today taking power 
to the Lamb public house. The point of first impact at the side of the 
road reveals a lower profile and less dense hedging than elsewhere but 
only those who remember the event would ever notice. Looking across 
the field towards the copse where the cockpit and tail area came to rest 
one can see cattle grazing. The trees are still growing strongly in the 
middle of the field. Seek permission and you may walk the 600 yards to 
the copse. Here nature has covered most of the scars but two broken 
tree stumps and missing branches high in the treetops bear testament 
to the events of that Christmas Eve. Disturb the fallen leaves and 
bracken and remnants of G-AOVD quickly come to light. Shattered 
Bakelite, small pieces of insulation and wiring, the occasional piece of 
metal. However, somewhere there remains one large piece of wreck-
age that was never recovered. Despite extensive searches by the 
investigators and salvage teams one of the four reduction gearboxes 
that were fitted to the Bristol Proteus engines was never found. It is 
possible that with the force of the impact it was thrown high in the air 
across the trees and houses and into the River Avon about a quarter of 
a mile away. Many smaller items were widely scattered and some were 
found in the marshland beside the river. 

One final anecdote. Whilst researching this article I was greatly assist-
ed by Miss Pamela Farwell. Her father, who was the driver of the trac-
tor that assisted the rescue services gain access to the crash site, 
farmed the field known as Sopley Park owned by Mr Kemp. During the 
course of our discussions she informed me of two wartime incidents 
that she had witnessed at Winkton. Sometime during 1944, probably 
around the time of the D-Day landings, an American P-47 Thunderbolt 
that had just taken off from the nearby temporary airfield at Sopley, 
crashed in the very same field. Ammunition and small pieces of this air-
craft still come to light from time to time. Earlier, she was not sure of the 
date; a Hurricane had crash-landed alongside the farmhouse just a few 
hundred yards up the road. Today it is very doubtful if many of the res-
idents of Winkton would be aware of these events or indeed the cata-
strophe of Christmas Eve 1958. 

Footnote: In the 
Sensitive Altimeter an 
evacuated elastic cap-
sule responds to 
changes in barometric 
pressure, Its move-
ments indicated by 
pointers operating 
through a magnifying 
mechanism. It was nec-
essary to use three 
pointers to obtain the 
required accuracy. The 
knob at the bottom sets 
the millibar datum, 
above which the height 
reading here is 740 ft 
precisely. The very 
small size of the 10,000 
ft pointer is apparent. 
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THE ABC OF THE FLYING FLEA 
Further information to add to the previous Feedback and to the series. 
Barrow, L V G - The link suggested on p.2000/102 is correct and 
though his address was in Notts the Flea was indeed based at Ipswich. 
"Patson" - on p.2000/103 should of course read Patston as p.2000/4. 
Perman - Some dates have become mangled! G-AECM: the correct 
AtoF expiry date should be 8.4.37, not 7.4.36. There is no Inspection 
date quoted in Impressments Review. For G-ADPY 21.11.36 is the 
AtoF expiry date as originally quoted. 
Procter - The picture in the "Blackburn Times" of 14.3.36 shows the 
Flea, apparently complete, in the yard of G Procter & Sons, Duke 
Street, Blackburn, the only marking being the name "Blue Atom" in 
script across the tail. It was described as having a spring undercarriage 
and a special wing. The same newspaper later reported the first flight 
on 7.4.36 by F/Lt Cowell, the Air League pilot, and that the propeller 
and undercarriage were damaged on landing. Cowell was to return for 
further test flights after the Flea had been repaired. The forced landing 
in the 27.7.36 accident was in a ploughed field adjacent to the 
Manchester Ship Canal, the Flea overturned damaging the rudder and 
propeller but the pilot, Robert Parker, was unhurt. The "Blackburn 
Times" does not appear to have published any accident picture of the 
Flea, at least up to the end of September 1937. 
Small - Air-Britain's "British Civil Aviation News" of 14.10.61 reported 
that G-AEJX was still in the main hangar at Perth in 4.61 but had dis-
appeared by the end of 7.61. "BCAN" of 14.8.65 suggested that it had 
gone to a local garage but "Digest" 3.66 reported that Airwork at Perth 
said it had been broken up. 
Taylor, L W - was Leslie Walter Taylor, who owned Chilton DW1 G-
AESZin 1949. 
Tomkins, A U - Was not J D S Alan the Air Correspondent of the 
"Sunday Dispatch", not the "Express"? Tomkins may have used G-
AAHV and G-AAVN in May 1931 rather than owned them. 
Wardley, W H - The correct name is almost certainly Waudby, from 
examination of typed and handwritten registers of the time. The post-
war reference to Wardley's Garage may have perpetuated the earlier 
problem of interpretation! 
Whiteley, S O - is Samuel Ogden Whiteley. 
Wheaton of Axbridge - was F H Wheaton, forenames unknown. 
Yeadon Aeroplanes - Nostell Priory is in West Yorkshire (Wakefield 
District), not Humberside. 
Now moving on to further "new" Flea data: 
"Colwyn Bay" - John Battersby has a confession to make! During the 
war years he was an ATC cadet with 1533 Colwyn Bay Grammar 
School Squadron which used premises in the school and in an empty 
house. A local fund-raising effort (£5,000 to buy a Spitfire?) resulted in 
an exhibition which featured a Flying Flea with blue fuselage and silver 
wings. A couple of years later, 1944 or '45 the same Flea appeared in 
the basement of the ATC house. John and some fellow cadets decided 
to modify the fuselage to a two-seater in order to make a ground train-
er of sorts. Soon afterwards the war ended and the cadets were dis-
persed to their homes in other parts of the UK but the fate of the Flea 
is unknown. John puts forward two possible identities, one being 
George Alan Essex' G-AEGU which flew at Penrhyn Bay which is close 
to Colwyn Bay. The other, under "P- Less Defined" is that of I Pritchard 
of Llandulas, Mid Wales, relevant because there is a Llanddulas just 
east of Colwyn Bay, which could be worth checking against the original 
source. 
Dean, W - of Kimberley Road, Tuckton, Christchurch, Hampshire. Built 
c.1935/6 and named "Nana".Flying trials were carried out in a field at 
Wick, near Christchurch, where Alan Cobham had previously held a 
National Aviation Day event. Said to be the first Flea completed in the 
area, probably 'to the book' and without later modifications. Unidentified 
two-cylinder engine. Fate unknown. Builder was probably William 
Dean. (See photo next page) 

Above, top to bottom: The Houston Flea, showing Matt Houston at the 
controls and an attempted flight with the aircraft being steadied by his 
friends Jock Middleton and Ken J Scott prior to the almost inevitable 
adoption of a nose-down attitude! (MWC Houston via David E Hughes) 

Houston, Matthew Caldwell - of llford area, Essex. Built at llford 
"c.1926", probably error for 1936. Was hopped, probably on several 
occasions and is known to have flown "over the hedge" and landed 
successfully with 'Matt' Houston's father, William Caldwell Houston at 
the controls. Light coloured wings, darker fuselage with horizontal 
stripes on rudder (see photos). Unknown engine but appears to be 4-
cyl car conversion? Later donated to 'local' scouts, possibly at 
Ingatestone. 
Matt Houston's son is sure that his father subsequently built an auto-
gyro but in view of his Flea adventures was forbidden from attempting 
to fly it by his wife and it was sold on. 
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* . - . Ik Left: "Nana", the Flea built by 
Mr W Dean possibly in the 
field at Wick near Christ-
church, Hampshire, where 
flying trials were held, 
(via L P Hayward) 
Below: The somewhat shat-
tered M.28A/ G-AJFE lies in 
the field at West Hyde, near 
Denham where it came to a 
sorry end on 13.3.55. Next 
day, when this picture was 
taken, it was still being 
inspected by the accident 
investigation team. 
(Jenny Gradidge) 

As an interesting footnote, starting on 2.5.35 
the French magazine "Les Ailes" published a 
list of Pous that had completed a closed circuit 
and various handling tests. Those that suc-
ceeded received a number. Most were French, 
with some from their Overseas Territories and 
from Italy, Spain and Belgium. No.47 was 
"Appleby at Heston", the only British entry out 
of 132 listed. 

THE MILES M.38 MESSENGER 
c/n - M.287 II VH-KCH damaged starboard 
wing and fuselage when undercarriage col-
lapsed while taxying at Bankstown 18.1.57. 
4685 M.28/IV G-AGVX had CofR No.9775 
(with suffix /1 to /5 for each UK owner) which applied until 5.6.52 
(Erskine) when it was changed to R.2552/6 in keeping with CofA num-
ber. When owned by Ind Coope & Allsopp it damaged flaps and pro-
peller at Husbands Bosworth on 5.5.51. 
As VH-AKH was (2), the first user of these marks being Anson ex 
W2131. 
VH-AKC was slightly damaged on the ground by a taxying DH.82 VH-
DDV at Toowoomba 3.12.56. 
6268 M.28A/I The date of the door damage accident to G-AHAA men-
tioned in the photo caption was 2.6.48. The CofA was renewed on 
30.8.48. 
As D-EHAB was seriously damaged in a forced landing in thick fog on 
a beach near Bagnara, Reggio Calabria, Italy on 23.3.57. Owner and 
passengers were unhurt. It was noted in BCAN 25.12.65 to be "defunct 
in a corner ar Augsburg". 
6697 M.28/V G-AJFE was photographed at the accident site along-
side the A412 near Denham on 14.3.55, the day after the incident. As 
is evident from the photo(s) the undercarriage was pushed up through 
the wings by the impact, the tail broken off and the right wing virtually 
destroyed. 

THE BENTON AEROPLANES 1910-19 
Further to Feedback on p.2000/67, Whitehead Aircraft Ltd was found-
ed in May 1915 by John A Whitehead with works in the former 
Richmond Drill Hall, later expanded, and assembly sheds at Feltham. 
In 1916 they took over Hanworth Park as an aerodrome and the fol-
lowing year became Whitehead Aircraft (1917) Ltd. After the war 
devised a 120 ft span biplane project with four 400 hp Liberty engines 
for the Trans-Atlantic Flight prize. Despite visions of Hanworth as the 
future London Airport the company was forced into liquidation in July 
1919. After proposing to build cars and promoting a fruit growing 
scheme, John Whitehead went into bankruptcy himself in October 
1920. 

CIVIL REGISTERS OF EAST GERMANY 
DM-TBX(1) Tony Morris hopes to have sorted out the history! Used by 
the manufacturer, becoming SP-PBK on 19.8.81, then modified to 'BS' 
standard, re-registered SP-WBB. To SP-PBB 27.11.84, modified to 
'BR' standard, to SP-WBB again, then regd SP-ZCX 28.4.87 to Polish 
ag-company Z.U.A. 

DM-TBX(2) was also noted stored at Americus, GA in 11.94 and 2.99 
as DDR-TBX. 
Two potential identities for ex-DDR Kruks in Venezuela are: 
YV-618A - reported ditched in Gulf of Mexico 12.11.94, possibly on 
ferny flight. 
GN87105 - in camouflage c/s of Venezuelan Guardia Nacional (photo 
in "Air Forces Monthly" 6.00) but serial seems false as '87' should be 
year of acquisition and is unlikely. This could therefore be a drug-run-
ner (imagine spreading a ton of cocaine from a Kruk!). 

BARTON AIRPORT 
P.2000/47 The Ferranti Moth G-AAKN was almost certainly on loan 
from Phillips & Powis for radio research and narrow beam navigation 
trials. There is no evidence that it was actually regd to Ferranti, indeed 
the pilot F/O Herbert B G Michelmore was a P&P pilot/instructor. While 
the caption gave the accident date as 17.2.30, the text gave 17.5.30 
which seems likelier as it arrived at Barton on 25.2.30. There is evi-
dence that the Moth was used by Vincent de Ferranti. Note that the 
Fokker J7986 was also at Barton for wireless trials in June 1930. D Z 
de Ferranti bought Moth G-EBRX from P&P and it was regd to him 
10.30. His home was at Baslow to which the Moth is shown as depart-
ing Barton in 7.31, so presumably he had a strip there. 
P.2000/48 IAL Argosy "City of Glasgow" was G-EBLF, G-EBLC was 
a DH.9C. 
P.2000/48 CH-184 MS. 137 was owned by Richard Randolph W R 
Trafford who had a strip at Michaelchurch Court, near Abergavenny, 
Mon from which he operated 1929/30 when not based at his other 
home, Geneva. 
P.2000/48 (Table) G-EBYG was previously with the Scottish Flying 
Club Ltd and may have had an intermediate owner at Barton. CofA was 
renewed 25.3.30 so it probably departed shortly afterwards to a new 
owner. G-EBSL CofA had expired 22.2.32 and 9.5.32 was date its reg-
istration was cancelled. G-EBKB is always recorded as w/o in a crash 
off Scarborough 13.9.31. G-EBQI never made it to Blackpool 2.8.31 as 
it crashed at Eccleston, near Chorley, that day. 
P.2000/85 Nick Comper's Comper Swift should be G-AAZC. 
P.2000/85 Winifred Brown actually came first in the Cundiff Trophy 
Race in Avian G-ABED but was disqualified for failing to cross the fin-
ish line correctly. 
P.2000/85 In the Pageant of 15.8.31, Avro 504N was flown by Roderic 
Owen Roch who towed the Canadian opera singer George Lissant 
Beardmore (not related to the aircraft manufacturer) in a glider - see 
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Right: The Sentinel ET-T-26 
seen at Asmara in 1950 and 
described below. Can any-
one identify the inscription on 
the side? (via Peter Green 
collection) 
Right, below: This Curtiss 
C-46 in Air Djibouti titles is 
unidentified, the only visible 
clue being the number 20 on 
the engine cowling, (via 
Peter Green collection) 

earlier items about Barbara Cartland and cross-Channel glider flights of 
June 1931 (p.98/2, 98/30 etc). 
P.2000/85 J M Sheppard was appointed Receiver of N.A.T.Ltd on 
18.11.31 but probably not of the subsidiary N.A.L. which may simply 
have stopped trading. N.A.T. was kept operating until 1933. 
P.2000/86 G-ACCG was owned by Universal Aircraft Services Ltd, of 
Witney. Universal Flying Services was an unrelated later company. 
P.2000/86 Desoutter G-ABRN was registered to the British Red Cross 
Society 10.31 and operated from Barton by their East Lanes 
Detachment. It was not operated by Light Planes (Lanes) Ltd, t/a 
Lancashire Aero Club, until 8.33. 

CIVIL REGISTERS OF ETHIOPIA 
Although we published the Complete Ethiopian Registers in 1986-9 we 
have recently received this photograph of the unidentified Stinson L-5 
Sentinel ET-T-26 at Asmara, Eritrea taken by a member of 208 Sqn 
which was based there for a few weeks in 1950. The Sentinel is 
thought to have been sold by EAL to Radio Marina Flying Club in 1.50, 
or possibly to the Imperial Ethiopian AC. It is believed to have been re-
registered ET-P-2 later in 1950 and was w/o 12.3.54. It certainly isn't in 
EAL colours but does anyone know the significance of the question 
mark and legend "Kai-Sas (or Kat-Sas?) on the side? 

Also received from the same source is this Air Djibouti Curtiss C-46 
Commando with no registration visible except for '20' on the right 
engine cowling. The company was a subsidiary of Transocean Air 
Lines and at about this time (1950) had up to three C-46s leased from 
the parent company. They were not registered in Ethiopia. This exam-
ple appears to be a C-46F of which five were then in use by 
Transocean as N68963 to N68967. A small part of the registration may 
be visible on the fin, possibly ending in a 4, so favouring N68964 c/n 
22489 ex 44-78666. The number 20 may be a fleet number, it does not 
fit any known serials or registrations of Transocean C-46s. Further 
suggestions would be gratefully received. 

An older, and possibly more interesting photo has also come to light in 
a 1950s issue of "Flying" showing a GAL Monospar ST-25 wrecked in 
Ethiopia. The writer, an American, Robert S Anis, described it as the 
"sole remaining bit of flyable equipment belonging to the Ethiopian gov-
ernment" in August 1943. With the aid of an American civilian flight 
engineer and two Italian mechanics the ST-25 was made airworthy and 
flown on 19.8.43 from Addis Ababa. After a touch-and-go, Anis attempt-
ed a downwind landing but elected to go round again to avoid a flock of 
buzzards, failed to gain sufficient height and wrote off the Monospar in 
an attempted turn. He wrote that the aircraft had found its way to 
Ethiopia via the RAF, unlikely in the light of known histories, but possi-
bly the likeliest candidate is G-AEJB which served with Arabian Airways 
of Aden and operated out of RAF Khormaksar. Its UK CofA had expired 
6.4.40 but this would hardly have prevented it from becoming an 
Ethiopian government aircraft. The only visible markings appear to be 
a large tricolour on the rear fuselage. 

THE DH PUSS MOTH 
2131 G-ACIV was used by and probably owned by/regd to, 
International Air Lines Ltd, Croydon from 7.33 and, after the company's 
demise in 9.33, was acquired by Provincial Airways Ltd, Croydon in 
10.33 with other I.A.L. assets. This fills the gap between its registration 
and CofA 6.33 as G-ACIV after return from South Africa and ownership 
by Wrightson Air Hire Ltd in 9.34. 

- . 

Above: The wrecked Monospar ST-25 of the Ethiopian Government in 
the hills above Addis Ababa airport, (via T T Thewlis) 
Below: Another view of Puss Moth G-AAXJ c/n 2006 apparently taken 
on the same 1930 visit to Germany as the shot on p. 2000/45. The pilot 
on the left is identified as Buckingham, while in the centre is "von B" and 
on the right Friedrich. Possibly von B is well known otherwise his full 
name may have been given, (via Jack Meaden) 

Thanks to the following for contributions to Feedback in this issue: John 
Battersby, John Black, Phil Butler, Neville Doyle, Malcolm Fillmore, 
Peter Green, L P Hayward, David E Hughes, Jack Meaden, Tony 
Morris, Vic Smith, and T T Thewlis. Further contributions on other sub-
jects will be published as soon as space is available. 
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The Huntington Chum 
Many thanks for a lot of additional information about the company 
and the Chum from Robert Parmerter, Vic Smith, John Jarratt and 
Rick Allan. 
Howard Huntington founded the Huntington Aircraft Company Inc in 
New York and in 1916 it was acquired by Empire State Aircraft Corp, 
Hempstead Plains, NY. The Huntington Aircraft Corp of Bridgeport, 
and later Stratford, CT was formed by Howard and Chester 
Huntington in 1929 and ceased operations in 1932. 
In 1930 the company announced the H-11 Governor, a 2-passenger 
cabin monoplane with strutless cantilever wing and powered by a 
110 hp Warner Scarab radial. Alternative power units were a 120 hp 
Chevrolet D-333 or a 125 hp Kinner B-5, the latter version being 
known as the H-11K. The Governor had a span of 35 ft 7 in. and a 
length of 23 ft 5 in., it was offered for sale at $5,850 in all three ver-
sions. Three aircraft are known, none of which carried an N prefix: 
these were two H-11s serials 27V and X36V and one H-11K seri-
alled 11040. 
This was followed by the H-12 Chum which, as the photo last time 
shows, was a 2-passenger side-by-side open cockpit parasol wing 
monoplane. It had a wing span of 33 ft 5 in. and a length of 22 ft 10 
in. Like the Governor it was to be available with three different engine 
types. Again three examples are known and appeared on the 1932 
Identified Aircraft Register listing machines without any N prefix. All 
were said to be built in 1930: 

C/n 1, 741Y, fitted with 45 hp Szekely SR-3 engine, owned by A A 
Shanklin & R D Farmer, Jackson Heights, Long Is, NY. 
C/n 2, 792Y, fitted with a 35 hp Continental A-40, owned by 
Huntington Aircraft Corp, Stratford, CT. 
C/n 3, 11039, as c/n 2. 
The third alternative engine proposed was the 85 hp Genet. Prices 
varied according to engine, the Continental was proposed to sell for 
$1,550, the Szekely for $1,750 and the Genet for $1,950. 
When Chum NX707Y was registered in 1977 to Erwin A Stockwell it 
was quoted as c/n 1, making it the former 741Y. 

One confusion has arisen from an article published in 1922 which 
described a Huntington H-12 single-seat high wing monoplane with 
a 20 ft span and a claimed 60 mph on a 12 hp motorcycle engine. It 
was built at Hempstead, NY and while it is clearly not the Chum it 
appears to have been a product of the earlier Huntington company. 
So was there an error, were design numbers duplicated, or does the 
'12' here indicate the power unit only? 

Still More On Humming Birds . . . 
G-EBHZ was named "SYLVIA II" after Alan Butler's sister. It was 
described in a feature about the 1924 King's Cup Air Race as being 
"handsome gold winged". 

. . . and a Misrair Viking? 
We have little news on the identity of the Misrair Viking which belly-
landed in southern Egypt en route Jeddah - Cairo 28.4.50. Dakota 
KN515 of 78 Sqn located it and dropped supplies, the passengers and 
crew being rescued by a Misrair Beechcraft as the area was inaccessi-
ble by land. Possibly SU-AFN c/n 209 which has no known fate? 

Above: A Northern Air Lines (Manchester) Ltd DH.60X Cirrus II Moth 
on the Hebridean Isle of Tiree c. 1929, probably the first aircraft to land 
there. We believe it to be G-EBZU c/n 686 but would like confirmation 
of this and of the date. Chartered by the Tiree Association, it was flown 
from Manchester via Renfrew by Capt Kingwill, NAL Chief Pilot. (Photo 
from "Hebrides at War" by Mike Hughes) 

Above: Francis Fisher who founded the Bournemouth Flying School at 
Christchurch in 1935, originally started out with Kent Aircraft Services, 
one of whose Avro 504Ks G-AAUK is shown in this photo. Is it possible 
that K.A.S. operated in the Hampshire area (the photo is from local 
sources) and what kind of work did they do? G-AAUK was only active 
between 3.30 and 6.31 which roughly dates the photo but the location 
is unknown, (via L P Hayward) 

Can you help with . . . ? 
* "Flight of 7.5.36 reported that the newly-opened Simpson's store 
(now Waterstone's) had an aviation exhibition which included an 
Abbott-Baynes auxiliary sailplane, a Pou-du-Ciel and an Aeronca. 
Does anyone know more about their identities? 
*On 22.6.21 four aircraft flew to Aldergrove, Belfast with reporters and 
photographers to cover the Royal opening of the new Northern Ireland 
Parliament. The Daily Mail and Mirror hired DH.4A G-EAMU; the Daily 
Sketch and Aerofilms had Avro 548 G-EAPQ; while two DH.9s were 
hired by The Times, Pathe and the Daily Graphic. The DH.9s were 
flown by Alan Cobham and F W Hatchett and remain unidentified but 
are assumed to have been DH Hire Service aircraft. Can anyone help? 
We think that G-EAAC, -EAQP and -EAVK may be the only possibles. 
A further detail, Hatchett force-landed on the way but Cobham made it 
back to Cricklewood that evening, which could indicate that Handley 
Page Transport DH.9s were used, from G-EAUI, N, O or P. 
*Aircraft restorer is seeking drawings, potential sources or contacts to 
assist in rebuilding of a 1951-vintage Brochet MB. 100. Any useful sug-
gestions would be appreciated. If you are not sure what a Brochet 
MB.100 looks like, here's one we made earlier: 

Above: Brochet MB. 100 F-BGUD c/n 4 at Le Plessis-Belleville 29.5.71. 
(Dave Partington) 
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